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Tecmar Sweetens Macintosh'
with Hard Disk Power

Mac Drive
Tecmar's Mac Drive gives you a 10 megabyte
fixed hard disk or a 5 megabyte removable
hard disk. You can add a 5 megabyte
removable hard disk to either of the above.

With Tecmar's Mac Drive . .

.

Your Macintosh runs much
faster than with the built-in floppy.

Mac Drive will provide up to 38 times

more storage than floppies.

You can minimize the use of floppies.

You can access files and save time by
loading programs from Mac Drive.

You can take your removable Mac Drive

cartridge with you for added security.

TEGH4R1
Tecmar Sweetens Apples™

Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex: 466692
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TEST DRIVE

AN ELEPHANT.

Elephant Floppy Disks are the perfect vehicle for storing and pro-

tecting data. Because Elephant never forgets. You'll get high performance

that's 100% guaranteed for a lifetime of heavy use. So take them for a test

drive They re available now at_your local computer showroom. And
there's no waiting for delivery. For the Elephant dealer nearest you. call

1-800-343-8413. In Massachusetts, call collect (617) 769-8150.

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS.
CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Sending for Help

Dear Editor:

Thank you for the excellent review of TermExec, our com-
munications software package for the Apple in the June issue.

Just a few minor corrections: the Editor subsystem does
indeed have a HELP command—just type ESC-?, the universal
TermExec HELP request. Also, far from supporting auto-dialing
only with the Hayes Smartmodem, TermExec supports all

auto-answer and auto-dial features, touch-tone or pulse, with
pauses, on all popular modems for the Apple, including the
Hayes Smartmodem, the Micromodem II and He, the SSM, the
Novation Applecat, and the new Apple Modem.

Patrick O'Neil

Chairman
Exec Software

201 Waltham St.

Lexington, MA 02173

Kudos, Boodos
Dear Editor:

I loved your piece in the March issue about the industry,
although it was too short. More please. But next time, I hope
you won't make such a hash of describing Kaypros. For example,
all Kaypros have 9" monitors, not 7", the new IV is $1995, not
$2195 (and includes a 300 baud built-in modem), and an 8088
board can be installed after the computer leaves the factory,
but in this case cost is $800 instead of $400. Also, I understood
that one of the Kays is father of the others.

"Inside Dreck" was hilarious, even to someone like me who
really does read Dvorak first in Infoworld.

I'm a little tired of reading about how the PCjr is going to
dominate the home market. Maybe, just maybe, so many people
will read about how inferior the machine is (for the price) that
sales won't meet expectations. Has there ever been a machine
that sold solely or primarily because of the software available
for it? Didn't people buy Apple Us because they knew so many
others who used it, not because so much software was available?
Didn't people buy IBM PCs because of the name, not because
so much software is available? Now these machines may be
bought for software, but that was not the reason for their
success initially. If people buy a machine to use PCjr software,
won't they buy something made by Commodore or Atari that
will undoubtedly be a much better value for price?
On the other hand, if it's really reputations and marketing

that sell computers (such as the PCjr), and not the benefits of
the machine, how is the Macintosh going to challenge the IBM
PC? The Mac is a great toy, but it looks and "smells" so much
like a toy that the businesspeople who bought IBM because it

was IBM, will buy the next IBM rather than buy that toy Mac.
So make up your minds. Will the next wave of computer

buyers buy for benefits, and consequently buy Mac (once it has
enough memory and two drives for serious word processing)

instead of PC, or will they buy reputation and buy IBMs. It

can't go both ways, can it? If buyers of home computers are

gullible (jr buyers), won't businesspeople be even more gullible?

Perhaps I'm in the minority, but in my experience, individuals

spending a lot of their own money are more careful buyers
than are businessmen spending a lot of their company's money.

Dr. Lewis Pulsipher

5102 Catalpa Rd.

Fayetteville, NC 28304

Ifvou read the Mac review in the July issue, your opinion of
the Mac may have changed. It is all too easy to call it a toy, just

because it is small and simple to use. —JJA

Spacing Out

Dear Editor:

The high point of the July issue for me was Part 3 of Arthur
Luehrmann's excellent article on structured programming in

Basic. I have a few comments which may be of interest to your
readers.

It has always been a sin in my book to address a comment
line with a GOTO or a GOSUB. When a program gets large, it

may be wise to remove comments in the operating version
while keeping comments in the master version. If the comments
are addressed by GOSUBs and GOTOs and the comments are
removed, obviously the program will not run. In my program-
ming I put the comments in the lines ahead of the address as
follows, using his last subroutine as an example:

597'
598

' SUB WRAP UP
599'

600 IF G$ = S$ THEN 605
601 FALSE
602 PRINT "YOU LOSE"

Etc.

Lines 597 and 599 create separation spaces in the listing

around the comment which calls the attention to the area when
scanning the listing. In addition to adding to the "prettiness,"
nothing happens when the comments are removed.

In addition to planning the structure and the logic of the
program, it is usually desirable to plan the variables to be used
and to list them in the program. I begin the variable listing and
initialization at line 64000 as a subroutine that is addressed at
the start of the program. A listing could look like this:

63997'
63998 ' VARIABLE LISTING
63999'

64000 A$ = "CAT"
64005 B$ = "DOG"
64010 G$ REPRESENTS PLAYERS GUESS
64015 S$ REPRESENTS SECRET WORD
64020 RETURN

I find that the variable listing is as valuable in understanding
or modifying a program as the structure. In this listing, if the
comments are removed, the initialized variables will remain in

the program but the commented lines will disappear.
I hope that I can look forward to many more articles in

Creative Computing of the quality of this series.

TJ. Anderson
91 Angela Dr.

Los Altos, CA 94022
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GRAPHICS
MASTER-

WHAT A PAIR !

Tecmar's Graphics Master & Lotus 1-23

Graphics Master is the only board that creates

both monochrome and color graphics for

Lotus 1-2-3.

You can also run IBM compatible software

because Graphics Master emulates both the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter and the Monochrome
Adapter.

We are pleased to announce that Graf-Talk-' and

MetaWindow' software take full advantage of

Graphics Master's high resolution graphics.

Graphics Master is the only board that will do all

of the following with appropriate software:

• High resolution color graphics -

640 x 400, 16 colors

• High resolution monochrome graphics -

720 x 700
• Run software for IBM Monochrome Adapter

• Run software for IBM Color Graphics Adapter

TEGVMR
the power behind the PC
I.-. Mi.il Inc. 6225 Cochran Ko.i.i Solon (Cleveland), Ohio »»i 19 1377 Phone*216X349-0600 l.-i.-v tt>6692

uu .w if*- l .-ins lv»-k> - Inc. 31
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Why are over

of our customers
since 1978 repeaters?

It's very simple . .

.

they call and
save money!

1-800-841-0860
For example:

SANYO MBC SERIES
We have the LOWEST prices.

Call us before you buy.

STAR MICRONICS
GEMINI 10X

$245
COMPUTERS PRINTERS

Radio /hack

Frank!:::
Computer

EPSON OKJDUA

i^r C. Itoh

cteywriter Kmai

EQUIPMENT

(DHayes'

MAWHKMANH
TALLY

Transtar

Diablo &1AXAIM

VISAand MasterCard accepted, alsoWire Transfer of funds
directly from your bank to ours.

micro
txnentll*MI«

Name
brands at
wholesale
prices

systems, inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo. Georgia 31728
For info, call 912-377-7120

Ask tor

ahee copy
olour

latest catalog
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HARDWARE
EVALUATION

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Product evaluations in Creative Com-
puting are different from those in many
other magazines. Here's why.
A Creative Computing product eval-

uation is objective, thorough, and in-depth.

Normally, we get an actual production
product for testing— on loan or purchased
from the manufacturer. Wc do not ask
for or accept any special treatment, but

interact with the manufacturer as a normal
customer would.

In most cases, we test the product in

the environment and under the conditions

in which we would expect it to be used.

We do not believe that we should sit in an
ivory tower and pass judgment on a product

that is meant to be used by a salesman on
the road or a child in a classsroom.

When we evaluate a prototype, we state

that fact in the review. Even so. we do
not simply recite the manufacturer speci-

fications: instead, we use the product,

apply our own tests, and report on the

results. If it lives up to the published specs,

fine; if not. we tell you.

In our evaluations, we call a spade a

spade and a lemon a lemon. Advertisers

do not receive special treatment— no one
does. Some manufacturers do not like

this policy and refuse to work with us or
advertise in the magazine. But most manu-
facturers welcome our policy of scrupulous

honesty, and for that, we applaud them.

Nevertheless, we are not right all of the

time. Sometimes, a unit might perform
well in our tests, but be a dog for you. For
that, we are sorry. But for the most part,

we trust you will find our reviews—and
the rest of the magazine— credible, honest,

and interesting. TH

L J
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IANAGINGYOUR MONEY
is, simply the finest

personal financial management
program on the market'

PERSONAL SOFTWARE MAGAZINE. JULY 1984

"The first

fully-integrated

financial program
that really makes
a computer for

the home worth
the money"

SEYMOUR MERRIN
COMPUTERWORKS OFa

"MANAGING
YOUR MONEY

is the most
complete home
finance package

I've seen. It's

also about the
most easy-to-use

software
package I've ever

encountered"
KEN USTONS ILLUSTRATED

GUIDE TO THE IBM PC

mecfl

MANAGIN< MONEY'
LET MOICW TOetAS BECOME TOUfl
FINANCIAL At WHILE TOUR COMPUTER
HELP! YOU MANAGE YOUR MONET EFFECTIVE LY

Andrew Tobias'

new program
"can explain the
most complex
personal finan-

cial dilemmas
with impressive

clarity and
frequent twists

of wit."

FORBES.
APRIL 9. 1984

"You'd expect
MANAGING
YOUR MONEY
to be difficult

to use and full

of financial

jargon. It isn't."

COMPUTES PC & PCjr.

MAY 1984

For CM PC. XT. Compaq and now for PCjr with ?5€K

The only financial software you'll ever need. The easiest financial software you'll ever use.

It's seven programs in one. It prepares your budget and balances your checkbook.
It calculates your net worth. It helps manage your stock portfolio. It calculates your taxes.

It estimates your life insurance needs. It analyzes loans and helps you do retirement planning.

It reminds you of important dates. No need for a big, bulky manual.
With MANAGING YOUR MONEY'" all the help you need is constantly on-line, on the computer.

And everything is integrated so you only need to enter data once.

at her fot> software products from MCCA

meca
Software that makes your

personal computer worth having.™
i - MICRO EDUCATION CORPORATION OF AMERICA- ?85 RIVERSIDE AVENUE. WESTPORT. CT 06880»(203> 222 1000
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The simplest
way yet for you and
yourDennis to learn
to use a computer.

Introducing Dr. Logo" Learning Pacs from
Digital Research® The brilliant shortcut that helps you
use and understand a family computer.

Now you can literally draw your own conclusions

on an IBM®PC, PCjr, Apple®II series, and soon the

Commodore®64. Quickly, easily and inexpensively.

Because our Learning Pacs are based on Logo, the

computer graphics language that communicates
through simple drawings.

Just follow the Learning Cards that come with
each ofour three Learning Pacs. The computer will

trace your commands on screen, so you see visual

results instantly.

Dr. Logo Learning Pacs are perfect for families because
they turn problem solving and learning basic logic into

an exciting computer game. And let kids and grownups
progress at their own pace and skill.



Dr. Logo™ Graphics works like a primer to unlock the magic of

turtle graphics. Dr. Logo™Games shows you how to construct your
own computer games with Dr. Logo™
Language. Dr. Logo™Words makes fun

out of creating your own word games,

even poetry.

Now, for a fraction ofwhat some
software costs, you can turn your family

into family computers. For more information, call 800-277-1617,

ext. 400. In California, 800-772-3545, ext. 400.
Dr. Logo. Dr Logo Graphics Dr Logo Games and Dr Logo Words are trademarks and Digital Research and its logo are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc IBM is a

registered trademark of International Business Machines Apple is a registered trademark ofApple Computer Dennis the Menace and the Dennis the Menace charactersare
trademarks of Hank Ketchum Enterprises. Inc. Commodore 64 is a trademark ofCommodore Business Machines. Inc 1984 Digital Research Inc All rights reserved.

Hoj DIGITAL
RESEARCH
We make computers work.

(5
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BUSINESS/PERSONAL

Sanyo555
SmallBusiness Computers

The Least
Expensive
of the PC
Compatibles

lecently, Sanyo Business Systems in-

troduced two new 16-bit microcomput-
ers, the MBC-530 and the MBC-555.
Many dealers are advertising these

micros as cost effective IBM PC
compatibles. More realistically, how-
ever, the) should be viewed as machines
intermediate in features between the

PCjr and the PC, which can meet (he

needs of many users at a remarkably low
price.

The MBC-550 package from Sanyo

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

Jon Geist

consists of a 16-bit, 8088-based. single

board computer with 128K. of RAM. a

5'/4 " disk drive, a keyboard with five

timet ion keys and a numeric keypad,

color graphics capability, and a software

package with Sanyo Basic, MS-DOS 125.

Easywriter, WordStar, and CalcStar.

The MBC-555 package includes an
additional disk drive and SpellStar,

MailMerge. and InfoStar. Some dealers.

mostl) mail order houses, are adding a

monochrome monitor, printer, second
disk drive lor the 550. or some combina-
tion of the above to sweeten the deal A
second disk dnve makes a 550 into a

555.

September 1984 - Creative Computing



ATARISOFT. All the hits your computer is missing.

It's showtime.

Time for ATARISOFT " to

show you six exciting, brand

new games that are destined

for stardom.

Games that can be played on

your Commodore 64. IBM
PC and Apple II. (Some titles

^available on IBM PCjr, and

k.VIC 20.*)

First, there's Gremlins',

based on the charac-

ters from the original

film presented by

Steven Spielberg.

Then there's Crystal

Castles'" where
' Bentley Bear" journeys

through all sorts of

itantalizingly difficult

paths and ramps in his

endless quest for gems.

In Donkey Kong Jr. ' by
Nintendo; Junior tries to

rescue his father

against immense
odds. And speak-

ing of Donkey
Kong, there's also

Mario Brother? by

Nintendo! This time.

Mario and his brother

Luigi battle creatures on
four levels of floors, en-

countering all sorts of

treacherous enemies.

In Track And Field' you

can compete by yourselfor

head-to-head with another

player. But each player must
beat qualifying times, heights

and distances before they can
compete in each of the gruel-

ling six events.

Typo Attack is the much-
acclaimed,

fun-filled

program that

^

/ATARISOFT

MARIO BR

DONKEY KONG JR. *
TwnS2

TRACK& FIELD ATARISOFT

CRYSTAL CASTLES A™»*2"

allows you to enjoy de- '

t

veloping your typing

skills at any level.

And still play-

ing to the de-

light of audiences "everywhere

are Pac-Man' Ms. Pac-Mani
Jungle Hunt? Battlezone,"

Donkey Kong'; by Nintendo;
Centipede" and Pole
Position"

So, if you've been searching

for ways to entertain your
Commodore, Apple or IBM,
treat it to one of the best

shows in town, one of the hits

from ATARISOFT.
And don't forget the

popcorn.

ATARISOFT products are manufactured
iputers

products arc not made, licensed or approved
b\ the manutacturerls) of those computers
and vij

•Titlt IHM PCjr, are Ms.
Man, Centipede. Donkey Kong, Moon

Patiol* and T) pi .nljhleon the

I.C llrolhcis.hu

.lurks and D Nintendo. 1982. 1983; 3

murk of Konami Industry Co., Ltd..

t Konami: 4. Trademarks of Bally

J to Atari. Inc. by
idemark and O

rporation 1982; 6.

Engineered and designed by Namco
Ltd.. manufactured under

by Atari. Inc. Trade-

mark and O Namco 1982. 7

Trademark and © Williams
1982. manufactured under
license from Williams

Electronics, Inc.

ATARIS4
'YPO ATTACK ATARISOFT
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BUSINESS/PERSONAL

As this article is written, the 550 is

selling for well under $1000 and the 555
for not much more. Clearly this repre-

sents a great deal of computer power for

the dollar. One way to assess value of the

555 is to realize that a comparably
equipped IBM PC costs about $3400.

The 550 Series prices are so low for a 16-

bit machine that they offer substantial

savings compared to the most inexpen-

sive of the PC compatibles, and even the

PCjr.

Another way of looking at the value

of the Sanyo MBC-550/555 is to realize

that most comparably equipped systems
based on 8-bit computers cost as much,
and many cost even more. Moreover, the

8-bit systems are limited to 64K of
RAM.

So the real question is this: What do
you give up when you buy one of these

computers instead of a comparably
equipped IBM PC or PC compatible,

and is the loss worth the monetary
savings?

Compatibility
First, it is important to understand

that the 550 Series is not fully compat-
ible with the IBM PC. Probably the

most important difference between the

550 Series and the PC is the way in

which they address the memory map of
the monitor screen. As a result, any soft-

ware written for the PC that uses graph-
ics or a screen editor probably will not

run to its full potential as the 550/555.
More about this later.

One weakness of the MBC-550 Series

hardware as presently packaged is that it

uses single sided disk drives, just as the

IBM PC did when it was first in-

troduced, rather than the double sided

drives now standard with the PC. Thus,
its disk capacity is only 1 60K of storage

rather than the 320 available on the PC.
On the positive side, the Sanyo ma-

chine does use the same disk format that

the PC uses for single sided disks, so it

does read disks written on the PC as

long as they were formatted using the

single sided format option.

Essentially, the MBC-550 Series is

data compatible with the IBM PC (like

the TI Professional) rather than func-

tionally compatible like the Eagle, Co-
rona, Columbia, and Compaq. To see

what limitations this might impose in

any particular application, it is necessary

to look at the computer itself, its key-

board, and its software in some detail.

The System Unit
The MBC-550 consists of a stamped

steel chassis housing the single board
computer, and a detached keyboard. The
chassis is about 15* across by 14" deep
by 4%" high. This is a little larger than
the PCjr chassis and about % the size of
the PC chassis in each dimension. It has

a simulated stainless steel finish with a

pleasantly functional appearance.

The front panel is plastic, but it

matches the steel top panel perfectly.

There we found an on/off switch, a
TEAC FD-55A single sided, double den-

sity, 5'/4 " disk drive, and a compartment
for disk storage. The compartment fills

HARDWARE
PROFILE
Name: Sanyo 550/555

Type: Desktop business computer

CPU: 16-bit 8088

RAM: 128K expandable to 256K
Keyboard: Detached, 81 keys

Text resolution: 80 char, x 25 lines

Graphics: 640 x 240 pixels, 8 colors

Disk drive: 160K single sided

Ports: Centronics parallel, optional
RS-232 serial

Operating System: MS-DOS
Software: Single drive system

bundled with Basic, Easy Writer,

WordStar, CalcStar; additional

software with second drive

Documentation: User's Guide,
manuals with each software
package

Price: $999 (550, one drive)

$1399 (555, two drives)

Summary: Least expensive IBM PC
compatible machine; not fully

compatible, but impressive list

of software is already available.

Sanyo appears committed to the

market.

Manufacturer:

Sanyo Business System Corp.
51 Joseph St.

Moonachie, NJ 07074
(201) 440-9300
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the space reserved for a second drive.

The fact that the system unit can

accommodate two disk drives is a signifi-

cant advantage over the PCjr, but the

choice of single sided drives is a dis-

advantage. Obviously, there is some cost

advantage to the single sided drives, and
it is clear that Sanyo designed this sys-

tem for high performance at low cost.

Drive A is on the right. This is un-

conventional by American practice, but

causes no problems because each drive is

identified by an embossed letter just be-

The fact that the
system unit can

accommodate two disk

drives is a significant

advantage over
the PCjr.

low it. Next to the letter that identifies

the drive is an icon of a small disk ori-

ented properly for insertion into the

drive. This should be a help to new and
infrequent users.

The chassis encloses the single circuit

board. Hard wired onto this board is an

8088 processor, 128K of dynamic RAM,
and the circuitry to control a parallel

printer port, RS-232C serial port, joy-

stick, composite video monitor, color

graphics, and double or single sided disk

drives.

The MBC-550/555 comes with the

video monitor and parallel printer ports

already wired to external connectors on
the rear of the chassis. However, the

connectors and cable for the joystick and
serial port must be purchased separately.

The circuit board has sockets tor 16

4164 dynamic RAM chips to expand the

onboard memory to a maximum of

256K. A socket is also available for an
8087 numerical coprocessor, but no
other expansion sockets are available

within the 550/555 chassis.

There is a 62-pin connector on the cir-

cuit board with 48 of the 62 IBM PC
I/O expansion lines connected to it. This
is a good feature, allowing considerable

expansion of the capabilities of the 550
Series through the addition of an ex-

ternal chassis to contain third party

hardware originally developed for the

IBM PC. But, this capability would have
been enhanced considerably if some of

the remaining 15 lines had been
connected.

The missing lines are the -5 volt sup-

ply line, all lines involved in the memory
refresh cycle, all lines involved in direct

memory access (DMA), and all but one
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FOPFor the 21st Century Mind
Do you wish you could play with something as

intelligent as your word processor?

Did you outgrow monsters years ago?

Is yourhome accounting program too dull to play?

Are spreadsheets not your idea of a good time?

Introducing Millennium software. Literate.

Engrossing. Enriching. And Playful.

It will stretch your mind all the way to the

21st century.

The millennium Electronic Almanac: 198a

Millennium Electronic
Rlmanac

1981-1

Thousands of facts, figures,

and upcoming events for 1984
flash on screen at your com-
mand with The Millennium
Electronic Almanac. Eight
disk sides include

—

TM

SeasonDisks, an interactive

calendar offering every day:

Historical events
Famous birthdays
Notable quotes
Brain-teasing trivia

Challenging new words

InfoDisks, an information
bank including:

The 1984 Olympics
Presidential elections
Health and fitness

Space exploration
Orwell's year

Edited by
Anthony S.

Kleckner.
$49.95.

For the Apple lie and II •
. Coming soon for IBM. Copyright

O 1984 Millennium Group Incorporated. Apple He and II +
are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. IBM is a trademark
of International Business Machines

Ask for these Millennium products at yoi

IXIMillennium
A New Age in Mind
24 East 22nd Street, New York, New York 10010

(212) 674-0040
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of the user defined I/O interrupt lines.

The absence of the -S volt line is no
great loss, but the loss of the other

functions is significant.

Could the lack of those extra I/O
functions be a reason not to buy a SSO?
If the computer is being purchased only

to do the things that it already does,

then I/O expansion capability is of little

or no concern. Since even the most
powerful 16-bit machines will probably

be rather limited compared to the 32-bit

machines that are planned for introduc-

tion over the next few years, this may be
the most reasonable attitude toward
expansion. But I assume that you are

looking for a computer now, so if you
want a computer that can grow in power
and capability, you should be seriously

concerned about differences in growth
potential between the 550 Series and
some of the more expensive machines.

Despite the limitations pointed out

above, the 550 Series is capable of a

great deal of external expansion.
Thoughtworks in Phoenix, AZ already

has 5, 10, and 20Mb hard disk drives for

the MBC-550 Series that can be pur-

chased at prices ranging from $2200 to

$3600. Memory expansion cards for the

PC that use static RAM should be easily

interfaced to the 550/555, while cards

using dynamic RAM would require a

significant engineering effort because of

the necessity to synchronize their refresh

cycle with the internal clock of the

computer.

Keyboard
The keyboard is a nice feature of the

MBC-550 Series. It looks and feels more
like an IBM Selectric keyboard than
does the keyboard on the IBM PC, but

still differs significantly from the
Selectric lay< it around the edges. The
delete key is in the right place with
respect to the return key, but the

return key, while conveniently large, is

located one key far to the right. The key-

board is by no means quiet, but it is

considerably less noisy than the PC key-

board. It also has a less metallic and
squeaky sound.

The keyboard differs from the PC
keyboard in several other more substan-

tial ways. It has a hard reset key in a

protected, but readily accessible location

on the left side, and it has no alt key as

a true PC compatible would. Instead, it

has a GRAPHICS key that works like a

shift lock key. The first time it is struck,

the keyboard enters the graphics mode
and a red light on the key comes on to

remind you that you are in the graphics

mode. To exit this mode the key is

struck again.

In the graphics mode the various key
strokes, including shift-modified and

Sanyo hardware has a
good reputation for

reliability.

control-modified strokes, are assigned

alternate characters. All of the charac-

ters in the IBM extended ASCII set hav-

ing decimal codes from 32 to 255 are

available as keystrokes using either the

normal or the graphics mode. Charac-
ters having ASCII codes 1 through 31

are not available as keystrokes, presum-
ably because these ASCII codes are also

assigned to control functions such as

linefeed and carriage return.

In summary, the MBC-550 Series as

delivered has more hardware capability

in certain areas and less in others than a

basic PC. Some of the expansion capabil-

ity of the PC is already available for the

550 Series, and further expansions using

hardware developed for the PC would be

a rather simple job. Other expansions

that are readily available for the PC,
such as the production of a "smart"
motherboard in an expansion chassis to

implement functions not available from
the 550 Series motherboard, would re-

quire a major engineering effort.

The 550 Series seems to be a more
powerful computer than the PCjr, (ex-

cept in the area of game support where
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the jr exceeds the PC itself)- However,

the jr can almost certainly run more PC
software.

It is worth noting that Sanyo hard-

ware has a good reputation for reliabil-

ity. One of the local dealers in my area

claims to have had fewer problems with

Sanyo machines than with any other

brand that he carries. Of the 200 8-bit

and 60 550 Series computers that he has

sold, only three have come back for

hardware problems, and these were all

easily fixed in his shop.

In closing this discussion of hardware
and expansion capability, we point out

that many PC's will never be expanded

to equal the 555 as delivered. From this

point of view, the 550 is a real bargain.

In fact, when you consider the software

that is included in the bundle, you might

feel as if you were buying a keyboard, a

color graphics board, a disk drive or

two, and the software, and getting the

actual computer for free.

Software Support
This brings us to the question of soft-

ware. The MBC-550 Series may offer

hardware power comparable to that of-

fered by the PC compatibles, but it can-

not be considered a comparable machine
if there is a software package ideally

suited to your task that runs on the PC,
but is not available for the MBC-550.

Because the MBC-550 Series is very

new, and because it is not functionally

compatible with the IBM PC, there is

not much software beyond what is bun-

dled with it that will run on it at this

time. Several companies are writing soft-

ware specifically for the 550 Series, and
Sanyo has released a list of 70 packages

from about 20 companies that do run on
the 550. Still there is a great deal of PC
and generic MS-DOS software that

doesn't run to its full potential because

of problems with screen editors and
graphics.

The software problem is currently

more serious than it need be due to three

more fundamental, but hopefully tem-

porary, problems. The 550 Series Basic

Input-Output System (BIOS) is not cur-

rently as PC compatible as it could be.

There is little documentation currently

available for 550 Series, and much of
what is available leaves a great deal to be

desired.

The BIOS, which is the source of

some of the current software compatibil-

ity problems, is the machine language

program that interfaces the CPU, mem-
ory, and all input and output devices.

Thus the BIOS for each different type of

machine must be different to reflect the

details of machine hardware.
Software that uses a screen editor,

such as a word processor, expects to be
able to send control characters or
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Its only business is managing your home finances.
No program does it more quickly, more easily, more directly.

Your Personal Net Worth systematizes
u iu iiidiijyuiiiuiii ui yuui nuuyunuiu inuuiiiu,

expenses, credit cards and check books—
using methods tested for accuracy by Touche
Ross, one of the nation's leading accounting
firms.

Your Personal Net Worth puts your com-
puter to work, keeps your records straight, in-

cluding your personal inventory of valuables
and stock portfolio, tells you where and how
you're spending your money or if you're mak-
ing a shambles of your budget. And does it' all

in less time than it takes you to balance your
check book.'^",,,™^~^^^™,^™""^^^^~

Nothing else— no other program at twice
the price— makes handling your personal
money matters simpler, faster and more direct
than Your Personal Net Worth.

You'll find it at your favorite software
retailer in the silver box with the real
silver dollar on the front. It could be the
single most valuable purchase you'll
ever make.

Record all banking and
any credit card trans-
actions, reconcile bank
statements instantly (up
to 10 separate bank ac-
counts can be handled),
— print checks, too.

Set up a budget (as many
as 350 categories)— and
then compare your actual
income and expenses to
the budget.

tible item. Today or at ti

return time.

Display or print every
financial report you'll
ever need.

Record stock, bond and
other investment trans-
actions. Inventory
household valuables,
collectibles and
important papers for
nsurance and other
purposes.

Your Personal Net Worth
works fast because it's in
machine language. Docu-
mentation in plain English
is referenced for easy
use. "Help" functions on
screen at all times.

Available for:

IBM-PC/XT/PCjr (128K)
Apple II • lie lie (64K)
Commodore 64
Atari (48K)
The Program comes
with two disks, one of
which has accounts al-

ready set up for entry.
However, only one disk
drive is necessary.

nafl M aV m You'll grout wHhuta V/Mm/nvui/ih Vi#<r#A#M
I Ills «#tMf IM/IWWII tfTJHWIt

Scarborough Systems, Inc., 25 N.Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591 ^^ mtc 1984
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characters following an escape character

to tell the BIOS how to move the cursor,

and whether to delete, overwrite, or in-

sert. It is possible to write this sort of

software using only the commands sup-

ported by the 500 Series BIOS, but ge-

neric MS-DOS software often expects

the BIOS to support direct cursor

addressing. This may not be a true sys-

tem call supported by MS-DOS, so it

may not be quite fair to expect this type

of support. But finger pointing does not

change the fact that this type of generic

software is being written, and the 550
Series should run it.

Borland's new Turbo Pascal is an ex-

cellent example. The version of Turbo
Pascal that is written for generic MS-
DOS will compile and execute programs
without any problems on the 550 Series,

but its screen editor requires a richer

variety of control commands than Sanyo
has provided. Thus, one of the many
outstanding features of Turbo Pascal,

the convenience of a powerful, built-in

screen editor, is lost by running the ge-

neric MS-DOS version of this language

on the MBC-550. That's the bad news.

The good news is that the PC-DOS
version runs perfectly on the MBC-550.
But it is important to understand that

this is not the case with all software writ-

ten for the PC. The fancier the graphics

and screen editing capabilities of a

particular piece of software, the more
likely it is that it will depend upon some
feature of the PC hardware or BIOS that

is not available on the MBC-550.
There are other deficiencies in the

BIOS as well as the lack of direct cursor

addressing. There is no interrupt for a

screen dump, for example, which is a

significant disadvantage, and there is

only one video mode, which is a trade-

off. The single video mode combines the

text and high-resolution (eight colors,

18

640 x 200 pixels) graphics modes of the

PC. This is a disadvantage in that it re-

duces compatibility with PC software,

but it simplifies the use of graphics and
other operations with software written

specifically for the 550 Series.

The single video mode
combines the text and
high-resolution (eight

colors, 640 x 200
pixels) graphics modes

of the PC.

While it is true that the BIOS of the

550 handles software written specifically

for it with no problems, the 550 Series

would be considerably more powerful

and would run more software better, if it

had a better BIOS.

Bundled Software
Two word processing packages are

bundled with the MBC-550/555,
WordStar, Version 3.3 from MicroPro
and EasyWriter Version 1.3 from
Information Unlimited Software. Both
work well, are well documented, and
have well written training manuals.

IUS deserves special praise for their

implementation of Easywriter on the

550. They took maximum advantage of

the features of the 550 keyboard to cre-

ate a word processor that is both easy to

learn and easy to use. Readers familiar

with earlier versions of Easywriter might

be interested to know that version 1.30

has some enhancements that make it

considerably more powerful and easier

to use than earlier versions. But both the

ease of use and the ease of learning are

further improved by the way this word

processor fits the keyboard. This sort of

optimization is not possible with a

program designed to work on several

different machines.

There is not a great deal that I can say

about anything other than WordStar and

SpellStar in the software package from

MicroPro. I have no real experience

with spreadsheets, computer mailings,

business form generation, and business

data sorting, all of which are supported

by this package. I have tried the various

programs out to see how they work, and

I have thought of few applications that I

may have for them in the future. But I

can't really comment intelligently on

them, other than to say that they seem

to work in the way expected.

Microsoft's MS-DOS 1.25, and the

disk-based utilities, CHKDSK, COM-
MAND, DEBUG, DISKCOPY,
EDLIN, FILCOM, and FORMAT are

included in the bundled software pack-

age as the operating system. Chapter 4

of the Sanyo MBC-550 Series Operator's

Guide, which is titled MS-DOS In-

troduction provides no help in using this

operating system beyond the most basic

operations. Not even the purpose of

COMMAND, DEBUG, and FILCOM
are mentioned in this chapter, much less

their use. For some reason EDLIN and

EXE2BIN (a utility that is not provided)

are described in outline form. It is un-

likely that anyone who did not already

know how to use them, would ever guess

what their use is, much less how to do
anything useful with them based on the

information provided. The last page of

the Operator's Guide refers the in-

terested user to Microsoft's MS-DOS
Reference Manual for further informa-

tion. One of the many texts on PC-DOS
and MS-DOS might be even more use-

ful, not to mention less expensive.

Sanyo's version of Microsoft Basic-80

with graphics commands is also part of

the software package. Like IBM's
BasicA and Microsoft's GW Basic,

Sanyo Basic for the 550 Series was cross

compiled for the 8088 from the 8-bit

8080 code for Basic-80. It even shares

some bugs with the early versions of

these other Basics. However, its graphics

commands have somewhat different syn-

tax, and it does not have as rich a set of

commands. With very few exceptions

the missing commands are not a serious

loss. For instance, Sanyo Basic has a

screen editor, but no line editor, and it

has only one command (rather than the

two redundant commands of BasicA) for

opening ASCII files.

Chapter 3 of the Operator's Guide,

which is titled Sanyo Basic, is no better

than the chapter on MS-DOS. What is

in this chapter is reasonably well de-
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scribed. But most (or at least half) of Ba-

sic is missing. You will never find out

how to read and write data to disk files

in ASCII format, much less in random
format from this chapter. You will never

find out how to execute program over-

lays or to work with user defined print

formats. Nor will you find out how to

use peeks and pokes or to write ma-
chine language subroutines. You will

never even find out how to use most of

the built-in functions.

This might not be a problem if the

Sanyo MBC-SSO Basic Reference Man-
ual were available. But as of this writing,

it has not yet been released. However, a

Microsoft Basic-80 Reference Book or

Reference Manual, and the List of Re-

served Words in chapter 5 of the Op-
erator's Guide, in conjunction with

chapter 3 is more than adequate to en-

able you to use the full potential of

Sanyo Basic. A manual for BasicA or

GW Basic could also be used if you can

find one to purchase.

In either case, it is advisable to modify

the commands in the manual that you
do use to reflect the differences between

the version of Basic described in the

manual and the version you are actually

using. For instance, the delete option

is not available in the chain command
in Sanyo Basic on the MBC-550 Series,

but except for this omission, the chain
command works exactly as described in

the Basic-80 Reference Manual.
The remaining four chapters of the

Operator's Guide: Getting Started,

Glossary, Technical Reference, and

Peripheral Installations get mixed re-

views. The first and last chapters are not

bad. Both present the expected informa-

tion in a concise, understandable manner
accompanied by ample clear illustra-

tions. A user with very little experience

should have no trouble getting MS-DOS
running and making back-up copies of

all of the software supplied with the

package following the step by step

instructions in the first chapter.

The technical reference chapter is a

mixed bag. More information would be

desirable, but there is a great deal of use-

ful information in this chapter. Unfortu-

nately, it is not organized in any logical

way, and much of it should be in other

chapters. But, at least it is available

somewhere. A description of how to in-

stall a screen editor to the extent that the

BIOS will support it would have been a

useful addition to this chapter.

The Glossary chapter is not very use-

ful, being incomplete and, in places, in-

comprehensible. For instance, we find

that a printed circuit board is "the real

estate for electronic circuits. Sheets

CIRCUIT BOARD [sic] of fiber glass or

epoxy with copper conductors etched

onto the surface. Components mount
onto the traces," as well as more useful

information that might help when read-

ing other parts of the manual.

Conclusion
In summary, the MBC-550 is a very

powerful computer for the money. In

this regard, nothing else comes close.

Whether all of its hardware power will

be usable depends upon the quantity and
quality of the software that becomes
available for it. This, in turn, depends

upon two factors: the number of people

who actually buy this computer system

and the amount of generic software and
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software written for other computers it

can run.

The MBC-550 is no different from
any new machine that is not a software

compatible up-grade. Right now there is

even less software available for the Mac-
intosh than there is for the MBC-550. It

will be interesting to see which machine
is better supported in the long run.

There is much more effort being devoted

to the Macintosh, but that conversion is

more difficult. All that is needed for the

MBC-550 is a BIOS that provides better

support for generic MS-DOS software.

Of course, a BIOS that emulated the PC
BIOS would be even better. However,

because of the hardware differences be-

tween the two machines, this is probably

not possible without a smart expansion

box.

If the MBC-550 catches
the public's Imagination
even without a broad
software base, one will

soon appear.

The only sure thing at this point is

that if the MBC-550 catches the public's

imagination even without a broad soft-

ware base, one will soon appear. This, of

course, applies to any new computer. If

it does happen, a broad base of expan-

sion hardware support will also appear,

and in retrospect, it will be clear that the

550 was one of the best buys in the

history of small computers.

On the other hand, buyers could just

as easily find themselves with a system

that is virtually without software and
hardware support beyond what exists

right now. If this is the case, the 550

may not look like such a good deal a few

years hence, when the PC compatible

machines are doing things that are just a

gleam in the eye right now. Both of these

scenarios are extreme, but they define

the limits. In this field, no better predic-

tions can be made.
In any event, if you are considering a

computer purchase now, you owe it to

yourself to consider the MBC-550 to see

if it can do the things that you want to

do now, and to see how much of a gam-
ble is involved with respect to your goals

for future expansion. You may want to

take the gamble. If you are currently

considering a system with a disk drive, it

won't cost much more to go with the

MBC-550 than with a Commodore 64,

and the 550 is a much more powerful

and versatile machine.
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Make Way For Hayes'Please.
An advanced, easy-to-use data management
system for the IBM * PC and compatibles.

Want to get your paperwork out of
a clumsy file cabinet and onto your
PC's screen, where you can manage
it better? Frustrated with data base
software that's either too limited or
too difficult to use? Hayes offers you
a simple word of kindness.

Please'" A powerful, yet easy-to-use

system for organizing and managing
your information. Please is flexible

enough to store any data you enter,

and it'll return data to you in exacdy
the form you need. Please does
more.
It does
it all

faster

And it's

sure to

please!

"The menu, Please?"
Menus list all your options
and tell you exactly which

keys to press for every
Please feature.

That's to be expected. As the
telecomputing leader. Hayes built its

reputation on quality design, relia-

bility and customer support.

Now these same standards have
been applied to a new data

management system that is go-

ing to instandy change the way you
do business!

Say you're looking for an efficient

way to maintain
sales data. Please

leads you every step

of the way in creat-

ing a sales database
that might include

names, addresses, dates and figures.

These categories are called "fields'' in

database lingo, and they're the very

heart of your database structure.

Want last month's total in a par-

ticular region? Press a few keys and
it's yours! A few more keystrokes
and you'll know who's moving pro-

duct, and what's your biggest seller.

Please will supply you with labels

for a mailing to selected customers. It

can send customer information to

your word processor for a promotional
letter. And it can receive data from

"Make it snappy, Please!"
Need a report fast? You and

Please can put together a Quick
List in a matter of seconds.

your spreadsheet program. Please

will even look up a name and com-
pany for you. your Hayes Smart-

modem* will dial the phone number,
and you're ready to talk!

Taking this same sales database,

you might also want to define special

fields for a custom
Output Plan.

With a defined

field for "COM-
MISSIONS DUE!'

Please can automa-
tically compute each salesman's com-
missions, and print them out in a

report of your own design. All this

and more, just for saying "Please!"

And ifyou ever change your mind
and want to change the structure of
your database, please feel free. Step-
by-step instructions show you how.
You nave the same flexibility with

any database you and Please design.

You can store up to 16 million records

and 200 custom Output Plans for each
database! More than you're likely

ever to require. But isn't it nice

Please a a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc ' Smartmodem WO. Smartmodem 1200 and Smartmodem 12O0B are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc



Data managemen
for the IBM Person

"Putithere.Please'.'
Design a special screen
format to position data

in a particular place.

knowing
all that

storage

power
is there?

Just in case you ever need it?

Now you might think that a data

management system that does all

this must be difficult to use. Right?

Rest assured. Please works hard so

you don't have to. An easy-to-follow

sample disk shows you everything

you need to know to

create your first data-

base. Three Please

menus show you
which keys to press

to access every fea-

ture. And whenever you need it.

Please provides on-screen HELP
messages, tailored to a specific task.

So you needn't waste time reading

through a list of unrelated instructions

on your screen. Or stop what you're

doing to consult a manual. In no time

at alTand with no assistance at all.

you'll be a Please database pro!

"Merge these, Please!"
Combine data from one

database into another, with-

out changing your original.

Everything about Please is designed

to save you time and effort. So what
could make data management even
easier? Please Application Templates.

that's what!

lb help you get up-and-running

immediately, we've developed a

series of practical, pre-designed

templates. You'll appreciate their

welfthought-out structure, and "fill-

in-the-blank" ease. Choose several!

For business and personal use.

Including Maihng
List, for storing

names and
addresses and pro-

ducing mailing lists.

Contacts, for man-
igures about your

salescontacts. Applicants, for follow-

ing applicants throughout the inter-

viewing process. Appointments, for

maintaining your calendar and track-

ing all of your business expenses.

Household Records, a complete

home management system. And
more! Your dealer has details!

aging facts and

Buy Please nowl
Get a FREE Mail-
ing List template
from your dealer

Second FREE
template of your
choice, direct

from Hayes!

Help yourself.

Please! And take
advantage of

these two valu-

able offers. See
your dealer right

away!

Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc..

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross. Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.

CIRCLE 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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HARDWARE
EVALUATION

Russ Lockwood

Although new to the personal
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The System 2000 has five internal

expansion slots, and Monroe sells mem-
ory boards, a Z80 processor board, and a

RS-232/SDLC communications board.

The base model comes with 128K of
RAM and is expandable to 896K.

Standard ports include one parallel

printer port and two RS-232C serial

ports with programmable baud rates be-

tween 75 bps and 19,200 bps. Monroe
sells a 300/1200 baud modem with auto-

dial and auto-answer capabilities.

The System 2000 goes through a re-

assuring diagnostic self-test each time

you power up the machine. A small sys-

tem reset button is located on the rear

panel among the various cables. The
button is tough to find and awkward to

reach, so if you are using MS-DOS, you
are better off using Control-Alternate-

Delete. The alternative is waiting 10

seconds between shutting the computer
off and turning it back on.

Monroe thoughtfully included a

clock/calendar, one of the handiest little

extras you can find on a computer.

Keyboard
When it comes to describing key-

boards, ergonomic is now an advertising

buzzword. But, all hype aside, the

System 2000 really does have a well-

designed keyboard.

The detachable keyboard is connected

to the system unit by a three-foot coiled

cord. Monroe placed the connector in

the front of the system unit, a thoughtful

and helpful change from the usual prac-

tice of putting it at the back. Contrary to

popular fears, the keyboard plug does

not work itself loose and snap you in the

nose.

The keyboard is as sleek as the system

unit. It contains 92 keys arranged in four

logical groupings. The 58-key

QWERTY group is pretty much stan-

dard, although not an exact duplicate of

a typewriter keyboard. Monroe thought-

fully placed the shift and return keys in

their proper places and included an

LED light on the Caps Lock key.

The cursor controls keys are arranged

in a logical diamond pattern. However,
the left and right keys could be larger.

While one or two finger operation is

fine, three fingers proves to be a bit

crowded.
The numeric keypad also doubles as

cursor control keys and includes special

cursor keys Home, End, Page Up, and
Page Down. The and the decimal point

double as the specialized editing keys in-

sert and delete. The keypad has its own
Enter key, and the Num Lock and Scroll

Lock keys have LED indicators.

The last grouping places 10 user-

programmable function keys and four

application defined keys along the top of

the keyboard. The 10 programmable

September 1984 « Creative Computing

Cursor control keys are arranged in a

logical diamondformation.

keys can actually do the work of 40 be-

cause they can be used with the Shift,

Alternate, and Control keys.

Overall, the keys have a good feel, be-

ing neither too mushy nor too stiff. Au-
ral feedback is good, although the lack

of raised bumps on the J and F keys may
prove disappointing to touch typists.

Display
The normal display supplied with the

System 2000 is a 12" monochrome (am-
ber) monitor. However, for $900 more,
the computer can be equipped with a
14" color monitor capable of displaying

1 6 colors.

The monitor mounts on top of a ped-

estal that sits on top of the system unit.

The pedestal is a good idea, one that

should be standard equipment on per-

sonal computers. It allows you to tilt the

monitor roughly 30 degrees upward and
swivel it 180 degrees from side to side.

This helps position the monitor for the

most comfortable viewing angle,

especially when more than one person is

looking at the screen.

Character resolution of the display is

25 rows of 80 characters. The "IBM-
compatible" character set consists of the
standard 96 ASCII letters, numbers, and
symbols, with an additional 140 foreign,

mathematics, and graphics characters.

Character display attributes include nor-

mal, underlined, high-intensity, blink-

ing, non-display white, and non-display

black in either normal or reverse video.

The display has a resolution of 640
pixels by 400 pixels using bit-mapped
graphics. All the expected graphics

statements and commands are im-

plemented in Microsoft GW Basic,

which is a refinement of Microsoft Basic

for MS-DOS operating systems and in-

cludes special graphics and sound
capabilities.

Instead of brightness and contrast

knobs on the front of the monitor, Mon-
roe chose a sliding switch mounted on

All the expected
graphics statements
and commands are
implemented in

Microsoft GW Basic.

the side of the monitor. This is not the

cleverest of ideas because you cannot

fine tune your video display with one
switch as well as you can with two
knobs. Futhermore, to get a comfortable

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: Monroe System 2000

Type: Small business computer

CPU: 16-bit 80186 8 MHz
(Optional 8-bit Z80A)

RAM: 128K (expandable to 896K)

Keyboard: Detachable, 92 keys

Display: 80 x 25 characters 640 x

400 pixels

Disk Drives: One or two 720K (MS-
DOS) 5.25" floppy drives or

one floppy drive and one 10Mb
Winchester

Ports: Two RS-232C serial and one
parallel printer

Dimensions:
System unit: 19.5" x 15.5" x 4.4"

Keyboard: 19.25" x 8" x 1.5"

Display: 13.5" x 12.75" x 12.25"

Operating System: MS-DOS
CP/M-86 DPX

Documentation: User's guide and
loose leaf manuals for each
software package

Summary: State-of-the-art small

business computer offers true

16-bit speed with 80186
microprocessor. Optional 8-bit

Z80A coprocessor runs popular
CP/M packages. Available

software includes WordStar,
SuperCalc, and Condor
database.

Price: Base system 1 28K, one floppy

drive, and amber monitor
S3695; other configurations to

$7225

Manufacturer:
Monroe Systems for Business

The American Rd.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
(201)993-2000

23
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intensity level, we had to pull the switch

almost all the way forward, leaving very

little leeway for those operating in

brightly lit offices.

Operating Systems
Monroe gives you a choice of operat-

ing systems for your System 2000. The
first is the popular MS-DOS from
Microsoft. MS-DOS is virtually identical

to the PC-DOS (which Microsoft also

wrote) that runs on the IBM PC. As you
can imagine, with skyrocketing IBM PC
and compatible sales, MS-DOS is well

on its way to becoming the worldwide
standard for 16-bit operating systems.

A distant second to MS-DOS in

popularity, the other operating system

bundled with the computer is CP/M-86
from Digital Research. Actually, the

System 2000 uses a version called

CP/M-86 DPX, but in general, it func-

tions much the same as CP/M-86.
Including MS-DOS and CP/M-86 with

the System 2000 lets you run most of the

16-bit software available.

Presumably, for those unwilling to

part with 8-bit software, or the cash to

buy 16-bit software, the CP/M operat-

ing system should work with the op-

tional Z80A co-processor board. We did

not have a Z80A board and could not

test this hypothesis.

Software
No matter how sleek the design or

how advanced the hardware, if the com-
puter does not have software to run, it

becomes an expensive paperweight.
Most manufacturers bundle a selection

of business programs with their ma-
chines. Monroe does not, but several

popular software packages have been
converted to run on the System 2000.

The most popular computer applica-

tion in offices is word processing, so

Monroe offers the most popular word
processing software package, WordStar

WordStar
on the System 2000.

from MicroPro. The version we had

used the CP/M-86 DPX operating sys-

tem and took quite a bit of effort to in-

stall. We started the installation proce-

dure, received an error message, and got

thrown out to the operating system. A
quick call to Monroe solved the prob-

lem, and WordStar worked flawlessly,

with fast overlays and rapid execution of

commands.
Data base management systems

(DBMS) are the rage for business

computers, so the Condor DBMS is also

available for the System 2000. Like

WordStar, it uses the CP/M-86 DPX
operating system, and also like

WordStar, it gave us trouble in the exact

same spot during the installation proce-

dure. Fortunately, the same solution

worked and Condor soared onto the

screen.

Spreadsheets are also very popular

packages, and Monroe offers SuperCalc2
from Sorcim. Unlike WordStar and Con-
dor, the spreadsheet runs under MS-
DOS. Also unlike the other two pack-

ages, it worked on the first try.

SuperCalc performed smoothly, calcula-

ting rows and columns rapidly.

Monroe claims an "ever-growing"

selection of accounting, wholesaling, fi-

nance, health care, and other industry-

specific software will become available

for the System 2000.

Documentation
The manuals with the System 2000

are for the most part clear and thorough,

especially the Guide to Operations. This

illustrated introductory manual really

holds your hand as it takes you through

setting up and using the computer. How
detailed is it? It goes as far as explaining

how. to insert floppy disks into the drive

and how to pull them out.

The GW Basic and software specific

manuals seem to be the standard guides

issued by the manufacturers. Since the

System 2000 does not have any
specially marked keys, there was little

need to rewrite the manuals.

All manuals are in three-ring looseleaf

binders, making updates neat and easy

to insert.

Pricing
Monroe offers 1 2 configurations of the

System 2000.

The base model includes 128K RAM,
one floppy drive, amber screen monitor,

MS-DOS, and CP/M-86, and carries a

suggested retail price of $3695. The
same package with 256K costs $3925,
and a color monitor instead of an amber
one increases the price to $4825. Adding
a second disk drive adds $600.

A System 2000 with 256K, amber
monitor, one floppy drive, and a 10Mb
hard disk drive costs $6095. The top of

the line System 2000, with 256K, color

monitor, one floppy drive, and one

10Mb hard disk drive, sells for $7225.

An add-on memory board with 128K
costs $450; the Z80 co-processor board,

$475; and the RS-232 communications

board, $395.

Obviously, Monroe is not trying to se-

cure a niche in the market by using price

as its primary weapon. An equivalent

IBM PC base system (128K, floppy

drive, monochrome monitor) costs

roughly $3000, about $700 less than the

System 2000. Potential customers will

make their purchasing decisions based

on hardware and software features

rather than price.

The Bottom Line
Are there enough of those features to

attract buyers? Certainly. The System

The most popular
computer application in

offices is word
processing, so Monroe
offers the most popular

word processing
software package.

2000 is aimed squarely at the business

market, and it performs admirably. The
heart of the computer, the 16-bit 80186
microprocessor, is fast—about 8 MHz
fast—and this speeds up reformatting

text in word processing and recalculat-

ing numbers in spreadsheets.

Monroe includes the MS-DOS and
CP/M-86 DPX operating systems,
which means a great deal of business

software can be converted to run on the

System 2000. For those who want to de-

velop their own software, the System
2000 supports GW Basic, Pascal,
Fortran, Cobol, and C.

Monroe scores a great many points by
paying attention to convenient little

details—things like attaching the key-

board to the front of the system unit,

putting the cursor keys in a diamond
pattern, using a tilt pedestal for the mon-
itor, and including a clock/calendar.

The company did miss a detail or two,

like the slide switch on the monitor, but

the plusses outweigh the minuses.

The System 2000 is a small business

computer that compares favorably with
the competition. Advanced design, sleek

styling, and the Monroe reputation point

to success. Businesses considering pur-

chasing a microcomputer would do well

to consider the Monroe System 2000.

CIRCLE 401 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FAX.

WHO DISCOVERED AMERICA?

•> i

\
J»

Ni

Chances are, you got

the answer right. But not all

the questions in this computer
version of the popular Exidy
Arcade Quiz-game are so

easy. Can you name the only

bachelor to become the

President of the United States? Or identify what the

initials stand for in O. J. Simpson's name? (If you

guessed "Orange Juice',' you won't score any points.)

Remember, FAX isn't just a thinking game-
it's a fast thinking game. FAX pits your knowl-

edge and reflexes against the clock . . .or an opponent.

The faster you respond, the more points you
score.

So get the FAX. You'll find over 3700
questions and answers on Football, Baseball,

Television, Movies, Music, History, Science,

Art, Literature and other subjects. FAX is mul-

tiple choice, multiple fun. If only school could

be like this.

One or two players, keyboard controlled.

*snqm>i/oj .t.Hjcfojsutfj
StrategyGames fortheAction-GamePlayer
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Introducingthenew
Unitedtheystand.

Programs in IBM's Assistant

Series are like actors in a play. Alone,

each gives an outstanding performance.

Together, they've been directed to act well as

a troupe. (In the software world, this interaction

is called "integration.")

Just as actors can easily perform

on different stages, these programs can easily

work on different IBM personal computers—
from PC/r to larger systems like PC/XT.

How integratedsoftware works.

Want to get your facts and figures in order? Start with

IBM Filing Assistant. Then, to print the facts in tabular form,

add IBM Reporting Assistant. To write about what you've

been working on (and make sure the spelling's accurate), use
IBM Writing Assistant— the word processing program. Want to

put a chart in the middle of your text? Use IBM Graphing Assistant.

It takes data directly from IBM Filing Assistant to turn numbers
into pictures. When it's time to think ahead with schedules and

forecasts— get IBM Planning Assistant* the spreadsheet program.
The finishing touch? IBM Assistant Solutions. They

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc.. s.a.

'Available early next year.

"Prices apply ar IBM Product Centers



IBMAssistantSeries.
Dividedtneystand

make using IBM Filing Assistant

even easier, lb help you with record

keeping, several predefined, often-used

forms are included in each

Solutions package.

Learn one, learn them all.

IBM's Assistant Series works hard for you.

But the programs aren't hard to work. Many
of the menus, commands and function keys are the

same. So once you've learned one program, you're well on

your way to mastering the rest.

They're not hard to buy, either. Pick what

you want when you want. Each program is less than $150.**

There's a demo in store.

We've shown you how affordable the new IBM Assistant Series is.

But we can't show you how easy. \bur dealer can. Simply ask for a

demonstration. For the authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer

or IBM Product Center near you, call 800-447-4700. __^^
In Alaska or Hawaii , 800-447-0890. T"S"S

Personal Computer Software
CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Stearns
Deshtop Computer

At first glance, the Stearns Desktop
Computer seems no different from every
other business desktop computer on the
market. Like many other systems, it

consists of three components: system
unit, detachable keyboard, and display,

and the advertising copy proclaims it is

IBM-compatible.

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

Russ Lockwood

So what else is new?
Plenty.

We get the feeling that Stearns

examined the IBM PC, asked how it

could be improved, and then went ahead
and improved it. Best of all, Stearns did
so at a price that can make a purchasing
agent smile.

September 1 984 c Creative Computing
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System Unit
Slim seems to be in for system units.

More and more manufacturers are using

half-height disk drives, which means the
overall thickness of the system unit

is decreasing. The Stearns Desktop
Computer proves to be no exception,

using half-height 320K 5.25* floppy

disk drives.

The drives use the more efficient

rotating knobs rather than a hinged

door to lock the disk in place. Optional

5, 10, and 20 Mb Winchester disk drives

are available.

Stearns includes a clever touch in the

system unit. The system unit sits prac-

tically flush with the table as do most
other desktop computers. However, a
portion in the front of the system unit is

slightly raised, leaving a storage space
just big enough to tuck the keyboard out
of sight. Hence, no more hunting for a
place to put the keyboard down, or
balancing it on top of the monitor when
not in use.

The heart of the Steam Desktop Com-
puter is the 16-bit Intel 8086 micro-
processor, a big brother to the 8088
(used in the IBM PC and clones). The
8086 and 8088 both use 16-bit internal

architecture which provides 16-bit wide
registers, data paths, ALU (arithmetic/

More and more
manufacturers are using
half-height disk drives.

logic unit), and instructions. The big dif-

ference between the two is that the 8088
uses an 8-bit external data bus interface

while the 8086 uses a full 16-bit

interface.

This translates into speed. The 8086
zooms along at 8 MHz, while the 8088
operates at 4.77 MHz (IBM PC). In ef-

fect, the 8086 leaves the 8088 in the

microdust. For additional number
crunching, the 8087 Numeric Data
Processor is supported.

The Desktop Computer has five in-

ternal expansion slots—four for optional
Stearns expansion boards and one for

IBM-compatible boards. However, you
cannot just plug any IBM PC compat-
ible board into that slot. The board must
operate at 8 MHz rather that the usual
4.77 MHz, and these are far and few be-

tween. Stearns sells all the boards you
will ever need, however, including 128K
RAM and 256K RAM boards, a color
graphics board, a Winchester drive
controller, and a communications board.

Standard ports include one parallel

printer port and one RS-232C serial port

30

with programmable baud rates between
75 bps and 19,200 bps.

The Desktop Computer runs a short

diagnostic self-test upon powering up.

Stearns also thoughtfully included a

built-in clock/calendar.

Keyboard
The detachable keyboard is connected

to the system unit by a one-foot long

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: Stearns Desktop Computer
Type: Small business computer

CPU: 16-bit 8086 8 MHz
RAM: 128K (expandable to 896K)

Keyboard: Detachable, 94 keys

Display: 80 x 26 characters, 640 x

208 pixels

Disk Drives: One or two 320K
5.25" floppy drives or one
floppy drive and one 20 Mb
Winchester and up to two
external drives

Ports: One RS-232 serial and one
parallel

Dimensions: System unit: 22" x
15.75" x 5.5" Keyboard: 18"

x 6.7" x 1.75" Display:

14.25" x 10" x 12"

Operating System: ST-DOS (PC-
DOS emulation for 8086), MS-
DOS 2.1, Concurrent CP/M-86,
MP/M-86

Documentation: User's guide and
loose leaf manuals for each
software package

Summary: Solid small business

computer developed specifically

for networking with one to four
other Stearns computers.
Available software packages
include WordStar, Multiplan,

dBase II, and Lotus 1-2-3

Price: S2995 and up

Manufacturer:
Stearns Computer System
10901 Bren Rd. East

P.O. Box 9384
Minneapolis, MN 55440
(612) 936-2000

coiled cord. Stearns placed the connector

underneath the raised portion of the sys-

tem unit on the back wall of this storage

space. Unless you have teeny tiny hands

or long ET fingers, you must lift the sys-

tem unit to plug in or unplug the

keyboard—a bit awkward, but if the

computer usually stays on one desk, this

presents no problem at all.

On the plus side, this also means that

the keyboard connects to the front of the

system unit, which is much better than

bringing the cord all the way around
from the rear. As an added bonus, the

keyboard and its cord tuck away under

the system unit which frees up desk

space.

The keyboard is slim, compact, and
extremely light. The edge of the key-

board, under the spacebar, slopes away,

allowing you to place your wrists on the

table. All in all, quite a comfortable

arrangement.

The 94 keys are divided into five

groups in a layout that is a bit different

from other keyboards. The 55-key, full-

stroke QWERTY group looks pretty

much like a standard typewriter key-

board. The shift, return, and caps lock

keys are in their proper places, and the

caps lock key has an LED indicator. The
major difference is that two extra wide

The keyboard is slim,

compact, and
extremely light.

control keys flank the spacebar. Touch
typists will have no problem adapting to

the keyboard.

The second group consists of 10 pro-

grammable function keys located above
the QWERTY keys. The third group, to

the right of the QWERTY and function

keys, is made up of seven special

keys—insert, delete, alternate, print,

function, program, and stop screen—all

of which are self explanatory. The pro-

gram key has an LED indicator and is

used to program the 10 function keys.

Actually, when used with the control

and alternate keys, these 10 pro-

grammable function keys do the work of
40. This especially handy feature speeds
up using most programs, for example
word processing or programming.

Unfortunately, the Desktop Computer
does not include separate cursor keys.

Instead, Stearns elected to make the 18-

key numeric keypad double as cursor
control keys, the same way IBM did.

The keypad has a Num Lock key with
an LED indicator to tell you whether
the numbers or cursor controls are ac-
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ANNOUNCING CREATIVE COMPUTING'S 1984

BUYER'S GUIDE
TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS

ADVICE YOU CAN TRUST ON SELECTING PERSONAL COMPUTERS,
PERIPHERALS AND ELECTRONIC GAMES

Unless you have the mem-
ory of a computer there's no
way you can keep track of all

the games, programs and
peripherals available for

your computer. And even if

you could, you'd still have a

problem figuring out what's

best for your needs and how
to get the most for your

money.

That's why you need the

1984 Buyer's Guide to Per-

sonal Computers & Periph-

erals. It's a comprehensive
collection of product reviews

and consumer-oriented
shopping advice put

together by the experts at

Creative Computing
magazine.

You'll get a rundown of

what's new on the market.

Analysis of new product

performance, reliability,

operation, applications,

cost- even what kind of

repair service you can

expect. Easy-to-understand

comparisons between dif-

ferent models. Tips on bugs
and design problems. Plus

"inside" information you
won't get from manuals or

sales people.

Plug into the 1984 Buyer's

Guide to Personal Com-
puters & Peripherals and
find out what's hot in. .

.

Personal computers

] Pocket-sized computers

] Telecomputers

Disk drives

Memory expanders

Word processors

] Dot matrix printers

] Electronic games
Video game cartridges

] Joysticks and paddles

] Game port extenders

] Color graphics boards

Speech synthesizers

Do-it-yourself kits

] And more

You may even discover that

you need less equipment
than you think. The 1984

Buyer's Guide to Personal

Computers & Peripherals

helps you avoid overbuying
by showing you how to cus-

tomize your current system.

What else does the 1984

Buyer's Guide to Personal

Computers & Peripherals

give you? Book reviews,

glossaries of new terms,

evaluations of batteries for

electronic games and calcu-

lators, and lots of other use-
ful information.

Don't buy until you've con-

sulted the 1984 Buyer's

Guide to Personal Com-
puters & Peripherals! Order
your copy today.

Send to: Creative Computing Buyer's Guide mf2f

CM 1914, Morcistown, NT 07960

Yes! Please rush me Creative Computing's 1984 Buyer's Guide to Per-

sonal Computers & Peripherals. Enclosed is my check or money order for

$3.95 plus $1 for postage and handling.

Mr/Mrs./Ms_

Address

—

(please pnni)

City-

State- -Zip-

Please make check payable to Creative Computing Buyer's Guide. CA. NJ and NY
State residents please add applicable sales tax Price outside U.S.A. is $6
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Numeric keypad doubles as cursor control
keys.

tive. Like most other manufacturers,
Stearns places a subtraction, addition,

and enter key on the side of the keypad.
Unlike most other manufacturers,
Stearns also thoughtfully included mul-
tiplication and division keys.

The last group consists of four special

keys, each with an LED indicator, that

are used for networking and
communications.

Display
The Desktop Computer comes with a

black-and-white monochrome monitor,
although for a very reasonable $39 more,
you can replace the black and white with
a green, amber, or eggshell (softer white)
screen monitor. Stearns also sells a color

graphics kit, which includes a color
graphics board and' color monitor,
should you desire more than a mono-
chrome monitor.

No matter which one you choose, all

monitors sit on top of a pedestal, which
sits on top of the system unit. The ped-
estal has two side walls, each ending in a
shallow U shape, that fit into two slots

on the underside of the monitor. Un-
fortunately, the pedestal is only half as
effective as it could be. Although you
can tilt the monitor roughly 30 degrees
vertically, you cannot swivel it. Of
course, you can drag the pedestal and
monitor across the top of the system
unit, just as you would without the ped-
estal. Still, half a pedestal is better

than none.

The monitor displays 26 lines of 80
characters. The Desktop Computer uses

32

a "256-character IBM font" and sup-

ports an additional 256 user-defined

characters. Display attributes include

normal, reverse video, boldface, blink-

ing, and underlining.

The Desktop Computer has a resolu-

tion of 640 x 208 pixels using bit-

mapped graphics. Microsoft Basic
provides all the commands necessary to

produce color graphics. You can also

use the GSX graphics option under the

Concurrent CP/M-86 operating system.

Operating Systems
Stearns gives you many choices of

operating systems. The first is the popu-
lar MS-DOS from Microsoft, the operat-

ing system used on the IBM PC and
virtually all other 16-bit microcomput-
ers. Note that the IBM PC has an 8088
microprocessor, and the Stearns
Desktop Computer uses a 8086 micro-
processor. Thus, while the majority of
programs on the MS-DOS disk supplied

with the machine will run on the

Stearns, some will not. For instance, the

versions of Basic and Advanced Basic on
the supplied disk will not run on the

Desktop Computer.
Stearns also includes ST-DOS, which

emulates PC-DOS (Microsoft's version

of MS-DOS for the IBM PC). This al-

lows you to access programs developed
for the IBM PC.
You can also run Concurrent CP/M-

86 and MP/M-86, both of which are

geared primarily for multi-tasking and
networking. Concurrent CP/M-86 also

comes with the GSX graphics option.

Software
We never criticize a machine for lack

of software. After all, the IBM PC was
released with only a bug-plagued word

Microsoft Basic
provides all the

commands necessary
to produce

color graphics.

processing program, the venerable
VisiCalc, and the Peachtree accounting

software, and look at the plethora of

programs available now.

Stearns knows this too, so the com-
pany made sure some of the most popu-
lar software programs were customized
for the Desktop Computer. The five ma-
jor business applications, word process-

ing, spreadsheets, database management
system, accounting, and communica-
tions, are all represented. Stearns does
not bundle software packages with their

system. You must buy them separately.

At the top of the list is WordStar, the

OVHM

C

W » 1
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The Stearns Desktop Computer with dualfloppy disk drives.
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BIG FOUR
NEW 128K —MEGA BYTE DUAL DISK DRIVE-80 COLUMN

COMPUTER SYSTEM SALE!
HOME • BUSINESS • WORD PROCESSING

LOOK AT ALL YOU GET FOR ONLY $895.
LIST PRICE

• B128 COMMODORE 128K 80 COLUMN COMPUTER $995 00

• 8050 DUAL DISK DRIVE (over 1 million bytes) 1795 00

• 4023 100 CPS 80 COLUMN BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTER 499 00

• 12" HI RESOLUTION 80 COLUMN GREEN OR AMBER MONITOR 249 00
• BOX OF 10 LORAN LIFETIME GUARANTEED DISKS 49 95

• 1 100 SHEETS FANFOLD PAPER 19 95

• ALL CABLES NEEDED FOR INTERFACING 102 05

TOTAL LIST PRICE $ 3717.95

Printer replacement options (replace the 4023 with the following at these sale prices)

* Olympia Executive Letter Quality Serial Printer

* Comstar Hi Speed 160 CPS 15 " Serial Business Printer

* Telecommunications Deluxe Modem Package

LIST

$ 699 00
$ 779 00

$ 199 00

SALE

$ 399 00
$ 499 00

$ 139 00

Plus You Can Order These Business Programs At Sale Prices

Professional 80 Column
Word Processor

Professional Data Base

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

LIST

$149 9b

149 95
14995
149 95

SALE
$99 00

99 00
99 00
99 00

Payroll

Inventory

General ledger

Financial Spread Sheet

Program Generator

LIST

$149 95
149 95
149 95
149 95
149 95

SALE

$99 00
99 00
99 00

99 00
99 00

15 OAY FREE TRIAL We give you 1 5 days to try out this SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE" If it doesn t meet your expec

tations. |ust send it back to us prepaid and we will refund your purchase price"

90 DAY IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY If any of the SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE equipment or programs

fail due to faulty workmanship or material_wewill replace it IMMEDIATELY at no charge^

"Add $50.00 (or shipping and handling!!

I $100.00 tor Canada. Puerto Rico. Hawaii orders.

J
WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

! Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check Allow
j

I 14 days for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders. 1 day express I

I mail' Canada orders must be m US dollars We accept Visa and I

(MasterCard We^i^CJH) jo^S_a£d^sws_only___>_J
ENTERPRIZES «—•««-€«•«»*»

OX 550. HARRINGTON. ILLINOIS M010
Rhone 312/M2 5244 to order

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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best selling word processing program.
We had some minor problems installing

WordStar on the Desktop Computer.
The culprit turned out to be a misnamed
file. Once we straightened this out, the
program performed flawlessly, and with
the 8086 microprocessor, WordStar be-

comes a real speed demon. Commands
from such simple procedures as page up
and down to reformatting the text are

carried out swiftly.

Spreadsheets are also popular, and
you can use Multiplan from Microsoft.

Once again, the speed of the 8086 micro-
processor lets you recalculate

rows and columns quickly. If you prefer a
little graphics with your spreadsheet,

Lotus 1-2-3 is available for the
Stearns Computer.
Database Management Systems

(DBMS) are quite popular, so for gen-
eral use, dBase II is available. For use in

the medical and dental fields, Stearns of-

fers the Professional Data Base. And
accounting applications are taken care of
with the BOSS Accounting System.

Stearns markets its own communica-
tions package for networking. They say
you can connect up to five Desktop
Computers quickly, easily, and without
"high-priced connection equipment."
But since we had only one Desktop
Computer, we could not test the

communications software or the installa-

tion claims.

Documentation
Overall, the documentation for the

Stearns Desktop Computer is clear and
thorough, and the introductory booklet

to familiarize new owners with the ma-
chine is especially good.

The Basic and software specific man-
uals seem to be the standard guides is-

sued by the manufacturers. Since the

Desktop Computer does not have any
special keys, there was really no need to

rewrite the existing manuals. All docu-
mentation is in three-ring, loose-leaf

binders, which make updates easy to

insert.

Pricing
The Stearns Desktop Computer car-

ries a very competitive price of $2995 for

a base system with 128K RAM, two
S.2S" floppy disk drives, and 12" black

and white monochrome monitor. As we
said before, substituting the green, am-
ber, or eggshell monitor for the black

and white monitor adds S39. The base

system with a 10 Mb hard disk drive in

place of one of the floppy drives costs

$4995.

The color graphics kit, consisting of
the color monitor and the color graphics

YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE
FOR THE TRS-80

THE CREATIVE TRS-80 is the complete 408 page guide covering
everything from games to business applications for the TRS-80"!
Based on articles from CREATIVE COMPUTING magazine, it

includes:

Games with full-length program listings Personal productivity
programs and discussions on expense management, record keep-
ing and word-processing Educational programs for pre-
schoolers, elementary and high school students Business and
investment programs In-depth graphics, software evaluations
and hardware reviews

THE CREATIVE TRS-80 will help expand the uses of your machine
and provide hours of learning and fun!

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL FREE,
9 am-S pm EST: 1-800-631-8112
(In NJ only 201-540-0445)
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept. M06C. 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me _

I

I

I

I

I ChanjeMy: AmEX QMC DVlM

| Card No

. copies ol THE CREATIVE TRS-80 at StS 95*
plus $2 00 postage and handling ($5 00 outside USAjeach Item # 18V

Payment Enclosed $ *Residents ot CA. NJ and NY Stale
add applicable sales tax

-Exp Date-

THE CREATIVE TRS-80.
edited by Ken Mazur
8%" x 1

1
". soltcover.

illustrated ONLY $15 95.

(print fur. nam*)

j
City State Zrp

[ ] Please send tree catalog

board, costs $1595. However, if you pur-

chase the kit with a computer, the cost is

roughly $1000. Stearns sells I28K RAM
expansion boards for $500, 256K RAM
expansion boards for $700, and 512K
RAM expansion boards for $1400.

A top-of-t he-line Stearns Desktop
Computer, with 896K RAM, one 5.25"

floppy disk drive, one 20 Mb hard disk

drive, and the color graphics kit sells for

$9095.

For Me?
Obviously, we think the Stearns

Desktop Computer is a dandy small

business computer. It has a lot going for

it—the 16-bit 8086 microprocessor, MS-
DOS, and a wide variety of software

packages. We are

with the speed of

puter. This is a

reformatting text,

certainly impressed

the Desktop Corn-

real benefit when
recalculating large

spreadsheets, and sorting databases. If

communicating with mainframes and
other Stearns machines lives up to the

advertising claims, the Desktop Com-
puter turns from dandy to dynamite.

We like the thoughtful details Stearns

built in to the machine: things like a

storage space for the keyboard, disk

drives with rotating knobs, a numeric
keypad with multiplication and division

keys, and multiple-use function keys.

Stearns did miss a detail or two, like the

pedestal support and hidden keyboard
connector, but these minor faults detract

little from the machine.

The Stearns Desktop Computer is not

a run-of-the-mill business computer. It is

fast, contains many features, and sports

a competitive price. Business people and
professionals thinking of purchasing
computers for the office should consider

the Stearns Desktop Computer.
CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARO

"Bad news.. .I'm a/raid your computer is

in brain death!"
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SURGE
PROTECTION
JUST $18.95
Don't let an electrical power surge
damage your valuable electronic

equipment. Not when convenient,

dependable and affordable protection

is yours with the Electra Guard® 3
surge suppressor.

The Electra Guard® 3 instantly

protects computers, copiers,

televisions, stereos, video tape
recorders and even microwaves from

a power surge of up to 6,000 volts.

This small plug adapter also offers an
EMI/RFI filter that stops electronic

noise.

A red light always tells you that the

Electra Guard® 3 is protecting your

equipment. When the light is off you
know you are not protected and to

send the unit back. A five-year

warranty on parts and labor is

automatically provided with your
purchase of the Electra Guard® 3.

At only $18.95, you can't afford not to

use the Electra Guard® 3. For the

dealer nearest you call (800)
237-6010. In Florida call (813)

544-8801. Dealer inquiries invited.

SYSTEM

NOW
WHAT'S
YOUR
EXCUSE?
CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Integrated. Printegrated.

Now, translate your integrated soft-

ware into integrated hard copy, with
the TI OMNI 800™ Model 855
printer. So versatile, it combines let-

ter-quality print, draft-quality print

and graphics as no other printer can.

It prints letter-quality twice as fast

as comparably priced daisy wheel
printers, yet gives you characters just

as sharp, just as clear.

It prints rough drafts ten times faster

than daisy wheel printers . . . faster

than most any other dot matrix printer.

Only the TI 855 has snap- in font

modules. Just touch a button; change
your typestyle. The 855 gives you
more typestyles to choose from than
ordinary dot matrix printers. It

makes them quicker, cleaner, easier

to access than any other dot matrix

or daisy wheel printer.

The 855 's pie charts are rounder. .

.

all its graphics are sharper than on
other dot matrix printers, because the

TI 855 prints more dots per inch. As
for daisy wheel printers. . . no graphics.

TheTI855
Printer

The printer for all major PC's

For under $1,000 you get twice the

performance of typical dot matrix

printers. Or all the performance of a

daisy wheel printer, and then some,

for half the price.

So get the best of all printers, and
get optimum results from your inte-

grated software. With the TI 855.

See it at your nearest authorized

TI dealer. Or call toll-free:

1-800-527-3500. Or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O.

Box 402430, Dept. DPF-182CC,
Dallas, Texas 75240.

Texas ^*
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.

OMNI 800 is a trademark of Tnta* Instrument* Incorporated

Copyright © 1984 Texas Instruments Incorporated 2763*36
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High Fidelity Display For Apple

Vldex UltraTerm

After a long session on your Apple,

when your aching eyes are vainly strain-

ing to focus the fuzzy letters on your

screen, have you ever wished that screen

displays were better—much better? Let

me report that your prayers may have

been answered.

Videx Incorporated's new UltraTerm

video display card offers the most dra-

matic enhancement to the Apple video

display yet. The high quality display

modes in the UltraTerm enables Apple

II and III users to view character dis-

plays that are truly "high fidelity for the

eyes." Because the UltraTerm characters

are formed with an 8 x 12 array of dots,

they have three times more detail than

the 5x7 dot array used in many other

displays. This difference is illustrated in

Figure 1, which compares the standard

Apple lie 80-column display with the

same text on the UltraTerm using the

high quality 80 x 24 display mode.

The UltraTerm also offers a plethora

of highlighting options, including in-

verse video, intensified inverse video,

and boldface. These same attributes can

also be used for the normal display to

generate additional display combina-

tions. For example, mixing boldface for

HnRuulnRE
£' iQi i lOTIflNrrlLuniiui i

Jerry Mar

the normal display and normal inverse

video for the highlighting is equivalent

to reduced intensity inverse video
highlighting.

Although the exceptional quality dis-

play of the UltraTerm is by itself a wor-

thy accomplishment, the UltraTerm also

provides expanded screen displays. In

addition to displaying in the standard 80-

column x 24-line mode, the UltraTerm

can also display text in 96 x 24, 160 x 24,

80 x 32, 80 x 48, 132 x 24 and 128 x 32

modes.
For word processing and spreadsheet

applications, the 80 x 32, 80 x 48 and
128 x 32 modes are wonderful additions.

The 80 x 32 mode utilizes the same
character set used in the high quality 80

x 24 display and can be used as a regular

display mode while showing 50% more
screen information.

Although less readable, the 80 x 48

mode is useful for reviewing text, since

close to a full page can be displayed on a

single screen. The 128 x 32 display mode
allows wide tables to be directly viewed
without using horizontal scrolling.

Installation and Use
But how easy is it to use? The installa-

tion of the UltraTerm card itself is very

straightforward. In a normal installation

the card is plugged into slot #3 of an
Apple, with one card cable plugged into

the video monitor and another into the

Apple video output. The UltraTerm will

also work if you have an Apple He and
have an 80-column card in the auxiliary

slot. Provided you preset the position of

a small jumper plug (called the Jl

Jumper) on the UltraTerm card to the

He position, the regular Apple He 80-

column display will be disabled but

memory on that card can be used in the

normal fashion.

Probably the most difficult UltraTerm
installation requirement is the video

monitor. A high frequency (at least '20

MHz bandwidth), high persistence mon-
itor is needed to take advantage of the

enhanced displays. Most monitors meet
the first requirement, but few meet the

ock below, shows how the inverse video

video card. Notice the characters ai

ay, which results in more space betwee

In contrast, the chai

tall and thin, which cat

",us space between charad

JX 32 display mode is rea

re2 2ay n°de.
renj Vthe displays is the resc

ing far aore dots for each character,

Figure la.

Comparison of the video display, Figure la, from an Apple

lie 80-column card, and Figure lb, the Ultra Term video dis.

September 1 984 c Creative Computing

Figure lb.

play card. Both photographs were taken of identical magnifica-

tions on an Apple 111 monitor.
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second. Suitable monitors include the

Apple III monitor and Amdek 300A.
Unfortunately, popular monitors like the

Apple II monitor and NEC JB1201M do
not work well with the UltraTerm.
Once installed, the UltraTerm card is

invoked from Basic by typing PR#3
(assuming it is installed in slot #3).
When the card is first invoked, the dis-

play mode is a "conventional quality" 80
x 24 display mode that emulates Videx's

older VideoTerm product.

This mode can be switched to one of
enhanced display modes by typing ctri-
V followed by a number from 2 to 8. The
normal and highlighting attributes are
set by following this with ctrl-W and
two additional numbers.
The UltraTerm card also allows you

to modify the cursor. The Applesoft se-

quence poke 49328,10: poke 49329,0
changes the default flashing cursor to a
nonflashing cursor. These modes can be
automatically set using a Basic program,
such as HELLO.

But what about using the UltraTerm
with commercial programs? Not all pro-

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: UltraTerm Video Display Card

Type: Display peripheral, providing

80x24,80x32,80x48,128x32,
132 x 24 and 160 x 24 display

modes.

System: Apple II. II + . He, and III

Format: Plug-in card

Performance: Excellent

Documentation: Good

Price: $379

Summary: Card greatly enhances the

text display of Apple computers,
providing superbly readable text

displays for word processing, as

well as expanded size screen
displays for spreadsheets.

Manufacturer:
Videx. Incorporated

897 NW Grant Ave.
Corvallis. OR 97330

grams can make use of the enhanced dis-

play modes of the UltraTerm; however,
there are many that can. Both the higher
quality character sets and the expanded
screen sizes can be used with WordStar.
Videx offers a preboot program ($29) to

enable the Apple Writer II and He pro-
grams to use three of the UltraTerm en-
hanced modes.

Videx also has a VisiCalc preboot pro-

gram ($69) that adds four of the en-

hanced display modes to VisiCalc.

38

Sorcim's SuperCalc 2 CP/M program is

able to make use of all the screen modes.
Videx has also introduced their own
spreadsheet program, called UltraPlan

($169), that can use all UltraTerm
modes.

Who Needs It?

Who needs the UltraTerm? Anyone
using an Apple for extensive text work
should consider the card; in my opinion it

is the only card to use for word process-

Not all programs can
make use of the
enhanced display
modes of the

UltraTerm; however,
there are many

that can.

ing. After using one with an Apple He
and WordStar for more than five months,
I can say it is truly "a sight for sore

eyes." My writing productivity has

noticeably improved with the UltraTerm.
I spot errors more quickly and I am less

fatigued.

For those upgrading an Apple
I I/I I + to 80-columns, the UltraTerm
is a clear winner. It is priced only
slightly more than other 80-column
cards (list price: $379) and does almost
everything better. For example, com-
pared to Videx's own VideoTerm 80-

column card, the UltraTerm duplicates

all of the VideoTerm features while

adding Applesoft cursor moves via the

I, J, K and M keys and offers software

switching between 80-column and
graphics modes.

For owners of Apple He's, the

tradeoffs are more complex. Although
the UltraTerm card is a clear winner for

word processing, it is not compatible

with the Apple He 80-column card. Spe-

cial Apple He features, like cursor move-
ment with the vertical arrow keys,

"upper-case restrict" entry mode, graph-

ics mixed with 80-column text, and
automatic graphics/text switching, are

not available with the UltraTerm card.

With Pascal, this means graphics can
be viewed only by physically switching
the monitor connection from the
UltraTerm to the regular video output of
the Apple—an awkward procedure,
since the monitor must be reconnected
to the UltraTerm to view text. Because
of these differences, the UltraTerm will

also not work with many commercial

Apple He programs, including Apple's

Quick File II program.

Fortunately, there is a way around
these problems, if you are a little daring

and already have an Apple He 80-col-

umn card in the auxiliary slot. The trick

is to remove the jumper on the

UltraTerm Jl jumper block, and replace

it with a three-wire connection and a

two-pole, single-throw toggle switch.

The switch is wired so that the Jl

jumper can be switched between the

II/II +• and He positions from outside

the computer.
The UltraTerm display and all its dis-

play benefits are invoked when the

switch is in the He position. But if the

Apple He is powered up with the switch

in the II/II+ position, the UltraTerm is

disabled and the Apple He 80-column
display will appear on the monitor (even

though the monitor is still connected to

the UltraTerm). All standard Apple He
80-column features work in this mode.
This arrangement offers the best of both
worlds: 100% compatibility with Apple
He 80-column software plus ultra high
quality displays when needed.

In summary, the UltraTerm display

card is a major display improvement for

Apple computers. Provided you have a
suitable video monitor, it is easily the

best 80-column card available. Its big-

gest drawback is its lack of compatibility

with 80-column Apple He software; but

even that can be overcome if you are

willing to make some simple hardware
modifications. B

CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Something Totally New in Applications Software
The Folks Who Make Turbo Pascal.®

rlan<

7*3 M*
ALWAYS
JUSTA KEYSTROKE AWAY . . .

"SOMETHING TO RELIEVE

THIS MESS!"
If you've ever found yourself searching

for a calculator or a notepad when

you've got a computer right in front of

you, then you know why we came up

with Sidekick®.

~^U

WHITHER YOU'RE RUNNING
1-2-3, WORDSTAR,
dBASEII OR WHATEVER . . .

JUSTA KEYSTROKE
AND A SIDEKICK
WINDOW OPENS . . .

• A CALCULATOR
• A NOTEPAD
• AN APPOINTMENT
CALENDAR

• AN AUTO DIALER
• AN ASCII TABLE
• AND MUCH MORE
ALL AT ONCE ... OR ONE AT
A TIME. ANYWHERE ON
THE SCREEN YOU LIKE.

ANOTHER KEYSTROKE,
AND YOU'RE RIGHT
WHERE YOU LEFT OFF
IN YOUR ORIGINAL
PROGRAM!
(you never really left!)

V I

lllllllllllll*
-

I •• I I I I I I I I

. I I I I I I % I I I I

I I I • » 1»

f »'

SIDEKICK
IVTRODl (.TORY OFFER

$49.95
Arahhk-unhtonhc IBM i- npjnhfcv

Something brand new. Crafted in Assembly

language a* carefully as Borland's famous Turbo

Pascal6 , so that it's lightning-fast and as compact as

only Borland knows how to make it! with a notepad

that has a full-screen editor that saves your notes to disk

You can even swap information back and forth between

your applications software and your Sidekick®.

Suppose you're working with a spreadsheet, and you

suddenly have an important idea. Just hit the button, a

window opens, you write the note and hit the button

again You're right back where you left off in the

spreadsheet

Need to make a phone call? whether the number

an existing database, your own Sidekick phone dip

or you've just typed it on

next to the number, hit the keystroke, and Sidekick

been writing a report and needed to do

lation. or |ot down a nob

•Only with Hayes SmaruiMidem and c<»n

YOU CAN ORDER YOUR COPY OF SIDEKICK® TODAY!

For Visa and MasterCard orders call Toll Free 1-800-255-8008 in California 1-800-742-1133
•> open 24 hours. 7 da I

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Weleonn 8400

>IDEKICK* $49.95 Please be sure your computer is an IBM P< . XT, jr., or true compatible'

(plus IS 00 shipping and handling NAMR _ Kjl R^^rQIOrtl^

H> INTERNATIONAL
Borland International

4113 Scotts Valley Drive

Scotts Valley. California 950

• Shipped I IPS I ADDRESS

Money Order! CITV

Master*, .ard H TELEPH<

Orel ' ip 1 1 s a add *i5 00 (if outside of

U S A pa

.

, :itne in the U S and in US dollars ) Sorry.

E24 TELEX 172373
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THE REAL TRICK IS GETTING OUT.

•«

BBf.3 Edm

6.1

Expect the unexpected
the first time you experi-

|

ence Infocom's interactive

W fiction. Because you won't

be booting up a computer game.
You'll be stepping into a story.

You'll find yourself at the center of

an exciting world that continually

challenges you with surprising

twists, unique

characters

(many ofwhom
possess ex-

traordinarily developed personalities)

and original, logical, often hilarious

puzzles.

Communication is carried on just

as it is in a book— in prose. And inter

action is easy—you type in full

English sentences.

But if you think getting inside a

story is a pretty neat trick,

|

just try getting out.

The most remarkable
thing about Infocom's inter-

active fiction is that you become
almost inextricably involved with

it. That's not our opinion— it's the

testimony of our customers.

They tell us their pulse rates

have skyrocketed and their

palms have sweated as they've
striven to solve the mysteries of

our tales. And even when they've

paused in the course of their adven
tures to attend to their everyday
lives, their minds have continued to

churn away at

what the next

step should

be, how to

alter strategy, where the ultimate

solution lies.

Obsessions? Yes, but magnificent

ones. For the first time, you can be
more than a passive reader—you can
become the story's main character

and driving force. You can shape its

I

course of events by what you
choose to do. And you enjoy

enormous freedom in your
choice of actions—you have

hundreds, even thousands of alterna-

tives at every step. In fact, an Infocom
interactive story is roughly theM| mmgam length of a short

I novel in content,

but because you
take an active

role in the plot, your adven-

ture can last for weeks and
months. (Or longer.

Frankly, some folks find

being inside our stories

so fascinating, they

just don't seem to

want to get out.)

As hard as get-

ting out may be,

though, we've
made it easy
for everyone
to get into

Infocom's

interactive

fiction.

"thetnpj,

a

We write

everything from
fantasy to mystery to science fiction"^

to high adventure, for everyone from

the first-time adventurer to the most
experienced veteran of our interac-

tive stories.

So find out what it's like to get

inside a story. Get one from

1 Infocom. Because with

I Infocom's interactive fiction,

there's room for you on
every disk.

Ease into interactive fiction

with our Can't-Lose Sampler Offer!

Watch for Infocom's new sampler
disk at your favorite dealer—and get

your first taste of interactive fiction

for just $7.95 (suggested retail

price). You've got nothing to lose

(in fact, you can make a shiny new
nickel in the bargain) because your
Infocom sampler disk even comes

with a coupon entitling you to $8 off

the purchase of your first complete
Infocom story, plus coupons for

other exciting bonuses!

55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138
Far your: Apple II. Macintosh. Atari. Commodore 64. CP/M 8".

DECmatr. DEC Rainbow. DEC RT-ll. HP 150 & U0, IBM PC*
It PCjr. KAVPRO II. MS-DOS 2.0V NEC APC. NEC PC-MOO.
Osborne. TRS-80 Color Computer. Tandy 2000. Tl Professional.

Tl 99/4A. TRS-80 Modeh 1 4111.

•U« the IBM PC version lor your Compaq and the MS-DOS 2.0

version (or your VAng. Mindset. Data General System 10. GRiD
and many others.
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Aprivate tutor
ineverybox.

Otudying and preparing for school and college can
be the absolute worst.

But with computer programs from CBS Software,

students can be their absolute best.

Success With Math™ MicroSpeedRead™ and
Mastering The SAT*

—

created, tested and
endorsed by professional educators—are
just like having a private tutor.

In fact, they're better.

Because not only do they
coach you, explain concepts to

you and quiz you, they also

do it very patiently. They
never get angry. And they're

on call 24 hours a day.

If you're headed for college,

you'll agree CBS Software is

your key to success.

Micro
SpeedRead

m±<wri

Enter our

"KEYS TO COLLEGE"'
Sweepstakes.

%u could win a full year's tuition to the
college ofyour choice—up to $10,000!

There's nothing to buy. It's easy. It's

fun. And it's our way of underscoring
that CBS Software can be your key to

success.

Look for details and entry forms
wherever you buy CBS Software. Or
write to us at the address below.

?**» I Available (or

Apple' ll+/lle/Uc.

Alan" Commodore 64"

IBM'PCandPCn

Fw tries* ami more noting programs write for our catalog CBS Software. One Fawcett Place. Greenwich CI 06836

In Canada contact Holt Dinetiart and Winston at (4161 ?SS 4491 O 1984 CBS Inc CBS Software a Unit ol CBS Inc

.

Or* Fawcett Place Greenwich CT 06836 (2031 6?? 252b t SAT' is a registered trademark ot the College Entrance

f ijm matioti Board This program was prepared by CBS Software and its developers which bear sole responsibility for its

contents Apple " 'Atari " and "IBM' are registered trademarks ot Apple Computet Inc . Atari Inc and International

Business Machines Corp respectively Commodore 64 is a tradematl ot Commodore Electronics ltd

SOFTWARE
Makingyauthe best.
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PFS Revisited?

&&c3£ SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Bill Jacobson

The PFS series of programs from Soft-

ware Publishing Corporation is one of

the major success stories of the micro-

computer industry. The first PFS entry,

File, permits computer neophytes to cre-

ate customized database applications,

sans the necessity of learning intricate

programming languages, or more power-

ful but complicated database packages.

The recipe for File and other members of

the PFS family

—

Report. Graph, and
Write—is a cup each of ease-of-use and
flexibility, with just a smidgin of

If long text field and
word search

capabilities are
important, one of these
programs may be your

cup of tea.

sophistication.

Fast Facts from Innovative Software

was designed to compete directly with

PFS:File. Fast Facts is not a clone of

File, even though the design philos-

ophies of these programs are virtually

identical. The proof of the program is in

its special features. As you will see, Fast

Facts offers an abundance of features

that set it apart from its progenitor, PFS.

The Way It Works
Both Fast Facts and PFS are screen

oriented file management programs.

Routine data entry and search activities

are accomplished with user defined data

September 1984 c Creative Computing

forms/screens. An example of a Fast

Facts form is shown in Figure 1

.

Unlike most database programs, Fast

Facts defines forms and fields at the

same time. Fields do not have fixed

parameters. That is, you cannot restrict

either the type of data entered (e.g.,

alphanumeric; numeric; date) or the

length of a field to a specified number of

characters. This means that special care

must be taken during the data entry pro-

cess to ensure the accuracy of the

information being keyed in.

File managers like Fast Facts and PFS
enjoy certain advantages over more con-
ventional databases. Many programs are

limited to 30 to 80 characters per field.

With Fast Facts and PFS, however, an
entire form can be one long text field, if

you so desire. You also can search on
any word or phrase, regardless of the

number of forms in a record. Thus, if

long text field and word search capabili-

ties are important, one of these programs
may be your cup of tea.

Form Design
Individual Fast Facts records can con-

tain up to SO forms, and each form up to

100 data fields (i.e., items of informa-

tion). It is hard to imagine a record or

form reaching the maximums allowable,

so these limits are of little practical

value. Normally, forms have no more
than 10 to 30 fields, and records do not

exceed two to three forms.

To start a new file, select the "Design
a New Form" option on the Main
Menu. After you name the file in which
your new forms will reside, a blank de-

sign screen is displayed with various

command options listed at the bottom.

Move the flashing cursor to the spot for

the first field and press function key FI

on the IBM PC. You can then enter a

field name up to 20 characters.

This process sounds and is incredibly

simple. Within a relatively short period

of time, you have designed a custom file

layout which can be used for data entry,

access, and output. Editing of your cre-

ation is equally easy, using the com-
mands noted on the screen.

To improve the appearance and
readability of a form, you may draw di-

vider lines on the screen, and sprinkle

the screen with textual comments or
identifiers. The form in Figure 1 uses

this technique. For instance you can
draw boxes around various titles or sec-

tions of data to make them stand out

and be easily identifiable. The use of
such a feature is purely a matter of taste.

However, an attractively designed, easy
to read form can relieve some of the te-

dium of data entry and search activities,

and in so doing may decrease the poten-

tial for data entry errors.

Data Entry/Search
Once you have completed the design,

you press E (Enter, Search, or Display)

p
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Figure 1. A sample file form.

on the Main Menu and begin data entry.

Data on each form may be printed, with

or without field names.
If your data entry needs exceed the

limits of a form design, you may press

the specified function key and create one
or more additional pages. These are to-

tally blank pages in which you can enter

any text desired. This means each form
is, in essence, open ended, and as much
information as needed may be stored.

A very useful feature is the calculator

function. You can add, subtract, mul-
tiply, or divide data in equations of up to

254 characters, and enter the results of
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Figure 2. Custom Reports can be designed using existing

fields with optionsfrom right column.

Item File/Report Fast Facts

Records per file Unlimited 1500

Forms per record 32 50
Fields per form 100 100
Calculator function No Yes
Menu/help screens Few Many
Data erasure prevention Poor Good
DIF interface No Yes
Reads/writes ASCII files No Yes
Reports

Max columns 16 20
lines per record 1 Many
Format options Few Many
Title lines 1 4

Mailing labels

Max across page 1 4
Format options Few Many
On-screen set up No Yes

Disk drives required 1 2
RAM required 64K 128K
Price $265 $195

the calculation into any data field on the
form. This function is important, be-
cause neither PFS nor Fast Facts permits
computed fields, in which the values of
two or more fields on a form can be used
to automatically compute the value of a
results field.

Data search is also conducted in this

mode. Search conditions can be entered
for any field listed on any form, and
such searches may be literal (exactly as
entered) or wildcard.

The data entry and search functions
work beautifully. I did not test search
speed with a large file, but the program
has a crispness of execution that por-

Table 1. Comparison of PFS File/Report with Fast Facts.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Fast Facts

Type: Database

System: IBM PC/XT and
compatibles

Format: Disk

Performance: Very Good
Ease of Use: Excellent

Documentation: Very Good

Summary: General purpose database
program that is ideal for those

who treasure flexibility and
simplicity above all else.

Limited to 1500 records per
file.

Price: $195

Manufacturer:
Innovative Software
9300 W. 1 10th St., Suite 380
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 383-1089

tends a quick overall response time.

Report Generation
Three types of structured output are

possible: quick print, custom reports,

and mailing lists.

The Quick Print function prints 12

characters from each of the first five

fields of every record. Only those fields

on form one are shown. Its features can-
not be modified. Quick Print enables you
to scan all records in the file on a one
line per record basis, rather than having
to display entire forms. Output can be to

screen or printer. This is a useful feature

if you want a quick fix on what records
are in a file, or a relatively short ref-

erence list for more detailed data
searches.

With the Custom Report option, you
can design columnar reports containing
up to 20 existing fields, plus computed
fields. Numeric columns can be subto-

taled, totaled, subaveraged, and av-
eraged. In addition, there are several nu-
meric format options, including commas
to set ofT thousands (e.g. 1,000,000); dol-

lar signs to the left of an entry ($121) or
percent signs at the right of a number
(23%).
The screen for designing a custom re-

port is shown in Figure 2. Fields are dis-

played one formful at a time, but you
may page back and forth. Fields can be
selected from any form and in any order.
Once a selection has been made, you can
change the column heading for the field

(from that used for the data form) or data
display conditions, using the criteria

listed on the righthand side of Figure 2.

After field selection is complete, you
can create computed columns using any
numeric fields included in the report

specification.

The Custom Report function works

44

well, but there are some annoyances. For
example, complex record retrieval speci-

fications cannot be saved. They must be
re-entered each time a report is run—

a

rather cumbersome procedure.

In addition, the fields used for creat-

ing a computed column must be in-

cluded in the report, even though they

may not be relevant and take up valu-

able space. For example, any fields used

in the equation Price x Quantity x Dis-

count must be included as columns in a

report to produce the computed column
Total. It is preferable to permit non
printing fields in a report specification.

These fields can then be referenced when

The data entry and
search functions work

beautifully.

you define a computed column like

Total.

The Mailing Label function works ex-

tremely well. Two of the design screens

for this feature are shown as Figures 3

and 4. I experienced no problems in

designing several different formats. Be-
cause labels can be 10 lines by 60 col-

umns in size, they may be used for an
enormous variety of jobs, such as index
cards and monthly billings. This is one
of the most versatile label functions I

have ever used.

Data Interchange
Fast Facts can create a DIF file of

records that can be read by Lotus 1-2-3,

Visicalc. or any other program with DIF
capabilities. In addition. Fast Facts can
write comma delimited data to a stan-
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ourself in the pilot s seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer for an awe-inspiring flight over realistic scene

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic vie

as you practice takeofls, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features include animated color 3D graphics day, dusk, and night flying mode
over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions complete flight
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Figure 1 Mailing Label options.

dard ASCII text file, so that it can be

read by WordStar, dBase II, Supercalc,

and many other programs. Conversely,

ASCII files prepared by such programs
also can be read by Fast Facts. These
utilities work extremely well.

Ease of Use and Documentation
A hallmark of this type of program is

ease of use, and Fact Facts lives up to its

billing. You can move quickly from file

design to data entry to report design to

report generation, etc. Help is provided

every step of the way, and the necessary

commands are listed on each screen.

The well organized manual is con-

tained in a tabbed loose leaf binder, and

Figure 4. Mailing Label design.

the tutorials and other materials in it are

easy to use. Innovative Software opted
for less rather than more verbiage, under
the premise that a combination of lim-

ited text and liberal use of simulated

program screens might communicate
better. I think they were correct in this

judgment.

The manual is not indexed, a feature I

normally demand of any computer
documentation. An index is still de-

sirable, although less so with a program
as transparent as Fast Facts.

Fast Facts vs. PFS
Table 1 compares the major features

of Fast Facts and PFS. The former in-

cludes a report writer, which is an extra

cost option with PFS. The report genera-
tion options of File are very limited.

Thus I elected to compare Fast Facts
with the tandem of File and Report, in

order to judge the full capabilities of our
contestants to input, store, access, and
output data.

PFS permits many more records per
file, but otherwise does not have the
flexibility, speed, and features of Fast
Facts.

Summary
Fast Facts should please anyone who

needs a text oriented database program
that is easy to use and extremely flexible.

It will not take the place of dBase II and
similar programs, which have incredible

power and the capacity to handle large

data files. If your needs are not that

extravagant, Fast Facts may satisfy you
without the bother, expense, and frustra-

tions of learning and using a complex
program.

I rate Fast Facts much higher than its

chief competition, PFS:File and Report.

The basic design of both programs is

similar, but Fast Facts can do more
things, with greater flourish than the
PFS tandem, and it costs less.
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David A. Lien writes the world's finest computer books!

TheBASIC
Handbook 555pp

Computer

•WOPP

&£&/!

496 pp

OUR GUARANTEE
II you're not totally satisfied, return the
book in salable condition within 30 days
for a refund of the purchase price.

COMPU50FT'
PUBLISHING

535 Broadway. Dept 240984. El Cajon, CA 92021
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XOPP

THE BASIC HANDBOOK - $19.05 500 word
encyclopedia of the BASIC computer language.

THE TRS-80 MODEL 100 PORTABLE COMPUTER -

$19.95 Complete coverage of built-in software and
BASIC

The CompuSoft Learning Series - Com-
prehensive tutorials for BASIC programming

instruction. LEARNING MICROSOFT
BASIC FOR THE MACINTOSH -

$19.95
LEARNING COMMODORE 64 BASIC -

$14.95
LEARNING IBM BASIC For The Personal

Computer - $19.95
(Call for more information about Learning Series

titles for the TRS-80 Model III and Model 4/4P, the
Apple II and the Timex Sinclair 1000.)

Call TOLL FREE 800 854-6505 In Calif. 619 588-0998

Please send:

The TRS-80 Model 100 Portable Computer <& $19.95
The BASIC Handbook (a $19.95
Learning Microsoft BASIC For The Macintosh (<r $19.95
Learning Commodore 64 BASIC (a $14.95

. Learning IBM BASIC (a $19.95
CaW residents add 6% sales tax Shipping and handling charge: $2 00 per order (toreign

orders US$3 00)

Totals Name
Address

City/State/Zip

Check I Visa

Account

Signature

D MasterCard

Exp. Date
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$14.95 Peripheral
That Puts Your Computer's CommandsWhereThey Belong

And Your Manuals On The Shelf.
Now, you cancommand newcomputer

productivity Discoverhow much easier your
personal computer is to use when thecommands are

at your fingertips. PC-DocuMate'" keyboard templates can
save you time and frustration. You can recall needed

commands, options and formats. Quickly.

Professionally designed and comprehensive. Each
PC-DocuMate template has been designed by a software

expert. Commands are logically and functionally organized

so you can get the most from your software. And our templates
are comprehensive reference aids which use both sides to

document a product ora system. Completely.

Durable and guaranteed. PC-DocuMate
templates are silk-screened onto durable, non-glare

plastic to our exacting specifications. Each template

is printed on both sides and color-coordinated

to complement your PC. And your satisfaction

is guaranteed. Fully. Or your money back.

Save time and enjoy greater productivity. Order your
PC-DocuMate without delay.

Lower prices for better design. With PC-DocuMates, you
get two-sided templates for less than a single-sided template

from other manufacturers. And you get a better designed

template. Order direct or ask your local dealer.

PC-DocuMates now available-
IBM PC/XT & COMPAQ— $14.95

DOS/BASIC 2.0 & 2.1 • DOS/BASIC 1 .1 • Lotus 1-2-3 • Symphony • dBASE II • dBASE III • Framework
• WordStar • MultiMate 3.20 • VisiCalc • Multiplan 1 .00 or 1 .06 • Volkswriter Deluxe • SuperCalc3 • PeachText 5000

• EasyWriter II • Turbo Pascal • WordPerfect • Do-lt-Yourself

COMMODORE 64— $12.95
BASIC & more • Calc Result • EasyScript • Quick Brown Fox • Do-lt-Yourself

(CBM 64 templates are printed on one side only.)

IBM PCjr.— $12.95
DOS/BASIC 2.1 • MultiMate • dBASE II • Do-lt-Yourself

APPLE lie— $14.95
WordStar • VisiCalc • dBASE II • AppleWriter II • Quickfile • Do-lt-Yourself

If your favorite software package is not shown here, you can order our "Do-lt-Yourself" template (which includes a special pen and eraser)

and develop your own custom keyboard template.

Our Guarantee. Use your template for 20 days. If you are not completely satisfied return it to us (undamaged) for a full refund.

HOW TO ORDER: Send personal check, money order or MasterCard/VISA credit card information Please add $1 50 for shipping and handling per order

foreign orders must add $5.00 per unit (except Canada). US funds only. Sony, but no COD'S. NC residents add4% sales tax. Corporate quantity discounts

available Dealer inquiries invited. And for faster serviceon credit card orders...

Call Toll Free

1-800-762-7874
(In North Carolina) 919-787-7703

vmrMr
n*e fOHOWtOQ
Symphony, Mi
OmdlT«c Quick

ISM Corp IBM. IBM PC/XT 1 PCk.
Winton* MuKMpw. McroMR Corp.: MuKfMn. PaachTrea
Fox. Handle Software, ab Cote Raault Commodore Ouamaaa

Software Intornational. Inc.: WordPariact.

SYSTEMSMANAGEMENTASSOCIATES
3700 Computer Drive, Dept CC
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609

Tata: dBaaa M. dBaaa m. Framawort*. mlormaaon Unamaad Software, inc.: EaayWnlar I.

mc : PaachTaxt 5000. Sorcim Corp : SoparCatc>, Lam Software. Inc.: Votkawmar;
inc EaayScnpt vtaiCorp vlaiCalc. Appla Compmar. mc.: Appia Ha. AppknVraar n.

Corp Lotua 1-2-3,

Inlarnaoonal Corp. WordStar.

Borttnd IntaWftBborvBl. Inc.: Tur-
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If
you have a checking account and a

card file of favorite recipes, you al-

ready have two data bases. They are
organized collcctionsofimportant in-

formation, which are used regularly and
may give you enormous headaches if not
properly updated and maintained. Many
of us have rued the day we failed to keep
our checking account in balance and
were greeted with nasty notes from the
bank and our creditors, ordid not correct
a mistake in an old family recipe and
were forced to serve fried Spam to impor-
tant guests.

Computers can help you with these
and many other collections of informa-
tion, by making them easier to maintain
and much more accessible. This is ac-
complished with data base programs that
tell the computer how to accept (input)

information entered from its keyboard or
another device, and to present (output)
these data to a monitor screen, disk stor-
age unit, printer, or other medium.

Data can be sorted and printed out
in the order you specify at the touch ofa
few keys. You can easily generate sum-
maries of how you spent your money-
food, doctors, mortgage, car expenses,
etc.—from your computerized checking
account, or a shopping list of ingredients
needed for next week's meals from your
recipe data base. All of this is accom-
plished without having to wade through
reams ofpaper each time you dream up a

new way to organize or report on the in-

formation you have collected.

The larger and more complex a col-

lection, the more a computer can help. A
business that maintains many different

types of accounts has a much bigger po-
tential headache than most of us have
with just one personal checking account.
Most businesses have hundreds of cus-
tomers and handle thousands oftransac-
tions (sales, returns, purchases) a month.
Income and payments (cash flow) must
be estimated with precision so that
checks to employees, suppliers, the land-
lord, the bank, and others can be cov-
ered, and the company can take advan-
tage of cash discounts offered by
suppliers for prompt payment of bills.

When a massive parts inventory must
also be controlled, the potential compli-
cations become mind boggling.

While an infinite number of mon-
keys, equipped with infinite numbers of
abacuses, ledgers, and quill pens could
accomplish these tasks, matters of this

type are best left to the computer marvels
which now inhabit so many homes and
businesses.

The software programs required to
communicate your needs to a computer
can be developed from scratch, using
Basic, Cobol, Pascal, or any other high
level programming language. This could
involve a great deal of work, however. A
fair size accounting system, for example,
can take a skilled programmer months to
prepare, test, and de-bug, and much
more time to modify if your needs

S-2 SPECIAL DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

!

change dramatically.

Many private individuals and busi-

nesses opt for data base management
programs that are faster and easier (ergo

more cost effective) to set up, and may not
require much expertise to master. These
programs are application generators.
That is, you tell the computer (via the
keyboard) what you want it to do, using
relatively simple and understandable
commands, and these instructions are
automatically translated by the program
into a language understood by the com-
puter. This can greatly simplify the prep-
aration ofcomplex data bases.

Some programs are very user-
friendly, with menus and tutorials to dir-

ect your every step and on-screen help
messages at your beck and call. Others
are less friendly, but may compensate for

their comparative complexity by offering
more flexibility and versatility.

There are two basic types of data
base packages: specific purpose and gen-
eral application. The former are best ex-
emplified by accounting modules-
ledger, payroll, inventory, and other
components—that can be used only for

the purpose for which they are designed.
While specific purpose programs can be
implemented immediately and do not re-

quire an extended program development
period, they are static in design. What
you see is what you get. They can be nei-

ther improved by you nor customized to
suit special conditions or needs.

The general application software
discussed in this article, on the other
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hand, lets you determine the purpose

and design of your data base, including

the type, length, definition, and other

characteristics ofdata to be entered, and

the layout of reports.

All data base programs are not cre-

ated equal. In the next section we will

discuss the options available to you. so

that you can make an educated choice of

the type of program that best suits your

specific needs. Regardless of which pro-

gram you use, the quality of your efforts

will depend upon the time and care that

goes into data base design and prepara-

tion. It is not uncommon for many data

entry items in a poorly designed data

base to be incomplete or empty, data

needed for these items may be unavail-

able, of suspect quality or too difficult to

obtain routinely. Wishful thinking

should not replace sound judgment.

After data entry items have been de-

fined, you should gather and enter all

necessary information and verify that it

There are two basic types

of data base packages:

specific purpose and

general application.

was properly entered with a discipline

and rigor that borders on fanaticism. In-

accurate data files are of little value. A
cake recipe that leaves out sugar or incor-

rectly calls for a tablespoon of salt rather

than a teaspoon is a portent of disaster.

As is a checking account that appears to

be out of balance by $20 in your favor,

when a trial balance might verify that

you made a serious errorand are actually

$200 in the hole. It is a waste oftime to set

up a data base unless you are willing to

expend time and effort to keep it accurate

and up-to-date. This is especially critical

in business, where good data is the life

blood ofa vital operation.

Ifyou select your data base software

wisely, follow a few simple rules, and
apply real discipline to your data gather-

ing, entry and verification activities, you

will be amply rewarded. Your computer-

ized data files will provide the informa-

tion you need in the format required

and with an appropriate level of data

integrity.

How to Buy a Data Base
Management System

Database programs are not magical

in concept or origin. Despite

grandiose claims in many adver-

tisements, the "one and only"

data base does not, and may never, exist.

Nonetheless, software improvements
historically have lagged well behind

hardware breakthroughs, so some very

good ones may be in the offing. But don't

count on that happening.

To further complicate the situation,

some software companies are using the

gambit of advertising their wares well in

advance of a release date, just to get un-

wary buyers to hold off purchasing soft-

ware from a competitor. One such com-

pany, which will remain nameless, has

been advertisinga comprehensive, multi-

component package for what seems like

years. The release of this product was

many months behind schedule. The ver-

sion that finally reached dealer shelves is

flawed. I am told, and requires major re-
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design to make it competitive. The
homely but apt saying about a "bird in

the hand" certainly applies to the pur-

chase ofcomputer software.

Even a well designed new product

may experience growing pains before

major problems are discovered and cor-

rected. These problems are called "bugs"

in that special branch of entomology

known as computer programming. This

does not mean that experimentation with

the new and exciting is taboo. Just do not

expect adult behavior from the newborn.

Be willing to tolerate some, but hopefully

not many faults, and do not take adver-

tised claims literally.

The choice you make undoubtedly

will be a compromise. You may want the

power of an extremely versatile package

like dBase II (or ///. if you own a 16-bit

machine), but yearn for the friendliness

of PFSh'ile or Data Base Manager II In

addition, you may demand that your

database execute any and all commands
instantly. Unless you own an Altos 586

"super micro" computer, however, that

desire may never come to fruition. Also,

it would be nice if you could print out

incredibly intricate reports on the head

ofa pin, and so on, and so forth. The wish

list sometimes seems endless, and
the realization of what is possible so

frustrating.

This article does not promise an

easy path to data base nirvana. Nor does

it stipulate that you retire to a Himalayan

aerie for a year of contemplation before

making a decision. What is absolutely es-

sential in this process, however, is a real-

istic look at your needs and desires. What

do you really want your computer to do?

We will explore the key features of

good data base programs and briefly de-

scribe a sampling of the current breed.

The programs selected for this sampling

are representative ofcertain classes ofca-
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How to Buy a Data Base
Management System
pabilities. There may be others of equal
merit within each classification, and we
apologize in advance for any inadvertent
oversights.

One term of comparison that you
will not see in this article is "best value."

This is a nebulous term that defies con-
cise definition. If a program does what
you want but costs $200 more than a less

capable one supposedly rated much

higher, buy it. The difference in cost is

meaningless. The biggest expenses of a
data system are related to people and
time, not software (i.e., the cost ofsetting
up maintaining, and updating a viable

data base).

For example, one software rating
service recently attempted to compare
PFS:Hle with dBase II. As you will see,

this is a ridiculous comparison. PFS is

More Programs, Other Machines

after reading this special section on Choosing and Using a Data Base
Management Program, you may well decide that you don't need all the fea-
tures that even the simplest of the programs covered offers. Or you may feel
that, while the extra features might be nice to have, you are unwilling to
pay for them. Or you may own a Commodore, Atari, or other machine not
covered in our chart.

Don't despair. There are many less extensive (not to mention less expen-
sive) packages that may meet your needs. We simply ran out of room, and
had to draw the line somewhere. We will try to include a roundup of data
base and file management packages for the home and other less sophisti-
cated applications in the near future.

In the meantime, if you fall into one of the categories mentioned above,
we recommend that you check out the offerings ofScarborough Systems,
Precision Software, XOR, Handic, Commodore, or any of several dozen
other manufacturers of capable, multi-purpose data managers. D
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one of the least sophisticated programs
available, and dBaseamong the most ver-

satile and powerful. They are two entirely

different classes of programs. Hopefully,
we have avoided this type of "apples and
oranges" comparison in our synopses by
dividing the various programs into more
representative pigeonholes.

At best, our efforts will provide you
with a smattering of ideas on what consti-

tutes good data base management, and
may point you in the direction of soft-

ware that tickles your fancy. The real test

will come with hands-on experience.
With the current proliferation of soft-

ware stores, it should not be difficult to

locate one that has what you are looking
for and will offer you time and a machine
on which to try it out. It may be more
difficult to find a salesman who is famil-

iar with the program ofchoice.
Useful information can be obtained

from people who have written applica-

tions with a package, but be cautious
about such advice. Users sometimes be-
come true believers and have been
known to deify "their" programs. A
dealer may be able to direct you to an
experienced user with a more objective

view ofthe world.

Local user groups are also excellent

sources of good information, with the
reservations noted above. Some of the
more popular programs like dBase II

even have their own software groups.
Failing that, hardware groups usually
have lists of people who know their soft-

ware well, may be willing to spend time
with you, and are a continuing source of
wisdom when you reach a roadblock.
The Apple users group in the Washing-
ton, DC area (Washington Apple Pi) is an
excellent example of this type of organi-

zation. Some even offer low cost training

for the most popular programs.
Finally much has been written on

data base programs in periodicals and
paperback books. We have included a list

of the latter at the end of this article. If

you are a casual user of data base pro-
grams, and your demands are not out of
the ordinary, extensive reading in this

area will be of little value. Ifyou are more
ambitious, it may be worth your time to
skim through, if not study a few of these.
Much of the material covered in these
works is beyond the scope ofour discus-
sion here.
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Types of Data Bases

The
two most popular types of gen-

eral application programs are file

managers and relational data base

systems, both of which are dis-

cussed in this article. The main differ-

ence between a file manager and a rela-

tional program is the capacity to use

information (for reports, queries, up-

dates) from more than one file concur-

rently. File managers can support many

separate files, but only one of these files

can be accessed (open) at a time—i.e.. if

you arc using one checking account file,

you must leave (close) it before you can

use (open) another checking account or

any other file. Relational data bases, on

the other hand, can access data from two

or more files at once. This capability

varies widely among such programs,

with the extremes being two files for

dBase II and an "unlimited" number for

DataEase.
Question: Who needs a relational

capability?

Answer: The classic example is a

business with separate customer, parts,

and orders data files. You can automati-

cally add customer and parts informa-

tion to an order, would you believe, by

setting up a "relationship" between the

orders, parts, and customer files. To do

this, acommon bond must exist between

them.
For example, you can enter a unique

customer number on an order form, and

name, address, and other information

from the appropriate record in the cus-

tomer file will be inserted on the form.

Likewise, enter the desired parts num-

bers on your order form, and price, de-

scription, and availability information

also will be inserted in the order.

This is called an interactive "look-

up" function. Not only does thiscapabili-

ty make it easier and faster to fill out any

form, but it also allows you to determine

if the correct information is being en-

tered. The data you requested appear on

screen, and you can sight verify its accu-

racy. While this sounds like computer

sorcery, it is not difficult to do with many
relational programs.

Some relational programs, like Con-

dor, lack a lookup capability. Instead,

they use "relational operators" to com-

bine (join) different data files into new,

temporary data bases that can then be

used to generate complex reports or for
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interactive searching. While this tech-

nique works well, it may demand much
writing of new disk files (which may be

very time consuming), plus large

amounts ofdisk storage capacity and fast

drives—especially ifyou have large files.

The absence of a lookup function

also means that you cannot immediately

sight verify data, so data accuracy checks

must be handled as a separate activity.

Question: So why doesn't everyone

use relational data bases and forget about

file managers?

Answer: For many applications, less

complicated, easier to learn and use file

manager programs may be appropriate.

A program mentioned earlier, DataEase.

is a good case in point. DataBase is a

relational data base of considerable

power. It is graced with all kinds of data

entry and output capabilities. Even

though DataEasecan be classified as one

of the more user-friendly designs in this

class, it is not among the easiest to learn.

The DataEase report generation func-

tion, in particular, is very versatile, but

hard to master. By contrast. Data Base

Manager II is a simple, well designed file

manager. It is fast and among the easiest

of data base programs to learn and use,

but it has only a small fraction of the

features that DataEase has.

If you are satisfied with the data

handling and reporting capabilities of

Data Base Manager II or one of its com-

petitors, and do not really need the multi-

ple file and other features of DataEase

and its counterparts, then why go

G,

/

through the agony? More important, you

may save a lot of time and effort and

avoid catching a bad case of computer

"bends"—a term not unfamiliar to fans of

underwater diving movies. You get what

you want from the easier program, are up

and running much faster, and have saved

a few bucks in the bargain.

As you will see in the table summar-
izing the features of our sample pro-

grams, the classification "file manager"

covers a great deal of territory. The capa-

bilities of these programs vary dramati-

cally, ranging from the very limited

(ECM) to the quite sophisticated (Ultra-

File). The sub headings we have selected

for the File Manager classification are

mail list, text oriented, standard, and full

featured.

Mail list managers have very few fea-

tures. They are designed for mail list/

label operations and little else. With
FCM. for instance, you are limited to

only 132 characters per record, and none

of the 12 permitted fields may be longer

than 24 characters. For many mail list

applications, this is sufficient. The speed

and operational simplicity ofthe package

also should cut training and operator

keying time, both of which are cost fac-

tors in business. FCM also can print up

to nine mailing labels across a page, has

an envelope addressing feature, and can

export data to word processors and other

programs.

The second category is for data base

programs that are primarily text entry

oriented. One text field can fill an entire
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Types of Data Bases

w

screen, and searches for information can
be done on a word search basis—you can
search tor any word that appears in any
field of any record. Data may be divided
into large numbers of fields, if you wish
(PFS has the incredible upward limit of
3200 fields per record), and records can
be split into many different screens. An
interesting feature of PFS is "append."
which allows additional screens oftext to
be added at the end ofa record on an ad
hoc basis.

A significant limitation of most text
oriented programs is their lack of data
entry editing capabilities. This means
that you cannot set standards for entry of
data into a PFS field; thus your computer
cannot keep you from entering the wrong
amou nt or type ofdata into a given field

.

For example, you cannot tell the
computer to limit a "city" field to only 20
characters, nor can you dictate that one
or more fields contain only numeric data
(dollars, integers, etc.) or have a specific
number of decimal points. This makes
data quality assurance very difficult. You
also cannot set up calculated fields in a
data record (e.g., store the product of a
mathematical operation on two or more
existing fields in a separate sum field on
the same record). Calculated fields may
be set up on reports generated by the
program.

An exception to this statement is the
Nutshell program, which attempts some
data entry standards. The field length
and date field restrictions of Nutshell
work very well for the copy we reviewed.

but a numeric field designation (numbers
only) did not prevent the entry of alpha
(letter) characters into such a field.

Despite these and other limitations,
PFS-like programs are almost ideal for
those who want to keep a great deal of
textual information in a variety of fields,

want it to be infinitely accessible via on-
line searches and reports, and do not de-
mand much data quality checking. Reci-
pe and bibliographical data files are good
uses for a text oriented data base.

A text oriented program should not
be used in a highly structured situation in

which data quality is of paramount im-
portance and large amounts of informa-
tion must be batch processed. Thus PFS
and Rut Facts are not recommended, as
promoted by some, for financial, ac-
counting, or inventory purposes of any
kind.

The bulk of file manager programs
fall into the "standard" classification.
Most have modest data entry edit and
report generation capabilities, can per-
form record-by-record searches, generate
mailing labels, interface well with word

Recipe and bibliographical

data files are good uses

for a text oriented data

base.
processing and spreadsheet programs,
execute theirdata sortingand other oper-
ations fairly fast, and arc menu driven.
Their capacities may vary dramatically,
so you should check the limitations and
characteristics ofthese programs careful-
ly to make sure they fit your needs. In
short, one or more of these programs
should satisfy most people who need a
file manager program.

Many new file managers appear on
the market monthly. While most ofthese
fit the "standard" classification, an in-
creasing number of new releases are
much more interactive than their older
brethren. Among these is the CIP pro-
gram, which offers excellent on-screen
formatting of data entry screens and re-
ports. Reporting capabilities are of par-
ticular significance, because you are not
bound, as with many programs, to a stat-
ic, columnar type of report, and you can
vary report layouts to suit your needs.
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Such features are hard to describe ade-
quately in writing and must be experi-
enced to be fully appreciated.

Software producers seem to be inch-
ing closer to the model of interactive ex-
cellence set by the Quick File program
and the data base portions of Three EZ
Pieces and AppleWorks for the Apple He
and III. respectively. These programs are
definitely among the most interactive
and innovative file managers available
today. You can literally customize any
screen or report to fit your needs and
actually see what you are doing on the
screen. Data files are loaded into mem-
ory, so data search and sorting are ex-
tremely fast.

The memory dependent feature of
these programs is an advantage and a dis-
advantage. Record access and manipula-
tion are extremely fast, but file size is

limited by the amount ofavailable RAM.
In addition, sorts can be performed only
on one file; there is no data entry quality
checking, nor is it possible to perform
global updates of data (i.e., all fields
meeting certain criteria are updated si-

multaneously). I hope that the producers
of Quick File and its competitors will see
the light and develop versions that retain
the speed and other characteristics of
these programs, take advantage ofthe su-
perior memory size of the IBM PC and
other 16 bit computers, and add the above
mentioned capabilities.

The classification "full featured" is

reserved for those programs that offer
more than the conventional. Ultrafile
clearly fits into this category. It is a full

fledged business-type file manager with
graphics capabilities and perhaps the
most complete array ofdata entry ed iting
features available for a file manager.

Before leaving the file manager clas-
sification, it is appropriate to mention
the large number of filer type programs
sold with word processing programs. Da-
tabase programs made by the same com-
pany are available for Easy Writer. Palan-
tir. Benchmark, and many other word
processors. These programs normally
are of the mail list type. The complete
integration they offer with the parent
word processor is highly attractive, but
they may not have the broad array of ca-
pabilities available with standard file
managers. Check these out carefully be-
fore you purchase one. with special at-
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tention given to their data import and

export features—some lack one or both

ofthose capabilities. A good file manager

produced by someone else may be a far

better buy and one that will satisfy your

needs for a longer period oftime.

Also, ifyou have or plan to purchase

a new word processor, be sure that the file

manager you select produces files that

the processor can use (read) with its form

letter (mail merge) function. Many pro-

grams, like WordStar, use data files that

are "comma delimited"—with commas
separating each field, quotation marks

around text fields, and each record on a

separate line. Others use the one-field-

per-line convention. Most database pro-

grams can produce files like these, and

most word processors use one or the

other of these standards. As with other

things in life, however, there are always

exceptions to the rule. For example. Word

Perfect. MultiMate, and the new Display

Write II program from IBM have totally

different requirements.

Iff you have a word

processor, be sure that

your file manager

produces files that it can

use with its form letter

function.

There are two programs listed in the

"Other" category: Appleworks and NPL.

These have features which distinguish

them from their brethren in some nota-

ble ways. For example, Appleworks not

only has the highly interactive data base

mentioned earlier, but it also includes a

word processor of modest capabilities

and a spreadsheet of the VisiCalc genre.

Data are directly transferable between

each component.
The current version of NPL is a ca-

pable but somewhat awkward to use data

base program that has perhaps the most

powerful "ad hoc query" language avail-

able for microcomputers, asevidenced by

the example shown under that heading in

the next section of this article. NPL
would be an excellent partner for an oth-

erwise good program that needs a beefed

up query capability. If you need a major

improvement of this type for your appli-

cation, NPL may be the answer, however,

be certain that no data file compatibility

problems exist before you take the

plunge.

A Lexicon of Data Base
Terms

In
the next few paragraphs, we will ex-

plore the terminology commonly as-

sociated with data base programs.

This type of information is essential

to your understanding of data base fea-

tures and capabilities, and for making an

informed decision on which of these ca-

pabilities are important to you. Defini-

tions are arranged in the order shown in

the "Data Base Comparison Chart,"

with the numbershown in brackets refer-

encing the appropriate column (ifany) of

that table.

The language of the computer ad-

dict, like that ofany other group of mor-

tals, abounds with synonyms. One per-

son's "save" information to a disk drive is

another person's "write" to such a device,

even though both terms mean precisely

the same thing. Commonly used syn-

onyms are shown in parentheses.
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We have not attempted to define the

difference between a "database" and a

"data base" (yes, Virginia, there is a dif-

ference, and one that aficionados take

Records with large

numbers of fields become

cumbersome and may
necessitate data screens

that are difficult to read.

quite seriously). You may write to me for

the answer to this riddle, and I hope that

you will understand my response.

DBMS The abbreviation for Data Base

Management System; the generic name
for any computer program that allows

you to set up and operate a data base on
your machine.

PI] Each data entry item (attri-

bute) listed in your data base, such as

"last name" or "city." Several relational

data base programs permit 200 or more
fields per record. While this is an inter-

esting capability, it may not mean much
from a practical standpoint. If you pur-

chase a relational data base, it is better to

break up large numbers of fields into sep-

arate files. Records with large numbers of
fields become cumbersome and time-

consuming to handle, and may necessi-

tate data screens that are difficult to read.

R«<ord P0] a group of fields that is

treated as a unit. A recipe card is a record

that contains fields for each ingredient

and preparation instruction. While most
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A Lexicon of Data Base Terms

Masks are special

characters that are used to

offset or divide data

fields.

data bases allow tens ofthousands, if not
millions ofrecords per file, this is of little

consequence if you are using low capac-
ity disk drives. Ifyou plan no more than a
few hundred records per file and have no
plans to buy a hard disk drive (see below),
this statistic should not influence your
decision.

File [9] A collection of records that are
stored together. A file (relation) also con-
tains information on how you want your
data stored (e.g., field names and charac-
teristics) and displayed. Some programs,
like relational data bases, can access
more than one file concurrently.

Copy Protection [6] Methods used by
software producers to prevent any copy-
ing (authorized or unauthorized) oftheir

programs. Thus, you must have a backup
master copy of the program in case your
original isdamaged. I will not discuss the
pros and cons of copy protection. This
technique is particularly troublesome to

hard disk owners, who may be prevented
from loading program files on their
drives or be required to keep a copy ofthe
master floppy disk in one drive of the
computer.

Data Field Masking [14] Masks are
special characters that are used to offset

or divide data fields. For date fields, the
slash or hyphen characters are often used
to divide the month, day, and year (e.g.,

02/23/84). For telephone numbers, the
parentheses and hyphen characters may
be desired: (999) 999-9999 Similar types
of characters may be used for part num-
bers or in other fields where such offsets

improve the readability of character
strings. These masks can be inserted by
the computer, so that an operator does
not have to enter the hyphen or other
character manually (e.g., only the num-
bers 022384 are entered in the above date
field, with the slashes inserted automati-
cally). This feature greatly simplifies data
entry and ensures standardization. Some
programs routinely mask fields, such as
date and telephone number. Programs
like InfoStar have extremely versatile cus-
tom field masking; others like Condor
and most file manager programs have
neither standard nor custom masking.

Indexing [24] The capacity to select

certain fields for rapid (key) searching of
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your data base. Without an indexing ca-

pability, rapid access ofinformation from
your data base may not be possible, par-
ticularly ifyour data filesand record sizes

are large. Database and some others
allow each field in a file to be indexed;
others, like Condor, only one field. A
large number ofindexed fields is imprac-
tical, as data entry may slow to a snail's

pace (i.e., the index file for each field

must be updated each time a new record
is entered), particularly if a file contains
many records. Usually, only one to three

fields ofmodest length, such as name and
zip code for a mail list file, are indexed.

Sorting [25] Re-ordering data in al-

phabetic or numeric order (ascending or
descending) by one or more fields. For
example, address information could be
printed out with several levels of sorting,
such as alphabetically by state, then city

within state, last name within city and,
finally, first name. If you do a great deal

ofthis type ofsorting, make sure the pro-
gram you choose has multiple field capa-
bility (many do not) and is reasonably
fast.

Programs like Condor destroy your
index file each time the master file is

sorted; thus you would make a copy of
the file with that type of program and
then sort the copy. This may create some
disk space problems ifyou use low capac-
ity floppy disk drives. The sorting action

may also require substantial amounts of
blank disk space (sometimes two or more
times the size of the file being sorted), if

the sort is being performed on disk rather

than in memory. Make sure your disk
drives can handle any added burden.
Needless to say, memory sorts are faster.

Programs like Data Base Manager 11

have excellent sorting capabilities. Files

ofup to 2500 records in length are sorted
in memory, and those above that on disk.

Data Import [16] The ability to use
(read) information developed with an-
other program. This is particularly im-
portant if you change data base pro-
grams and do not want to reenter existing

data into your new program manually, or
exchange information with a spreadsheet
program like Lotus 1-2-3.

Data Export [17] The opposite of im-
port: the capacity to transport (write) in-
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formation from your data base in a form

that can be used (read) by another pro-

gram, such as a word processor for form

letters and reports, a spreadsheet, or a

different data base. The best of these

functions, like those in Data Base Man-

ager II. Condor and Ultra/lie. can inter-

face with almost any other program
available on the market today.

Menu [7« 8] A series of choices listed

on the computer screen, much like a res-

taurant menu. With such programs, you

simply press a key to initiate the action

you want to take.

Some programs require that all ac-

tions be selected from a series of menus

and submenus (enter a new record;

search for a record; run a report, etc.).

These are called menu driven or menu
dependent programs. Most file manager

and many relational data base programs

are menu dependent. The DataBase rela-

tional data base program is a classic ex-

ample ofthat approach.

Other programs, like dBase II. pro-

vide little built-in menu help. These are

called command driven programs, as

you must know and manually enter (key

in) the appropriate commands for each

action.

Some people feel that menu depen-

dent programs are easier to learn and

use, and reduce the incidence ofoperator

errors. Others dislike the rigidity of a

menu structure and believe that it is

faster and less cumbersome to memorize

and then enter commands manually,

without being required to page through a

series of menus and submenus. There is

merit to both arguments.

Many relational data base programs

permit users to create custom menus for

their data base applications so that all

instructions can be as unambiguous as

possible, and operator confusion may be

reduced to a hypothetical minimum. In

the DataEase program, for example,

there is a series of standard menus for all

data base functions. Paging through

these menus for a given action (e.g., run-

ning a specific report, when there may be

30 or more already designed) can be a

difficult, time-consuming and intimi-

dating procedure. To combat this poten-

tial confusion. DataEase permits special

menus to be designed. These menus con-
tain only those options needed by the in-
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dividual user, who is not then confronted

with extraneous information. DataEase

permits an infinite number of users and

menus to be defined, and these menus
can be integrated with a password system

(see below).

Ad H<X Query [22] The ability to re-

call information contained anywhere in a

file, using simple English language com-
mands (e.g., "Print city state zip phone by

lastname by firstname where college is

Harvard"). The resulting information

can be sent to the screen of your com-

puter, a printer, or a disk drive for storage

and later use. In the above example, de-

rived from the NPL program, the re-

quested name and address information

would be obtained only for those people

who attended Harvard University, and
would be sorted by last name and then

first name. This is one ofthe most power-

ful features ofa good data base program.

The ad hoc query capabilities of

data base programs vary widely. The
DataEase query function (called "One
Time Only" reports) is cumbersome to

use. Others permit only record-by-record

search on a single file. The best of these,

like NPL and R.Base 4000. have very

elaborate query functions (sometimes

called non-procedural languages), that

are a delight to use.

Screen Generator [18] A special

program (utility) to create customized

screen displays. Screen generators allow

you to arrange (paint) fields on the screen

to suit your needs and preferences. The

Screen generators let you

arrange screen fields to

suit your needs and

preferences.

most common use of this feature is for

data entry screens. With many programs,

all fields are lined up on the lefthand side

of a screen. It may be more desirable,

however, to display associated items to-

gether (city next to state next to zip) and

to improve the readability of the screen

by leaving blank spaces between various

natural groupings (e.g., address and tele-

phone information).

Some data bases also allow you to

enter other types of information on the

screen, to provide guidance (help) in how
to fill-in each field property. Condor and
DataEase are excellent examples of the

latter. Others, like dBase II. lack or have

very rudimentary generators, but you

can use their built-in programming lan-

guages (see next page) to create elaborate

custom screens.
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A Lexicon of Data Base Terms
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Disk Drives The most commonly used
storage devices for microcomputers are

floppy and hard disks. Typically, floppies

will hold from MOK to I250K of data,

with each K. equivalent to roughly 1000
characters of information. Hard disk
drives range from 5Mb up. with each Mb
comprising about 1 million characters.

Hard disk drives of more than 10Mb are

popular for larger applications.

The primary consideration in se-
lecting a disk drive for your system is, of
course, program/application size. Many
if not most, new data bases have large

program files (i.e., the master files in-

cluded with your program that are
needed to create and operate any applica-
tion you develop). In general, the more
user-friendly features a program has, the
more program file space will be required.

The program files for Ultrqfile. for

example, occupy more than 1Mb of disk
space. This means that the IBM PC
version of that program is located on
four 320K disks, and a great deal of disk
swapping (inserting of alternate disks)

may be necessary during the course ofan
application design, update, or reporting
session.

In addition, the size of an applica-

tion file normally cannot exceed the
maximum capacity of a floppy data disk

(360K for PC-DOS 2.0 or 2.1). Thus even
though a program may permit 64,000 or
more records per file, you could support
no more than 360 1000-character data
records or 720 500-character data
recordson such a disk.

A library file of existing

report layouts can speed

up the design of new
reports.

The above constraints can be elimi-

nated if you have a high capacity, fast

access hard disk drive. Recent break-
throughs in hard disk prices have re-

duced the cost of 10Mb drives to under
$1000. For this relatively meager price you
can obtain 30 times the storage capacity

ofan IBM floppy for less than four times
the price (assuming $250 for a compati-
ble floppy unit), and kiss disk swapping
goodbye forever. Such a purchase is

highly recommended for anyone who
plans multiple applications or has a sin-

gle application that demands great
amounts ofstorage space.

Me Backup Copies ofdata files, which
can be used to reactivate (restore) a data
base that has been damaged or destroyed

.

Despite the best laid plans of men and
machines, problems can and do occur.

The best way to confront potential data
base problems is to back your files up
regularly (at least daily). Most commonly
this is accomplished by using the file

backup routine of your operating system
to copy existing files to floppy disks.

If your files are relatively small, this

is a quick and efficient process. If they

are large, you may want a second hard
disk or a cartridge tape set up, such as

those sold by Corvus and Tall Grass. The
easier and faster you can make this

backup process, the more inclined you
and your staff will be to use it regularly.

Additional equipment costs may prove to

be far less "expensive" than the time, ef-

fort, potential for error, and loss of busi-

ness that may result from having to re-

enter information by hand.

Date Storage Techniques [15]
methods used by your program to s
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by your program to'store

data files. The most common techniques
are text files with fixed length or variable

length records. The variable length tech-

nique uses only the amount of space
needed for your data. If a field is blank,

little or no storage space is needed for

that field. Fixed length records always re-

quire the same amount of disk storage,

and spacing characters are inserted in to-

tally blank fields or those that are only
partially filled.

Storage technique is an important
consideration if you have small capacity

disk drives and wish to cram as much
data as possible onto them. Data bases
using the fixed length technique nor-
mally require substantially more disk
space than their variable length counter-
parts. Most relational data bases use the
fixed length technique.

Report Writer [21] A subprogram
(utility) to generate standard and custom
reports from information stored in your
data files. The capabilities of various
data base programs range from the mun-
dane (simple lists) to the elaborate (re-

ports ofalmost any description, that can
combine data from many sources). Some
programs have multiple report writing
features.

For example, Ultrafile can generate
lists ofseveral types with its Browse func-
tion, print records in the data entry/mod-
ification mode, and produce many dif-

ferent types of custom designs with its
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main report generator, including any
number of mail labels across a page. One
interesting feature of Ultrafile and some
other programs is the ability to generate

internally form letters that use name and
address data stored by the data base, and
also permit customized reports (designed

with the main report writer) to be in-

serted into the text ofa form letter.

Batch Processing [19] The capacity

to process routine tasks sequentially,

without operator intervention. For ex-

ample, you may routinely want to index

or sort your files and print sets of reports

at the end of a day or after completing a

data entry session. This can involve mul-

tiple user inputs, and require that some-
one be present to enter new commands
as needed. Batch processing functions

that operate within a program can elimi-

nate this bother, by permitting sets of

operations to be strung together and exe-

cuted with a single command. This is a

highly desirable feature.

Programming Language [20] a
high level computer language that can be

used to create customized applications

and report designs for a data base. Most
data base programs lack this capability,

and only their standard functions may be

used. Some, like dBase II, have relatively

rudimentary standard functions, but can

use a built-in computer language to

create highly complex custom applica-

tions. For example, the standard dBase II

report writer is rather unsophisticated,

and you must use its programming lan-

guage to design more complex reports.

The dBase language is very similar to

Basic, with one important exception: the

built-in features (functions) of dBase can

be used (called) in your programs,
thereby substantially reducing the
amount of computer code you must
write. This means that dBase applica-

tions can be as versatile as you like, yet be

far easier to develop than those designed

exclusively with Basic or another pro-

gramming language.

Other programs, like KI.-I. lack an

internal programming language, but can

interface directly with an external ver-

sion of Basic, Fortran, Cobol, Pascal, or

some other standard high level language.

If you intend to buy a program that

uses a complex internal or interface lan-

guage for certain functions, the time re-

quired to learn and use the program may
be far greater than with other types of

relational data bases. Coded instructions

can be intricate to develop, and debug-

ging can get quite involved. Make sure

you really need this degree of versatility

and capability before committing your-

self, a consultant, or a staff member to

the level of effort that will be demanded.
Also, if a highly complex dBase applica-

tion is contemplated, you should allocate

a fair chunk of time for modifications

some six months after the initial design

has been implemented.

Documentation Detailed information

on how your program is designed, in-

cluding field, record, and report layouts.

Many data base programs are self docu-

menting. That is, a running list of your

design is maintained by the computer
and can be listed to the screen or a

printer. This information serves as a basis

for examining the program in detail, and
determining what changes should be

made to improve performance and over-

come problems.

A library file of existing report
layouts also can speed up the design of

new reports. You simply examine the

characteristics ofa "successful" report of

similar design and make the necessary

modifications.

DataBase provides an excellent ex-

ample ofgood selfdocumentation. Every

aspect of a design is preserved in detail,

including data entry forms, reports, cus-

tom menus, system and printer configu-

rations, and approved users (passwords).

Password [23] a secret code assigned

to specific users to control access to a

data base. The assigned code must nor-

mally be entered at the time a program is

booted, or access will be denied. Several

data bases employ this feature to restrict

use of the program to those with a "need
to know." A variety of password tech-

niques are used. With some, proper entry
of the password (which can be a software

license number, as with Condor) gives ac-

cess to any and all features of the pro-

gram without restriction. Others assign

custom passwords and limit access only

to certain parts of the data base or the

specific activities listed on a menu. Ifyou

demand this feature, be sure that the

program you select provides the level of

protection needed.

•1^-
• I

There are several topics that have not

been considered in this article,

such as multi-user applications and
local area networking (LAN). Fu-

ture articles will explore the special

world of multi-user data base software,

and examine the state of the art and
controversies surrounding multi-user or-

iented operating systems (e.g., the emer-
gence of Unix, Xenix or some as yet un-

specified IBM entry as the industry

standard). While germane in the broad-

est sense to the theme of this article, this

subject matter is best left for another
time.

In addition, this article does not cri-

tique individual programs. It provides a
compendium of what is available, and

guidance on how to make a reasonably

appropriate selection. In-depth articles

will be forthcoming on the best ofthe old

and the new. Of particular interest are

upgrades and supplements to well ac-

cepted programs like R.Base 4000 and
PtmerBase, and the new dBase III

Good luck in your quest. We hope
that our efforts have made your data base

search an easier and more productive

task.
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DATA BASE COMPARISON CHART

Mfr. list Operating Copy Menu Custom
Program Nam* Prue Dora Base Type Systems Protected Driven Menus

HI [2] [3] M [5] [6] [7] [8]

FCM 1 $125 File Mgr/Mail APM No Yes No
Pony Express XL 2 238 File Mgr/Mail MP No Yes No

C1P 3 395 File Mgr/St'd P No Yes No
Data Base Manager 11 4 295 File Mgr/Sfd MP No Yes No
Friday! 5 195 File Mgr/St'd CDMP No Yes No
Please 6 349 File Mgr/St'd P No Yes No
Power-Base 7 395 File Mgr/St'd P Yes Yes No
ResQ 8 295 File Mgr/St'd MP No Yes No .

TIM IV 9 495 File Mgr/St'd PM No Yes No

Fast Facts 9 195 File Mgr/Text MP No Yes No
Nutshell 10 395 File Mgr/Text MP No Yes No
PFS:File/Report II 265 File Mgr/Text AMP Yes Yes No

Advanced DB Master 12 595 File Mgr/St'd P Yes Yes No
InfoStar Plus 13 495 File Mgr/Full P No Yes Yes
Mag/Base 3 14 795 File Mgr/Full CDMP No Yes Yes
Ultranle 1 195 File Mgr/Full PM No Yes No

Condor 3 15 650 Relational CDPM No No Yes
DataFlex 16 995 Relational CDMP+ No Yes Yes
DataEase 17 595 Relational MP No Yes Yes
dBase 11 5 500 Relational C No No •

dBase III 5 695 Relational P No Yes •

Knowledge Manager 18 500 Relational CMP No No Yes
PhD 19 495 Relational MPCD+ No Yes No
R*ase4000 20 495 Relational PM No No No
Revelation 21 950 Relational P No Yes Yes
RL-I 22 495 Relational MP No Yes No
10-Basc 23 495 Relational MP No No No

Appleworks (Database) 24 250 Other B No Yes No
NPL 25 500 Other ABMP No No Yes

(5] Operating Systems: A=Apple; B=Apple SOS; C=CP/M 80;D=CP/M 86; M=MS-DOS; P=PC-DOS; +=Others

Data Base
Paraphernalia
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Files Open Records

1

Fields Characters Characters Custom Storage

At Once Per File Per Record Per Record Per Field Masking Technique

M [10] [II] [»] [13] [M] [15]

|
I 25.000 12 132 24 No Variable

l Nolimit 12 127 26 No Fixed

l 65.000 40 2000 50 No Fixed

1 32.000 40 2400 60 No Fixed

l 65.000 32 999 32 No Fixed

1 16 million 99 2000 999 No Fixed

1 65,000 64 1600 80 No Fixed

1 32.000 60 1024 80 Yes Fixed

l 32.000 40 2400 60 No Fixed

1 1500 5000 80,000 1679 No Fixed

1 2 billion 60.000 16 million 16 nillion No variable

l Nolimit 3200 Nolimit 1679 No variable

I Nolimit 250 3000 250 No Fixed

1 64.000 255 64.000 255 Yes Variable

l 999.999 999 2500 250 Yes Fixed

l 32.000 so 1000 100 No Variable

Sec notes 65.000 127 1024 127 No Fixed

125 65,000 255 4000 255 Yes Fixed
No limit 65.000 255 8000 255 Yes Fixed

2 65.000 32 1000 254 • Fixed

10 2 billion 128 4000/5I2K 254/5I2K • Both

No limit 65.000 255 65.000 65,000 Yes Fixed

See note 1.6 million 1024 2300 79 \es Variable

40 2 billion 400 1530 500 No Fixed
No limit 5000 32.000 32.000 65.000 Yes variable

No limit 65,000 Nolimit Nolimit 1023 Yes Fixed
16 Nolimit Nolimit 32.000 (»999 No Fixed

1 variable 30 2340 78 No variable

1 65,000 100 4000 80 Yes Fixed

s with other types of computer difficulty of learning dBase, and the linski (Osbornc/McGraw-Hill). This is

programs, there are many acces- comparative ease with which one can not another software review book. Krug-
^^M sory items and materials to assist master more user-friendly software. linski discusses the rudiments of good
^r^roV users of data base programs. V/c Most non-microcomputer oriented data base systems and uses program ex-

will look at two types of data base para- books tend to dwell on data base theory amples {Condor and dBase, among
phernalia: books and dBase related ap- and design, with a primary focus on large others) to illustrate his points.

plication generators and utilities. mainframe systems, for those who would Among the best dBase-specific
There are very few good books on design their own programs from scratch. books are dBase Users Guide by Adam B.

microcomputer based data bases, except The latter textbook-like volumes may be Green (Software Banc); Mastering dBase
for those that are software reviews or deal of little interest to most microcomputer by Paul W Heiser (Prentice-Hall), and
specifically with dBase II This situation owners. Using dBase II by Carl Townsend (Os-

is not unreasonable, as computer period- A book that is recommended for borne/McG raw-Hill). Each ofthese helps
icals are excellent sources of information anyone who wishes to develop a good un- make up for the deficiencies ofthe dBase
on what is current and of interest with derstand ing ofdata base concepts is Data II user's manual and makes the mastery
micro based programs. It is also testi- Base Management Systems: A Guide to of this powerful but troublesome pro-
mony to both the popularity of and the Microcomputer Softwareby David Krug- gram a bit easier.
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DATABASIECOIMPARISON CHART

Elaborate

FiU FiU Multi. Custom Bot«k Program Elaborate Adrkx

Program Name 1 mporting Exporting Entry Screens Processing Language Reports Inquiries

P] D6] [17] [18] [»] [20] [21] [22]

FCM No Yes No No No No No
Pony Express XL No Yes No No No No No

CIP Yes Yes No No No No No
Data Base Manager 11 Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Friday! Yes Yes No No No No No
Please Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Power-Base Yes Yes Yes No No No No
ResQ Yes Yes No Yes No No No
TIM IV Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Fast Facts Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Nutshell Yes Yes No No No No No
PFS:File/Rcport No Yes Yes No No No No

Advanced DB Master Yes Yes Yes No No No No
InfoStar Plus tel Yes No Yes No Yes No
Mag/Base 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Ultrafile Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Condor 3 Yes Yes Yes (16-bit) Yes No Yes Yes

DataFlex Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
DataEase Yes Yes Unlimited Yes No Yes No
dBase 11 Yes Yes • * Yes • Yes

dBase III Yes Yes • * Yes Yes Yes

Knowledge Manager Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

PhD Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R:basc4000 Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

Revelation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

RL-I Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

10-Base Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Appleworks (Database) Yes Yes No No No No No

NPL No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Based on discussions with Ashton- plication, slow file sorting, lack of pass-

Tate staffand recent press releases by var- word protection, and the like.

ious companies, we predict that the in- The largest single grouping ofdBase
troduction of dBase III will further related items appears to be application

stimulate the publishing and satellite generators, such as the Quickcode ($295),

\^M/ software industries. It is easy to envision dBase Window ($249). dProgrammer
^^-^^^^S- > \ many new releases guaranteed to "sim- ($295) and Autocode ($195) packages.

^^g(fjl"5^*^^_^^ yOOvfl plify" the life of the neophyte dBase III (Each ofthese attempts to make life easier

hp**^ A ^Jr 1 user, given the myriad of modifications for the dBase owner by automating the

d&K $\ 1 and additional capabilities built-in to the generation of the dBase program code

^—«=^eRpV: \ 1 heir apparent to the dBase throne. needed for a data base.

EE3e^v5i -

In the software arena, the prepon-

derance of programs again are dBase or-

It is quite simple with Quickcode, for

example, to set up a mailing list applica-

f iented. Most of these try to overcome the tion that allows you to generate files that

most serious user problems with dBase, are readable by WordStar and can di-

// 1 ri including difficulty in setting up an ap- rectly output mail labels. None of these
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Password
Capability

{23]

No
No

Yes

No
Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

Yes

No
No

No

No

Multiple

Index Fields

[24]

No
No

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Multiple

Sort Fields

[25]

luilt-in

Graphics

[26]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes

No

Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Option
No
No
No
No
No

Multiple

Mail Labels

Across "ago
[27]

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

No
No

No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

No

All fields are pre-defined

Has some relational data base features

Can be used as screen generator for dBase II

Assumes purchase of both PFS:Fileand Report programs

No

No

Multiple files can be referenced in reports

Multi file actions require relational operators
Uses index keys for sorted output

All items with an • require custom programming
See above; 5I2K characters ifall fields are variable length,

254 ifall are fixed length

Files open at once: 8-bit machines. 8 files; 16-bit machines, 16 files

Interfaces with Cobol, Fortran, Pascal. Basic. C and Assembler languages
Interfaces with C and Assembler languages

Has word processing and spreadsheet: number ofrecords varies with
available memory; sold as Three EZ Pieces for Apple III

No program can relieve

you of the time

and effort needed to

prepare a truly

lex data base

lication.

complc

appli

programs can, however, relieve you ofthe
time and effort needed to prepare a truly

complex data base application. You may
quickly outgrow these programs as your
facility with dBase increases. There is

simply no quick and effortless way to
master a complex program.

Those interested in other dBase en-
hancements may find help in the follow-

ing list:

• dSecur ($99) to provide password
security, a feature that even the
new dBase III does not offer.

• dBPIus ($125), a super fast data
file sort utility.

• dGraph ($295) for the direct gen-
eration of graphs from dBase
data files.

• dUtil ($99) a general utility to as-

sist in the editing of dBase pro-
grams.

• dB/RA ($200) a programmer's
utility for creating of arrays in

dBase programs and increasing
the number of potential memory
variables to 65,000.

• dBRx ($150) another program-
mer utility to add a variety of
mathematical functions that are
not available with dBase II.

And the beat goes on. Attempts
have been made to overcome all of the
significant problems with dBase. If you
are or intend to become a dBase user, an
examination of some of these will be in

order, but with the usual caveat to look
with care and buy with caution.
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A Directory i Dal[a Base ManKMjement Systems |
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A. Data Base Programs Software Publishing PFS:File ABW Corporation

Continental Software

11223 S. Hindry Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90045

F(

U

:m

traFile

Corporation

1901 Landings Dr.

Mountain View. CA

PF&Report
RO. Box M1047
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

(313)663-3011

013)410-3977 94043

(415) 962-0191 Fox Research, Inc. 10-Basc

BK Services LTD. Pcmy 7005 Corporate Way

418 Ycshiva Pla/a 1Ixpiess XL Stoneware. Inc. Advanced Dayton, OH 45459

Lakewood. NJ 08701 50 Belvedere St. DB (800) 358-1010

(201) 364-3005 San Raphael. CA 94901

(415)454-6500

Master
Apple Computer Appleworks

Concentric Data C P Corporation

Systems MicroPro International InfoStar 20525 Mariani Ave.

K Lyman St. 33 San Pablo Ave. Plus Cupertino. CA 95014

Westboro. MA 01581 San Raphael. CA 94903

(617)366-1122 (415)499-1200 Desktop Software

Corporation

NPL

Alpha Software DataBase MAG Software. Inc. MAG/ 228 Alexander St.

Corporation Managcr II 21054 Sherman Way base 3 Princeton, NJ

12 N.E. Executive Park

Burlington. MA 01803

(800)451-1018

Canoga Park. CA 91303

(213) 883-3267

Condor Computer Condor 3

(609)924-7111

B dBase Application Gen

and Utilities

lerotors

AshtonTate d Base II Corporation Axel Johnson Corp. Autocode 1

10150W Jefferson Blvd. A Base III
2051 S. State St. 666 Howard St.

Culver City. CA 90230
a Ann Arbor. Ml 48104 San Francisco, CA 94105

(213) 204-5570 Friday! (313) 769-3988 (415) 777-3800

Hayes Microcomputer Please Data Access DataFlex Gryphon dB/RA

Products. Inc. 4221 Ponce de Leon Microproducts dBRx
5923 Peachtree Blvd. RO. Box 6543

Industrial Blvd. Coral Gables. FL 33146 Silver Spring. MD 20906

Norcross.GA 30092 (305)466-0669 (301)946-2585

(404)449-8791

Software Solutions. Inc. DataEase Tylog Systems. Inc. dBase

GMS Systems. Inc. Power-Base 305 Bic Dr. 9805 SW 152nd Ter. Window
12 W 37th St. Milford.CT 06460 Miami. FL 33157

New York. NY 10018 (800)243-5123 (305) 253-5942

(212)947-3590

Micro Data Base Knowledge Sensible Designs dProgrammer

Key Software Inc. P.esQ Systems. Inc. Manager 5244 Edgepark Way
2350 East Devon Ave. RO. Box 248 San Diego. CA 92124

DesPlaincs.IL 60018 Lafavcttc. IN 47902 (619) 560-4583

(312) 298-3610 (317)463-2581
Fox&Geller dGraph

Innovative Software Fast Facts Micro Business PhD. 604 Market St.
ill Itil

9300W UOthSt. n
"l.M.

Applications. Inc. Elmwood Park. NJ 07407
UUUI

Overland Park. KS 66210 12281 Nichollet Ave. S. (201) 794-8883 Quickcode

(913) 383-1089 Burnsville. MN 55337

(800)622-5463 Micromedia Consulting dSecur

Leading Edge Products *
Nutshell Corporation

Inc. Microrim. Inc. R:base Rockefeller Center

21 Highland Cir. 1750 II 2th Ave. N.E. 4000 Station

Needham Heights. MA Bellevue. WA 98004 RO. Box 2082

02194 (206)453-6017 New York, NY 10185

(800) 343-3436

Cosmos, Inc.

19530 Pacific Highways.
Seattle. WA 98188

(206)824-9942

Revelation

(212) 621-4710

HumanSoft, Inc.

661 Massachusetts Ave.

Arlington, MA 02174

(617)641-1880

dBplus
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CP/M POWER!
Take this CP/M Library-a $60.85 value

for only $2.95
when you join The Library of Computer and Information Sciences.

The oldest, largest and most respected hook cluh for the computer professional.

You simply agree to purchase .i more hooks— at handsome discounts— within the next 12 months.

OSBORNE

CP/M
USER GLIDE

HANDBOOK

MARK IIAHMKF

The BYTE
Guide to

i f f • # • t t t t i * m \ * \ -~ \

OSBORNE CP/M USER GUIDE.
Second Edition. Thorn Hogan.

This revised edition is a comprehensive

user manual that is invaluable to begin-

ners and advanced programmers alike. All

of the latest CP/M developments are

included, with special emphasis given to

CP/M-86, the operating system for 8086-

and 8088-based microcomputers. It is

complete with reference lists and tables,

and a full explanation of all CP/M com-

mands and functions. Softbound.

Publisher's Price: $15.95.

THE PROGRAMMER'S CP/M
HANDBOOK. Andy Johnson-Laird.

Here is the single most comprehensive in-

formation source on CP/M you can pur-

chase. Includes descriptions of CP/M's in-

ternal structure, the CP/M file system,

Basic Disk Operating System, Basic Input/

Output System, utility programs, and more.

As a daily resource for the serious CP/M
systems programmer, this Handbook is an

absolute must. Hardcover.

Publisher's Price: $27.95.

The BYTE Guide to CP/M-86.

Mark Dahmke.
Now you can get the full story on CP/M-

CP'M u * registered trade mark of Digital Research, Inc.

86—the program specifically designed for

today's most powerful and advanced micro-

processors. From one of the leading com-

puter publications, this Guide clearly de-

scribes how CP/M-86 will operate with

microcomputers using Intel 8086 or 8088,

including the IBM Personal Computer. All

commands and utility programs are dis-

cussed, along with application programs and

support for high-level languages such as

BASIC. Pascal, FORTRAN, and COBOL.
Softbound. Publisher's Price: $16.95.

4 GOOD REASONS TO JOIN
1

.

The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of books sub-

mitted to us each year, only the very finest are
selected and offered. Moreover, our books are always

of equal quality to publishers' editions, never econ-

omy editions.

2. The Big Savings. In addition to getting the CP/M
Library for only $2.95 when you join, you keep sav-

ing substantially— up to 30% and occasionally even

more. (For example, your total savings as a trial mem-
ber—including this introductory offer—can easily be
over 50%. That's like getting every other book free!)

3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become
eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with

savings up to 70% off publishers' prices.

The Library of Computer and Informa-

tion Sciences is a special book club ded-

icated exclusively to keeping its mem-
bers at the leading edge in today's

"information age". We bring you the

most important books on major break-

throughs as soon as they are available,

along with the standard texts you need
to compile your own comprehensive
resource library. As a member of The
Library of Computer and Information

Sciences, not only will you be exposed
to key books in a wide range of subjects,

but you can purchase your selections

conveniently and inexpensively!

4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals (16
times per year) you will receive the Book Club News,
describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selec-

tions, together with a dated reply card. If you want
the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to

you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or
no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the

card, and return it by the date specified. You will have
at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail

delivery of the News, you should receive a book you
don't want, we guarantee return postage.

If the reply card has been removed, please write to:

The Library of Computer and Information Sci-

ences, Dept. 7-CE9, Riverside. New Jersey 08075 to

obtain membership information and an application.
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The Quest for Sophisticated Simplicity

UltraFile

Perhaps the most overworked term in

the dictionary of computerese is "user-

friendly." Although many hardware and
software companies describe their products

as such, the claim is not always justi-

fiable.

In software the most commonly used

techniques to evoke friendliness are menus
and sub-menus, on-screen icons, help

screens, and "English language commands."
They are supposed to hold user confusion

and learning time to a hypothetical

minimum.
Like most of its competitors. Contin-

ental Software makes grandiose claims

about the friendliness of their new Ultra-

File database program, to wit: "If you can
press a button, you can use UltraFile to

UltraFile is

the ultimate menu
driven program.

manage and organize information for your

business or your home." Let's see how
true this claim is.

The Architecture of UltraFile
UltraFile is a file manager program of

classic design. That is, only one file can

be open or accessed at a time. Unlike

more comprehensive and expensive pro-

grams, two or more databases cannot be

used simultaneously for data entry and

report generation. This limitation is sig-

nificant only if you have complex inventory,

accounting, or other business systems that

require the integration and simultaneous

updating of several files. For mailing, client,

and other types of single purpose lists, a

database program like UltraFile is more
than adequate and usually much cheaper.

The data storage capabilities of Ultra-

File are: 99 files per data disk; 32,000
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records per file; 1000 characters per record;

50 fields (data items) per record: and 100

characters per field.

The Main Menu (Figure 1) provides an

excellent overview of UltraFile functions.

Although it is not readily apparent from

this listing, UltraFile is divided into four

quite distinct modules: Design, Update,

Report, and Graphs. In fact the floppy

disk version of UltraFile is contained on

four 320K disks, each corresponding to

one of the modules.

Despite this profusion of disks and pro-

grams, disk swapping is a surprisingly minor

inconvenience. Each module (disk) can

be booted separately. Thus, once the data-

base and its reports have been designed,

you usually boot the program with the

Update disk. Obviously, the disks for

Report and Graphs are needed for those

specific functions.

For file and report redesign, the Define

disk must again be used. The other options

on the Main Menu are available on each

disk.

If you have a high capacity hard disk

drive, of course, all program modules may
be mounted on that device, and you can

access any segment of UltraFile without

concern for such mundane matters as disk

swapping.

UltraFile is the ultimate menu driven

program. In addition to the menu shown
in Figure 1 , a wide variety of other menus
and sub-menus guide you through an im-

pressive array of tasks.

Installation

UltraFile master disks are not copy pro-

tected, so backups may (and should) be

made using the Copy function of PC-

DOS. The program can be easily adapted

to your hardware by booting the Design

disk and sequentially selecting the Utilities

Menu and Hardware Configuration options.

File Design
After naming a new file, you immediately

begin the field definition process, during

which you must establish the data entry

characteristics of each field. Samples of

the options available are listed in Figures

2 and 3. Such features enable you to control

the quality of data entries, as well as to

simplify entry of certain types of infor-

mation.

Once all fields have been defined, you

can elect to use standard or custom data

Figure 2. Data Entry Option A.
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One surewayto
lose agameforever

is to win it.

W
fa 1

The trouble with
most games?

Just when you're

good enough to win, the

challenge is gone. And
a fun game becomes
a boring game.

Oh, by the way,
with WbOype," you'll

learn to type this

fastfastfast.

/

At last.

A game that
stays one step
ahead of you.

When you win
WizType,™ you're not

goingto get bored.
Because, game

aftergame you can turn

up the challenge. And
then have the run of

beating The Wizard of

Id's characters on the

next level.

j/yp\i choose! Now, isn't.

h
that what you need to

^* operate your vcomputeri
fastfastfast?

SIERRA
WizType i« a trademark of Sierra On Line. Inc

What's more, Wiz-
Type™ is fun. It challenges

all ten fingers to zap the

Spirit with ani-

mated pictures

and sound.
Or to race

with Bung,
thejester,

from line

to line. In fact,

you can even
put in your

own words to

foul up your friends.

Is It the best typing

rv tutor? Or a nearly^ perfect game?

You decide.

WizType'" is a

)Y challenge every step

of the way, so you
won't have to worry
about another game

packing it in.

The Wizard
ofld's

Available on Apple II Senear Atari Home Computers?

Commodore 64." and IBM PC* & PCjrr
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entry screens. On standard screens, all

fields are aligned at the left margin. An
example of a custom screen is shown in

Figure 4.

An important bonus of the custom screen

feature is Footnote, in which user-defined

instructions for each field can appear at

the bottom of the screen during data entry.

An instruction message can be up to SO

characters in length. It appears each time

you add data to or edit a field. An example

of a footnote is shown in Figure 4.

The well devised field definition and
custom screen functions should improve

data entry speed and accuracy.

Data Entry and Search
To add information to your new file,

simply return to the main menu, and select

item 10 (Enter Data Via Questionnaire).

The custom screen that you just defined

appears, and you can begin data entry.

Available options are listed at the bottom
of the page, and help screens appear with

a touch of a function key.

Another form of data entry is the Batch

File mode, with which you can read infor-

mation prepared by most other programs

into an UltraFile database. In addition,

the Batch mode can be used in place of

normal UltraFile data entry. This is im-

portant: if you find sequential data entry

faster and more convenient (e.g., using

commas to separate sequential strings of

data fields); want to enter only a few

fields; or need to replace (overwrite)

records already in the file. Each record

entered in the batch mode can be "con-

firmed" (visually verified in the question-

Figure .?. Data Entry Option B.

naire format), and all data entered are

automatically checked against your data

entry standards. This is an enormously
powerful function, and is far and away
the most versatile one I have encountered.
Once data entry is complete, you can

print a register of the data you have just

entered. This is an excellent idea, as it

allows you to maintain a chronological

listing of changes made to a file and to

verify the accuracy of any entry. All

database programs should have this

capability.

Record search capabilities are divided

into two types: Browse and Question.

Browse is intended for scans of the entire

file; Question for examination of a user

selected portion of the file. Otherwise
their capabilities are nearly identical. You
have the following types of options:

• Select all or only a few data fields to

display.

• Create special reports of subsets of

records, which can be titled, indexed,

sorted, printed, written to disk, or dis-

played on the CRT.
• Run calculations (mathematical mani-

pulations) on sets of numeric fields.

These search functions are well designed

and executed.

Reporting
Custom reports are columnar, and a
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Figure 5. Custom Report Sample.
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Figure 4. Custom Data Entry Screen.
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Figure 6. Graphics Example.

wide variety of formatting and calculated

column options are offered. Report width

can be up to 132 columns. The design

screen scrolls to the right for report

columns that exceed the standard 80-

character width of a CRT.
Columns can be "stacked." so that data

items from each record can be located

one over the other. Thus, there can be
multiple lines of information per report,

with data arranged for maximum legibility.

See Figure 5 for an example of a report

using stacking.

The output destination of a report can
be of several types. In addition to printer

and screen destinations, data can be sent

to DIF, text and sequential files; to a
special Data Statements file that can be
incorporated into Basic language programs:

and to form letters created with any text

editor, including the EDLIN program on
the PC-DOS master disk. You can, for

example, edit an M/raF/fe-generated report

by saving it to a text file, and then modifying

and printing it using WordStar, or any
word processor that can read such files.

Finally, you can design mailing labels

using the Produce Reports/Files/Forms
option on the Main Menu.
The number, type, and quality of data

output devices available with UltraFile

are impressive. Continental's designers
seem to have accounted for every con-

tingency.

Graphs
This function can

be used only if you
have a color graphics

board or the equiv-

alent in your IBM PC.
If so, your data files

can be graphed in

monochrome or color

using three-dimen-
sional and standard
bars, area graphs,

connecting lines,

overlays, and other

display methods. It

is not possible, how-
ever, to do pie graphs

and more complex
displays.

The results of your
graphics designs can
be saved to disk or
printed with a dot
matrix printer. An
example of an Ultra-

Fife-produced graph
is shown in Figure 6.

This is a simple to

use, if relatively un-

sophisticated, graph
function for those

who have only an oc-

casional need for

such a device.
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Ease of Use and Performance
Each function is clearly defined, and

on-screen instructions are easy to follow.

A helping hand is extended each step of

the way.

A variety of "goof" protection techniques

also are used. For instance, those actions

that may destroy data require more than

a conventional yes or no response (e.g.,

to delete a record from the search mode,
you must enter the full word delete).

Ease of use can sometimes translate

into poor performance. The program
overhead required to provide the menus
and other aids in a "friendly" program
can have its effect on how fast and well a

program executes. Fortunately, this is not

the case with UltmFile. Aside from a long

program booting period (40 seconds), you
can jump from one program function to

another with alacrity. This was a pleasant

surprise, given the impressive variety of

features offered by this fine program.

Documentation
The user manual for UltmFile is con-

tained in a loose-leaf binder, which is

indexed but not tabbed. This is unfor-

tunate, as tabbing would have improved
its usefulness greatly.

The manual is well written, and I found
most of its guidance and tutorials easy to

follow. Many example screens are used
throughout the manual, an excellent

training and reference technique.

As indicated earlier, UltmFile is designed

to be error resistant. It is hard to destroy

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: UltraFile

Type: Database (File Management)

System: IBM PC/XT, IBM compatibles

and PC-DOS

Format: Disk

Performance: Excellent

Ease Of Use: Very good

Documentation: Very good

Summary: Highly flexible and powerful

menu driven program.

Price: $195 (plus $20 for warranty
registration fee)

Manufacturer:

Continental Software

11223 South Hindry St.

Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 410-3977

data or pre-formatted reports inadvertently,

or to back yourself into a corner. If you

do get into trouble, the program advises

you on the corrective steps needed.

Technical Support
Most software producers offer technical

advice at no cost to registered owners of

their software. Some even provide free

program updates as well as toll free tele-

phone numbers. Such is not the case with

UltmFile. If you want the niceties of advice

and updates, you must pay a one-time up
front fee of $20. The cost of a call is not

included.

A small charge for program updates is

certainly reasonable. Fees for technical

advice seem out of line, however, especially

for a program that is touted as a paradigm

of friendliness.

Summary
UltmFile is an easy to use database

program with many attractive features.

Its data entry, search and output operations

work extremely well, and the built-in

graphics function is an added attraction.

If you are in the market for a general

purpose File manager that is versatile, highly

capable, and relatively foolproof, you would

be hard pressed to beat UltmFile.

CIRCLE 405 ON READER SERVICE CARO
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A GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR YOUR PC

You have to create graphs and charts to tell a

story. Your needs vary from financial state-
ments and personnel benefits to inventory records.

Presentations are made on slides, printouts and
monitors. You need a good and easy-to-manage
graphics package. You need DESKTOP GRAPHICS
FOR THE IBM PC: PRINTERS. PLOTTERS. CHARTS
AND GRAPHS, the fully illustrated guide to the
preparation, design and production of

business graphics.

This book is written with you in

mind—the business or professional user
with little technical or statistical knowl-
edge, using or planning to purchase a

graphics package. You'll find out what
charts are available to you... what data
works best with each chart. . .what hard-
ware options you have. . . and a compari-
son ofthe four leading software packages
that will best meet your needs.

Author Corey Sandler gives you clear

and non-technical introductions to graph-
ics theory and statistics, making this

seemingly impossible task. easy.

If you've been contemplating buying

a new graphics package or

you just want to do more
with your current package,
this book is for you!

For faster service. PHONE
TOLL FREE: 9 am-S pm E.S.T.:

1-800-631 8112 (In NJ 201-540-0445).
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
DepartmentMB2H. 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me
IBM PC: PRINTERS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms.

I

I

I

copies of DESKTOP GRAPHICS FOR THE
PLOTTERS. CHARTS AND GRAPHS at $14.95* plus

$2.00 postage and handling ($5.00 outside USA) each. Item w60-7.

Payment Enclosed $ * Residents of CA. NJ and NY State
add applicable sales tax.

Charge My: AmEx fj MC Q Visa

Card No
j

Exp. Date

Address.
print full name

City /State /Zip.

J.
Please send free catalog.
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Apricotvoted
bestintheworld.

Butyoube
thejudge.

Ofcourse,youll have to visit your
local Apricotdealer toconfirm the experts'
judgemenl Brsthand.Bul heressome
preliminary evidence;
•A keyboard thai includes special func
linn keys. a numeric keypad, a built-in,

software accessible calculator, <tn<i

dynamic,touch sensitive keys thai adapt
to each program.

• Convenient, fit in your pocket, 3W inch
disks thai arc 100 times more reliable

than the older 5M inch style.

•A special, high resolution (800x400
pixel) non glare monitor

• Full Hi hit internal architecture for

fester program execution.(The Apricol
runs most soft ware written tor the

EM PC.)
• Standard li^.tiK RAM internal memory
(upgradeable to 768K i

• RS-232(V-24) serial port plus a

synchronousand asynchronous parallel

port
The Apricot is available with a sinjjle

disk drive, as you see il herewith twin
disk drives, with double sided twin disks,

or with a •""> Mbyte or 10 MbyteWinchester
disk drive. Prices range from $2295 to

$4895. For more information, return the
coupon or call 800/447-4700.

^Microcomputer qf the )">in andBum
omputer awards, Bt outing

111 be thejudge.Send me theevidence

Address.

<'it.v

State .Zip.
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rliKk.il hm

I

!
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aDareto
Tl makes the best software

perform even better.

When choosing a computer, there are

two important things to look for. Who
runs the best software—and who runs

the software bestl That's why we're staging

a dramatic country-wide side-by-side

comparison against IBM™ called "Dare
to Compare."
Come to a participating dealer and

take the "Dare to Compare" challenge.

You'll see first-hand how...

TI makes software

faster to use.

Take a closer look. See how we give you
more information on-screen than the

IBM PC? That way you'll spend less time
looking for data, and more time using it.

We also give you 12 function keys, while

they give you 10. Unlike IBM, we give

you a separate numeric keypad and cur-

sor controls. And that saves you both
keystrokes and time. We also isolated

the edit/delete keys to reduce i

chance ofmaking mistakes.

TI makes software

easier to use.

TI gives you up to 8 colors

on-screen simultaneously,

which makes separating

the data a lot easier. IBM
displays only 4. Our graphics

are also sharper. And easier

on the eyes.

IBM Personal Computer
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And TI makes it easier to get your data

on-screen. Our keyboard is simpler— it's

more like the familiar IBM Selectric™

typewriter than the IBM PC keyboard is.

TI lets you see for yourself.

Right now, you can "Dare to Compare"
for yourself at participating TI dealers all

over the country. Stop in, put both
machines through their paces using the

same software titles, and see for yourself

how the Texas Instruments Professional

Computer makes the best software per-

form even better.

For the name of a participating dealer

near you, please call TI toll-free at

1-8O0-527-350O, or write: Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, PO. Box 402430,

Dept. DCA-232CC,
Dallas, Texas 75240. - m

[exas
Instruments
Creating useful products and services for you.

BPS Business Graphic*™ shown.

BPS it a trademark of Business

& Professional Software Incorporated.

IBM and Selectric are trademarks of

International Business Machines, Inc.

Copyright © 1984 Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments Professional Computer
DIC2761-69.RI
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Growing Up
Literate

Of Time and Turtles

Time Bound
Time Bound is definitely unique. We

have never seen anything quite like it,

and thus feel at a loss to describe it. It

deals with facts— most of them historical—

yet it is a great deal more effective and
entertaining than simple matching or quiz

games.

The scenario places you, along with a
careless chap named Anacron, in a time
machine. Anacron, it seems, has fallen

into the time machine and is tumbling out
of control between the years and 2000.
Your assignment is to figure out where he
is and save him, a task that is easier done
than described.

As you begin the 15-minute game, the

movement of concentric rectangles on
the screen gives you a sensation of moving
through a tunnel or corridor. At the top
of the screen is displayed the year through
which you are currently traveling. Also
visible is a small watch-shaped image that

you can move around the perimeter of

the screen with the joystick.

The screen is divided into 1 1 wedges,
each of which is assigned a category
name— air and space, household items.

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Betsy Staples

architecture, communication, political

leaders, et al. Each event in the time

machine falls within a given year in one
of the categories. For example. Lenin is

in the political leaders category in 1918
and gymnastics falls under fun and games
in 1776.

As you move your scanner around the

perimeter of the screen, it passes through
the various categories, but to find out
which segment represents which category,

you must wait until the machine passes a

year in which there is an event for the

category in which you are waiting.

When you pass through a year in which
a given event occurred, the time machine
stops and displays the name of the event

along with the year. In addition, at the

bottom of the screen, you see the name
of the event to which Anacron is currently

clinging.

You must then decide whether that

event is chronologically ahead of or behind

the year in which you are, into what
category it would fall, and where that

category is on the screen. You then move
to that category if you know where it is

and wait for the years to fly by, hoping

that Anacron will be there when you arrive,

for he moves about with fair frequency

depending on the level of difficulty chosen.

Of course, if you have misestimated the

year of the event, you may have a long

wait.

Got that? Well, we certainly don't blame
you if you are now as confused as we
were the first few times we played the

game. The concept is simple, but the im-

plementation is complex. We found it very

difficult to remember where each of the

1 1 categories was located each time ( they

change for each new game).

The documentation, a 12-page four-color

booklet, does little to elucidate the intri-

cacies of game play. You just have to

turn the computer on and watch and ex-

periment until you catch on.

Our inability to describe the program
adequately should not deter you from
trying or buying it. however. We found

TCLLV * TURTLE A

*'*••• J

Time Bound

76

Telly Turtle
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INCREASE YOUR TIMEX-SINCLAIR ENJOYMENT

FOR THE

BY ROBERT MAUNDER
aven the most sea

soned computer
professional will

admit to enjoying
computer games,

|

and the selec- J
tions in CREA-
TIVE GAMES
FOR THE
TIMEX-
SINCLAIR
2068 are a
mix of com-
pletely original

games as well as some
old favorites.

Over 21 games, includ-

ing number, simulations,
dice, card and grid games
are introduced to allow
you to use your Timex-
Sinclair 2068 more fully,

whether you're a first

timer or an experienced
user.

For beginners, there is a
simple guide to entering

programs, and each pro-
gram is clearly presented
with detailed instructions.

Advanced users
will find

com-
plete

r pro-
gram
design
meth-
ods,
with
each
game
program
explained

and documented fully, in-

cluding programming
techniques and notes. You

will progress from just
playing games to under-
standing their structures,
modifying them and
creating your own.
CREATIVE GAMES

FOR THE TIMEX-SIN-
CLAIR 2068 is a self con-
tained guide, allowing
you to enjoy your color
computer, while learning
to use it more extensively.
Order your copy today!

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept. MF3F 39 Bast Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Please send me CREATIVE GAMES FOR THE TIMEX-
SINCLAIR 2068 at $7.95* plus $2.00 postage and handling each.
Outside USA add $3.00 per order. #2T.

Payment enclosed $ * Residents of CA, NJ and
NY State add applicable sales tax.

D Charge my:
American Express Visa MasterCard

($10. minimum for charge and phone orders.)

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

Address
(please print name in full)

City—

State _Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Press Catalog.

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE
1-800-631-8112
(In NJ only call 201-540-0445)

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store.



EDUCATION

the game challenging and entertaining,

especially at the intermediate difficulty

levels— at the higher levels, Anacron moves
so frequently that it becomes almost im-
possible to catch him.

Although the game seems to be designed
for play by one person, we found it much
more fun to play with a group. If you play

alone and find Anacron clinging to an
event you can't place, you must simply
wait until he moves. With a group, however,
even if no member is quite certain of a
date, the discussion that takes place each
time Anacron moves is quite educational

particularly if the group members are of
different ages.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Time Bound

Type: Educational history game

Authors: Children's Television

Workshop

System: Apple, Commodore 64, PCjr

Format: Disk, cartridge, cassette

Summary: Entertaining way to learn

historical facts

Price: $26.95 to $39.95 depending
on format

Manufacturer:

CBS Software

One Fawcett PI.

Greenwich, CT 06386
(203) 622-2525

Discussion of the events is also helpful

in developing a sense of history and the
relationships between and among various
historical events. And unlike many games
that rely on mastery of facts, the value of
Time Bound does not diminish with re-

peated play. As you learn the dates, you
simply become better at the game, and
young children who have paid attention

during past games, can give adults a run
for their money.

Hence, Time Bound is a good, edu-
cational game that the whole family can
enjoy. It could also be played by small
groups in a classroom setting.

Time Bound is. indeed, unique. It is

also fun. We recommend it as a way to
enliven the usually tedious memorization
of significant dates and develop a sense
of history.
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Telly Turtle
The turtle is currently one of the two

most popular animals in the personal
computer world. The other, of course, is

the mouse, and someday we will talk about
the role of mice in education. This month,
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however, we will concentrate on turtles—

or. more accurately, one particular turtle.

Telly Turtle is the star of the program
that bears his name. Your job is to choreo-
graph his performance.
You start with a clean slate; the upper

three-quarters of your screen is blank. At
the bottom of the blank area are the com-
mands from which you can choose to

make Telly do your bidding. Telly himself,

a rather blocky. abstract rendition of a
turtle, appears in the middle of the blank
screen (his yard).

To make Telly move about on the
screen, you need only be able to use a
joystick or four directional keys on the

keyboard. On the first level, he can be
made to turn left or right; move ahead:
draw in yellow, green, or red; lift his crayon
so he can move without drawing: erase;

and produce sounds.

Level one is actually quite primitive,

offering only slightly more control than
common doodling programs. It is intended

to serve as an introduction to Telly's world,

and does, in fact, provide more than
adequate challenge for young children.

On level two, you find the same selection

of commands, but now you must specify

a number after each command to let Telly

know how far or for how long he should
do each thing. This is where you can
really get involved. It is challenging for

children and adults alike to guess and
remember how many units (not degrees)

Telly must turn to make a right angle or
to reverse his direction, to plan a drawing
so that it fits in Telly's yard, to create

intricate patterns as they become familiar

with the commands.
The third level adds the ability to

program a sequence of commands for

Telly to execute. This is cumbersome at

first, and we 'quickly became adept at

using the large red X that cancels a
command. Soon, however, we had our
reptilian friend zipping all over the screen.

The programming process becomes even
more complex and rewarding on level

four where you acquire the ability to repeat

commands and sections of your program,
specifying where and how many times

you want them to occur. You can also

control the speed at which Telly executes
your program, and you can save your
programs on disk or cassette.

Logophiles would be talking about pro-

cedures by this time, but Telly Turtle

eschews all jargon until the end of the

documentation booklet where we find a
list of 13 computer terms and how they
relate to the program.

Documentation
The 24-page small format documentation

booklet is very well done. It leads you
step-by-step through the illustrations that

introduce the features of each level and
then turns you loose with a few suggestions

for beginning turtle drawing projects. At
the end of each section there is a list of

commands introduced on the current level

accompanied by a simple explanation of

what each does.

Students of all ages
will find themselves
programming in

no time.

The last section of the booklet is for

"Telly Turtle Tutors" and offers some of

the philosphy behind Logo in general and
this program in particular. It suggests

exercises, but admonishes adults to resist

the temptation to offer too much guidance.

In the section entitled "What Have I

Learned?" we find a list of what might

otherwise be called the educational ob-

jectives of the program: problem solving,

logical thinking, organization, and se-

quencing. We are also told that children

confront "frame of reference" in the pro-

gram; "a right turn to Telly may not look
like a right turn to you."

Summary
Telly Turtle is an unusually well exe-

cuted package. The program is well con-

ceived, challenging, entertaining, and re-

warding. We like the way it exercises

problem solving skills in an environment
that fosters computer literacy and en-

courages children to program.

Younger children will need the help of

an adult to read the instruction booklet,

but those who can read should have no
trouble working their way through the

lessons. Students of all ages will find them-

selves programming in no time.

CIRCLE 407 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Telly Turtle

Type: Educational program

Authors: Bob Stewart

with Radia Perlman

System: Commodore 64; Atari

Format: Disk or cassette

Summary: An easy, playful

introduction to programming

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Carousel Software, Inc.

877 Beacon St.

Boston, MA 02215
(617) 437-9419
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Just when all computergames have started

to seem the same, here's a thrilling new
twist- software matched up with an excit-

ing boardgame!

Every step on the big colorful gameboard,

and the action-packed, on-screen adventures

that result, depends on your skill and luck-

and your opponents! Chivalry""confronts

you with challenges demanding the skills of

a master gamesplayer as you battle thieves,

witches, and trolls in 20 arcade-style games.

1 to 4 players.

Developed by Optimum Resource.

Inc. Designed by Richard

Hefterandjanieand

Steve WDrthington.

For the Apple®

computer.

Look for Chivalry

in finer computer

stores everywhere.

Ororderbycallini

toll free 1-800

852-5000. Dept.

AG-l.Only

$49.95. Price

includes disk,

poster, game
board, play-

ing pieces,

storage

case and

instructionsT

Cntralry is i registered ttademark of

Optimum Resource, lac Apple

It J registered trademark ol Apple

Computer. Inc

A/M73AG1

^1 "fc it

fJSk
p^y

%
* *

WeeklyReader
Family Software
A division of Xerox Education Publications

Middletown.CT 06457
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Nowyourteenagers
can learn fromteachers
whoteachteachers
how toteach.

IntroducingThe Series
byMaster Teachers from
Thoroughbred.

This unique series offers your teenagers the rare
opportunity to learn-to reinforce and integrate
concepts studied in school-through software de-
veloped by Master Teachers.

Teachers who have been recognized by other
teachers as being truly outstanding for their kno\
ledge. And for their ability to inspire people to
learn-not by rote,but through active participatior,
So that learning is quick, thorough, and fun.

Master Teachers are so good at teaching, in fact,

they teach teachers how to teach.

11 titles are available now
Biology

D Exploring that amazing food factory, the leaf
Photosynthesis: unlocking the power of the sun
The fascinating story of cell growth
How plants grow: the inside story

Math
Decimals made simple

D Mastering units ol measurement
Taking the mystery out of metrics

Social Science
The U.S. Constitution: our guarantee of liberty

O The Constitutional amendments: what they mean
to you

Chemistry
D Molecules and atoms: exploring the essence of
matter
The how's and why's of migrating molecules

More to come. Plus English, physics . .

.

All. with advanced color graphics.

Level of knowledge covered: junior high to adult
(except "Decimals:' elementary to senior high).

For use with: IBM PC. PCjr.* Available soon for
Apple He. He"

Visit your dealer today. Or call us at 800-526-3968
(or 201-685-9000). Or write: SMC Software Syste
1011 Route 22. Bridgewater. NJ 08807

• IBM is a registered trademark ol International Business Machines Con
"Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc

O Copyright 1984 Science Management Corporation All Rights Reserved

The Series by Master Teachers

Mastering
units of measurement

<v

A DtvwJon of Sctenc* Manogemei
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Sorcerer: Enchanter II

ENTERTAINMENT

A/lore Excitement For
ThinHing Adventurers

software
evaluation

Monte Schulz

Fantasy/adventure is the single most

popular genre in computer games. There

are several reasons for this, but the most

prominent is creative flexibility. In a fantasy

context anything goes. When a new world

is created for viewing on a CRT, its laws

are subject only to the whims and desires

of the writers/programmers who have

conceived it.

However, not all of these computer

generated fantasy worlds are created equal.

Some adventures violate the integrity of

their own premise for cleverness sake

(introducing, for example, "force fields"

in a traditional Cold War spy thriller),

while others choose simply to settle for a

re-hash of someone elses game (find your

way into the Great Caverns, map the maze,

kill the 101 guardian monsters, steal the

gold, and get out).

In some cases, the differences between

good games and better ones lie in the pro-

gramming. More often than not, however,

the differences are simply the result of

good writing versus bad, of a creative

imagination versus an imitative one. Today,

there are very few truly excellent fantasy/

adventure games in the software market-

place, but the ones that do exist are so

well conceived and so imaginative, that

they tend to be engrossing in a way that

almost transcends mere gaming. Perhaps

not so coincidentally, the people at Info-

corn, authors of the fantasy trilogy Zork,

have written roughly half of these wonder-

ful programs.

Sorcerer, the second installment in the

Enchanter trilogy, carries Infocom's

Fantasy Series forward again with another

well-conceived and executed storyline. Like

the first Enchanter, Sorcerer turns on the

September 1984 * Creative Computing

idea of a quest. All ^^^^^ that

is known for certain this time

is that Belboz, leader of the Circle of

Enchanters, has disappeared and that

event is linked somehow to a demonic

presence called Jeearr.

The plot of Sorcerer, therefore, is more

detective tale than mere adventure. It is a

mystery in a fantasy setting that must be

unraveled one small step at a time. Clues

abound in the wilderness of the Great
Underground Empire, but as in any good
mystery, determining just how they fit the

larger puzzle of the game remains one of

the challenges.

Yet, the mystery element is only one of

the things that makes this a special game.

In many ways. Sorcerer is wilder and more

81



ENTERTAINMENT
colorful than its predecessor. There are
more rooms of a greater variety, and they
are inhabited by a wonderful collection
of fantastic and bizarre creatures each of

r

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Sorcerer

Type: Text adventure

System: Apple. Atari, IBM PC,
NEC PC-8000 and Advanced
Personal Computer, TRS-80
Models I and III, Commodore 64,

Osborne I, TI Professional, and
any CP/M-based system with
8" disk drive

Format: Disk

Summary: One of the finest fantasy/

adventure programs available for

the micro.

Price: $49.95; $59.95 for CP/M
Manufacturer:

Infocom Inc.

55 Wheeler St.

Cambridge. MA 02138
(617) 492-1031

which must be dealt with to survive the
game.

Actually, Sorcerer provides so much to

see and do that it seems less than half of

the game is directly connected with the

locating of Belboz. There is even an old

amusement park tucked away in an obscure

corner of the Empire. If that sounds a
little too frivolous, there is always King
Duncanthrax's Maze of Glass— a three

dimensional 27-room cube of transparent

walls constructed as a plaything in the

early days of the Great Underground
Empire to torture the unfortunate. An
inattentive and unimaginative enchanter
will be hard pressed to survive for very
long in its interior, yet traversing its many
passageways is mandatory to solving the

game.
Sorcerer is a uniquely difficult game to

play. Rather than providing the continuity

of bafflement found in the first Enchanter,
it turns on several extremely tough puzzles

built into an otherwise (seemingly) simple

game. In other words, you can play for

hours just wandering around having a good
time, only to stumble into a situation where
you become stuck without a clue as to

what should be done next. Remember:
this is a game for the thinking person.

What is nicest to see is that Infocom
believes in its own fantasy world. There is

a consistency both in mood and detail

allowing each game in the Fantasy Series

to build on an already conceived and es-

tablished groundwork. In Sorcerer, Steve

Meretsky adds to the foundation laid by

Zork and Enchanter authors Marc Blank
and Dave Lebling by further expanding
the geography and legend of the Great
Underground Empire. Like an immense
jigsaw puzzle of characters, places, and
events, the pieces previously scattered

Infocom believes In

its own
fantasy world.

about are now beginning to dovetail and
the picture takes shape.

The writers at Infocom have made "real"

their own realm of fantasy in fiction, and
by doing so, are granting those of us who
play these games a share in that creation.

Who can say where it will all end? One
thing is certain: years from now when
critics of interactive computer literature

discuss the origins of the genre, there will

be little doubt that it had its most colorful

and entertaining beginnings at Infocom.
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Best protection from sneaky
typos that worm their way into
your Apple documents!

THE SENSIBLESPELLER
won't let misspellings get away I

This unique software program, a virtual electronic dictionary, catches
spelling mistakes in your writings. It actually displays misspelled words
in context, suggests the correct spelling, and allows immediate re-
placement of misspelled words with correct ones It derives its huge
80.000-word vocabulary, which is all on disk directly from the official
Random House Dictionary.

Sensible Speller is friendly and fast, taking only a minute or two to
correct a ten-page document It provides room on disk to add
thousands of your own words It is compatible with nearly all Apple
word processor programs* and runs on all Apple //c. //e. II +. and
Apple-compatible computers Yes. Sensible Speller is the "best of
its kind. " as stated by Softalk Magazine in its March. 1984 issue

Sensible Speller is available for S 125 in either the "IV"* or ProDOS
version at your dealer or you may order it direct, enclosing S I 25 for
shipping Visa/MasterCard/Check/CODwelcomel And send for
a free brochure on all Sensible Software products

Sensible
* Software, Inc.®

2401 1 Seneca. Oak Park. Ml 48237
1313)399-8877

/ l'*^5wl*^ l '^tollo<Mngwo,dp«x<-Hon, wHftownmoriMdimKlKincliciKfdinpjwnifinM DOS 1J>* DOS) 1 AooWWiWMl
.yK^'HZ ^""^"S",^?^"" J"

I. *"**«*« WW, FomvM IMB.CXJrtx.ndl HMI*MMSlMI*<.to<On.|nInc I WwdHjndlrtlS.lK-onv.MlfvSwtrtml fP/M Wo-dsr* ID.,,.ijl «rv*cn Co/p M.cloprolntr,r«l«ull PFS WWtf IV,rrw7„PuDlisninn Inc I .andornm All toruftn Mr not jv^UWr wirh CP 'M PFS WPtTF .*n<J wmtl M.trwik-f
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Recognized as the authoritative source for micro users!

Superior Performance,
Practical Price!
More programs, projects, ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, education, and business!

Select 5 Books
for Only %n&

KSi >NAI
COM PI II KS LANGUAGE

PROGRAMMING

174a
LM $16.95

13M
List $15 95

i AS> i

51

172*
LM $19 95

1427
List $21 95

1394
List $15 95

1722
LM $16.96

MAKINC

MONEY
MICROCOMPUTER

ISM
List $13.95

MASTEMVG

MULTIPLAIM

^—*•••»—

—

——*^M
1743

List $16 95

1295
List $16 95

Free guide to

BASIC Statements

& Commands

1160
List $14 95

Plus FREE For Jo
7 very good reasons to join

The Computer Book Club®
• Big Savings. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to increase

your computer know-how
• No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation

• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections— mains,

alternates, extras— plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
with hundreds ol up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection will

be shipped automatically! But . . . if you want an Alternate

selection—or no books at all—we II follow the instructions you
give on the reply form provided with every News Bulletin

• Bonus Books. Immediately get a Dividend Certificate with

every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% to

80%
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-

tions, plus special discounts on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's edi-

tions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful,

up-to-the-minute information
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ning

Va Im^ilai EnnrV UlutV
P.O. Box 80, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club* and send the 5 volumes

circled below, plus my FREE copy of BASIC Statements. Commands and Functions.

billing me $2 95 plus shipping and handling charges It not satisfied. I may return the

books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled I agree

to purchase 3 or more books at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during

the next 1 2 months, and may resign any time thereafter

1160 1195 1295 1389 1394 1398 1427 1428 1453

1501 1506 1533 1539 1607 1633 1637 1640 1707 1709

1710 1712 1722 1724 1743 1746 1748 1754 1840

Name Phone

Address

CKy

State Zip

Valid lor new members only Foreign applicants win receive special ordering instructions Canada
must remit in US currency. This order subiect to acceptance by The Computer Book Club*

CC-9S4



3Mint
one les^

worry
Wc can't do anything about your taxes. Or

the rush-hour traffic. Or the person who keeps
stealing lunches out ofthe office refrigerator.

But wc- can take a big load oft' your mind
when it comes to diskettes.

3M diskettes are certified 100% error-free.

And guaranteed lor life.

No floppy is more reliable.

There's no way one could be. Because only 3M
controls even, aspect ofthe manufacturing process.

We make our own magnetic oxides. And

the binders that attach them to the dimensionallv
stable substrate.Which we make ourselves from
liquid polyester. Which we make ourselves.

We also test our floppies. At least 327 ways.
And not just on exotic lab equipment with per-

fectly aligned, spotless heads. But also on office

equipment like yours.

We even reject a floppy if its label is crooked.
Some people think we're a little crazy to

go to all that trouble. After all, do you really

need a diskette that can make one read write



oduces
to

pass on every track, every hour, every day for

the next 200 years?

Not really.

But now that you know a 3M floppy can

do it, you can relax.

And worry about other things.

Like who stole your lunch from the office

refrigerator.

One less thing to

worry about.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Learn Chess from
the Masters

mm
Cyberchess r̂

\

I would hate to guess how long ago it

was that I played my first game of chess.

I do remember that the game ended in a
draw, because neither my opponent nor
I knew how to administer a checkmate.
We moved pieces on the board until we
got tired of it and called the game off.

Ever since, I have continued to try to

improve my game. When chess playing
computer programs became available for

my TRS-80, I bought them and played
them. Some, I found too easy; others
took too much time to complete a game,
although I enjoyed getting beat by them.
When I encountered Cyberchess, I

took more than a casual interest in it.

Here, I thought, was an excellent answer
to self instruction in the art of chess.

Well, I was only partially correct.

The basic concept of Cyberchess is

outstanding. The technique has excep-
tional potential.

Cyberchess takes some of the winning
games of the greatest chess players and
lets you play their pieces. It uses a mul-
tiple choice format in which the Grand
Master's move at each stage of play is in-

cluded as one of six options. Each of the
moves has a point value associated with
it. When you select the correct move,
you are credited with one point. When
you select any of the other moves, you
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SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

C. A. Johnson

Chess master's analysis of
all available moves.

90

TJJ

may lose as few as points (if the an-

alyst considers that move equal to the

Grand Master's) to as many as six

points. Some moves are considered so

bad that recovery is impossible, and you
lose immediately.

There is an instructional mode, in

which there is no time limit imposed on
your play and some notation is available

for each of the wrong alternatives. There
are also two modes of tournament-timed
play and two variations of speed play

available. For learning, the instructional

mode is the one to use.

Cyberchess requires that you use a

chessboard and a set of chessmen. To
start, the first few moves are given, since

they are standard openings. At this

point, the board is displayed so that you
can check the position of your pieces on
your board. After each tenth move, the

board is displayed again.

You make the moves for one set (des-

ignated by Cyberchess) and the oppo-
nent's response is given to you immedi-
ately. Before you go on to the next
move, you may select any of the alter-

natives for the analysis or comment.
Of course, there is value in the

analyses provided by Cyberchess. Careful

study of the position at each move can
provide valuable insights into the game,
if all levels of difficulty are explored. I

firmly believe that the benefits to be
gained by using Cyberchess are realized

by studying the moves the Grand Mas-
ters do not make and checking the pro-

gram's analysis of those moves. If you
can learn to understand why a given

move in a sequence is bad, you will im-

prove your chess by reducing the num-
ber of bad moves you make.

If you do not know anything at all

about chess, Cyberchess will be of little

or no value to you. It will not teach you
how each of the pieces moves or any of

the principles of good position play or

If you can learn to

understand why a
given move in a

sequence is bad, you
will improve your chess

by reducing the
number of bad moves

you make.

long range strategy. Cyberchess assumes
that you already know how to play.

At the beginning of each game, it

presents a statement that is supposed to

help to guide you through the moves. In

fact, it tells you something of what hap-
pens in the game, but it does not (and
probably cannot) tell you what the early

rationale of the master was which deter-

mined the line of play he chose.

Good chess players generally confine

their moves to traditional lines, paying
attention to maintaining good position,

until they find (or think they find) a
weakness in their opponent's position.

They then put pressure on the weak spot

until a major weakness develops.

In the Cyberchess games I played, the

September 1 984 • Creative Computing



ENTERTAINMENT

real reason for deviation from the tra-

ditional (proven) sequences is not
known. Each move is made and eval-

uated in terms of short term goals. The
objectives of the masters are displayed

solely on the basis of results. For my
style of play, this is not enough. I need

to know why*.

Once you have learned some of the

fundamentals of good play, Cyberchess

can help to develop some positive in-

sights into the game. However, it does

that through repetitive play through all

levels of difficulty and requires a thor-

ough exploration of the reasons for not

selecting the bad moves.

I suppose that everyone will find some
disagreement with the expert who pro-

vided the comments and evaluations of

the various moves. However, I found

that the approach used in Cyberchess

kept my concentration level up and

forced me to study the score to a greater

degree than I -would have in just review-

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Cyberchess

Type: Chess tutor

System: 32K TRS-80, 2 disk drives,

IBM PC, XT & compatibles,

Apple II, C-64

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Excellent way to improve

your game

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Cyber Enterprises

17527 Antonio Ave.

Cerritos, CA 90701

(213)926-6021

ing the game on my own with the

cryptic notation generally supplied as

comments by most chess analysts and
editors.

Basically, I like Cyberchess and plan

to use it frequently. It does reduce the

tendency toward haphazard play.

My present exposure to it was limited

to the system package, which consists of

the Cyberchess system program and four

games. Two of the games were amateur

class and two were professional class.

All used different openings.

The list of additional game packs to be

used with the program (four games to

the pack) groups the games according to

difficulty (amateur or professional).

However, the list did not include any

pricing information.

CIRCLE 410 ON READER SERVICE CARD

September 1 984 • Creative Computing

REDUCES DISKETTE COST 50%!
Make use of the back of your 5%" Diskettes

and SAVE
NaT MlTVS tools make it easy.

• Adds the precise notch where you need it.

• Doubles diskette space or MONEY BACK!

MUTMTOrf
Cuts square notch for

Apple. II. II . lie, III,

Franklin and Commodore.

only $1 4.95 each
add $1 50 each P&H ($4 .50 each foreign PAH)

DISK OPTIMIZER
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE. II. II -

SYSTEM
lie. Ill & Franklin

• 469% FASTER Than Similar Programs!
• Certifies your "new" disk 100% Error Free
• Removes Bad Sectors • Adds 36th Track

• Performs Disk Drive Speed Check
• Adds DOS and More

only $24.95 each
add $1.50 each P&H ($4.50 each foreign PSH)

— OR BUY BOTH —
only $29.95

add $2 50 each set P&H ($6 50 foreign P&H)

•Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax*

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-642-2536

OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

DIVISION OF CORTRAN INTERNATIONAL

4211 NW 75th TERRACE • DEPT. 5 4 • LAUDERHILL, FL 33319

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ISOBAR...
most complete
computer protection!

More features to prevent errors, false printout, disc

skips! Only ISOBAR has 3-way spike protection, noise

suppression for RFI PLUS isolated filter banks! In-

dividual filter banks isolate each load from other loads

minimizing data errors of any kind. MOV surge sup-

pressors arrest both common mode and differential

mode surges. L/C filter network rejects radio fre-

quency noise at any amplitude. Torroidal coils for

greatest efficiency! All-metal housing.

Order toll free 1400-662-5021 HSS£?
n^oTazT* Huron7De|rt. CC ! JfSSST"

**

Send model # l«»j •«»»! __!
- or charge on . Model |BAR 2 .6
Expires

\ (2 outlets.

6 ft. cord)

Enclosed is $
MasterCard or Visa

I

Address _

• City

Card no.

.

Name

Signature

.

I Only $54.95

.Zip-

circle 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model IBAR 8-15

! (8 outlets,

1 15 ft. cord)

J Only $97.95

91
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ALL MAILConroy-UPointe, Inc. 12060 SW Garden Ptoca. Portland. OR 97223

SHOWR00MSAT: PORTLAND. OR and SEATTLE WA - BOTH OPEN M-SAT 10-6

HARDWARE for
your APPLE

APPIER* STANTiN SYSTEM BV APPLE CALL
APHI MACINTOSH CALL
LltWlTD PJAPRARTY e, 10OS Pats ( Liter to 90 days by us

DISK DRIVES

Ma phot.

•nuts* I. n*c.oH0MP» I43K (299 (24*

• CENTRAL FT. leer IMiIIiw DOS ( 20 S IS

MICRO SCI

• AZ 143K Desk Drive

A2 Control*! Card

• •40. 160X. Drive

• A7Q786K Drive

A40/A70Controk*r

(345 (219
1100 S 79
(449 S2M
(599 $299
(100 S 7*

TFAC IMC 144 0«d Drive 1S» (349 (239
,^^;,7u TUC"ao*,,* s,*<, 376M449 (32*
l/ZHIGHrontroaerCardbyComl (110 S 4*

Rana em>li(3k.4o Tract (379 $23*
^..aja) Flrle 2 376K. 80 Track (649 (3»9Wag Wel652K, 160 Track (849 (499
gW* MeCMMkr (145 (99

RAM EXPANSION
• CorTiX.80cof •64KFe\M.lorlle lYiV*y (199 (99

" "RCjrd. 1 Yf Vety (II •) 16K (179 ( 39
16* (100 I (9
32K (249 (139
64* (475 S22S
128K (599 (329B

I. RAM Card [II «|

> Titan /Saturn RAM Card IH *\

RAM Card 1111

RAM Card Oil
yitearr

SOFTWARE for your .APPLE

VIDEO CARDS

• ComX. 80cd •64K RAM(lle) 1 yr nty

• VfaJaa. VMcolerrn Mcoi I* or

• IRralerm ( or el

SoRVWexj So«ch fll^t

Enhancer II •!•)

FiartcAon Strip (11*1

W* Hav* Fu« VrrAu Lm« CM

LSI
PRO
(199

pact

S 99
(279 $1*9
(379 (279
$ 35

(149
J 39

MISCELLANEOUS
• ALSJI*CP/MCardV3 0l«o!e|SKCIAt < 399
A$TAR.RF Modulator, to use IV

•CCS. Serial Interlace 7710 (Set BAUO)

MJhqunHU)
CP/M Gold Card IW/64K)

( 35

(150
(100

. (495
• tipand b* Gold Cd (325
« taallida. Wad Card Icoprtr, II « onr»|SPl (110

*MCard2|cotMf. •ore! (140
HENStNCTOW. System Saver

ItotJwn (Mac)

» 90

S 140

( 50
$ 90
(298
(175
t 65

( 50

t 50
(345
(695
$395

I (149

Starter Pak Atacl

Kay Tronic. KB?00 keyboard (111

Koala. Touch -Wet. 14

Krafl Joystick |Ap ii /li.|

PeddNIAplMI*)

lAeASupRtanl-orel
• MtooaoR. 280 Sottcard |. or e)

• /80 Sorlcard Plus (• or e|

• 780 Scflcard Premiuml*)
• Oranga Micro. Grapp*i Bus (e or •

16K Butter Board tor Greppler Plus (1 75
Buttered Graopler Plus, I6K (239

Pajmar. lower Case Chip Rev 7(h>| ( 50
• PCPI.Aapkcatd. l4leaturo 6Mh; (375
RH Eloctronica. Super Ian II ( 75

• THan /Saturn. Accelerator II (599
Tranoand/SSM.«K)ll. Serial /Para I If (275
TG Product*. Game Paddles III •) ( 40

Joystick «!•) ( 60
Woo*, PSH) l/l Card (279
WKO. Mouse Complete ( 1 79

( 25
S 99
S 29

(1*9
S 29
S 99
S 73
$359
$239
t 59
S 99
S 65
(109
S 39

I **
$219
S S3
S 49
( 39
I 30
(235
$65
$273
S119
$119
$179
$ 39
(275

I **
(399
iiss

! *»
$ 43
(169
$119

BUSINESS & TRAINING
Jane (lie or lie only) NEW (179 $119

01-1 REW (795 $193
So* Tach.. VersaForm (389 $239

Artaci. Marc Wmdo. II (150 ( 99
• Aahrsn-Tara. dBase II (ReqCP.M 801 (495 Cad

Fnday (Requaes CP/M 80 (295 $199
PI Syaeaina. GLAR.AP PR or IRVeach (395 (249

• BrodarbundBanli St Writer or Sorter ea ( 70 ( 43
$JUMn*MS*aj|lona.Jar*2M REW ( 395 (2S3

krcreot*Jack»EW(179 ( 99
Contmantal. Gl ARAPocPR each (250 (165

a Home Accountant ( 75 $ 49
TaiAdvantace ( 70 $ 47

COELon VaxirA MRcaan or Apple Ifcea ( 60 ( 40
DoarJonaa. Market Anayer (350 $223

MarMMnajar (300 (195
Market Mooscopt (349 $

FoaSGaaar.OuckcodeordGraphea (295 $193
dmaity [tor dBase III ( 99 $ S3

Hapdon. P* Writer ISpecity 80rol bd| (150 ( 99
Harvard. Harv»d Protect Manager NEW C*9
HoarardSoRTu Preparer 1984 (250 SIRS

Knmire NEW ( 95 I
ThnkTank NEW I ISO $ 99

LPXlewPlrtea./MarMerje (150 ( 99
Mao Pro. |ai reooare 290CP/M Card)

• WordStar ./Appfccard ICP/M SPECIAL ( 695 (293
• mloStar vr/Appkcard 1CP/M SPECIAL ( 695 $293
• WordStar -•Tramntj Manual SPECIAL ( 495 $239
• SprtSUr-or MaaVVrec ea SPECIAL (250 $129
a WordStar Prolessama 4 Pik SPEC* ( 695 (355
• OpaonsPak.SS/MM'SI SPECIAL ( 345 (133
MkroaoRMuk Pan Apt* COS or CP/M (195 (129

• CJetnma/CornX. (Task and BcokJ Sat Bus 1 ktarh|

Sorrie&irrvrlonBascrYo£rarrrsl75ea| ( 100 ( 49
Practical Base ProtramslAOea | ( 100 $ 49

Poac lajaa, Requires CP/M t MBast. 64A
Stnes40GHAJUAP,al3 (395 $239

P*rlaclPr<l«WT4!r/Spe*2pak|CP/M| (399 $199
• Quark. Ward Juaeer t leuchock |le) (189 $129

Sarvarbka. Sen Spetrr or Bookends ea ( 125 $ S3
SarraA)ri.lJr»ScreenWhlerPro 2Pak (TOO (133

ScreenWraer II ( 130 $ R9
TheCvchonary NEW! ( 100 (69
Gen Manager II NEW $ 230 (133
Home«rd ( 50 ( 34

VeNay. r '

URHaaaa
Handler Pak (Word. List ( Spet)

( 60 ( 39
$ 33( 50 .

(130 $ S3

(specety ore!

TK'Sohrer »orl*ocllcl (799 $199
(125 $ S4
1175 $ 04
$125 $04
(125 (04
(M (229
(179 ( 07

Gal

: PES Fee

PES Report

PES Graph
PFS eAAelMel

iWMaslerVetsenao
DBUbktyiorll

VWCorp. Fut Lme m Stock

usi on
PIKE PtJCE

UTILITY & SYSTEM
_ 1.GPIE or Alpha Hot. each

Ap Mecharw OiscMCk or PronR DOSei
Double laae or Uatty Oty each

lypetares, Tip Disk »1 or DOS Boss, each

Conaral POM. lair DOS !3tUN
> Copy II FVl t* copierl

Epaon. Graphics Dump
Hapaa. Trrrrmal Prccpi Smararadetn)

> InaoR. GralORIH II by Paul lutus

MJcreacatAlDS
Fortran 80
Base knjijjtju (or MkQNEW1

COMPLETE MICROSOFT LME I

Pancukn. Complr* Oraphcs SyjMra K

Graphcs Maaoan
Phoania. 7oom Grata

QuaIN). Bat ol Tricks

Terrapin, toyjo

UnNad SWI. ASCII [.press The Pro

UtRVoo, EssentuJ Oate Oupkcator III

J 100

S 90
(175
(195 $133

Cat
STOCK
$ 80
$ 60
( 40
$ 40
$ 99
$130
$ 80

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
Atari Centipede PacMan or Donkey K.ea $ 35

Ms PacMan. JurifleHunt NEW> ( 35
Barrona. Study Program tor SAT (90
oapta Brea, Beatte Bat ( 30
ENuachap. Mjlhonaire ( 60
BrorJartaaidClYjptajto Lode ftrvvj each ( 35

Arcade Madane ( 60
AppleParac ( 30

CBS liar ge Inventory) 33% ofl Irat

• Continental. Home Accountant ( 75 $ 49
Oataaoel Artec or Jaa.on each ( 40 $ 27
Oavideon, Speed Reader II ( 70 ( 47

WordAttack'orMalhBlaster'ea ( 50 ( 34
Edu-Wara. Uaree Inventoiyl 33%o«lrat
Haroourt. Computer Prep tor SAT ( 80 $ 34
Havdan. Sarron III iChessI ( 50 ( 34
Intercom, 7ork I II III w Starcioss each ( 40 $ 27

• InaoR 3 Games 7ar|t'Spr*r Rial Trapp*
RJaaajam Knoware NEW
Koala, lull kne m stock. CAll

tawning Co.
,
llarge Inventoryl

MtaoaoR. Typaii Tutor II

Monotrarn. Dollars and Sense

SAM
Orajfei. Jtima III

Panguin. Transylvmia NEW
Scarboroua>AJa^Mris.Mas1ertype
Saarra/On-Una. Ultima II

Sir Tach. Wuardry
Spmnakar. IJ kne,n stork CAll 35\ ofl tret

Sub Logic. Fits"! Simulator II ( 50 S 37
Nrtht Mrssion Pmbak ( 40 $ 22

T/Makar. Clickart Par MAC) NEW CaN
Terrapin, lofo ( 99 ( S3

$ 95
$ 25
$ 64

33% ofl Nat

33%oNkaA
$ 75
$100
$100
$ 60
$ 35

$ 40

$ 60
$ 50

17
69
67
40
24
27
40
35

OVERSTOCK SPECIALS

APPLE HARDWARE
UST out
PRO pan

ALS.Tr. CP/M Card [101 $399 $ ISO
T&Tracbal $ 40 $ 24
TNan /Saturn. 32A RAM Card »•) $ 249 $ 139

APPLE SOFTWARE
Aarapn-Tala. D Bare II CP/M) $ 495 $ 349
Brodarbund. Larfe Inventory) Cal
Oatamoat. Snack Alack ( 3D
Hapdan.P»Wt«er(yer 22) (150
Quark. leiOack Re) (129

r-oa

MISCELLANEOUS

$ 60 $ 40
$ 90 $ 00

_. PC Saner "une Cord •<!•«
Wretree, 4ouM»/Nbraar|l

$ 98
$140
$ 50

$ 70

$ OS
$ OS

or ma ATARI
RAN* lOOOOnve. 320K $ 449 $ 309
KOAUPed./UkcrolOus ( 100 $ 79A

HYPERION Portable Computer (3690 (29(0

41CH
41C.

41CV.

S 100

NEW ( 375

$
mll»

$ 375 S
$ 195 $
$ 275 i

• MEANS A BEST BUY

DISKETTES
LSI OW
FWt PWCE

•comm-iAKMmusiitms nert
3 Vear Lenatd Warranty Top Quake, product and ae piararare

10«SS/SB. 35 Trad. p«* ate) ( 17
lOOeaSS/SB. 35 Track Pop*.*:; (149

lOOOea, SS/5B. 35 Track Pa*, ate) (1245
10eaOS/DD.40TradiagfH/P| ( 29

lOOaa. OS/DO. 40 Track p3M H/Pl (239
lOOTJaa. OS/DO. 40 Track (Bat. H/P) $1993
lOeaDS/M. 40 Track •B»rcPretamab«|RfW$ 34

100 ea. OS/00 40 Track JBtAPC PretoinaMMEW $ 299
1000 ea. 0S/0O. 40 Track IBMPC Fm>aayaaajrJWEW $2493

LrOokeRaPaclO
CJ>C100eeSS/W,40t|Aop*BMl

10eaSS/DO,4OTIApp*.E»4)
IWea PS/TO. WflBMH/P)
10eatrS/D0 40T(t3M.H/P)

OYSArt lOaa SS/W IAppk.elcJ

lOeaDSDOASTajJMH/P.acJ
MAXELL. lOeacn M0L SS/DO

lOaach. M02 0S/D0
"1 lOaach. MD5150L SS/DO

lOeach.MOHOS/TO

( 60
(550
$ 55

(750

$ 49
$198
$ 21
$295
$ 32

•DtSKFTIrS-ASLOWASSl
W /Jackets, no labels, lap quatry 90 day hmaed oarranry

lOOaa. SS/SD. 35 Track |Aop* Atart (415(130
1000ea.SS/SO 35 Track Poo*.«arH (4150(995
lOOra DS/DO. 48TPI I13M H/P) ( 676 $ 170

lOOOea DS/DO, 48TPI dBM H/T) (6260 $1400

PLOTTERS
AA«OCK.Amcilotll 6pen 10>14Bed (1099(1

MODEMS
ANCHOR. Scnalman Mark ml

rlAYU. IBMPC Smartmooem 1700B
IBMPCSmartcomllSolr.»e
Mcromodem I* • /Smartcom

McronvjdemlOOfSlXbusI
Stack Oonoraph IRS 237)
Sack SrnartmcrJem 300TRS23?)
Smarrmodem 1700 IRS 232)

WM PC to Mooanr Cabla
KENSINGTON. Modem 1700
NOVATION. 1 03/2 12 Smart Cat

ACCESS I 2 3[1200B«CraM>N9,
App* Cat II 300 BAUO
?12App*Cal 1700 BAUO
Cat

KM
212 Auto Cat

[)uat)modem, hlernk «N NEW! ( 595 $423
Qiiiaailia, Stand Maae NEW $ 695 (495

SOFTWAB SH APPU OR AW UTIIITY S0FTRAK 9CTMNS

MONITORS
300 400. 500. 600 700

12" Green. 43000

IT" Amber. P300A
lrAiaber. »310AI« IBM PC

(179
(199
(730$"""

13* Cator I* f*^itt^t
irCotolimiiRaIp9M/App*> $559
ir. Color IV. RGB 720M.400V.a8MI $ 795

OVM HI Cotor II or III to Apple II l/T (179"" RQBI*Ra».HX17 (795
RGB Hi Res. SRI 2 (799
Amber. MAI 12 par Mono Board) (249

(>LIArn»iUl0^adcrirorr*irRG8Color (695
Quadscreen ir 968i512 $1995
fjuadchrome II. 14RG8Cc*>r NEW ( 650
Amberchrome, ir Amber NEW $ 250

ZENITH. 12" Green 7VM123 (200
\T Amber 7JVM124 (200
17 Cotor, 7VM135 (599

Cat
$119
$149
$139
$249
$439
$003
$129
$499
$399
$199
$493
$1395
$430

rs
$140
$499

PIKE

$1193
$ 79
$ 299

Cal

$ 473
Cal

$ 403
$ 9

$1095

999 $ 749

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX: Nn
EPSON.LQ150Q200S67CPS NEW (1395

ParaMlCrtacetoLQIiOO NEW ( IX
F0DJQ lOOcpi ( 399
Rxan.F/1

ixaaibucps ( 699
Fxioaieorp, ( 895
MX100F.180rps,.Oa»ai« ( 995
Appe I Oapta Dump Proaam ( 15

• MANECSMANNSpnt 8Dql 8Gge (399
TALLV 160.800116001 ( 798

180LI3W 160rp> J 1098 ( 770
CIKI>ATA.8Q80cci80ct«,p*a SFl ( 799 LOW

87A80coL120cpkpn ( 349 ( 319
83V 132 cd. ITOcpvpaa ( 749 '

84 136 cd TOO cos para

KSOoat. 160cps para

93. 1 36 col. 1 60 cpi. para

2350P Pacemar t, 350cpsoar i

2410P.Pacemark. 350cps pari

AtteasonaPVa;NrV!raaorvOo»iph CaJ
ORANGE MrCRarrace*.- lor App* ( 165 $ 119
•t!ACTICALktotCullnlre64K.P»a ( 349 ( 259

MooMtolj*60I.Str ( 349 ( 259
MNaDMkJllOuaoMMCotoFtaRBr ( 895 ( 795

• STARMrCGtnamliri ITOcps ( 499 $ 209
Gerrani 15X. I20cps ( 549 ( 439

LETTER QUALITY:
AAarkEK.5tt4Q40cps.Para ASn (1675 (1395

• TTK. 1014 13cps.P»alS».FVi«nc 3P ( 499 ( 305
MIAsareaslOMathl/l ?col8f»p ( 599 ( 430
MaV^aukaerbceTTXBApUtMAC Cal

• JUP16IX,llkps.Pa» 3 pk* ( 599 ( 459

PRINTER INTERFACES and BUFFERS:
IBM PC Parallel Printer Cab* ( 60 $ 35
Apple II l/T A Cable tor Epson « Gem*. ( 95 S 59
SUADRAM.

crola/er •'topyPP. R(.e«tP8«/PS ( 179 ( 139
Mcrola«t../Copy.pp 64K*)AP64a4>S ( 299 $ 229
Mcrotaier./CopyPP. 128K.«A«S (375 (345
karrolarer. Snapon m. PP Ipson » "PS ( 169 ( 129
Mcrotaw. Snapon64K.PP.toion«/PS ( 799 $ 229

(1395
( 599

$
"

$2695
$2995

am* rwi aasaara e* tMm« a iv cnMorr

CASH SCARRY OUTLETS:
Over the counter sales onr, Open Monday **aafh Fr»ay 100C
unbl 6X Saturday lOOOunUSOO
POITIAA0 ORieM-NEW lOCAIlON' At Park 217 Tawd a
nttrsKDonry 71 1 and 99* Cortvn. rrom PortuM on 99*. take

«me»a*le«a«er Jllorerpac and Truce Maun CJIU»»*i
SUTTlt WASH -1540 1 2th Ave St Beam* WA 98006 T«
641 4736 n lorhmanns Plata near Fackana Souare. SE ol kkry

405l90arvd«S(3«tit»criards



Formerly Computer Exchange

r
DEALEfl

WE BUY
EXCESS

JNVEHTORIESi

LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHOKNOW WHA T THEY WANTANDKNOWHOW TO USE IT!

SUPPLY CENTER for IBM-PC or XT
8&256KH:M-PCorXT

320/360K Disk Drives by CDC
I Day Limited Warranty By Us

Call for Details

* 1983 Conroy laPomte. Inc

19H4 by Conroy-LaPoirtle. Inc

aii W'gtifc Heserv*<;

MetaPtus

DRIVES
PRO PMCI

FOBechup. 16MB. C»t«*. Tux Sys $2195 Cat
PC-STC*41MB/]7MBD»*lBackupSys $5995 Cad

AmckskV.^wn*ri 320/36OX J 3?9 » 24*
AmMlirDodFkipp»s.500X $ 499 $ 439

<§!§>

CONTROL
DATA

320K/3SOK DS/-00 DISK DRIVES

WJtti Detailed Installation Instructions

30 Diy UMid «hriMli b« FadonrMlw»l OaMuki

nsHM^IBM S185 FULL HEIGHT

$165 HALF HEIGHT

CDC, - h* Dud DnwMjUm M
MAYNARD. Floppy Controls |> /Paa|

HI H
S 300 i 23*

QUADRAM, Quaddisk Mvral Mad Dote »/OMr«lB
6M8 Remoyat* MW $2295 I1M9MM
1MB Find

SBhi
72MB hud

10 MEG (XT) DISK KITS

Carnal your PC to 10m aid to be II compatible *ith

m ot the loAo-nj INIERNAl HARD DISK SYSTEMS Ms
ate quatty ene-neeied to nah eMti BOS 2 0/2 1 Completely

XT compart* « you nam s your DOS manual Easy to

ratal Mutes 10 Mfiabyte Hard the. CoMtoHn ted and

ComXmwiiowfHatdoaiw ww $•$•

I^KtBIMIIIUil
IX Labs
MeM*i* 100 lOmbyle Mad Disk Ka WW ****

MAYNARD
lOmej Hud Disk Ke. WS1 Sandstar ComroHai ad
accept 3 Sandsta modules SI39S $1190

AUnPhf M*J4*-1 Mo*** Board.Color
MNIUCIX GraprKstMom Para Port 1

4

ComboflA 64K S/P/CC I 396
ComboPlus. 259X S/P/CC $ 695

""
1.64X.S/P/CC 1445
H 2S8X. S/P/CC $695

Expand* (3%
C4X. S/PAX «S/W S 395
25SKS/P/CC >S/W $S95
3B4K.S/T/CC .SVW 1 895

Game Port tor SnPak » 50
I/O Pan ll S/P/CC $215
l/TJPkjsUS/P/CC/G $265
l/t>Husll.2S/PCC/G (315
MWirX>aphF1iis-Fvaaalotosl 1495
POarl Stan* M. PCC02
PCtaatOcua Board, PC 001WC SupaVtsion. 1320*. mono board $7991>W Graprxs tdapKr tor Supprvoon $250

Chjykboavd. PoaaPedAjKaanaKajsioowianuuam
OsaWloard SBrtoi M I 50

•fomX Fx»noPllM-25WP>WC»a4»**-
,~°'W

emuleWandspr*leioa»are 1495

P1IPTK UWlMmnHisMMlotat S 50
Vsirnira 3»9»xl«»tioardcal» J 40

Ve*«cd CPU "System Stairr $ 25
afcnar.ro™ fjt Cat* Par $ 50

UCDPIII CC CctorCardn/pai $245
nCnVaULCO Gr.pr.es Card. Mono 1499

KauTrnnir ILB5150 SM beytoad 1209
pvey iiuiih. WWA>9d Uftaml mw$2&5—1$255

il

K8515le.

llUdld ProeammasGade I 15

MAYNARD UJ"unrt",l<SG,*d,*c * *
iSHSSXSf •"«> Card no R«J4 $ 199

SANDSTAR Manory Card 2581 $<99

«n[C HarJOa*l*Modua|HDMI$495
btrtlta HerdCkskCarJe t 30

Pare Port Module (PPM) $ 59M Port Module (SPMI $ 95
Ox* Cat Mod* aXM) t 55

CaneAdaplBMorliatlGPM) t 49
Mrmryy Mork* IDl IMM0I $122
Msnay M»du* 2S8X (MM2SS) $422

• RUYP4A**>,l<T10melH»dD6k»l* WS1 $1395

!345
5*5
2*5

l2flB

» 3*
1190
tits
»215
$375
tiets
$495
$399
* M
I 73
$ 34

RAM da*

$325
$ 3*
$ 30
$ 1»
$ 35
$1M
$349
$15t
$199
$1**
$ »
$ 14

$ 7*
$169
$399
$3«S
$ 27
$ 49

IS
IS
$357
$1150

LIST

PPJCC

MCROSOFTas^ 25*} 6?
195 $ 145

t 295 $ 155MOUSE SYSTEMS. PCMu

MAGNUM, k
S/P/G/CC «* SMMM^ioa*
spot*. RAM do* t man, otto functions

PLANTRONICS
CottBoardaCotomait I6cdbr • Pal $ 559 $
Cobt BoardlDratsman, I6cr*»»./Paa $ 559 $

153*

Card «» $ 595

QUADfWM
• giatftnk MMST«HSKM $ 680

Quadboard. no RAM Bpand 10 394X $ 295
64K.Mpandte3a4K.SvP/CC $ 395
256K.opandte3B4K.ST/CC $ 675

384K.S/P/CC S 795

HrafWMt>pand»256K $ 295
0>)boardH.64K.«ipandte25S'?5VCC $ 305

-teardH.2S6X.2S/CC $ 595

512 Sax pars send port $ 325

512 • 256K pkjs sen* port $ 550
512 -5I2K plus send port $ $95
xtot I. board, 16coiors $ 295

• QptradtOiarJcgtxIkaia $ 275
• .bad. Hm/S/T/tC

12" RGB Color Morxor $ 795

II. 14-RGBCda MW $ 650

a. ir Amber MB $ 250

E327E
WW $1195

MM. MD
MIX M»

$

$ 435

$ 4(0
$ 215
$ 2*5

525
«2S
215

Tecmar a mrt 6ax sa»ax $
lstMArt25SX.S/P/rX $
Captam. 64K.S/PAX $
Captaai3iaXS'P/VX $
Wbm\ 256X(srnrt board) $

TSv— r3osun.S/P/tC|sriortr»d) $

I iLEjn Aaxtaater PC 18086 • 128KJ $ 995

TGPRODUCTS m«* « «
•racaieMPCMxH $ ix

$ 455
$ 450
$ 1*5

Cad
Ca*
Ca»

$ 545
$ 275
$ 3*t
* M4

$ 145

$ 750

$ 30

$ 69

•1963
ConroyLaPointe, Inc

Prices and avadataUy subject to change Call

Cn 'P *AQ Call tor larger

Kit ft? Quantity Prices

9 Each. 64K. 200 its. Mf MOTV CHIP KIT

* 90 Day Warranty by us

«P«5affO $295 laaa am.

*< >n.XEconoRAM '" 256K BOARD
W^fa^ak'-RAMrjBktrnuiattandSrxitoScaTwae

FiA Compaot*. 1 Yea Lantrad Warraay by ComX

Works on DOS 11. 2 Oor 21

• MEANS A BEST BUY

OVERSTOCK SPECIALS
IBM HARDWARE

CCS. Suparwon. 132 Cd Mono Bd $ 799 $ 39*
OCS,GraprMr«sIp1BlorSupervis<»> $ 250 $ 99
ttwaaaTott pc s*er $ so $ 35
KC«UA.Gr«prKPad»/ret>es«n $ ISO $ (•
Quadnam. 2S» Quadbojrd 256K Mai $595 9 395

IBM SOFTWARE
ajHTO»l-T*.TE. dBase II $ 495 $ 349
WCOTaiPJakeessManaierfCTOS $ 400 $ 175
DtCJTAl USEAaCK lid une Cad
FOXlCtlUMirXSOOS $ 295 $ 145
HOWajtBtOTT. MluPrepaa $ 250 $ 145
aaaqioa^aactaonPaaMM/SS/SI 1 295 $ 145

SOFTWaftRE for IBM-PC or XT
BUSINESS & TRAINING

a^njEO$OfT.TECrt.*rsalorm

ASMTOH-TATE
Frammrk H.W Xdy/Autl >[
dBase III |a«W Wy/Auf) M«

. drVaaell.rai PC0OSS128KI
dBase II to III uptrade

dBase II User's Code »3ooW

E>ayman's 0B Primer Boot.)

Fndey
ATI.Tranr« Proaan-IMde kne a seek

BFrOOErtuNO. Bank Street Wrrla

PI. Gen I AccteAR>P a PR. eac h

$»J$aTCII lOlimOPat, tack 2 MW
COM. Iraoraj ter lap «iyen«ryl

CHAN6 UUU. Men Plan

I CONTlNfNIAl. Ta> AdyanUae

FOXIGEILER.
•.dGrapti.GraloiaOl each

"SaCP/»iS6.ajcb|

FCM fFana. Cataoani.

PropfftK iUllaaTlMHall

WW>Offa^MawtAi
Marl' '

Ma
OXIGEILER.
Ovckcode. dCf«#
duwaasoosac

F4avMARD. Maryad

HATTXMBMrVWrda
P» Speta a S«BX1 III each

Hov«*»E>sorr
lai •ropara. 19141a 19B3na

rHJMAMEMI MaajamHa Sa» aa

IUS. EayWraa II System

EesySpataa
iSMa>a«ail«AP
'.OEulNV.eachGLARAPJ
laarojesytei

GraORTH lanKitaad 30
rbuseDBaas)
Ja^phol

tmamK. KnaMre Kt aaprkgl M»
UFFnaEE, Voaoarta 1

2

• LOTUS. 1 23
SVaplMiy, >
1 ? 3 to Syaiptiony,

«123f3o

Synagkaa. B»a **> '»m) MV
' -3BSympr»rir, (a«al «»> /AuD WN

'. rhr.ktank MW
rtnWtaTAIAtnnaa SPECIAl

SPECMl

SPECUl
SPEdrU
SPECIAl

SPEC*

SSjMM/Si

tm
I f 395

$695
$695
$495
$200
$ 30
$ 15

$295
$ 75

$ SO
$595
$495
$ 70

$«95
$ 70

$150
$125
$495
$350
$300
$349

$295
$ 99

$200
$ 50

$295
$250
$350
$100
$1495

$595
$250
$125
$ 95
$195
$295
$495
$695
$200
$ 15

$195
$495
$250
$345
$695
$345
$195
$495

$2*5
$105

$4i5
{455

!2«9
149
20

$ 12
SIM
$ 50

is*
395
335
47
335
45

I **
$ 79
$32*
$225
$1*5
$2**

$1*5
$ «5
cat

$135
$ 34

$220
$1**
$25*
$ M
$•95
$3*5
$125
$ 95

f **
$130
$1*5
$30*
$4*5
$135
$ 12
$129
$239

!12*125
355
155
109

BUSINESS 8. TRAINING
»lteSa~ SPEOAl$a95

. MKSKKtJM. Rtase. Sines 4000 $495
Ertmta) Report una MW $ 150

RbaseClout MW $ 195

MOfeOCRAM. Ooaao ( $ense $165
MUIT1MATE. MldMule $ 495
eTWAiNALYTICALSiapak MW $495
OrYNSYSvCORAP.PII.rNVa POajeti $695
OS(>C»*paE/COM&eoot(Bu9ness Suastxs

A Math Propans on OS/TO 0o*l
SonvtCommonBasKProaamslTOeal $100
Practcd Baa: Procrans MOeKht

PwA, Persona Investor LI
PEACFlTlOX Peach Pat CLARMPI

Paactl tort 5000

WrawtSpeda, 2P*k
Paled Frka-a Perfect Cak each

r. Faa. Calc |4|

<JUAWWUM.tuianjya.lr
ferrr»AitEAirrs7rK'Soha
SOTTWAP1E PI>«1JSHIrl6.PFSFae

PFSReport $ 125

PFSWrde $140

$100
$145
$395
$395
$349
$399
$249
$699
$395
$399
$140

SOWCIM. SuoerCac 2

SuperCac 3

SSI/SAT»UJJTtP*rtPalect

PFSOaph $140
$295

STC/SOTTEC the Creator

STONEWWRC Advanced D B Masa
SYMAnt F* ktonate.

SYMMI*TK. Del* aaearta
T/*UUO»l/Mataia
THOtiOJlTWMWC, MB Sam
yisacoarp. vtacac v 1

2

VnHe. VbSctiorJulea Desktop nan l

VoiWad •* VlvSpel
1 128KI SPECIAL $ 195

V«aiCac|XT(My) $395

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:
Copy ll PC by Carrrd Port SoRinre is sM one a the best

buys avaiabte 1 ad copy more copy protected

$395
$495
$195
$300
$595
$ 100

$250
$275
33%
$ 99
$149

! **
$12*
$110
$295
$345
$42*

* 99
$239
$239
$219
$24*
$14*
$499
$2*5
$299
$ 94
$ 84
$ *5
$ 95
$195
$2*5
$275
S149
$1*5
$3*5
$ 47
$ It*
$169
I ha
* 74
$10*
$145
$2*5

other copiers « makes an eiact dupkeatt a your oraad and

• does IOC*yer*cationolcopy f*xument*t«jn is eiceiert

. CEPlTPaU POaFfT. Copy II PC Backup $ 40 $ 30
• COtJX lastiak - RAM/Da* emuMor

•trJ prmttr spooltf protftrfn Wvhi on ihy

Ft/0CS«as»naFIAMCad MenuOnyen $ 100 $

UTILITY & SYSTEM
DIGITAL RESEARCH
Concurrent CP/M-Sfn / arndows

CP/M-SS-fCOin
C8ASIC86TPM86)
CS*aCCompdaP'.'M«6orPCOOS.ea)
Pasca/MT* CP/M861
Pascd/Ml-fCOOS)
Pl/iroiOSaCP/*l««eac»)
Access Mnp (PCOOSa CP/WKeachl
Oaptty MnvfCOOSa CP/M Kaach)
Speed Prof Pkt CP.-M 861

CIS COBOL CP/M86

LIST

$350
$ 60
$200
$600
$400
$600
$750
$400
$500
$200
$850

0RL0GO86ICP/M89 $100
FRAMU Sateaays MW $ 60
HAYt3.Sma1r.om II J)«i Com | $119

• INSOPT. OaFORIMIarvmaed 3Dr«phl $ 125
MK»0*TUf.CroMta»IM|0«aCom| $195
MaCROSOfT. muMath/muSimp $ 300

Business BASIC Comp $600
PascdCompar $300
COaapaa $500
BASIC Compeer $395
F0R1RAN Compke. $350
COBOL Compeer $700

FeORTOH Ubl*es ? 0. Uprorams $80
ROSESOfT. Prokey $130

$229
$ 40
$135

$339
$135
$525
$
$ 40
$ M
$ *5
$12*
$1*9
$399
$1**
$32*
$2*9
$250

11!
$ *7

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
da, ncaaan a uaMl.eacn

EPYX/Aido. $aa.. temple ol Apsnn

ARMOPaX. tiecuhye Sale
BLUE CHIP. hMkonare a tycooneach

PI SYSTEMS. Personal Acrountni

BFtOOERBUNO Apple Pane Cotol
lode Ftunna a Serpenbne. each

CBS. Ch* Goren lean Bridle MW $ 80
COaaPREHCPL.PCtuterll l»?0ei| $ 60
COffTIPaEHTAL Home Vcourtwt Plus $150
OAVTOSOH The Speed Reada ll $

Word ABact'a Mahbtosla each $
HAVDEM Saton III (chessl $
IfeTOCOla. Deadkne a Suspended, each $

&ru a takll a Z»k Hi, each $
JOPT. Mydra.WbnXra a Ouolra.each $

MICROSOFT, FlidM Simulata II

MONOGRAM. Doias 1 Sana
ORIGIN. Urtima IN

PtM. CORP . Pasona Fmresasr

JCARWOROUCM. Master type

SPINNAKER. Snooper troops (I a 21

Story Machine or Face Maka
STRATEGIC, the Wap Factor

suexonac, ttw atssion Pwbaa

75

50

50

50
40

B
50

$165
$ 60
$145
$ 50
$ 45

$ 35

$ 40
$ 40

* 34
$ 34
$ 33

,25
$ 33
$110
$ 40
$ M
$ 34
$ 35
$ 24
$ 30
$ 27

OUR AD
#C8

MnJ^rl NO SALES TAX

(800)547-1289
Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST

Oiaton lOLl F«E
(•Ml 4515151

Pattead: (20*177

Hot liaa Fee aaesnMm
OaYoaOraa
l503)t2O*a7S

FREE GIFT
, Use ol our order terms Qua*t»es you tor i fr«

I pt wstti your Ofow Grt on our rrurktfbst

I row tor order terms, tnd our nw HW«t»

TO: 12060 SkV Garden Place. Pvrtlmnd, OR 97223

COUPON
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Harnessthe full
potentialofyour

computer
ou can increase your knowledge and harness all the power
your home computer system has to offer with CREATIVE

COMPUTING PRESS' IDEABOOKS. If you're an owner of an
Epson HX-20, TS 1000, TRS-80 Model 100, Commodore 64,

Texas Instruments or work with Microsoft Basic, you'll find an

IDEABOOK written for you!

Each IDEABOOK helps you discover your computer's hidden

strengths and overcome its weaknesses! As soon as you open to chap-
ter one, you'll begin to get more out of your system with:

• 50 tested, ready-to-run programs that will help you solve

everyday problems in math, science and business.

• Problem solving formulas with repetitive trials, con-
vergence, recursion, compounding, probability, simulations,

geometry, science and drill and practice.

• Ways to identify any shortcomings and targeted applica-

tions that are best suited for your system.

Supplement your user manual with the IDEABOOK
that's just right for you! Gam the knowledge and confidence

you need to make the most of your system—ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY!

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL FREE
9 am-5 pm E.S.T.: 1-800-63 1-81 12 (In Nj only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept. MF4F , 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morns Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me the following books:

ONLY
$8.95
EACH

Title

Book
No. Qty

Price

Each

$2.00 Postage

& HanrJng I xtt

Total

Price

Epson HX-20 Ed. 3S $8.95

Texas Instruments

Home Computer Ed. 3R $8.95

Timex-Smclair 1000 Ed. 3P $895

TRS 80 Model 100 Ed. 4A $895

Microsoft Basic Ed. 674 $895

Commodore 64 Ed. 68-2 $895

CA Nj and Nv State leudem add app able sales tax

Total Amount LXie

. Outside USA add $3.00 per orderPayment Enclosed $
Purchase orders $50 minimum.
Charge My: American Express DVtsa Mastercard

Card No Exp Date

Mr/Ms^Mrs.

Address
(prrt W lime)

Oty/State/Zip_

D Please send me a Free Creative Computing Press Catalog.



ENTERTAINMENT

War In
The Computer Simulates Past and Future Campaigns

Dnieper River Line

If you have ever envisioned yourself as

a field commander of an assortment of

Wehrmacht troops, few in number and

braced for a massive Soviet offensive,

then Dnieper River Line (DRL) may be

for you.

DRL simulates a fictitious series of

combat scenarios between the German
Army Group South and an unidentified,

but prodigious, Russian force in 1943. The
game includes a mounted mapboard,
approximately 300 counters representing

the various types of units available to

both sides, a 16-page rule booklet, and a

cassette (32K) or disk (48K). The computer

assumes the Russian side and functions

essentially as an information retrieval/

analysis bank by providing such necessary

data as combat results, German status

reports, Russian troop movements, and

the effects of artillery barrages.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Dnieper River Line

Type: Wargame

System: 32K TRS-80 Model I & III,

Apple II +, Pet, C-64; 48K Atari.

Format: Cassette or disk.

Summary: Authentic, challenging

military simulation

Price: Cassette, S25; Disk, $30

Manufacturer:
Avalon Hill Game Company
4517 Harford Rd.

Baltimore, MD 21214
(301)254-5300

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Brian J. Murphy
and

Daniel Campagna

To understand the mechanics of this

design, keep in mind that it is directed

primarily at wargame rs. As a result, DRL
is bereft of the visual glamor of arcade

games and the more sophisticated map-
scrolling displays found in some games.

The map and counters in DRL are, in a.

sense, a substitute for hires graphics.

Divided into 144 geographic squares with

X,Y co-ordinates, the map contains six

objective areas each worth a varying

number of victory points. It is the German
player's task to defend one or more of

these objective areas, depending on the

scenario and level of

complexity chosen.

The computer of-

fers you three German
orders of battle, called

Status Reports. After

selecting a particular

order of battle, which
typically includes 9 to

12 assorted units, you
must enter the starting

location and combat
mode of each unit.

There are three com-
bat modes: assault,

mobile and static,

each of which affects

the ability of a unit to

observe and report

Russian troop move-
ments. An entrenched

Assault Infantry unit,

for example, is less able to monitor the

disposition of Soviet troops operating

beyond its immediate vicinity.

To assist you in preparing a stalwart

defense, minefields and garrison companies
are allocated to objective areas and likely

avenues of enemy attacks. These elements

are meant to slow down the Russian
advance, particularly in the case of Soviet

partisan infantry who appear behind your
front line. The computer, meanwhile,
assembles up to 22 Russian units for the

initial offensive across the Dnieper River,

and the battle begins.

DRL is a finely balanced game with a
slight edge going to the computer. Out-
numbered and spread thin, you must con-
struct an elastic front line capable of de-

laying the enemy offensive until the key
objectives are identified. At that point,

powerful reserves in the form of SS Infantry

and Heavy Panzers are committed to the

contest.

Despite the sophisticated ease of this

Dnieper River Line C-64 version.
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ENTERTAINMENT

design, the game does have some short-

comings worth noting. German counter-

attacks, for example, rarely succeed. This
reduces the German role to that of the

passive defender. Also, tactical options

are few. Fighting withdrawals, infiltration,

and diversionary sorties would enhance
the German ability to retaliate. Lastly,

the absence of any graphics, sound, or

DRL is a finely

balanced game with a
slight edge going
to the computer.

real-time ingredients makes DRL more
sedate than necessary. Wargamers yearn
for the unpredictability of simulated combat
as a way of testing their judgment under
pressure against the impartial logic of the
computer. DRL is too abstract to produce
this effect. It needs, in other words, more
chrome, random variables, and time con-
straints to upgrade it from a very good
game to an excellent one.—DC

CIRCLE 41 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

North Atlantic 86
It is 1986, and the Warsaw Pact countries

have invaded and conquered Western
Europe. The NATO armies have retreated

across the channel to Britain which was
swiftly surrounded by hostile forces.

That is the situation as you assume
command of all NATO land, sea, and air

forces in North Atlantic '86, the latest

wargame by Strategic Simulations.

The NATO player's objectives are
simple: to keep Britain supplied and the

North Atlantic 86.

air group at Scapa Flow active and to

retain control of Iceland and the Faroe
Islands. The Soviet player (or the computer
in solitaire mode) seeks to capture Iceland

and the Faroes, cut off Britain from all

supplies and bombard the NATO air/sea

base at Scapa Row.

Mechanics of Play
The game begins with both sides or-

ganizing task forces. In the "Task Force
Adjustment Phase," players select ships

for combat, bombardment, transport and
submarine warfare. You can also examine
the speed, damage levels and endurance
of forces at sea as well as the strength of

your land and air forces and the number
of combat ships sunk on both sides.

In the movement phase you are allowed
to move each task force individually in

any of eight directions. You may also

dock a force, stop it or turn on or off its

radar and sonar search function (turning

off the radar makes the task force harder
to find and turning it on makes it easier

for the force to spot hostile forces).

In the air movement phase you assign

planes to long and short range CAP
(combat air patrol) to locate enemy units.

Then you get a map display spotting all

sighted enemy forces. Task forces in range

can launch surface-to-surface missile

attacks with results revealed later on in

the Combat Resolution phase of the turn.

Any enemy within range can be targeted

for air strikes which can be launched against

land or sea objectives. Planes attacking

sea targets with missiles can launch at

extreme "standoff" range, making enemy
missile or fighter interception unlikely.

On land you can choose to attack con-
tested locations such as the Faroes and
Iceland. You have five levels of combat
intensity from which to choose. The more
intense the attack, the higher the casu-

alties will be (on both sides) and the more
likely it is the attack will succeed.

Combat is resolved

automatically. Cal-

culating the odds, the

computer displays the

results of missile firing,

then the outcome of

surface and submarine
combat and the results

of the land battle.

Winning the game
is a matter of selecting

the right ships for the

right job. Put strong

missile defenses
around your cargo
ships and carriers. Put

heavy guns in the

bombardment groups.

Do not mix nuclear
subs with non-nukes
(the non-nukes slow
up the rest). Also keep

land based troops and air forces supplied

so morale (and victory points) remain high

and so you can continue to fight. This

places a lot of emphasis on the safety of

your transport ships.

The computer awards victory points

for the possession of the Faroes and
Iceland, for ships sunk, and for NATO
morale (which is maintained by supplies).

North Atlantic '86
is the biggest

wargame designed for
a home computer

to date.

Each island taken by the Soviets and every

turn during which supplies fail to reach
Scapa Flow transfers victory points from
the NATO to Soviet columns.

North Atlantic 86 is the biggest wargame
designed for a home computer to date.

The size of the battlefield, the all-embracing

scope of the forces involved, and the time

and detail involved are staggering. This
game should have appeal for veteran war-

gamers, who will find it a challenging test

of their skills, and for first-time wargamers,

who will find it surprisingly easy to team.

Gary Grigsby has created an interesting

and engrossing game and a very realistic

simulation. Given the basic premise of

North Atlantic 86, that is a most disturbing

thought.—BJM
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: North Atlantic '86

Type: Wargame

Author: Gary Grigsby

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Superb "monster"-sized

game simulating a future NATO-
Soviet naval war.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations Inc.,

883 Stierlin Rd.
Building A-2000
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-1353
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ONEPROGRAMYOUCANT
AFFORDTO BEWITHOUT!
tmmmm Don't depend on your

homeowner's policy.

You need specific protection!
When you chose your personal computer,

you looked for the broadest capability at the

best price. That's exactly what you should

look for in an insurance policy to protect

your investment and that's exactly what
Markel's policy offers you.

Broad Form, All Risk,
replacement cost
Though the hardware portion of a home
computer used exclusively for personal

activities is covered under the property

portion of your homeowner's (or renter's) policy, it will probably be on the same basis as any

other household item. Thus, if you have to file a claim, payment will be made only if the loss

was as a result of a covered peril and in almost all cases only if the computer is used for personal

use only. Also, unless yours is a replacement cost policy, your claim will be paid on a purchase

price minus depreciation basis. DONT TAKE A CHANCE THAT YOU WONT HAVE ADEQUATE
PROTECTION. FILL OUT THE APPLICATION BELOW TODAY AND RETURN IT TO MARKEL.

INQUKY
n .ill hardware, software, and accessories

in your home
Insured on j replacement cost basis

All Risk Coverage including HikhI, quake, and
breakage

» Coven damage to DP equipment from short circuit,

blowout, or other electrical damage or disturbance—
including wiring

» \utomatk coverage for newly acquired property up
to 60 day)

Can he used lor husiness or personal use or

combination
' Even covers equipment leased or rented from others

> Low >.">o deductible \ ISA m MasterCard accepted
•COVKkAl.h.ttAII Mil E EOH Pf>BTARI p

RESIDENTIAL, BUSINESSAND/OR PERSONAL COMPUTER
Application

WMt PHONE(.

ADDKESS

CITY STATE ap. i Hit I'ATION

VALUES (100%): Hardware. Software

.

Access

.

Total:

D Up to 5000 $32.50

5000-15.000 $47.50

15,000-25.000 $62.50

Portable Computers 2 * Above Premium

Premium:

(Attach separate list of all equipment.)

Any losses last 3 years? Yes No
Homeowner's Insurance? D Yes No

PAYMENT INFORMATION: D My check/money order payable to Markel Service. Inc. for$.

Please charge my annual premium of $

n
.is enclosed.

to: VISA MasterCard.

KXI'IKATIIIN
DATE

VCCIH'NT
M'MHEK

frint name exactly as it appears on charge card:

MIDDLE IAST

Date coverage

desired to be effective:

Mil WAUABLEIS V.H YOHh IIRIHWIXIICI I

DATE

Make your check or money order payable to and mail to:

fMl MARKEL SERVICE, INC.
* 5310 Markel Road, Richmond, Virginia 23230

800-446-6678, 800-552-3408 (VA)
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HOBBYIST SPECIAL PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

IBM PC COMPATIBLE KIT AVAILABLE.
Complete CPU Board with 64 KB Memory. Runs DOS CP/M86 and
more $399

Parallel Port extra $59 Serial Port $69

Assembled complete: Chassis with Cover. Fan, Power Supply. Filter,

AC Outlet. Power Cord, Speaker $399
Power Supply 100 Watts $120

Floppy Drive Controller $139

Monochrome Card $1 59

Color Graphics Card $159

% Height DSDD Floppy 320 KB Disk

Drive $159

RAM Chips Kit 64K $ 49

Nice Soft Touch IBM Compatible
Keyboard $1 20

MS DOS 2.1 $60
GW Basic $ 60

^fflfffia^

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Special
of the
Month!

IBM PC ' COMPLETE LINE

256K RAM. 360KB Disk Drive. FDC. Video
Monitor & Adaptor 10MB Hard Disk

Sub-System $2999

Hard Disk for IBM PC Complete Sub-
System Internal 10MB H. Winchester
Drive $575

TAVA PC AVAILABLE

PRINTERS

OKIDATA82 120cps CALL
OKIDATA92 160cps CALL
OKIDATA 93 160 cps CALL
OKIDATA 84 200 cps CALL
EPSON FX 80 160 cps $499
EPSON FX 100-160 cps CALL
NEC 3550 $1 599
DYNAX DX-1 5 1 3 cps $450
BROTHER HR-1 16cps $599
BROTHER HR-25 23 cps $749
GEMINI 10X 120 cps CALL
GEMIN1 1 5X 1 20 cps CALL

DISK DRIVES

SLIM LINE TEAC 55-B $169
TOSHIBA $169
PANASONIC $169

FULL SIZE TANDOM TM 1 00-2 $1 79

PERIPHERAL CARDS
AST SIXPACK PLUS 64K $299

MEGA PLUS 64K $299
I/O PLUS-1S. 1p. c $190

PERIPHERAL CARDS
GAME/SERIAL/PAR $39
64K MEMORY $50
MONOGRAPHIC CALL

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD $369
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS $439
QUADRAM COLOR l/ll CALL
PARADISE MULTI-DISPLAY $469
20MB BACK UP TAPE SYSTEM $1599

MONITORS
AMDEK 300G $149

300A $159
310A $169

PRINCETON HX-12 $490
SR-12 CALL
MAX-12A CALL

ROLAND MB-122G $139
MB-122A $149

COLORMASTER By TAVA™ $459

MODEMS
HAYES 1200B CALL

1200 CALL
300 CALL

•IBM PC is a registered irjderrurlr ol IBM Corp
'dBASC II is i registered trxlerrurt ol ASHTONTATE Inc

16861 Armstrong Ave., Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 838-9100

LOWS 12-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development
Wordstar Spellstar Mailmerge an " -

Visicalc is a registered trademark
Wordstar Spellstar Mailmerge are registered trademarks of Micropro Internation*!

1

of Visicorp

Mu/tiptan s a registered trademark ol Microsoft Corp
PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Co
CTVM96 is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp
fJCSDp is a registered trademark of Softech Microsystems
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Games Computers Play

SOFTWARE EVALUATION

John J. Anderson, Russ Lockwood,
Brian Murphy, Owen Linzmayer,

and Steve Williams

As personal computer hardware becomes more capable

and more sophisticated, so, too, does the software that runs

on these machines.

Just a few years ago we were satisfied with primitive lunar

landers, simple adventures, and X's and O's on a simulated

football field. Now we expect sophisticated sound and graphics

to accompany the complicated scenarios and demanding skill

levels of the games we play.

In the following potpourri of game reviews you will find a

sampling of the editors' current favorites for a variety of

popular machines.

Touchdown Football
Searching for a playable football game

is akin to searching for the holy grail.

False hopes loom on every horizon, and
disappointment becomes a constant com-
panion. At the magazine, we have tried

just about every football game available

for every computer and game machine— of

today as well as yesteryear.

Our Vectrex Blitz phase is legend.

Touchdown Football passes all the man-

datory tests for a playable football game:

it takes place in real time; makes use of

animated color graphics to depict the play-

field, players, and ball; allows play against

the computer or a human opponent; allows

you to feel entirely in control of your

team; simulates the rules and feel of foot-

ball with veracity and style; and allows

playing skills to grow at a slow but steady

rate.

And Touchdown Football offers more
than this. Its most startling feature is that

it talks, announcing scores, turnovers, and

penalties in a natural and entirely intel-

ligible speaking voice.

But even without sound, the game is a

triumph in football programming. Rather

than needing a laminated card or crib

sheet, you can preview all your options

during selection using on-line documen-
tation. Two windows appear at the top of

the screen— one for offense, one for

defense. Once you have previewed your

selection, you lock it in without indicating

to your opponent your formation, receiver

patterns, or blocking call. You can even

September 1 984 c Creative Computing

put a man in motion or change the call

from the line of scrimmage.

Screen graphics are for the most part

excellent. Though playfield scrolling is

distractingly choppy, we are sure this is a

limitation of the PCjr that was impossible

to surmount. Depiction of the players them-

selves is artful arid witty. They trot amusing-

ly, heavy in pads and helmets, arms pump-
ing away. During a tackle, they fly in all

directions. After a touchdown, the scorer

indulges in a little victory dance

.

The "feel" of a football simulation is

all-important, as it is for a flight simulator.

Touchdown feels pretty good—a tad mushy
at times, like running in a dream, with

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Touchdown Football

Authors: Greg Klein, Mike Becker

Type: Real-time football game.

System: IBM PCjr

Format: Disk

Summary: Among the best we've seen.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Imagic
981 University Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 399-2200

Touchdown Football

your feet in molasses. But the sequence
of play is smooth and looks quite a bit

like a pro game on TV.
Without qualification, however. Touch-

down is the best football game available

for the IBM and among the very best

efforts we have seen from Imagic. With a

little more polish it can be the best foot-

ball simulation on the market today.—JJA
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Raid on Bungeling Bay
The evil Bungeling Empire is at it again,

this time with a vengeance. You out-

maneuvered them in Choplifter, you out-

witted them in Lode Runner, and now
you must outshoot them in Raid on Bun-
geling Bay. The gears have been set in

motion, and the omnipotent Empire war
machine has begun to build weapons of

destruction— your destruction. You pilot

a heli-craft, a heavily armed helicopter

which looks as if it has just flown off the

set of "Blue Thunder." Your mission is to

slip into Bungeling Bay and destroy the

six war factories that are located on islands

scattered in the Bay.

Raid on Bungeling Bay is a single-player

arcade game for the Commodore 64. If

you don't have a joystick, you can control

your heli-craft using the keyboard, though

I am sure that you will find it more enjoy-

able to use a joystick. The graphics of

Raid on Bungeling Bay push the animation

capabilities of the Commodore 64 to their

very limits.

99
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We've made it

possible for you to
work with some

unusual computer
characters.

Not long ago, a group of engineers here at Digital Research had
a genuine brainstorm.

Introducing VidLink.™ The software-video technology that will

literally revolutionize the way you see your computer.
Using a cable that connects a Pioneer®LD-700 Laser-Disc Player

to your Commodore 64™ (and soon an IBM®PC or Apple®II), VidLink
lets you key up visual information from virtually any videodisc. With

trademaHt of MematordBusressMachnes Corporator CommrxforeMs a trademark of ComrrodoreBusressMac^^
' owned subsAsryofPoneer Electronics.Tokyo. Japan VdU*rs a trademark of Ogtaf Researctilnc ® 1964 D«tal Research Inc Alnfjits reserved 'Pncesub|ect to Vw.sfxipiigandhanoViR
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everything fromA/FL Videodiscs to a trivia quiz disc likeMaze Mania.

Imagine. Playing games with interactive discs like Murder;

Anyone?, Apollo 17: Mission to TaurusLittrow or TheNational Gallery
ofArt. You'll even be free to create your own challenges. VidLink

lets you invent your own games or programs to work with a wide
range ofexisting videodiscs.

Imagine. The ability to re-program sequences on a videodisc.

The possibilities are limited only by your imagination.

Hooking the computer revolution to the video revolution is a snap.

A VidLink connector cable and cassette-based or floppy software

running on your computer is all it takes. And instructions are simple

and fully documented.
But perhaps the most unexpected

feature is the price. Just $49.00* gives

you VidLink, one ofthe many visionswe
see in the future ofcomputer-video.

VidLink is only available direct

from Digital Research, lb order yours,

and titles like Murder,Anyone?, Maze
Mania or FirstNational Kiddisc, just

have your American ExpressfVisa®or

MasterCard®ready. Then pick up your

old-fashioned phone and enter these

familiar characters: 1-800-227-6703, or

in California: 1-800-632-7979.

M DIG TAL
RESEARCH
We make computers work.'

NFLSymFunny/Legendsofthe Fat'VdeotscCl9&\ courtesy ct NFL Films K*oM1 Laurel New Jersey 7?wfyatons/G*ryo'ArVideod6C©1983courtesyof VdeoctscPMshriglnc NewifcrKNewlibrk

S^Ante Wume2/&k 17 Meson to Taurus LtivwVttexyxGWBtco^^
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Raid on Bungeling Bay Stellar 7

At the beginning of each game, or any
time you get killed, your heli-craf t appears
on the deck of your aircraft carrier, which
is drifting off-shore. The heli-crafl is armed
with an unlimited number of missiles and
can hold a maximum of nine bombs at

any given time. To replenish your supply

or repair damage, you must return to the

carrier.

The screen depicts an aerial view of

the bay with your heli-craf t always located

in the center of the display. If you move
to the right, the terrain below scrolls into

view. There are more than 100 screens

that wrap-around at both top and bottom,
so you never get that frustrating feeling

of running into "the edge of the universe."

Several islands are located in the bay.

only six of which are home to war factories.

The others may be deserted, or populated
with such devices as revolving radar dishes

which help the enemy aircraft find you.

Factories are usually well protected by
anti-aircraft guns and roving tanks— both
will keep you on your toes.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Raid on Bungeling Bay

Author: Will Wright

Type: Arcade

System: Commodore 64

Format: Disk

Summary: Blows Choplifter away!

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Broderbund Software
1938 4th St.

San Rafael, CA 94901
(415)479-1170

Though I have never flown a helicopter,

I am sure that after playing ROBB 1 know
how it feels to be the controls of a flying

war hawk. The movement is excitingly

realistic: — trying to outrun an enemy heat-

seeking missile, you throw the stick forward,

opening up to full throttle and pushing

the heli-craft to its design limits.

This is the kind of first person realism

that makes arcade games such a powerful
force in the entertainment field. This is

the kind of first person realism that is

going to make Raid on Bungeling Bay
one of the all-time great home computer
games. —OWL
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Stellar 7
Stellar 7 is an Apple variation of Battle-

zone, a coin-op game with startling 3-D
perspective in which the player controls a

tank and must engage hostile enemy forces

in a barren vector-graphics wasteland.

Battle zone was originally introduced
strictly as an arcade game, but the United
States military was so impressed that it

commissioned Atari to develop an ad-

vanced version of Battlezone to be used
as a simulation/trainer for tank com-
manders. While restricted by the slower,

less precise raster graphics of the Apple,
Stellar 7 is an excellent adaptation of the

original Battlezone.

Your long range objective in Stellar 7

is to destroy the Supreme Overlord of the

Arcturan Empire. Before you get a chance
to do this, however, you must do battle in

seven unique star systems— not an easy

task. On each system there is a warplink

that can transport you to the next system,
but this materializes only after you have
defeated an enemy assault wave consisting

of numerous tanks, jets, homing mines,

and stationary cannons.

To aid you in destroying the enemy

forces, your tank is equipped with several

nifty devices, the most useful of which is

your thunder cannon. Each enemy unit

requires at least one direct hit from your
cannon before it is destroyed, and some
can absorb several shots before exploding.

The thing I love about Stellar 7 is the

realism provided by the three-dimensional

perspective— you don"t have that de-

tatched, third person feeling, but rather,

it is as if you are actually within the

computer-driven world.

Stellar 7 has everything we have come
to expect in a contemporary computer
game. It has the useful pause key. a sound
toggle, and a high score chart that is up-

dated and saved permanently to disk.

Stellar 7 is much more than just an

adaptation of Battlezone. This Apple game
has a zoom lens, an inviso cloak, pro-

tective shields, warplinks, fuelbays, and a

host of worthy opponents that will keep
you at your computer for many, many

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Stellar 7

Author: Damon Slye

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Apple. C-64

Format: Disk

Language: Assembly

Summary: Excellent adptation of

Battlezone

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Software Entertainment Co.
537 Willamette St.

Eugene, OR 97401
1503)342-3495
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3 BOOKS, 3 BUCKS.NO COMMITMENT
NO OBLIGATIONNO LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
NOHARDCOVERS. NOHARDCOVER PRICES.

NO KIDDINQ.

609. Doonesbury Dossier

The Reagan Yc.irv

G B Trudeau. With an Inttoduction

by Gloria Steinem
Hardcover: $22.95 QPB: $9.95

710. The Killing Doll

Ruth Rcndcll

Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95

535. A Maigret Trio: Moigref's

Failure. Maigret m Society

Motgret and the Imz? Burglar (I Vol. )

Georges Simcnon. QPB: $4.95

1 79. Calvino Set: Ifim a Winter 'j

Night a Tfaieier, Imtsibie Cities,

The Boron in the Trees. (3 Vols.. Boxed)

ItaloCalvino. QPB Ed: $10.95

197. The Complete Walker III

The Joys and Techniques of Hiking

and Backpacking. Colin Fletcher

Hardcover: $20 QPB: $9.50

2 1 5. A Field Guide to American
Houses. Virginia and Lee McAkrster
Hardcover: $25 QPB: $12.95

231. Twentieth-Century Culture
A Biographical Companion. Edited

hv Alan Bullock and R. R Windings
Hardcover: $15 QPB Ed: $12.95

235. lronweed. William Kennedy-

Hardcover: $14.75 QPB Ed: $4.95

248. James Joyce (New and Revised

Edition). Richard Ellmann f

Hardcover: $35 QPB: $10.95

250. Miss Manners' Guide to

Excruciatingly Correct Behavior
Judith M.irtin

Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $8.95

275. Jane Fonda's Workout Book
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.95

297. Dinner at the Homesick
Restaurant and Morgan's Passing

[1 Vols.) Anne Tyler

Hardcovers: $23.45 QPB Ed: $10.95

355. The Fine Art of Literary

Mayhem: A Lively Account of

Famous Writers and Their Feuds.

Myrick Land. QPB: $6.95

365. Growing Up. Russell Baker

Hardcover $15 QPB Ed: $5.95

394. The Mail-Order Gourmet
IVggy Hardigree. QPB: $8.50

406. Street Smart Investing

A Price and Value Approach
to Stock Market Profits.

George B Clairmont and Kiril Sokoloff

Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $5.95

462. The Paper Men. William Guiding

Hardcover: $13.95 QPB Ed: $6.95

711. The Nightmare of Reason
A Life of Franz Kafka.

Ernst Pawel
Hardcover: $25. 50 QPB Ed: $10.95

109. Writing with a Word Processor

William Zinsser

Hardcover $12.95 QPB: $4.95

483. Nova: Adventures in Science.

WGBI1 Boston

Hardcover $27.95 QPB: $11.95

507. Megatrends. John Naishitt

Hardcover: $15. 50 QPB Ed: $5.95

52 1. The White-Boned Demon
A Biography of Madame Mao Zedong.

RossTemll
Hardcover: $18 95 QPB Ed: $9.95

531. Washington: The Indispensable

Man. James Thomas Flexner
Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $6.95

583. Him with His Foot in His Mouth
and Other Stories. Saul Bellow

Hardcover: $15.95 QPB Ed: $7.95

Try QPB. You'll find a wealth of reading
to choose from at very affordable prices.

QPB books are softcover editions

in hardcover sizes, durably bound and
printed on fine paper. But they cost up to

65% less than their hardcover counter-
parts. More books, fewer bucks. Join QPB.

Compare

SAUL
BELLOW
HIMWITH
HIS FOOT
""»MCrirrH
aTaWHttYl

Hardcover:
$15.95

QPB Softcover:

$7.95

257. Buddenbrooks. Thomas Mann
Translated from the German by
H. T Lowe-Miner
Hardcover: $15 QPB: $5.95

601. World Religion-

From Ancient History to the Present.

Edited by Gcuflin Parnndcr
Hardcover $29.95 QPB Ed: $13.95

714. The Only Problem
Muriel Spark

Hardcover $14.95 QPB Ed: $5.95

715. Outrageous Acts and Everyday
Rebellions. Gloria Steinem
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB Ed: $6.95

/ 7 19. Weapons and Hope
Freeman Dyvon
l lMuVuvei, $17.95 QPB Ed: $8.95

402. Computer Gamesmanship
Elements of Intelligent Game Design.

David Levy. QPB: $9.95

718. The Neverending Story
Michael Ende. Translated by

Ralph Manheim
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $5.95

1 55. Edisto. Padgett Powell

Hardcover $1 1.95 QPB Ed: $5.95

Let's try each other for 6 months.
Quality Paperback Book Club*, Middletown, Pa. 17057. Please

enroll me in QPB and send the 3 choices I've listed below, billing me only

$1 each, plus shipping and handling charges. I understand that I am not

required to buy another book. You will send me the QPB Review (if my
account is in good standing) for six months. If I have not bought and paid

for at least one book in every six-month period, you may cancel my
membership. A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.

Indicate by number the
3 books or seta you want.

Name- 4-16

(Please print clearly) QB72 3-9

Addr

Clty- - State

-

Apt._

. Zip-

Prices generally higher in Canada.
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l 15. Cosmos. ( arl Sagan

Hardcover $22.95 QPB: $10.50

466. Information U.S.A.
Matthew Lesko
Hardcover: $41.75 QPB: $13.95

Join now. Pick any
3 books or sets for
$1 each-with no
obligation to buy
another book.
How membership works.
1. You receive the QPB Review
15 times each year (about every

3vi weeks). Each issue reviews a

new Selection, plus Ml Mi I >t

Alternates.

2. If you want the Selection do
nothing. It will he shipped to you
automatically. If you want one or

more Alternate bexiks— or no
hook at all— indicate your deci-

sion on the Reply Form always
enclosed and return it by the date
specified

3. Bonus books for Bonus
Points. For each softcover book or

set you take (except for the books
in this offer), you earn Bonus
Points which entitle you to choose

any of our softcover hexsks. You
pay only shipping and handling

charges.

4. Return privilege. If the QPB
Renew is delayed and you receive

the Selection without having had
10 days to notify us, you may
return it for credit at our expense.

5. Cancellations. You may cancel
membership at any time by notify-

ing QPB. \ve may cancel your
membership if you elect not to

buy and pay for at least one book
in every six-month period.

The first

book club
for smart
people
who
aren't rich.
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quikLoader"

8PEED
The quikLoader is the fastest way to load programs. BAR NONEI Applesoft.

Integer, or machine language programs can be loaded in fractions of a second.
More importantly. DOS is instantly loaded every time the computer is turned on
Integer is even loaded in the language card. This process takes less than a
second, saving valuable time.

CONVENIENCE
How many times have you started to work with a frequently used program, only

to find that you have misplaced the disk, or worse, had the disk damaged, or the

dreaded "I/O ERROR" message flash on the screen. With the quikLoader, these

nightmares can be a thing of the past. Frequently used programs are available

instantly when you need them, without having to look for the disk, or hoping that

the lengthy disk loading procedure goes smoothly.

PROGRAMMING EPROMS
Putting your own programs on the quikLoader is easily done, using a separate

EPROM programmer, and the instructions that we supply For APPLESOFT.
INTEGER, or single machine language tiles, you simply take an "image" of the
program, and put it into the working array of the programmer. Add a few bytes for

the overhead and catalog, and instruct the programmer to "burn" the EPROM
Plug it into the quikLoader, and your program is now Instantly available to be
cataloged, loaded, or run. No programming knowledge or experience is

necessary to do this You will need experience if you want to save copy-protected
or complex programs The amount of experience necessary depends on the
complexity of the program.

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
If you have a program that is valuable, it will become more valuable when it is

instantly available to you SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP is

actively seeking licenses from software publishers to allow their popular
programs to be made available for the quikLoader. Independent authors are
encouraged to write programs suitable for the quikLoader. If the author wishes,
we will market the program (with appropiate royalties), or the author can take care
of all marketing. In either case, we will make known to our customers the
availability of these programs.
We start your library of programs with the most popular utilities on the card. FID

and COPYA. Now. if you have to copy a disk, you don't have to search for the
master disk. You can start copying within 3 seconds after turning on the
computer.
We are currently licensed to sell two very popular programs on PROM

DOUBLE—TAKE by BEAGLE BROS . and COPY ][ PLUS by CENTRAL POINT
SOFTWARE. The introductory price for DOUBLE—TAKE is $45.00. This includes
the program exactly the same as you would buy it at your dealer for $34.95
(including disk and documentation), and a programmed 27128 EPROM (worth
about $25.00). COPY ][ PLUS cost $65.00 This includes the original program
(worth $39.95) and two programmed 27128s More commercial programs are
now in the works.
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MEMORY CAPACITY
The quikLoader has eight sockets for EPROMS. These sockets can

accommodate the standard 27XX series of EPROMS. Types supported are the

2716. 2732. 2764. 27128. 27256, and 27512. These types can be freely intermixed.

The memory capacity of the quikLoader depends on the EPROMS used. For

example, the 2716 can hold 2K of programs, and the 27512can hold 64K. (Frankly,

the current costs of the 27512 is prohibitive.but should come down drastically in

the next year.) At this writing, the least cost-per-bit is provided by the 2764, which

can hold an 8K program. Using these "chips", the quikLoader bcomes a 64K ROM
Using larger capcity EPROMS allows it to become a 128K, 256K, or even a 51 2K

card. If more memory capacity is needed, the quikLoader operating system

supports multiple quikLoaders

INCREASED DISK CAPACITY
Since DOS is loaded from the quikLoader every time the computer is turned on.

it is not necessary to take up valuable disk space with DOS. This will give you
more than 5% additional space for programs and data on your disks.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
The quikLoader has some other handy features. The following keys, pressed in

conjuction with "RESET" will perform these actions:

Z— "Cold boot"

H— Run "HELLO" program
D— Boot disk

X— Enter Mini-assembler

B— Boot only
C— Catalog disk

Q— Display catalog of programs on quikLoader

M— Drop into monitor

To run a program from the quikLoader. bring up the quikLoader catalog (Q-

reset). and the names of the programs will be displayed, along with an index letter.

Pressing the index letter will instantly load and run the program. If you wish to

load the program without running it. this option is available to you.

While the quikLoader catalog is being displayed, pressing the "Z" key will

toggle the parameter display, showing PROM address. RAM destination address,

and length

Up to 23 programs on the quikLoader can be displayed on the screen at one

time. If you have more programs, you may scroll through the catalog (either

direction) for up to 256 programs
The quikLoader is Ideal for applications requiring a dedicated computer. Your

program can be automatically loaded and run at "power-up".

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
The quikLoader was designed by Jim Sather. author of UNDERSTANDING

THE APPLE )| (forward by Steve Wozniak). published by QUALITY SOFTWARE
(21601 Marilla Street. Chatsworth, CA 91311 (818) 709-1721).

REQUIREMENTS
The quikLoader plugs into any slot of the APPLE ]( or lie. If used in a ][, a

slightly modified 16K memory card is required in slot O. A disk drive is required to

save data.

DOS. INTEGER BASIC. FID. and COPYA are copyrighted programs of APPLE COMPUTER. INC

licensed to Southern California Research Group to distribute for use only in combination with

$179.50
other products

SCRG also manufactures these other products for the APPLE computer:

PADDLE-ADAPPLE: Game I/O extender in three versions, which allows
you to switch between any two I/O devices such as paddles, joysticks.

KOALA(TM) graphics tablet, etc. $29.95.

EXTEND-A-SLOT: Brings a peripheral slot outside the computer for easy
change of cards, or access to test points. $34.95.

SWITCH-A-SLOT: Mini-expansion chassis allows four cards to be in one
slot. User selects active card with switch. 18" cable $179.50. 36" cable
$189.50.

D Manual controller Gives complete control over the SC000 through
SCOFF range in hardware. Can be switched while program is running.

$89.50

MAGIC KEYBOARD (for ] ( or ] [ only). Re-encodes the keyboard to give
alternate keyboards, such as DVORAK. ASK. 10-KEY. HEXIDECIMAL
KEYPAD, etc $49.50.

NEW
9-16 Adapter allows a 16 pin device (joystick, koala pad. etc.) to be

plugged into the 9 pin connector in back of the lie or lie — $14.95

SIX MONTH WARRANTY • TEN DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINES

in CA (800) 821-0774

(800) 635-8310
all other states (Including AK. HI. VI. & PR)

Information 4 technical questions (SOS) 685-1931

Available at your local dealer or direct from:

So. Calif Research Group
P.O. Box 2231-C
Goleta, CA93118
(SOS) 685-1931
TELEX 658340 ATTN: SCRG
Answer Back INTERTEL SNC
VISA, MASTERCARD accepted trnt » a raMme* » amc computed, mc

Add $2.50 for shipping

$5.00 outside U.S.A. •
Canada. CA add tax.

I



ENTERTAINMENT

Lazer Zone Dragonriders of Pern

hours. Play it once, and you are forever

addicted.-OWL
CIRCLE 41 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Lazer Zone
In Lazer Zone, a C-64 game by Jeff

Minter. you are responsible for the defense

of Earth when the computer which norm-
ally controls two lazer batteries suddenly

has trouble telling the difference between

and 1. The batteries are located, one
each, on a horizontal axis along the bottom
of the screen and on a vertical axis along

the right edge of the view. Using a joystick,

you can maneuver these batteries along

their respective baselines.

At the lowest skill levels— there are 31

selectable levels in all— the aliens appear

two at a time on the screen and are fairly

easy to shoot down. After you have blasted

about 20 of each type of ship, however,

you are attacked by a new wave of aliens.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Lazer Zone

Author: Jeff Minter

Type: Arcade game

System: C-64

Format: Cartridge

Language: Machine

Summary: Fast moving, multi-level

skill game.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Human Engineered Software

150 North Hill Dr.

Brisbane, CA 94005
(415)468-4111

In each succeeding wave the pattern of

their attacks is different, preventing you
from settling comfortably into one strategy

of defense.

If you let one of the aliens through, it

lands on either the horizontal or vertical

baseline and tracks your battery until it

comes in contact with it. blowing it up.

You can prevent this by hitting the F7
function key. This activates the Electro

Bolt which destroys any and all aliens

that have landed on the two baselines.

You start the game with only three and
earn an extra bolt each time you destroy

an attack wave.

Lazer Zone is a game that draws you in

subtly and slowly —and then crushes you
in an avalanche of aliens. It is one of

those games you can't win: the aliens just

keep on coming until you are out of bat-

teries. The challenge is in piling up a

large score. —BJM
CIRCLE 416 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dragonriders of Pern
For two generations after colonists from

Earth settled on Pern, they gave no thought

at all to the red star that circled their sun.

On a close approach of Pern to the Red
Star, however, threadlike creatures began

to cross space and drop from the star,

killing any plant or animal life they touched

on Pern.

From a native life form, the Pernese
bred flying dragons that could be ridden

by humans and used to scorch the Thread
to death in the air. As it turned out. the

threat of the Thread would come in cycles,

sometimes hundreds of years apart. But

whenever Thread began to fall, the dragons

and the Dragonriders would save the day.

That, in a highly simplified form, is the

basis of Anne McCaffrey's Dragonrider

novels, one of the most famous science

fiction/fantasy series ever, and of the new

Epyx fantasy game, Dragonriders of Pern.
In Dragonriders from one to four players

can assume the role of Weyrleader (leader

of a threadfighting squadron of dragons).

Six Weyrleaders are pitted against each
other in a struggle for planetary power
and influence (the computer will always
play the part of two Weyrleaders and can
assume the roles of up to five). You must
try to convince the various lords of the

Holds (where the Pernese live) and Craft-

masters (the skilled artisans) that you're

the best man to defend Pern against the

fall of Thread.
The mechanics of the diplomacy and

negotiation required to achieve your goals

are not as hard to master as, for example,
sixteenth Century Italian court politics—

they are only nearly as hard.

In all, there are sixteen Lord Holders

and eight craftmasters for you to woo.
You have all manner of diplomatic and
social tools at your disposal to use in per-

suading the Holds and Crafts to take your

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Dragonriders of Pern

Type: Fantasy/strategy game

System: 48K Atari; C-64, joystick

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Novel and engaging fantasy

game.

Price: $40

Manufacturer:

Epyx Computer Software

1043 Kiel Ct.

Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 745-0700
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ENTERTAINMENT

Empire Starship Challenge

side. The trick is to use the right tools for

the job.

If nothing works in negotiations or
alliances, you can always resort to violence

and challenge your opponent to a duel.

Another way to influence opinion is to

offer your fighting wings wherever and
whenever Thread falls. At the end of a

turn you actually have to control a dragon

while it fights Thread. This battle may
take place on any of three difficulty levels

(which you select prior to the start of the

game). The results of the Thread fighting

will influence the level of respect you
enjoy among the Lord Holders in the next

turn, and therefore your success in forming

new alliances.

Dragonriders of Pern is a game that

cleverly mixes elements of Diplomacy—
style wargaming. arcade skills, and fantasy

roleplaying in a scenario that has already

been tested and approved by science fiction

and fantasy readers. It will take some
time before you learn the mixture of

violence, pleading, amiability, and threats

it takes to create and hold together a

large alliance of individual lords. But it

will be worth the trouble to escape to

Anne McCaffrey's fantasy world of lords,

craftsmen, fighting men, and friendly

dragons.—BJM
CIRCLE 41 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Empire
Empire is a real-time, strategy wargame

of global conquest. The design is refresh-

ingly simple, yet the style and scope will

test even veteran Caesars.

As emperor of a single city, you send
forth legions, ships, and airplanes to con-
quer the 60-row by 100-column world. In

the process of subjugating numerous neutral

city-states, you will also run headlong into

one or two other power-mad
imperialists— played by either the computer

106

or live opponents.

At the start, you see only a three-row

by three-column section of the globe. The
rest is unknown. As your troops fan out

across the countryside and sail over the

ocean, the known world expands before

your eyes.

Cities can build one of eight types of

units— armies, transports, submarines, des-

troyers, cruisers, battleships, aircraft

carriers, and fighter-bombers— with each
unit taking a set number of turns to be
produced. You give each unit a command,
such as move, dig in, or load troops, which
it will follow until assigned a new one.

The weakspot of the game is in its

complex command structure. Each unit

is assigned either a mode or a function.

Only certain commands work with certain

modes, although you can switch modes
or change between modes and functions

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Empire

Type: Strategy Wargame

System: 128K IBM PC

Author: Walter Bright

Format: Disk

Language: C
Summary: Simple, yet elegant design

offers challenging military

campaigns.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Northwest Software

13928 129th Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98033

(206) 823-5388

at any point in the game. Unfortunately,

consulting the documentation is like asking

Brutus about friendship— it's all in the in-

terpretation.

Nobody said being an emperor was easy,

but mastering the commands is a small

price to pay for mastering the globe. As
cities churn out units, armies conquer
territory, and enemy forces emerge from

the unknown, you start to suffer from in-

formation overload. You tend to neglect

rear areas and remote fronts; then sud-

denly you remember them when you need

fresh troops.

Invariably, the computer seems ten turns

ahead of you and always seems to find

you before you find it. After the initial

contact, the war heats up into a battle for

initiative. The side that can take the of-

fensive has a better chance to win, but a

defensive counterstrike can upset this "sure"

victory. Much of the nail-biting excitement

of Empire grows from this seesaw struggle.

Note that you need an extra serial port

and terminal for each additional live player.

Also, the more units in play, and the more
battles fought, the slower the game runs.

Empire is a wargame, not an arcade

game. It challenges the reflexes of the

mind, not the wrist. For strategists who
delight in organizing and running military

campaigns. Empire proves the glory that

was the mainframe's continues on the

microcomputer. —RSL
CIRCLE 418 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Starship Challenge
The scenario sounds familiar. Space,

the final frontier, is in peril again. With
stardates ticking away, you, as Captain

Kirk, must pilot the starship Enterprise

on a mission to seek out and annihilate

invading Klingon and Romulan life forms.

In the process, you can beam down to

strange new worlds, mine dilithium crystals.
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ONIY NRI GIVESYOU
COMPUTER SYSTEM TRAINING

Your hands-on training

lakes you inside your,

TRS-80 Model 4

r to install

integrated circuits and
enlarge memory to 64K

More practical experience as you
install double-density floppy

disk drive. Software includes

TRSDOS*. DOSPLUS*. machine
language monitor, and two game
programs

9 x 9 dot matrix

printer completes

your computer

system

Bite-size

build knowledge

and understanding

step by step

COMPUTER • MONITOR • DISC DRIVE
• PRINTER • AND SOFTWARE. .

.

It's all included with NRI at-home
training in Microcomputers and
Microprocessors. And only with
NRI training.

If you really want to learn how to work
on computers, you have to learn how to
work on computer systems. Only NRI
includes a complete system with your
training. . .total training that gives you
hands-on experience with computers,
peripherals, and software.

Get Inside the Famous TRS-80
Model 4 Computer

You'll work with one of the most
popular computers ever designed. Learn
programming techniques for trouble-

shooting . . .go inside to expand its RAM
from 16K to a powerful 64K. . . even install

a double density floppy disc drive.

You'll become familiar with computer
languages. . .run software that demon-
strates computer operation . . . even become
proficient at modifying programs to fit your
business or family computing needs.

Add High Performance Peripheral

Printer

Only NRI gives you total system
training with the flexible Gemini 10X printer

as part of your hands-on learning. Working
with it, you'll get practical experience in

adding peripherals, learn maintenance and
servicing operations. And you'll use it for

hard copies of important programs,
business records, and word processing.

Understanding Built On Experience

You start with the basics, rapidly build

on the
fundamentals
of electronics
with bite-size

lessons to master
advanced concepts like digital logic,

microprocessors, and computer
memories.

You'll use the exclusive NRI Discovery
Lab to see what makes transistors tick,

build and test working electronic circuits

that duplicate key computer circuitry, con-
struct digital logic circuits that demon-
strate computer performance. And, you'll

probe into the very heart of your computer
using the Discovery Lab and professional
digital multimeter included in your train-

ing program.

Do It at Home in Your
Spare Time

NRI trains you in your own
home at your convenience. You

learn at your own pace, backed at all

times by yourown NRI instructor and
the entire NRI staff of educators and

engineers. They're always ready to answer
questions and help you over the rough spots
to keep you moving toward your goal.

Free Catalog Tells Much More. .

.

Send Today

See all the interactive training equip-
ment you get in this state-of-the-art course
in today's technology. Look over the lesson
outlines and descriptions of the exciting
experiments you'll perform. And look at

other high-tech career fields like Robotics,
TV/ Video/ Audio Servicing and Data
Communications.

Mail the coupon today to see how NRI
can give you the skills and confidence you
need to start a good-paying career as a
microcomputer technician.

n
'SCHOOLS

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington. DC 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY
Computer Electronics wtifi Mcrocomputers

D Data Communications

D Robotics & Industrial Controls

3 Color TV. Audio, and Video System Servicing

n Electronics Design Technology

Q Digital Electronics

m M Carter courses

approved under Gl Ml

n Check for details

71

LJ Communcatiorts Electronics

• IMft • MOat • Marine

CB& Cellular Radio

Industrial Electronics

D Basic Electronics

D Small Engine Servicing

] Appliance Servicing

H Autorrwtive Servicing

Air Conditioning. Hearing.

Hetngeranon. & boar technology

Building Construction

Name (Pleaa* Print)

I CilCity/SlaWZip Accredited by the National Home Study Council

TRSV80 Is a trademark ot the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp

175-094 I



IBM
IBM PC CALL TAVA PC CALL

DRIVES

APPLE HARDWARE

TANDON
TM 100-2 Drives . .

10MEG Winchester
$198

$1096

TEAC
FD-S5B V,HT(320K)
FD55F V,HT(640K)

$179
$298

IBM ACCESSORIES
AST
Combo Plus II 64K $269
Combo Plus II 128K CALL
Six Pak Plus 64K $269
Six Pak Plus 128K CALL
Mega Plus II 64K $269
Mega Plus II 64K $369
Meg* Plus II 128K . . CALL
I/O Plus II SIC $119
I/O Plus II S/P/C ... $149
CCS
Supervision Board $595
Z Plus (Z80 + CPM2 21 $639
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
Smarlmodem 12O0B $419
HERCULES
Hercules Graph Card $339
KENSINGTON M/W
Modem 1200 PC $389
PC Saver $33
MICROSOFT
Mouse $139
Systemcard64K $275
Systemcard 256K CALL
Ramcard 256K $329

MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse W/SW $195
NOVATION
Access 1,2.3 1200B $399
PARADISE SYSTEMS
Multi-Display Card $399
PERSYST
Color Graph Board $215
Monochrome Board $229
Multifunction Board . $325
PLANTRONICS
Color Graph Adapter $395
QUADRAM
QuadllnK $479
Exp QBoard (ORAM) $212
ExpOBrd(64K384K) CALL
Ouadcolor I $219
Quad 512 + (64KIW/S $249
Quad 512 + (256-512K) Call

SIGMA DESIGNS
Maxlmlzer64K S/P/C $267
Floppy Disk Control $179
10MEG Winchester $949
TRANSEND
PC Modem 1200 $459

IBM SOFTWARE
ASHTON TATE
DBase II $299
Framework CALL
DBase III CALL
BPI SYSTEMS
G/L. A/P. A/R, leal $379
CONTINENTAL
Home Account Plus $99
DAVIDSON 1 ASSOC
Mathblaster . $34
Speed Reader II $46
Word Attack $34
FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways $39
INDIVIDUAL SW
Tutorial Set $62
INFOCOM
Zork I, II. lit lea) .... $27
Deadline $33
Witness . $33
HIS
EZWrlterl $159
EZ Writer II $249
LIFETREE SW
Volkswrlter 1 2 . ... $128
Volkswriter Deluxe . $189
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Think Tank $128
MICRORIM
R Base Series 4000 $319
Ext. Report Writer $99

$128
$33

MICROSOFT
Multiplan . .

.

Flight Sim II

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk XVI $128
MONOGRAM
Dollars & Sense $109
OPEN SYSTEMS
G/L. A/P, A/R. etc (ea| $399
PETER NORTON
Norton Utility 2.01 $58
ROSESOFT
Prokey $85
SATELLITE SW
Word Perfect $255
SIR TECH
Wizardry $39
SOFTWARE ARTS
TK Solver $259
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Open Access $369
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS Write $89
PFS Report $79
PFS: Graph $89
PFS: File $89
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS
Multimate $299
STAR SOFTWARE
Accounting Partner $249

AATARIm
400 Keyboard Call

DISK DRIVES
Indus GT Call
Trak AT-D2 $388
Trak AT 1 $319
Trak AT 04 Call
Astra 1620 (Dual) $499
Percom . Call
Atari 1050 $349
Rana 1000 Call

MEMORIES
Microbits64K(XL) $126
Mosaic 48K (400) $98
Mosaic 64K (400/800) Call
Mosaic 32K 168
Atari 64K(600XL) Call

Bit 3 80 Column $228

INTERFACES
Axiom 846 . Call
Ape Face Call
Alan 850 (In Stock) $169
Interfast 1 $150
Microbits1150 Call
Axiom Buffer . . Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
Axiom AT 100 $219
Atari 1027 $285
Axiom 550 AT $319
Axiom 700 AT $469
Alan 1025 $395

DIRECT MODEMS
Microbits 1000C $128

INTERFACES
The Connection $85
Bus Card $149
Cardco Gi $69
Cardco B Call
MSDIIEEE) $98
Cardco 5 Slot $48
RS232 Call

DIRECT MODEMS
Hesmodem $53
1650 Aulomodem $99
1600 Modem Call

RECORDERS
Cardco Recorder . . $48
1530 Commodore . Call
Cassette Interface $29

DISK DRIVES
MSD070K) $349
MSD(Dual)(170Kx2) $539
Laser (170K) $325
Commodore 1541 $239
Concord (170K) Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
MPS 801 $219
Commodore 1526 $288
Cardco LO/I $498
1520 Color Printer $129

80 COLUMN BDS
Batteries 80 Col $149
Video Pak 80 $129
780 Video Pak $209

A.L.S.
CPM Card $278
Z Card II $119
Color II $129
Smarterm II $129
ALIEN GROUP
Apple Voice Box . ... $128
Atari Voice Box $98
INTERACTIVE STRUC.
Pkaso Interface .... $127
KENSINGTON
System Saver $64
KOALA TECHNOLOGIES
Apple Graphic Tablet $79
Atari Graphic Tablet $69
C-64 Graphic Tablet • $69
KRAFT
Joystick $40
Paddles $35

APPLE

MM
Super Fan $38
MICROSOFT
Soltcard $228
Softcard Plus $418
Softcard Premium lie $329
Softcard Premium II $459
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + S11S
Buffered Grappler . . . Call

RH ELECTRONICS
Super Fan II $59
TO PRODUCTS
Joystick Mew/Toggle . $41
Joystick $41
Paddles $29
TYMAC
Printer Interface $74

DRIVES
MICROSCI RANA
A2 Drive $229 Elite I Drive $259
A40 Drive $269 Elite II Orive $444
A70 Drive $349 Elite III Drive $549
Drive Controller $74 Drive Controller $89

Printers/Etc.
STAR
Gemini 10X $268
Gemini 15X $378
Delta 10 $378
Star Letter Oual Call

EPSON
FX80 Call
MX100 Call
RX80F/T Call

NEC
3510 $1259
3530 $1259
3550 $1598
7710/7730 $1719

AMDEK
Color I $274
V300 $139
V300A $149
Color II $449

SAKATA Call

CITOH
Prowriter $335
Prowriter II $648
Starwriter $1098
Pnntmaster $1448

OKIDATA
82A Call
84P Call
92 Call
93 Call

MANNESMAN
160L $558
Spirit Call

SMITH CORONA
TPII $438

JUKI Call

MONITORS
NEC
GRNIJB1260) $115
GRNIJB1201) $149
Color Composite $298
RGB Color $598

PANASONIC Call

MODEMS
NOVATION
J Cat $99
Apple Cat II $259
DCat $149

HAYES
Smarlmodem $209
Smartmodem 1200 . . $496
Micromodem II $259
Micromodem Me ... $239

SPECIALS
Wlco Joystick $21
Wico Trackball $36
CompuServe $26
Covers . $7
Maxells $25
Memorex $24
Elephants $18
Flip 'N File $20

COSMIC
COMPUTERS

UNLIMITED

COMMODORE

727 BREA CANYON RD., SUITE 16
WALNUT, CA 91789

ORDER LINES OPEN MON-SAT 8 am - 8 pm

(800) 626-7642
PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY

SORRY, NO COD'S

caT.f.(714) 594-5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO, ORDER INQUIRIES,

OR FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS
Add $2.50 shipping per software order in continental U S Add $5 00
shipping per software order lor AK. HI. FPO-APO Add $10 00 or 15*
I
whichever is greater) per software order for non-U S Call tor cost of

hardware shipping Calif residents add 6Vi% sales tax Cashiers

checks or money orders filled within 24 hours tor items in stock
Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear MasterCard and Visa OK for

software only within continental U S . add 3S surcharge Includecard
no

,
expiration dale and signature Due to our low prices, all sales are

final All detective returns must have a return authorization number
Please call to obtain one before returning goods for replacement or

repair Prices & availability subject to change

cippkz
«,

ARTSCI
Magic Window II $95
Magic Words $45
ASHTON TATE
DBase II (Reg Z-80) $299
Finan. Plan (Req Z-80) $399
Friday $198
AVALON HILL
Telegard $19
VC $17
Emporeof Overmind . $23
AVANT GARDE
Zero Gray Pinball .... $20
Hi Res Golf $20
Hi-Res Secrets $79
BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss $17
Alpha Plot $27
Utility City $20
Tip Disk f $15
Apple Mechanic $20
Pronto Oos $20
Flex Text $20
Frame Up $20
Type Faces $14
BRODERBUND
Bank St Writer $45
AE $23
Serpentine $23
Choplitter $23
Star Blazer $22
Davids Midnight $23
Apple Panic $20
Alien Rain $17
Arcade Machine $41
BPI
General Acct $275
A/R $275
A/P $275
CONTINENTAL
G/L. A/R. A/P or P/R $169
Property Mgt $296
Home Accountant $48
1st Class Mall $66
DATAMOST
Aztec . $27
Tubeway $23
Snack Attack $21
Swashbuckle $23
DATASOFT
Zaxxon $27
Micropainter $23
DON'T ASK
SAM (w/DAC) $79
Wordrace $21
EDUWARE
Alg5»6 $34
Empire II $20
Fractions $34
Decimals $34
Spelling Bee w/Read $27
Alg 1.2. 3 or 4 $27
Rendevous $27
Prisoner II $23
EPYX
Temple of APS $27
Tuesday Quarterback $20
Crush Crumble $20
HAYOEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II $25
Piewriter 2.2 $95
INFOCOM
Suspended $34
Zork I. II or III $27
Starcross $27
Deadline $34
INSOFT
Graforth II $50
Electric Duet $20
IUS
Prol. Easywriter ... $114
Original Easywriter . $65
Original Easymailer . . $45
LEARNING COMPANY
Juggles' Rainbow . . $20
Bumble Games $27
Bumble Plot $27
Gertrudes Secrets . $30
Gertrudes Puzzles . . . $30
Rockeys Boots $34
UK
Letter Perfect $89
LOTUS
Exec. Briet Sys $125
MICROLAB
Miner 2049er $27
Data Factory 5 $189
Payroll Manager ... $189
MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II $17
Applesoft Compiler .$118
A L D S (Req Z-80) $79
Basic Compiler $239
Multiplan $169
Olympic Decathalon $20
MUSE
Robot $27
Castle Wolfenstem $20
OOESTA
Chess $45

ONLINE
The Dictionary $65
Sammy Lightfoot $20
General Manager II . $145
Screenwriter II $80
Wiz & Princess $22
Mystery House $17
Time Zone $65
Maurauder $23
Frogger $23
Cannonball Blitz $23
Screenwriter Prof . . $139
PENGUIN
Spy's Demise $20
Graphic Magician ... $39
Comp Graphics Sys $53
Special Effects $27
PLATO
Whole Numbers $38
Decimals $38
Fractions $38
QUALITY
Bag of Tricks $27
Ah Baba 4 40 Thieves $22

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller $79
Super Disk Copy III $23
Multi Disk Catalog $17
SILICON VALLEY
Word Handler $5S
List Handler $59
SIRIUS
Kabul Spy $23
Bandits $23
Type Attack $27
Repton . $27
Critical Mass $27
Beer Run $20
SIR TECH
Police Artist $23
Wizardry $34
Knight ot Dla $23

SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS: Report $79
PFS Filing $79
PFS: Graph $79
SORCIM
Supercalc (Req Z 80) $124
Spellguard (Req Z-80) $124
SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture 4.0 $46
Data Capture 4 0/80 $59
SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing $34
Hey Diddle $20
Most Amazing Thing . $27
Snooper Troops tn ... $29
Snooper Troops #2 . . . $29
Story Machine $23
Face Maker $23
STONEWARE
Graphic Sys. (Prot.) $116
D.B Master $148
DB Master Util »1 $84
Graphics Proc Sys. $46

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Battle of Normandie $27
Germany 1985 $39
Epidemic $23
Pursuit Graf Spree . $39
Shattered Alliance . $39
Fighter Command ...$39
S.E.U.I.S $27
Computer Baseball $27
Cytron Masters $27
Guadalcanal $39
Galactic Gladiators $27
Battle of Shiloh $27
Tigers In Snow $27
Cosmic Balance $27
Computer Ortrback $27
SUBLOGIC
Whole Brain Spelling $23
Flight Simulator $24
Space Viking $34
Saturn Navigator $23
SYNAPSE
Protector II $23
Shamus $23
Pharoah's Curse $23
SYNERGISTIC
Atlantis $28
Global Prog Line Ed. $44
TARRAPIN
Terrapin Logo (64K) $68
VISICORP
Visicaic Me $164
Visicalc 3 3 $158
Visilile $165
Visidex $165
Visiplot $139
Visitrend/Plot $195
Visi Schedule $195
MISCELLANEOUS
Millionaire $39
Pinball Const Set $27
Pool 1.5 $23
Bandits $23
Human Fly $21
Master Type $27
New Step by Step $57
Ultima $27
Zoom Graphics $34
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Starship Valiant

and boldly go where no man has gone
before.

Starship Challenge has five levels of

play— beginner, novice, senior, expert, and

emeritus. The higher the level of play,

the more Klingons and Romulans you
will find in the galaxy and the more often

they will use a cloaking device.

The Enterprise is outfitted with the usual

shields, phasers, photon torpedoes, and

long and short scans. You can warp around

the eight-quadrant by eight-quadrant galaxy

or use impulse power to move within the

ten-sector by ten-sector quadrant. Some
quadrants contain a space-time aberration,

which can whisk you to another part of

the galaxy quickly.

The Klingons divide into two types:

regular and command ships. The regular

ships generally stay rooted in one spot,

firing away until destroyed. Naturally, the

command ships are tougher to destroy.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Starship Challenge

Type: Star Trek game

System: 64K IBM PC

Author: Mike Webb
Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Excellent adaptation of

Star Trek includes some clever

touches.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Miklyn Development Co.

3613 Andover
Bedford, TX 76021

(817) 571-5714

and at the higher levels, tend to leave the

quadrant to repair damage rather than

stay and slug it out.

As you destroy Klingon ships, you disrupt

their invasion schedule and gain extra

stardates to accomplish your mission. Your
score, in part, is determined by a Klingon-

to-stardate kill ration.

The adventure part of the game con-

sists of finding a planet and analyzing it

for traces of dilithium crystals. Once found,

you beam down, mine the crystals, and
beam back up. Not very challenging as a

whole, but you do need the crystals at the

higher levels. They act like a spare battery,

replenishing your energy without the need

to dock at a starbase.

Win or lose, the game displays your
score, including casualties incurred,

Klingons killed, and Romulans captured.

After you reach a certain score on one
level, the program promotes you to the

next, more difficult level.

Miklyn Development plans to include

planetary mini-adventures, starting with

one based on The Squire of Gotham
episode, in future versions of Starship Chal-

lenge. Each mini-adventure contains a clue

to defeating the Klingon horde.

Starship Challenge is one of the best

Star Trek games available for the IBM
PC. With five skill levels, the game remains

challenging and exciting long after the

first play. If you like the original Star

Trek computer game, Starship Challenge
will make a welcome addition to your
gaming library. —RSL
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Starship Valiant
Starship Valiant is another Star Trek

type game, and like the others, comes
with a few twists to keep things interesting.

This time, the Amdrons want to conquer

the eight-quadrant by eight-quadrant

nil
*U 'M fifl

Star Fleet I

galaxy. They are just as ruthless as Kling-

ons and Romulans, only a little trickier.

They fly three different types of ships—

regular battle cruisers, a flagship, and a

fuelship—and all of them look the same.

Of course, your mission is to eliminate

this Amdron menace using the United
Federation Starship Valiant. The Valiant

is equipped with torpedoes, lasers, a de-

flector shield, warp engines, cruise engines,

and a big reserve of energy.

During battle, the Amdrons fire lasers

and launch torpedoes. The lasers gnaw
away at your energy reserves, but the tor-

pedoes are positively lethal. One hit ob-

literates the Valiant. Fortunately, their

torpedoes are slow, so you can dodge
them.

This is the best part of the game. In

other trek games, you zip into a quadrant
and slug it out with the enemy. In Starship

Valiant, you must constantly maneuver
within the quadrant to avoid those Amdron
torpedoes, and this gives you a better feel

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Starship Valiant

Type: Star Trek game

System: 128KIBMPC
Author: Randall A. Rice

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Solid adaptation of Star Trek.

Price: $39.50

Manufacturer:

Eagle Computer Consulting

3000 North Wales Rd.
Norristown, PA 19403

(215) 277-7638
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Triple Bruin Trust PresidentialFever

of tactical starship combat than other trek

games.

A couple twists separate Starship Valiant

from other trek games. The flagship directs

the entire invasion and orders the battle

cruisers to attack one of your starbases.

If you destroy the flagship, the invasion

falls apart, and all battle cruisers scatter

to the edge of the galaxy trying to escape
your wrath.

Finally, the Amdrons possess a nasty
tractor beam, which can pluck you from
a safe quadrant and transport you to one
with wall-to-wall enemy ships.

The game contains three levels of play:

First Officer, Captain, and Admiral. The
first level provides enough challenge to

keep the average player from getting bored,

but not so much that it overwhelms a
novice. The Captain level presses your
command skills, and the Admiral level is

downright tough.

Starship Valiant is interesting, chal-

lenging, and fun. Its fast-action maneuver-
ing brings an exciting new dimension to

the classic game of Star Trek. —RSL
CIRCLE 420 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Star Fleet I

Star Fleet I continues the evolution of
the classic Star Trek computer game by
adding extensive color and sound, and in-

cluding a few embellishments of its own.
The enemy is invading the eight-quadrant

by eight-quadrant galaxy again, and your
mission is to seek out and destroy them.
However, the Federation has been re-

placed by the United Galactic Alliance,
and instead of Klingons and Romulans,
you face a miltitude of Krellans and a few
powerful Zaldrons.

Each cruiser shoots phasers and tor-

pedos and relies on shields for protection.

However, the program contains a few extra

embellishments. The ship can lay mines,

110

and the shield is divided into four parts,

each of which is assigned a strength in-

dependently of the others. -

Each ship also carries a complement of

70 space marines. Once you inflict enough
damage on an enemy ship, you can teleport

the marines onto the ship to capture it.

If you take damage, some of the 13

internal ship systems, such as phasers,

engines, shield control, and life support,

become inoperative, requiring either
energy, time, or a starbase to repair. In

addition, enemy agents sometimes slip

aboard and sabotage these systems, only

you never know they are there until they

destroy a system. The ship carries a security

force to ferret out these agents.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Star Fleet I

Type: Star Trek Game
System: 96K IBM PC

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Excellent trek game with

extensive color and sound.

Manufacturer:

Cygnus
P.O. Box 57825
Webster, TX 77598

Star Fleet I has 10 levels of difficulty.

You must complete the levels in order,

starting as a Cadet, which is level 1 . and
progressing through Admiral Emeritus,
which is level 10. It also gives you a choice
of a short, medium, or long game.

Star Fleet I comes with an extensive

98-page "Officer's Manual" detailing the

25 commands you need to run the cruiser.

The entire manual should be adopted as
an industry standard for clear, concise,

well-organized documentation.

The program engulfs you in sound and
color. The opening sequence treats you
to the beginning strains of "Also Sprach
Zarathustra" and then fuses into "Flight

of the Valkyrie." Throughout the game,
various beeps and tones signal phasers,

torpedoes, damage, and red alert. If you
defeat the invading fleet, you hear the

victory march from "Star Wars." If you
win a promotion, you are treated to "Pomp
and Circumstance."
Meanwhile, color bursts across the

screen. Red alerts are really red, the tactical

display is light blue, and various messages
are highlighted with shades of green, yellow,

and blue.

Star Trek fans rejoice. Star Fleet I is a

truly captivating game, providing fast-paced

action and blossoming with extraordinary

color and sound effects. —RSL
CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Triple BrainTrust
Triple Brain Trust is a combination tic-

tac-toe and trivia game, much like the old

TV game show "Hollywood Squares."

Players alternate answering questions on
a variety of topics. Correct answers place

an X or O in a square, and three in a row
wins the round.

Triple BrainTrust contains 12 trivia

topics— movie, famous places, football,

baseball, general sports, geography, vocab-

ulary, famous people, science, children's

stories, math, and early learning. Each
topic is geared for a certain age group.

As with most trivia games, you either

know the answers or you don't. Sample
questions include: How many miles are

run in a marathon? Which continent con-

tains the Alps? What color is a banana?
Your answers much match those on
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Hayes Compatible • More Features • Only $495

The best price/performance ratio of any 21 2A modem on
the market today for under $500! That puts ProModem
1200 on top of the stack. Compare the 26 features. You'll

see why. Only ProModem offers all 26. 1 5 are exclusive.

They're important features. The Real Time Clock/Calen-
dar for example. Used with Applications Programs, or
the OPTIONS PROCESSOR, gives you preset timed
operation of the modem. Also, time and duration records
of all calls. The convenient HELP command makes
ProModem easy to use. It promptly displays the In-

structions Menu whenever there's a question about
what to do next. With Call Progress Detection, you can
"tell" ProModem to do things like automatically 'Redial
When Busy."

Its the only modem that lets you expand into a full

telecommunications center with add-ons. The OPTIONS
PROCESSOR gives you Data Store and Time Base Con-
tinuity with battery backup, Personal/Business Tele-

phone Directory, and Automatic Receipt/Transfer Buffer,

expandable to 64K. The OPTIONS PROCESSOR also
enables ProModem to operate unattended, with or

without your computer.

The optional 12-character ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY in-

dicates modem operating status, system diagnostics,
message status, phone numbers, and real time clock
data. . . to name just a few.

Together, these standard and optional features give you
a sophisticated electronic mail and communications
capability unmatched by any other modem in this class.

And, there's more. See your local dealer for additional
information and a demonstration. He'll show you why
ProModem 1 200 is tops.

ProModem 1200 from ..

.

Prometheus Products, Inc., 45277 Fremont Blvd.

Fremont CA 94538, (415) 490-2370

NOW AVAILABLE
• ProModem plug-in cards for

IBM PC and Apple II

• ProCom Software

212A Modem Comparison Char) *

STANDARD FEATURES

300/1200 Baud (212A)

Intelligent Microprocessor

Tone and Pulse Dialing

Hayes Command Compatible
(Works with Smartcom -

Additional telephone jack

with exclusion switching

Analog loop back sell test

Self Test at Power Up

Call Progress Detection (Busy, Dial

Tones. Trunk Busy, etc
)

Full Complement ol Status Lights

8 Switch Selectable power-up defaults

Adaptive Dialing

Auto Redial on Busy

Economically designed easy to

read front display panel

Internal Stand-Alone Power Supply

Built in Heal Time Clock; Calendar

Help Command

300 baud connect while maintaining

1200 baud RS 232 link

EXPANDABLE OPTIONS

Automatic Receiver Butler

Automatic Transmit Butler

Onboard Personal/Business Directory

Buffer Expandable to 64K

Auto Logon Macros

Auto message transmission to

groups of numbers

Records call duration v~

12 character Alphanumeric Display
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If jumping out of the frying pan into the fire

is your idea of fun, MicroFun® has some of the

hottest challenges to your skill.

These games are dynamite. And we've got

the awards to prove that they give you the

biggest bang for your buck:

The Heist™ won the 1984 Outstanding
Software award from Creative Computing.

Boulder Dash™ won the Showcase Award at the

1984 Consumer Electronic Show.

Miner 2049er™ won the

1983 Game of the Year award
from Electronic Games. And
now Bounty Bob is back for

more heart-pounding adventures
in Miner 2049er II™

You need nerves of steel. A steady

hand. And fast responses. Or they'll

blow you away.

That's the MicroFun® trademark: more
fun than you can shake a joy stick at.

Find out whether you are one of the chosen
few who can make it to the highest levels of

success. Challenge one of the popular new
MicroFun® games — today.

You'll really have a blast.

All games are available for all Apple II's.

Most are also for Commodore 64 • Coleco • IBM • Atari

2699 Skokie Valley Road. Highland Park, IL 60035 • (312) 433-7550
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Digger

the disk exactly, or the program declares
it wrong.

Like tic-tac-toe, Triple BrainTrust allows

only two contestants to play at once. If a

person is unavailable, you may play the

computer, but be warned, the computer
knows all the answers and never misses a

question.

Since text requires little color. Triple

BrainTrust uses mostly black and white

graphics. In some of the children's

questions, it adds blue and purple coloring,

but even the X and O are white on black.

Likewise, some of the children's questions

play music, but the program generally

remains silent.

When you tire of the questions on the

original disk, you can create your own
topics and questions quickly and easily.

Roughly 900 questions, divided into 15

topics, can be saved per disk.

Triple BrainTrust is a flexible trivia

game. Although its graphics could be more
colorful, regular black and white text suf-

fices for most uses. Its open-ended format

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Triple BrainTrust

Type: Trivia game

System: 64K IBM PC

Author: Paul and Alice Shapin

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: A flexible Hollywood Squares.

Manufacturer:
Reston Publishing

1 1480 Sunset Hills Rd.
Reston, VA 22090
(8001 336-0338

allows for an unlimited number of ques-

tions, so long as someone is willing to

think them up and type them in. —RSL
CIRCLE 422 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PresidentialFever
What better time to bring out a game

based on the election process than in an
election year. PresidentialFever is a trivia

game that tests your knowledge of little

known facts about the United States.

PresidentialFever is divided into three

games. Electoral college. Republican
nomination, and Democratic nomination.

You score points based on the actual

electoral or delegate vote for each state.

Each game asks you a question about a

particular state. If you answer the question

correctly, you win the votes from that

state.

Like a real election, you need a minimum
number of votes to win. For the Republican

and Democratic nomination, this equals

1118 and 1967 respectively. For the Elec-

toral College, it is 270.

PresidentialFever contains thousands of
questions on all sorts of subjects, including

geography, history, population statistics,

economics. Republican and Democratic
delegate votes per state, political figures,

state capitals and cities, and state birds

and flowers.

PresidentialFever has five skill levels to

challenge young and old alike. Level 1

requires you to choose the state with the

most votes. Level 2 includes questions on
state capitals and cities, while Level 3
adds economic and geographical questions.

Level 4 adds difficult political, economic,
historical, and current events questions.

Level 5 allows you to pick the question

format and vary the level of difficulty.

You can play against the computer or

against another person. The computer is

absolutely ruthless. It never misses a

Run for the Money

question and always gets the most votes.

Trivia fans will find PresidentialFever

appealing and challenging. The game is

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: PresidentialFever

Type: Trivia Game
System: 128K IBM PC, DOS 2.0

Author: Mike Skramstad

Format: Disk

Summary: Interesting brain teaser

about United States trivia.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Data-Win
P.O. Box 60995
Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, CA 90060
(213) 250-3916

really more about the United States than

politics, although everyone, especially

young children, can learn the facts and
figures surrounding the election process.

-RSL
CIRCLE 423 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Digger

114

There's a veritable mountain of computer

games on the market. Some possess the

quality of a mountain. Others promise a

mountain, but end up as molehills. Some
are just the pits. After playing Digger,

you'll be screaming Eureka 1
, and staking

out a claim to a goldmine of fun.

Digger, an addictive arcade game,
combines the best aspects of Pac-Man
and Dig-Dug to create a free-wheeling,

free-form maze game. Better yet, it adds

September 1 984 « Creative Computing



HO OTHER LETTER-OUAUT
PRINTERCAN TOUCH OUR
HEWSPINWRITERFORSPEED
AND EASE-
OF-USE.
Introducing the
Spinwriter 8850.
Our newest, and fastest, Spinwriter®

printer operates at over 550 words-
per-minute. And is extraordinarily

easy to operate.

For one thing the Spinwriter 8850

takes care of basic settings such as

pitch and forms length automatically.

Of course you can also change either

THE 8850
JONS THE

HIGHLY-RELIABLE
SPINWRITER LINE

one at the touch
of a button. It also

has a unique control panel.

With large, legible alphanumeric
LED's to indicate the specific opera-

ating status.

And make it

simple for

even an un-
familiar oper-

ator to use.
And, of

course, the

8850 has all

the features,

quality and
reliability that

make a Spinwriter a Spinwriter.

The first choice of IBM PC
users.
The Spinwriter printer was the first

totally plug compatible letter-quality

TO THE FACT THE
COVER IS OPEN

printer available for

the IBM® PC. It's

still one of the few
that works with all

IBM PC software,

as well as all other

popular packages.
You'll notice ,

even its ^
looks are

com-
patible.

Spinwriter
printers also

give you capa-
bilities you won't
find on other prin

ters. Like a selection

of 80 different print

styles.

And, nine easily

installed forms han-
dling options that

can accelerate your
printed output even
more. Spinwriter
printers also have
an enviable record
for reliability.

In fact, several

CHANGE FORMS LENGTH
AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON

years without a failure is not unusual.
No wonder there are more Spinwriter
printers hooked up to IBM PC's than
any other letter-quality printer.

How to get up to speed.
For more information

on the Spinwriter 8850
or our two companion

Spinwriter is a registered trademark of NEC Corp 8M s a registered

trademark of Nernatonal Business Machines Corp
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The Coveted Mirror Junior's Revenge

enough spectacular sound effects and im-

aginative graphics to start a gold rush.

As Digger, a super tunneling machine
with a red body, greedy green jaws, and
yellow tires, you carve out new shafts in

an abandoned mine to collect green
emeralds and gold nuggets. Like Pac-Man's

dots, the emeralds are gulped as you pass

over them.

A catchy, driving beat plays in the back-

ground as you gnaw through yellow-red

earth. Each gulped emerald sounds a

resonant note, each higher than the last.

If you can gulp an octave of emeralds,

you earn bonus points. When you clear a

screen, the program sings a happy tune

that sounds like a wild, Mexican fiesta.

Of course, the denizens of the mine,

the Nobbins, resent your intrusion, not to

mention the piracy of their buried treasure.

These triangular green marauders with

beady yellow eyes and stomping red feet

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Digger

Type: Maze game

System: 64K IBM PC, Color
Graphics Adapter

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: A goldmine of fun.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Windmill Software

2209 Leominster Dr.

Burlington, Ontario
Canada L7P3W8
(416) 336-3353

tax your reflexes as they chase after you
faster than the IRS.

The Nobbins follow the shafts that you
have tunneled out. If they cannot catch

you after a certain amount of time, some
become so enraged, they are transformed

into deadlier Hobbins. These nasties look

like green turkey heads, complete with

red wattles. They also burrow through

the rock and try to cut you off at the sub-

terranean pass. If a Nobbin or a Hobbin
touches you. Digger goes to the great

junkyard in the sky. a tombstone rises on
the spot, and the funeral dirge plays in

the background.

Digger is not defenseless, however, and
there is more than one way to stop a

Nobbin or a Hobbin. Three, in fact. As in

Dig-Dug, you can entice them into a shaft,

undermine a bag of gold, and watch it fall

and squash the offending creature. If the

beasties advance from above, you can fry

them with a roof-mounted fireball. Finally,

if you evade them long enough, you can
gulp a cherry, which works just like a

power pill in Pac-man. As you hunt down
the Nobbins and Hobbins, the "William

Tell Overture," plays in the background.

Excellent sound effects, graphics, and
action make Digger a real gem. It never

loses its luster even after hours of play.

Digger strikes a rich vein in a mountain
of games. —RSL

CIRCLE 424 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Run for the Money
Many educational arcade games are

heavy on the game and woefully light on
the education. Often, they rely on re-

petitious drills instead of teaching new
skills. Run for the Money breaks from
this pattern and offers practical, working
knowledge of fundamental economic
principles.

Run for the Money is a two-player game.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Run for the Money

Type: Educational arcade game

System: 128K IBM PC, Color Graphics

Adapter

Author: Tom Snyder

Format: Disk

Language: Compiled Basic

Summary: Interesting two-player game
teaches basic principles of

economics.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Scarborough Systems Inc.

25 North Broadway
Tarrytown. NY 10591

(914) 332-4545

116

You and an opponent become Bizlings,

"creatures searching the universe for good
business opportunities." The story is that

your spaceship flew through a zinger storm,

which knocked out the protective paint

shield, forcing you to land on the planet

Simian.

The Simians, who spend all of their

time swinging from trees, want to buy
synannas, synthetic bananas made from
rufs. Rufs are mined and sold by six

different Ruffians. Rufs come in three

different qualities, and your spaceship just

happens to be able to convert rufs into

synannas.

The whole idea is to buy rufs, sell

synannas, make a profit, buy paint to

replace the shield, and then be the first to

lift off planet Simian.

The Simians remember everything. If

you sell them high-quality synannas at
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Trusted by Accounting Professionals since 1978.

vj / IIUb Comes Home with the

NEW PERSONAL PLANNER.

CPAids accounting software has been used and trusted

by professionals since 1978. Now you can have much of

this same expertise at home with the new CPAids Per-

sonal Planner. Priced at only $99. the Personal Planner

will calculate your tax liabilities for the years 1983 thru

1986. Use it for retirement planning, investing, IRA
contributions, home buying, two income planning and
even checking your federal tax return.

The CPAids Personal Planner organizes your tax infor-

mation, keeping your records readily available for in-

stant evaluation. The Personal Planner was designed

by CPAids programmers who have had years of experi-

ence programming for professionals. Although you'll

get professional results, you don't have to be an accoun-

tant to get them. Requiring only 54 input fields, you get

the maximum of output with the minimum of input.

CPAids Personal Planner calculates the following

schedules and forms:

A Itemized Deductions

B Interest/Dividends

D Capital Gains
G Income Averaging
SE Self-Employment
W loint Filing Status

4972 Special Ten Year Averaging
6251 Alternative Minimum Tax
CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Easy to use, the Personal Planner requires only a fifteen

page documentation. A complete set of input sheets is

also included. Available for the IBM PC, Sharp PC 5000
and other IBM compatibles. Also available on the DEC
Rainbow and other CP/M compatibles.

*CP'M is a trademark ol Digital Research. Inc . DEC Rainbow it a trademark oi Digital

Equipment Corp ; IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp , Sharp
PC 5000 is a registered trademark ol Sharp Corporation

CPAids, Inc. 1061 Fraternity Circle

Kent, Ohio 44240 (216)678-9015

Help me reduce my taxes—Enclosed is my $99. lor the Personal
Planner. * Residents ol Ohio add 5' i"* sales tax

O My check is enclosed. Computer Type:

Name (Please print in lull)

Street

City

(

Zip

Telephone I

VISA MasterCard Exp. Date:

Cardf

Signature

Phone orders accepted lor charges and COD
IZ] Send me your FREE brochure on other CPAids Software.



ENTERTAINMENT

one price, then switch to medium-quality
at the same price, they continue to buy
for a while, but become disenchanted with

the lower quality of your product and
stop purchasing your synannas.

Furthermore, although you negotiate
with an individual Ruffian to lower its

price, sometimes it gets impatient and
refuses to sell you mfs.

As added incentive, at the beginning of

each trading week you use a simple spread-

sheet program to plan your profits. The
spreadsheet allows you to explore various
pricing and production strategies. If your
profit comes close to your prediction, you
earn a bonus.

The 32-page manual provides a good
overview on running the game. Perhaps
the best part is a section describing 12

different strategies used on Earth— in-

cluding ad campaigns, underpricing, copy-

cat, and bait and switch—and how they

apply to Simian.

Run for the Money teaches many so-

phisticated economic concepts, including

the laws of supply and demand, bidding

practices, production processes, marketing

decisions, as well as good old fashioned

business sense and customer service. You
get a theoretical feel for running a business

and have fun at the same time. —RSL
CIRCLE 425 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Coveted Mirror
Life was once peaceful in the make-

believe land of Starbury, but not long ago
an evil rogue named Voar brought that

tranquility abruptly to an end. He broke
the Coveted Mirror, the magical defense

of Starbury's people. Managing to steal

four of the five precious shards, Voar
attained enough power to enslave the entire

population.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: The Coveted Mirror

Type: Graphic adventure

Authors: Eagle Berns and
Holly Thomason

System: 48K Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Stimulating and refreshing

adventure

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Penguin Software

P.O. Box 31

1

Geneva, IL 60134

(312) 232-1984

Step into the medieval times of swords
and sorcery. In The Coveted Mirror, a hi-

res graphic adventure from Penguin Soft-

ware, you have been asked to retrieve the

stolen shards and free the Starburian

people!

As the game begins, you find yourself

in a prison cell of Voar's monstrous strong-

hold, where you must outsmart Boris, a

large, pot bellied nit wit assigned to check
on you regularly.

After you establish a friendly relationship

with Boris, he will mark on your hourglass

the time at which he will return to check
on you. This provides you with enough
time to travel to the village (after you dis-

cover how to escape from your cell), where
you must negotiate with shop keepers for

necessary equipment. In addition, you must
scour the countryside for other items to

aid you in your quest.

During the quest, you must periodically

return to the castle to be present when
Boris makes his rounds, but afterward

you can resume your mission.

The graphics scenes in The Coveted
Mirror are very well done. More than 100

colorful, detailed frames grace the enter-

taining story.

Furthermore, the game offers a refresh-

ing break from "adventure monotony,"
the sometimes disconcerting boredom that

afflicts worn out adventurers. At certain

points during the adventure. The Coveted
Mirror switches to mini-arcade or skill

games. For instance, you may find a

jousting arena in your travels, and if you
enter, you will confront a computer
controlled horseman in a quasi-arcade

game.
The Coveted Mirror is a top quality

graphics adventure featuring outstanding

realism and refreshing innovations in com-
puter adventure. In short, it is one of the

best graphics adventures available for the

Apple II.-SW
CIRCLE 426 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Junior's Revenge
Junior's Revenge is a Color Computer

version of Donkey Kong Jr., the popular

coin-operated game that begins where the

original Donkey Kong left arcaders hanging

by a vine. As a loyal gorilla son, Junior

must rescue his father from the clutches

of an unforgiving man named Luigi, who,
like Mario in the arcade version, captured

the huge ape and placed him behind bars.

The mission requires all of the speed,

timing, and courage that Junior can muster.

Four different screens present vines and
chains to climb, plunging gorges to span,

moving platforms to leap upon, giant "zuzu

birds" to avoid, and deadly "vine-gators"

to outwit. For example, the first screen

has 1 1 vines joined by several scattered

sections of floor, demanding shrewd leaping

and climbing over chasms, from floor to

vine and from vine to floor. Junior's

objective in this scene, which is further

complicated by the roaming vine-gators.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Junior's Revenge

Type: Action

System: 32K TRS-80
Color Computer

Format: Cassette or disk

Summary: Become a loyal gorilla's

son and rescue dad.

Price: $27.95 cassette; $30.95 disk

Manufacturer:
Computerware
Box 668
Encinitas, CA 92024

(619) 436-3512
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is to ascend to the top and grab a key

from Luigi.

The second scenario consists of eight

hanging chains, six of which dangle keys

that Junior must push upward into place

as he climbs. The third screen introduces

a trampoline, moving platforms, and elusive

chains hanging from a shifting, gear driven

mechanism. In the fourth screen at Luigi's

hideout. Junior must conquer an inferno

of conveyor belts and vines.

Cherries hang from vines and chains in

each screen and may be picked for points.

Picked fruit plummets to the bottom of

the screen and may crush opposing cre-

atures in its path, in which case extra

points are awarded.
This game creatively and resourcefully

employs the fine graphics capabilities of

the Color Computer.

With four different scenes, the game
maintains all the challenge of the coin-

operated version. Junior's Revenge
demands quick reactions and patience that

will thwart even experienced arcaders.

Junior's Revenge is a fine program in

most respects, including graphics use and
challenge. Color Computer owners who
enjoyed Donkey Kong Jr. will regard
Junior's Revenge as one of their favorites.

-SW
CIRCLE 427 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Threshold
Intelligence has reported that more than

20 waves of alien craft are currently in

the star system, harassing the people and
disrupting trade. Given command of the

Earth Federation Ship Threshold, you face

the perilous mission of freeing the empire
from the sinister grip of these invaders.

September 1 984 " Creative Computing



WRITE
YOUROWN
APPLE GAMES

Includes 40 exciting

pre-programmed games
to get you started!

Write Your Own Apple Games is your

ticket to thousands of hours of solid game
fun.

But it's more than just a game book.

While you're enjoying more than 40 ex-

citing new programs, you'll be learning—

quickly and easily—the most advanced
techniques of computer game design.

In Write Your Own Apple Games,
Stuart Anstis explains each game to you in

logical, step-by-step subroutines. You'll see

crucial game graphics exactly as they should

appear on your screen.

Then you'll learn how to rearrange the

basic subroutines to create countless game
variations.

If you know BASIC, you're ready to learn

state-of-the-art game techniques, including

how to:

Create smooth, flicker-free screen move-

ment

Generate flashing "neon-sign" graphics

Keep game scores

Use random number in game design—and

make your computer come alive as an
opponent

Zero in on random time delays—a chal-

lenge to even the most sophisticated arcade

player

And much more.

Write Your Own Apple Games gives

you all the skills you need to start designing

your own original computer games for fun—
and profit!

And because writing your own games
gives you greater control of your Apple's

numerical and graphic capabilities, you'll be

opening the door to fantastic new possibili-

ties for using your computer.

Write Your Own Apple Games should

sell for over $l,000-the cost of 40 pre-

packaged games.

Action Games
Tank • Sprint • Bomber
Wait For It • Painting

Race • Weight Lifters

Target • Helicopter

Tiddler • Pingpong
Diddle • Space Zapper
Craps • Cross Porpoises

Strategy Games
Zigzag • Bridge-It • Stock
Market • Gold Auction
Tictactoe • Turnover

Chomp

Word Games
Hangman • What's My
Word? • Birthdaywish

What's Your Name?
Any Messages?

Graphics
Subroutines
Butterfly • Firework

Electric Field • Stopwatch
Lissajou

Solo Games and
Puzzles

Simon • Organ • Elithorn

Running On Empty
Guess A Number
Buried Treasure
Jumpers • Peggy

Educational and
Scientific Games
Arrow • Random Walk

Scatter • Curve
Magic Squares

But you can get Write Your Own Apple
Games for only $12.95. That's less than 32
cents a game—and every game you write

yourself is virtually free!

Start having some serious fun with your
Apple computer. Send for your copy of
Write Your Own Apple Games today.

Also available

in your local

bookstore or

computer store.

MAIL TODAY TO:
CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept.MFSF, 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, N.J. 07950

Please send me copies of Write Your
OwnAppleGames for only $12.95 each, plus

$2.00 snipping & handling per book. — 2w.

Total amount $

Payment Enclosed. (CA, NJ and NY
State residents please add applicable sales

tax).

Q CHARGE MY:

B
American Express
MasterCard fj Visa

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address-
(plcoe print)

City-

State. _Zip.
•Outsidr the I'S.A. add S3 for shipping and

Check here to receive FREE catalog of computing
books magazines and guides.

For faster service,

PHONE TOLL FREE
(In NJ only:

L
PHONE TOLL t-KEE 201-

800-631-8112 MO-0445)
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Threshold Skramhle!

Threshold, the game, is a shoot-em-'up

much like Galaxian for one or two players.

The player's ship, located at the bottom
of the star-lit screen, faces waves of aliens

at the top.

Each of the 24 waves of aliens has a

unique appearance and style of movement.
For example, the first phase pits the player

against bird-like ships with beating wings,

while the second is against skull types

with crushing teeth. All are displayed in

colorful, detailed graphics. The game
becomes more difficult with every passing

wave and therefore maintains its challenge

even during long play.

The player's ship is armed with Delta

Class Lasers which can overheat if used
indiscriminately. A gauge resembling a

thermometer indicates the heat level of

the lasers and is displayed on the right

side of the screen. If the level rises too
high, the player must wait a few seconds
for the lasers to cool before he can resume
shooting.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Threshold

Type: Action

System: Apple II, Atari, C-64,

ColecoVision

Format: ROM cartridge, disk

Summary: Fine Galaxian derivative

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:

Sierra On-Line, Inc.

Sierra On-Line Bldg.

Coarsegold. CA 93614
(209)683-6858

The most closely-guarded secret of the

ship is its ability to implement Hyper Warp
Drive. Useable once for each of the five

available ships, it boosts the speed of the

Threshold for a few seconds and in effect

slows the invaders so that the player can
avoid a hazardous situation or fight them
more effectively.

Threshold is a fine action game with a
few interesting twists. Sporting a wide
variety of invaders and innovative new
features, it is certainly one of the best

Galaxian derivatives available for the

Vic.-SW
CIRCLE 428 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Skramble!
Skramble! is Microdigital's version of

the similarly named coin-operated favorite

in which you become the pilot of a space-

craft and must blast through the defenses

of a hostile enemy planet.

The landscape scrolls from right to left

as your ship warps through the defenses.

The first of the eight phases leads you
over a landscape littered with oil tanks,

helicopters, and stationary rockets. This

incredibly simple section, which could be

called an exercise in fire button pressing,

is followed by a similar scene in which

the rockets launch into the path of the

ship. Next is a phase known as Wiggy
Tunnel, in which you face the usual ground
installations along with roaming spider

shaped guards. In scene four, you must
maneuver through a narrow, twisty cavern.

As in the beginning phases, the remaining
four, called Meteor Trail. Rocket City,

City Maze, and Homing Slot, have specific

objectives uniquely their own.
The limited fuel supply that you receive

at the beginning of the game must be

maintained to complete the mission. Des-

troying enemy oil tanks along the way
will replenish a lagging supply.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Skramble!

Type: Action

System: Vic 20. C-64

Format: Cassette, disk

Summary: Multi-phase maze
shoot-'em-up

Price: $14.95. $24.95

Manufacturer:

Microdigital

P.O. Box 1 1 10

Webster. NY 14580

(716)872-0518

120

The game ends if you crash or run out

of fuel. Unlike other games in which ad-

ditional ships are available after a player

meets his demise, Skramhle! supplies its

pilot with only one.

Sporting eight different full-length

phases. Skramhle.' is quite involved for an

arcade-style game. The change of scenery

adds variety to play and defeats the re-

petitous boredom that plagues other games.

In addition. I sensed a hint of that addictive

quality that results from striving to reach

a new phase.

The graphics in Skramble! leave much
to be desired, however. Furthermore, I

feel that the good color capabilities of the

Vic could have been utilized more ef-

fectively, especially in place of the dismal

black used in the cavern scenes.

All in all. Skramhle! is an extensive

game with a few disappointing weaknesses.

It may appeal to serious arcaders who
can appreciate good action with no frills.

-sw m
CIRCLE 429 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Ifgetting thewholefamily together
is a real challenge, maybeyou needgames

that reallychallenge thewhole family.
Introducinga new generation

ofcomputergames. famu> Learning

Games from Spinnaker.
Ever notice how a little fun with the

family can be a little hard to arrange?

Well, now there's a solution -Spinnakers
Family Learning Games. A whole family of

great games that make getting the family

together seem like child's play. And make
"family fun" really seem like fun again.

What's more, they'll even help your kids

develop some very important skills.

It's New!
AEGEAN VOYAGE.'"
Where do monsters lurk? And
which islands nave treasures

to behold? Heed the oracle's

words, for only his clues can

lead you to riches and a safe

return Ages 8 - Adult.

What makes our Family Learning Games
so special? Well, for one thing they're

designed to challenge and excite everyone

in the family, from grade schoolers to

grownups. Their unique combination of

chance and strategy makes them perfect

for young players, yet challenging enough
that everyone will want to play them again

and again.

But what makes our Family Learning

Games even more unique is how they help

kids learn - about problem solving, strategiz-

ing. spelling, even Greek mythology. That's

ADVENTURE
CREATOR.'"
Design a challenging adventure

game that everyone can play

or let the computer design one
for you. It's exciting, creative

and utterly addictive!

s 12 Adult

quite a bit more than they'd learn from a
typical board game (if you could even get
them to play a typical board game).

So next time you want to get every-

body together, don't get discouraged - get

Spinnaker's Family Learning Games.
You'll find the biggest challenge in family

fun won't be on the refrigerator. It'll be
on the computer.

Spinnaker games are available for ColecoVision* and
for Coleco Adam.'" Commodore 64 '" and Atari" home
computers.

UP FOR GRABS."
It's a wildly exciting crossword
game where everyone has to

think fast. More words will help

you win but don't get caught

with leftover letters!

Ages 8 Adult

STHmVGER
We make learning fun.

Cartridges for: ColecoVision. Coleco Adam. Atari

ami Commodore 64

ColecoVision ana Aun are registered trademarks o< Coleco Industries and Man. Inc respectively Coleto Adam and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Coleco lno\jstnes and Commodore Electronics ltd. respectively e 1964.

Spinnaker Software Corp All rights reserved.
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It weighs less than 8 pounds.*

And costs less than $1,300**

Yet with 128K, the new Apple* lie Per-

sonal Computer is a lot bigger than it looks.

The llchasajullsize keyboard.

Because it's inherited all the talents

ofthe eminently talented Apple lie:

The versatility to run over 10,000

different software programs.

The ironclad reliability of

the first trueVLSI motherboard.

And the artistic ability of

16 high-resolution colors.

The He also has some

talents of its very own.

For instance, a

switchable 80/40-

character display.

Switchable

QWERTY/Dvorak keyboard.

Thin, isn't it?Even uith its built in

disk drive

A built-in half-high 143K single-

sided disk drive.

Built-in serial ports for modems,

printers and an extra half-high drive.

Even built-in

mousetronicssoit's

ready to use a mouse

and all the new Apple II

mouseware.

And our newest

brainchild is certainly

not an orphan.

You can grow it

with a whole family of

Apple II accessories and peripherals.
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jvenentontheAppleHe
Including the newApple Scribe—Apples

first full-color print-on-anything printer

for under $300, it can handle anything

from business graphics to term papers.

The He's father, of course, is the

granddaddy of the whole personal com-

puter industry, the Apple He.Which, lest

we forget, has quite a few improvements

of its own this year.

The He can now use our ProFile"*

hard disk— so it can store about 2400

pages ofanything you'd like to remember.

And the Apple He is still the most

expandable personal computer there is.

illinium ii' in in minium

A
Built inportsformaking all the right connections

You can increase its RAM to an elephan-

tine 512K. Add a Z-80 card to run CP/M™

In fact, you can grow it with enough

cards and peripherals to run just about

any family business. Like Saudi Arabia.

So you see, the only question

is whether you need an expandable

Apple II.As in He.

Or a compact Apple II. As in He.

Just visit your friendly authorized

Apple dealer.

And tell them what size

improvement you'd like.

*
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firm, authorizedApfikilealer MOTf.XK call (800) 5389696. In Qmmk call (800) 268-7796 or (800)268 7637.



Thanks To CompuServe's
CB Simulator,

"Digital Pox"Accessed"DaiaHari"And
Proceeded ToAn"Altared"State.

The CB Simulator, where
CompuServe Subscribers can
Access Friends and Influence
People on 72 Different
Channels.

Just pick your handle and get

on line. From math to matrimony,
there's always someone out there
who speaks your language. Friends
from all over the UJS. and Canada are
at it 24 hours a day. Talking tech or
just having fun. Arid if you've got a
secret, just use the CB Scrambler.

That'll fool the "lurkers: those CB
"see it alls" who get their kicks

by watching. Or you can always use
the private talk mode for guaranteed
one-to-one conversation.

The CB Simulator is just one
of CompuServe's many electronic

communications options that

include a National Bulletin Board,

Professional Forums and Electronic

Mail. Plus, there's a world of on-line

information and entertainment all

for the price of a local phone call

plus connect time.

You can access CompuServe
with almost any computer and
modem, terminal or communicating
word processor.

To receive your illustrated

guide to theCompuServe Information

Service and learn how to subscribe,

call or contact:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service. P O Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Bfvd . Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Upgrading
YourIBM PC

One or more of these add-ons can make your PC
more versatile and easier to use.

Some time ago, you took the financial

plunge and bought an IBM PC. You
lavished appropriate reverence on it,

learned how to use it, and eventually be-

came comfortable running various pro-

grams. Now you find that you have

outgrown the original equipment. You
need more memory to run sophisticated

software like databases and spread-

sheets; you want to store more informa-

tion on a floppy disk; or you want to add

business graphics to reports. Whatever

the reason, you want to upgrade your

PC, and that usually means adding up to

six major components: memory board,

floppy disk drive, hard disk drive,

graphics board, color monitor, and

keyboard.

Memory Boards
Early models of the IBM PC had only

64K of memory on the motherboard.

However, most current business soft-

ware and many games require more than

64K. Assuming that the motherboard of

your machine holds only 64K, you can

install a plug-in memory board with an

additional 576K, for a total of 640K of

memory—if you need that much.

The IBM PC actually addresses up to

1Mb of memory; however, the computer

reserves 360K for the graphics card,

monochrome card, and ROM. If you

own a later model with a 256K limit on

the motherboard, you can install a mem-
ory board with an additional 384K,

which again totals 640K of memory.

Note that most plug-in memory boards

require that you fill the motherboard

completely before you can use the

September 1984 « Creative Computing

Russ Lockwood

additional memory.
As a whole, add-on boards for the

IBM PC from most manufacturers tend

to be well-made and reliable; hence your

main consideration are features and
price. Most boards hold a maximum of

either 256K or 384K of memory, al-

though a few go up to 576K. Some
manufacturers "piggyback" a second

memory board onto the original to

increase memory while using only one

expansion slot.

The chart on page 126 compares features

of plug-in memory boards.

Many memory expansion boards offer

a wide array of additional functions and

features such a clock/calandar, parallel

port, serial port, and game port. You can

think of them as multi-function boards

with memory or memory boards with

multiple functions.

A clock/calendar is exactly what it

sounds like. The board contains a bat-

tery and automatically keeps track of the

time and date whether the PC is on or

off.

The parallel port connects to a

printer, while the serial port, sometimes

referred to as an asynchronous commu-
nications port, can connect to a modem,
plotter, or other serial device. You can

also use a serial port to connect the IBM
PC directly to another computer with a

cable. The game port connects to a joy-

stick, paddle, graphics tablet, or other

input device.

Most boards also come with software

that allows you to set up a RAM disk

and print spooler. A RAM disk sets

aside memory to simulate a floppy disk

drive, which speeds up program opera-

tions and decreases wear and tear on
the drives. A print spooler sets aside

memory as a buffer, which allows you
to print out a file while using the

computer for other operations.

Floppy Disk Drives
Two disk drives are almost a necessity,

especially if you plan to use sophis-

ticated business software. In addition,

much of today's software requires dou-

ble sided drives rather than single sided

drives that came with the original PC.
Furthermore, double sided drives let you
store twice as much data per disk as

single sided drives.

The most common floppy disk drives

use industry standard S'/4
" floppy disks

and come in full height and half height

sizes. The two sizes offer identical

performance; the only difference is that

you can fit either one full height drive or

two half height drives in one disk drive

slot. The full height drives are generally

easier to install than the half height

drives.

A comparison of replacement floppy

disk drives appears on page 1 28.

Again, the reliability of disk drives is

quite good. They will eventually wear
out as the heads deteriorate, but not be-

fore they have logged thousands of

hours of access time, which translates

into years of operation. Using additional

memory and a RAM disk extends the
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life of the drives even further.

The main operational difference be-
tween types of disk drives is the amount
of data they place on a floppy disk. The
more data stored per disk, the fewer
disks you need to hold the same amount
of information. The disk drives listed in

the chart use 48 tracks per inch (tpi) and
work with standard PC-DOS. Other
drives use 96 tpi and store roughly twice
as much data per disk as the 48 tpi

drives, but they require special software
to do so.

One other feature to look for is the
method of locking the disk into place.

You have a choice of two types: flip-up

doors and rotating knobs. We find that

rotating knobs have less chance of
mangling the disk and the locking
mechanism tends to last longer than the
flip-up doors.

Hard Disk Drives
Just as floppy disk drives use floppy

disks to store information, hard disk
drives use hard disks. A hard disk drive
offers three significant advantages over a
floppy disk drive: convenience, speed,
and storage space.

Hard disk drives are generally self-

contained units although a few newer
ones have removable disk cartridges.

Thus, you rarely insert and take out

Two disk drives are
almost a necessity,
especially if you plan
to use sophisticated
business software.

hard disks the way you do floppy disks.

Hence, you do not have to worry about
losing, bending, or destroying your stor-

age medium. In terms of speed, access-

ing a hard disk is faster than accessing a
floppy disk, which can save you time if

your software constantly accesses the
disk.

Finally, hard disks store much more
information than floppy disks. While a

standard 5'/4 " double sided, double den-
sity floppy disk stores 360K, a hard disk
stores at least 5Mb, and one manufac-
turer makes a 140Mb model.
Hard disk drives mount either in-

ternally, taking the place of a floppy disk
drive within the system unit, or ex-

ternally, sitting on the desk outside the
system unit. Internal hard disk drives
usually have a storage capacity of 5, 10,

or 20Mb. External disk drives can hold
more. The 140Mb model mentioned
above is an external hard disk drive.
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Max Clock 1
Manufacturer Board Name RAM Piggyback Calendar

1

ABM Computer Systems MEM 512 512K No No
3 Whatney Omniboard OK No Yes
Irvine, CA 92714 Superboard 384K No Yes
(714) 859-6531

AST Research ComboPlus 256K No Yes
2121 Alton MegaPlus II 256K No Yes
Irvine, CA 92714 MegaPak 256K Yes No
(714)863-1333 Six Pack Plus 384K No Yes

MP Expansion 256K No No

Apparat Inc. Combo II OK No Yes
4401 S. Tamarac Pkwy. 512K RAM 512K No No
Denver, CO 80237 Crambo 512K Yes Yes
(303) 741-1778

Dilog PC Products Electronic Disk 368K No No
12800 Garden Grove Blvd.

Garden Grove. CA 92643
(714) 534-8950

Everex Systems Inc. Magic Card 384K No Yes
891 Maude Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
(415)967-1495

Maynard Electronics Sandstar Multifunction 256K No Opt.
400 E. Scmoran Blvd. Sandstar Memory 320K Yes No
Casselberry, FL 32707
(305) 331-6402

Microlog Inc. Baby Blue II 256K No Yes
222 Route 59 Little Red RAM Card 256K No No
Suflem NY 10901

(914) 368-0353

Microsoft System Card 256K No Yes
10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98004

(206) 828-8088

Persyst Products Time Spectrum STC 256 256K No Yes
15801 Rockfield Blvd. Time Spectrum SB 384 384K No Yes
Irvine. CA 92714 Versapak 256K Yes No
(714)660-1010

Quadram Corp. Quadboard I 2S6K No Yes
4355 Industrial Blvd. Quadboard 11 2S6K No Yes
Norcross, GA 30093 Quadboard 384 384K No Yes
(404) 923-6666 Quadboard 512 + 512K No No

Seattle Computer RAM + 3 256K No Yes
1114 Industry Dr.

Seattle. WA 98188
(206) 575-1830

STB Systems Inc. RioPlus 384K No Yes
601 N. Glenview SuperRio 256K No Yes
Richardson. TX 75081 STB Piggyback 5I2K Yes No
(214)234-8750

Tecmar Captain 384K No Yes
6225 Cochran Rd. Wave 256K No No
Cleveland, OH 44139 Bosun OK No Yes
(216)349-0600

Titan Technologies Titan 576K No Yes
P.O. Box 8050 Cygnus P-l OK No Yes
Ann Arbor, MI 48107 Cygnus S-l OK No Yes
(313)662-8542

Vista Computer Co. Inc. PC Clock/IO OK No Yes
1317 E. Edinger Maxicard 576K No No
Santa Ana, CA 92705 Multicard Plus 384K No Yes
(714) 953-0523 PC Master OK No Yes
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Parallel

Port

Serial

Port

Second
Serial

Port

Game
Port

RAM
Disk

Print

Spooler

Suggested

Retail Price Comments

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Opt.

No

No
Opt.

Opt.

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

(64K) $295
$215

(OK) $295

Optional ports $50 ea.

Yes
Opt.

No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Opt.

No
No
No

No
Opt.

No
Opt.

No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

(64K) $395
(64K) $395

(64K) $475
(64K) $395
(64K) $295

Optional pons $50 each

Piggybacks onto MegaPlus II

Optional port $50

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

$189
(64K) $189

(64K) $359

No Yes No No N/A N/A (368K)$I295 Emulates a disk drive

without additional soft-

ware and maintains memory
for up to three hours

Yes Yes Opt. Yes Yes Yes (OK) $275 Includes word processing

and database software;

optional port $25

Opt.

No
Opt.

No
No
No

Opt.

No
Yes
Yes

No
No

(64K)$2I9
(OK) $98

Optional ports

$39-$76 each

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

(64K) $695

(64K) $349
Includes additional

software

1 Yes Yes No No Yes Yes (64K) $395

Opt.

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Opt.

No
No

No
Opt.

No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

(64K) $395

(64K) $395

(64K) $225

Optional Pons
$30-$50 each

Piggybacks onto STC 256

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

(64K) $395

(64K) $W
(64K) $395

(64K) $325

Yes Yes No No Yes Yes (OK) $210

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

(64K) $395
(64K)$419
(256K)$519

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

(OK) $349

(64K) $299
$195

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No

(64K) $556
$199
$229

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

Opt.
Opt.

Opt
No

Opt
Opt.
Opt
No

$199
(64K) $274
(64K) $395

$359

Optional Software $30

Includes speech synthesizer
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Replacement Floppy Dish Drives

Manufacturer Drive Name

Formatted
Recording
Capacity

Full

Height
Half

Height
Double
Sided

Control Data
2200 Berkshire Lane North
Plymouth, MN 55441

(612)921-4400

409 360K Yes No Yes

Qume
2350 Qume Dr.

San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 942-4000

Qume Trak 142 327K No Yes Yes

Shugart Corp.

475 Oakmead Pkwy.
Sunnyvale CA 94086
(408)737-4355

SA475 360K No Yes Yes

Tandon Corp.

20320 Prairie St.

Chatsworth, CA 91301
(213)993-6644

TM100-1
TM 100-2

TM50-1
TM50-2
TM55-2

160K
360K
160K
360K
360K

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Teac Corp.

7733 Telegraph Rd.
Monte-hello. CA 90640
(213)726-0303

FD-55A
FD55-B

160K
360K

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Toshiha

2441 Michelle Dr.

Tustin. CA 92680
(714)730-5000

ND-02D
ND-02D

I60K
360K

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Just as floppy disk drive need a disk

controller, so do hard disk drives. The
hard disk controller takes up an expan-

sion slot. A cable attaches between the

controller and drive. Internal hard disk

usually run off the power supply in the

PC. External drives usually have their

own power supplies.

Along with all these features, hard
disk drives carry a stiff price. While you
can buy a floppy disk drive for around
$250, hard disk drives run into the thou-

sands of dollars. The greater the storage

capacity, the higher the cost. And do not

forget to include the price of the disk

controller. Another fact you should

know is that backing up a hard disk is

not as easy as backing up a floppy. Since

a hard disk holds so much information,

you need many floppies to make a sec-

ond copy of your data, not to mention
the time it takes the disk drives to

exchange information.

An alternative to floppy disks for

backing up a hard disk is a tape drive. A
tape drive is exactly what it sounds like.

Your data are stored on magnetic tape.

The better drives have cartridges that

you can take out, so you can make more
than one copy of your data. If you
should suffer a catastrophic hard disk

drive failure and your data disappear,

the tape drive can read the data into the

new or repaired hard disk drive.

Color Graphics Boards
If you use the IBM PC strictly for

word processing and spreadsheet work,
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you do not need a graphics board. How-
ever, if you want to turn numbers into

graphs and pie charts, see color on your
monitor, or play the arcade favorites,

you need a color graphics board.

The IBM graphics board supports
only a color monitor, which is fine until

you want to use a monochrome monitor.
For extensive word processing, a mono-
chrome green or amber screen monitor
is easier on the eyes and displays better

defined characters than a color monitor.
In answer to this need, many manufac-
turers now offer graphics boards that

support both color and monochrome
monitors.

Graphics boards offer different pixel

resolution depending on the number of
colors appearing on the screen at once.

The fewer the colors, the higher the

resolution, and the higher the resolution,

the better defined the shapes on the

screen. See the chart of plug-in graphics
boards on page 1.10.

Some graphics boards offer a resolu-

tion far better than that of the IBM
color graphics board. While this is de-

sirable, a word of caution is necessary.

Many programs do not recognize this

superior resolution. Unless the software

addresses the extra pixels, you see

standard IBM resolution.

Two other features to look for are a

parallel port and a light pen interface.

The parallel port lets you send images to

a printer, and a light pen allows you to

"draw" images on the screen. In

addition, some manufacturers include

graphics utilities with their boards.

Color Monitors
If you have the IBM Color Display

connected to your PC, you already own
one of the finest color monitors avail-

able. However, if you are about to install

a color graphics board, you will prob-

ably want to add a color monitor to your
system.

Color monitors come in two varieties:

composite color and Red Green Blue
(RGB) color. The difference between the

two is the quality of the picture and the

price.

Both monitors use three electron guns
to shoot a stream of electrons to the

phosphor-covered screen. One gun turns

on red phosphors, one gun turns on
green phosphors, and the third gun
turns on blue phosphors. The big dif-

ference between a composite and RGB
monitor is the signal used to control

these guns.

A composite monitor works like a TV
set. The monitor receives a video signal

conforming to National Television Sys-

tem Committee (NTSC) protocols. It

uses one signal to control all three guns.

An RGB monitor uses three signals,

which means each gun is controlled by a

separate signal. Herein lies the quality

difference. Three signals transmit color

Backing up a hard disk
is not as easy as

backing up a floppy.

intensities more precisely, producing
higher resolution and sharper images.
Thus, RGB monitors display clearer

images than composite monitors. Of
course, high resolution carries a higher
price. RGB monitors cost more than
composite monitors.

Just as graphics boards have an upper

limit on pixel resolution, so do compos-
ite and RGB monitors. In general, the

higher the resolution, the sharper the

image.

When purchasing a color graphics
board and monitor, you should be sure

they are compatible. Both must be either

composite (NTSC) or RGB. While some
graphics boards boast color resolution of

640 x 400 pixels, many monitors are

unable to display this resolution.
Remember, the final output will be no
better than the weakest link in the chain.

Keyboards
The biggest complaint people have

about the IBM PC is its keyboard. The
idea of making it detachable from the
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What made over 100,000
Apple II owners fall in love

with System Saver?
It's the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple.'

System Saver' niters out damaging AC line

noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be

traced to power line problems* Problems your

System Saver guards against.

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data

This confuses your computer and produces system

errors Power surges and spikes can cause severe

damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead

to costly servicing

System Saver clips surges and

spikes at a 130 Volts RMS/175

Volts dc level. A PI type filter

attenuates common and

transverse mode noise by a

minimum of 30 dB from 600

kHz to 20 mHz with a max-

imum attenuation of 50 dB
You end up with an Apple

that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable

System Saver lets your Apple keep its cool.

Today's advanced peripheral cards generate heat In

addition, the cards block any natural air flow through

the Apple He creating high temperature conditions

that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards

System Saver's efficient, quiet

fan draws fresh air across

the mother board, over

the power supply and

out the side ventilation

slots It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running

at top speed

SYSTEM SAVER

System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.

No more reaching around to the back of your Apple

to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords

to plug in your monitor and printer System Saver

organizes all your power needs.

So if you want to keep

damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of

your system for good, pick up the only peripheral

that's in use every second your computer is in use

The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as

the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with
Apple stand

.SYSTEM SAVER(S), $89 96 each Total $_
I

I Please send-

I Include $2 bO for shipping and handling

New York State residents add applicable sales tax.

Check enclosed Visa H Master Card

Card No Expires

Name on Card

N.imi

|
Address (UPS delivery)

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two

switched outlets. Plus System Saver offers the

ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch

for fingertip control of your entire system.

I City State

I 251 Park Avenue South

I
Now York. NY 10010

I (212) 475-5200 Tlx 467383 KML NY

Zip Phono

KENSNCTON
M1CROWARE

•PC Magazine March 1983

n Saver is UI . I

'• suppression cucuiuy conl

to IEEE specification 507 1980. Category A Available in 220/240 Volts. 50/60 Hz

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD

System |
sterod trademark of Kensington Microwaie Ltd

© 1984 Kensington Microware Ltd System Saver is patent i >



system unit is brilliant, and the 10 func-

tion keys make it very flexible. The keys
have a nice, solid feel, and the aural
feedback is marvelous. But, and this

is a very big but. the layout of the
QWERTY keyboard is rumored to have
driven more than one touch typist to

drink.

Frankly, most people adapted to the

idiosyncrasies of the keyboard because
they had no other choice. However, for

those who want a different keyboard for

their PC, several companies manufac-
ture replacement keyboards.
The most important feature to "look"

for is the feel of the keyboard. Key-
strokes are divided into two groups of
tactile sensations, hard and soft. The
hard touch, which the IBM PC uses, is

much like a typewriter; you must de-
press the key fully to input a character.

The soft touch, which many of the
replacement keyboards use, requires

only a light tap on the key to input a
character. This gives the keyboard a
mushy feel, but also increases typing
speed. If you switch from a hard to a
soft touch, plan on taking a few hours to
get used to the change.
IBM takes a lot of heat about the lay-

out of the PC keyboard, and rightly so.

Instead of using their own "Selectric

Most replacement
keyboard

manufacturers have
put the keys back in

their correct positions.

standard" layout, IBM uses an altered

layout, inserting extra keys where they

are not expected and moving the Return
key. To make matters worse, IBM labels

the Return, Shift, Tab, and Backspace
keys with arrows instead of words.
Most replacement keyboard manufac-

turers have put the keys back in their

correct positions and label the Return,
Tab, Backspace, and Shift keys as such.
Furthermore, many manufacturers also

put LED indicators on the Num Lock
and Caps Lock key to tell you whether
they are on or off. Some even place
raised bumps on the J and F keys to help
touch typists keep their place on the
keyboard.

A good feature to look on a replace-

ment keyboard is a separate set of cursor
control keys. IBM makes the cursor
keys double as the numeric keypad.
While this is an adequate arrangement, a
separate set of cursor keys, preferably
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Plug-In Graphics Boards for the IBM PC

Manufacturer Board Name
Color
Monitor

16-Color

Resolution

Monochrome 1

Monitor

ABM Computer Systems

3 Whatney
Irvine, CA 927I4
(714)859-6531

Color Graphics
Subsystem

Col-Mon
Yes
No

320 x 200
No

No
Yes

AST Research

2121 Alton

Irvine, CA 92714
(714)863-1333

MonoGraph Plus No No Yes

Amdek Corp.

2201 Lively Blvd.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60009
(312)364-1180

MAI Yes 320 x 200 Yes

Applied Computer Products
1916 Welsh Rd. #6
Philadelphia. PA 191 15

(215)934-6990

Biographix I

Biographix II

Yes
Yes

320 x 200
640x400

Yes
Yes

Everex Systems Inc.

891 Maude Ave.

Mountain View. CA 94043
(415)967-1495

Color Pacer
Graphics Pacer

Graphics Edge

Yes
No
Yes

640x200
No

640x200

No
Yes
Yes

Hercules Computer Technology
2550 Ninth St

Berkeley, CA 94710
(415)540-6000

Graphics Card
Color Card

No
Yes

No
640 x 200

Yes
No

Mylex
5217 NW 79th Ave.
Miami. FL 33166
(800) 446-9539

Chairman Yes 320 x 200 Yes

Paradise Systems Inc.

150 N. Hill Dr.

Brisbane, CA 94005
(415)468-6000

Multi-Display Yes 320 x 200 Yes

Plantronics

1751 McCarthy Blvd
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408)945-8711

Color Plus Yes 320 x 200 No

Profit System Inc.

P.O. Box 1039

Berkeley. MI 48072
(313)647-5010

Multigraph Yes 640x400 Yes

Quadram Corp.

4355 Industrial Blvd.

Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Quadcolor I

Quadcolor II

Yes
Yes

320 x 200
320 x 200

No
No

STB Systems Inc.

601 N. Glenview
Richardson. TX 75081
(214) 234-8750

Graphix Plus Yes 640x200 Yes

Tecmar
6225 Cochran Rd.
Cleveland. OH 44139
(216)349-0600

Graphics Master Yes 640x400 Yes

arranged in a logical diamond forma-
tion, allows you to manipulate the
cursor faster. The better keyboards also

place special text editing keys like insert

and delete either above or below the
cursor keys.

The numeric keypad should have a
raised bump on the 5 key. Like the

bumps on the J and F key, this tactile

feature helps you keep your place on the

keypad and speeds data entry.

One last point. Current ergonomic
theory places the function keys in a row
over the QWERTY keys. Some users

like the function keys there, some do
not. It depends on personal preference.
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Monochrome
Resolution

Monochrome
Graphics

Parallel

Port

Light Pen
Interface Software

Suggested
Retail price Comments

No
640x200

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

S349
$98

4 Color only
Plugs onto back of IBM or

ABM graphics card

720 x 348 Yes Yes Yes Yes $545 Includes serial port

640x200 Yes Yes Yes Yes $799

640x200
720 x 700

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yea
No

No
No

$595
$295 Piggybacks onto Biographix I

No
720 x 348

720 x 348

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

$389
$389
$499

720 x 348

No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Opt.

No
$499
$245

Optional software $50

320 x 200 Yes Yes No Yes $595

640x200 Yes Yes Yes No $595

No No Yes Yes Yes $559

720 x 700 Yes Opt. No No $499 Optional port $65

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

No
Yes

$295
$275 Includes game port

Piggybacks onto Quadcolor I

640 x 200 Yes Yes Yes Yes $495

720 x 700 Yes No Yes No $695

Of course, the more function keys the

merrier, although software may not

acknowledge extra keys.

The Bottom Line
Almost all of the peripherals men-

tioned here are available from mail order

houses at a discount from the suggested
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retail price. Although you must install

them yourself, the substantial savings

may offset the effort.

On the other hand, as we have dis-

cussed many times on these pages, deal-

ing with a local retail store means that

the burden of making your system work
falls to someone else. Furthermore, you

have a place to which to return it should
it malfunction in the future.

Either way, upgrading an IBM PC is a
reasonably painless and very rewarding
task. With boards, drives, and keyboard
installed, you can now run all the

popular, sophisticated, and entertaining

software available for the IBM PC.
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Making The Upgrade

Installing memory boards, graphics
boards, and disk drives is easy, quick,

and requires only a few simple tools.

You can buy these peripherals direct

from the manufacturer or from a mail-

order house, which may save you some
money over a retail purchase and
installation.

Sounds great. You get the same prod-
uct at a lower price. But suppose your
digital dexterity prevents you from
assembling a two-piece jigsaw puzzle?
How are you going to cope with micro-
sized components with your macro-sized
fingers?

Not to worry. Using only a pair of pli-

ers, a screwdriver, and a pen, even those
with less than nimble fingers can replace

a disk drive and insert a memory or
graphics board easily.

Remember, always refer to the man-
uals and documentation supplied by the

manufacturer when installing the equip-

ment yourself. Also, use the appropriate
sections in the IBM Guide to Opera-
tions. The procedure we followed applies

to specific expansion boards and disk
drives, although the same general guide-

lines apply to all boards and drives.

A Word to the Wise
Although this should go without say-

ing, when you are putting in expansion
boards, disk drives, or anything else,

make sure the IBM PC is unplugged
from the wall socket, all cables are dis-

connected, and you have a large, clear

space all around the machine. Do not
rush through the procedures. Take your
time upgrading your system. Haste
makes waste, you know.

Floppy Disk Drives
Disk drives are easy to put in. They

are held to the system unit by two
screws. Our PC had two Phillips head
screws holding the B drive, but for some
reason, the A drive was held on by two
bolts. In addition, each drive has two ca-

bles attached, one from the disk control-

ler card and one from the power supply.
The flat disk controller cable (ours was
colored gray) is attached to the right

rear of the drive. The power supply ca-

ble consists of multicolored wires that

end in a plastic cap with four holes. The
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cap plugs into a plastic socket at the left

rear of the drive, just underneath the top

of the drive board.

Taking out the disk drives entails

removing the screws or bolts, detaching

both cables, and sliding the drive out the

front of the system unit. To put a disk

drive in, you simply perform these steps

in reverse order.

A Trick of the Trade
When we replaced our drives, the

power supply cable was very difficult to

Suppose your digital

dexterity prevents you
from assembling a two-
piece jigsaw puzzle?

remove. In fact, it was holding onto the

disk drive for dear life. Most people try

rocking the cap to loosen it. That is a

good strategy; it sure beats putting your
foot on the drive and yanking. However,
if the power supply cable still holds on
as if some joker had put superglue in the

socket, try pressing the cap back into the

socket. Not only is this good reverse

psychology, it also helps loosen the cap
from the socket.

Half height disks pose a different

problem. They are a bit more difficult to

install than full sized disk drives. Both
our old and the new ones we installed

were full height, so the switch was very

easy. Again—and we cannot emphasize
this enough—look at the documentation
that comes with your drives. That is

what it is for.

Slippery Chips
Although your two disk drives are in-

stalled, they will not work properly until

you alter a couple of chips. On our two-
drive system, we had to pull out a

terminator chip on the B drive, and

punch out six of the seven hour glass

connectors on another chip (sometimes

referred to as a bridge) on both the A
and B drives. Again, look at the docu-

mentation. The manufacturer explains

these important procedures in detail.

If you originally had two single sided

disk drives and have replaced them with

two double sided disk drives, you do not

have to change the DIP switches in

switch box 1 on the motherboard. If you
had one disk drive and now have two,

you must change DIP switches 1, 7, and
8 in switch box 1. Consult your IBM
Guide to Operations manual for the

correct positions.

The Boards
The memory and graphics boards are

much easier to install than the disk

drives. They simply plug into expansion

slots on the motherboard and require a

few DIP switch changes.

Most expansion boards contain DIP
switches, which are usually preset by the

manufacturer. If they do need changing,

consult the instruction booklet that

comes with the boards for the exact

settings. The switches are easily changed
with the point of a pen.

Likewise, you must change the DIP
switch settings on the PC motherboard.

Again, check the instruction booklet for

the exact settings.

The PC has five expansion slots in the

left rear of the system unit. Pick one that

is empty, unscrew the bolt holding the

expansion slot cover, position the expan-

sion board over i>s assigned slot, and
press it into the slot. A connector on the

bottom of the board will slide into the

slot. For best cooling, use every other

slot for your first three add-on boards.
With four or five boards, alternate short

or lightly-populated boards with long

boards.

Hard Disk Drives
Putting in a hard disk drive is like

putting in a floppy disk drive and an
expansion board. Inserting the drive it-

self is just about the same as putting in a
floppy drive. Of course, external drives

are not mounted inside the system unit.

In addition, you must install a disk

controller board for the hard disk drive.
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COMPUTER DISCOUNT PRODUCTS
Stocking HUGE Inventories of APPLE & IBM Products SINCE 1 977

• GUARANTEED Fair Pricing Is Our Policy *

**********
DISKETTES

iftf*

10 m
n n 7MM
km 3MM
27M twm

:ist» 37.M »«m
MM »sm

" KM wn
MEMOREX 3Vi' (MAC) 41.99

DtSKBANK

,^"-

svsteai

5 1/4"

AHOLDS 50|

'22

RECENT RELEASES — SCALL
Pricing Not Available At Press Time!

ORANGE MICRO For Your IBM PC
Mr Chips - 4 Func Board • Chipmunk - 9 Func. Board

TRILLIUM Adventure Games For Apple

Farenheit 451 • Rendezvous with Rama • Shadowkeep

WINDHAM CLASSICS Adventure Games For Apple 4 IBM

Wizard ol Oz • Gulliver s Travels • Swiss Family Robinson

SP//Y/VIXJ50
FOR APPLE & BM

1 ALPHABET ZOO 1* aim I

1 DEI TA DRAWING MM 1

1 FACEMAKER 11 W 1

1 FRACTION FEVER TIM 1

1 I0NOER «•' ll*» 1

1 UOSI AMAZING TUNG MM 1

1 RHVUEARIODIE 19N 1

1 SNOOPER TBOOPS 1 4 II nn 1

1 STORV MACHINE JIM 1

ci

antinental

u '.' MM |
1

7i n 1
1 " '.'- r.'AV "• 44M 1
1 •," - ','AV . SV MM I
1 7MM 1

1 »» 1

1 4IM 1

1 11IM 1

HOME ACCOUNTANT
lie C 57.99

1 Mac 75.99

^JMICKOUARK

SYSTEM SAVER
• Surge Suppression
• Fits Apple Sti 4
• Dual Outle g» j-
• U L Listed $ OO

APPLE
SOFTWARE ACCESSORIES

«v- r

WordPjidarSpelkngWj
EDUWARE Algebra I III

Countao: Ree
Decrials . Fractons 3

Hants on Base
PSAI Wn
SAI Word Alack

JACK REPORT
KENSINGTON Fomat II

learning CO Bunt* Games
Bumble PutVax Seen
GeiauJes P.;/* Sec ret

lAx1'"'* 1" Pv*y- HoM
Pa •• Bto*s

MASTERTYPS
MaCROLABMoeiJOWet
MICROSOFT Mull«lan

OOESTA Chess

(Mti
PES Report

Graph

MM
SENSStESPEUER
SU610GIC NgM Ms Petal
Flora Snulaw II

eeTTSM
MM
aaM

aaMM
KAIL
ta77M
J7.M
77M
I7M
I7.M
HlW
H37M
ee31M
DM

aaMM
II

M

MM
MM
74M
IMM
MM

aaMM
aaMM
taKM
MM
11M
27M
1I5M
ISM
37M
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
TIM
37M
37H
MM

DOLLARS! SENSE (tec) 75.99

eaJ?M
KM

aa37M
aaMM

SEASTAIKER 31M
SORCERER 37M

nonraT)

Fl IPN FILE •Lorttrav (?5I

•locMtav (SOI

HAVES 300 Baud SnwmxMi
l?00Baud Srisartmodern

LBRARYCASE
KENSINGTON PC Saver

PRINTERS C ITOH

bn FXeTj

Epson RXIO
OMala 82-93

PRINTER STAND Sm (plagps)

PfaHTER STAND l( MM
nae Nsaow
MXJFXIO
MX4FX 100

FINGERPRINT:

17.M
27.M
1M.M
474M
1.M
MM
37I.M
S41M
3HM
KAIL
M.M
MM
Kail
4M
7*
71

RX. FX. MI UK

^ APPLE— HARDWARE
1

71IM 1

1 A'jTO REPEAT KEV I9M 1

1 BASisioe KAIL 1

l . MM 1

1 low Cast 2 (itv 7) 1IM 1

1 FASTSree Wadcaro II 111M 1

1 HAVES Mcfomooam » 23SH 1

1 KOALA PAD MM 1

1 KRAFT JoyshC* 44.N 1

1 =»wes 31.M 1

1 MrCROSCIAJDrw IMM 1

1 UCROSOFT Sofcaid IMM 1

UOUNTAM Ramus t 3?K

\ V • V.KASO
IMM 1

1MH 1

ORANGE MICRO Grappw • 11IM 1

11IM 1

1 bMajajdOnaeaji 17IM 1

1 PADDLE ADAPfli MM 1

CH'ZIKRjm 37I.M 1

1 SabmCAK 27IM 1

1 Acceajfalo-H 4MM 1

1 NepamMK IMM 1

1 TGJOVSK* MM 1

1 KSJes KM 1

| THIJNDERCICO MM

=

' 3

1 alpha Typetaces TIM 1

1 ashton MI.M 1

1 f "t*< 1M.M 1

1 Encyrtopeora MM 1
Pa* KALL 1

1 Mega Plus

1 Sra Pack Ptus

mti 1

77IM 1

1 btlC€ERBUND SwpviNI MM 1

1 Lode Runner MM 1

1 CAI Haslets •a31M 1

1 Sutaacla aaltM 1

1 CROSSTALK 1M.H 1
1 FX tiiai A^r-n
1 HAVES IZOOBModeni

MM 1

4MM 1

1 JOVSTICK KraN o. TG UM 1

1 tIFETREE VoUsarMer HIM 1

1 LOTUS 123 KALL 1

1 MASTERTYPE MM 1
1 MICROLAB aaner 20 49ei 27.M 1

1 MICROSOFT FkgM SrnaMIOr

1 Mouse
3S.M 1

1HM 1

1 M..t[. c 1M.M 1
1 MONOGRAM Dollars I Sanaa IMM 1

1 NORTON UMm KM 1
1 PC CRAYON MM 1

Tmor 47M 1
1 PI S Wn MM 1
1 file MM 1
1 Raporl MM 1

1 Graph MM 1
SURRA ON LINE Front MM 1

1 SIR TECH WiMtdry

1 SU8L0GIC NsjM Ms PMM
44M 1

•*«/l DSOO Drxe
1 TITAN 64K BOARD

2MM 1
4MM 1

1 VISCORP Vrsealc IMM 1

1 HaNkM aalMM 1

|
PUNTROWCS (kKklfPHil 375.99 |

QtHMHC
1 FROGGERlApi
1 GENERAl MANAGER
1 ht «•: MR)
1 SCREENWRITER n

1 K QUEST FOR TaTaH

| OUSWELL

21M 1

IMM 1

MM 1

hm 1

MM 1

77 M 1

TIM
|

1

B^ffM&CSsS
1

1 ALPHA PLOT MM I

1 APPLE MECH aEXTEXT aalIM 1

1 BEAGLE BASC DOUBLE TAKE aaMM 1

1 DOSBOSS 15 M 1

1 ia»«f - p 1«M 1

1 GPU KM 1

1 PRONTO DOS 11 M 1

1 TIP DISK*' 14M 1

1 A'CES III 1

UM 1

QUADRAM:

'r il

OUAD5-.
CrUAOBOARO I 01 n (No K|

OIJAOBOARD I 01 H I64KI

CMAOCOLORI
OUADCOLOR I UPGRADE

1MM
KAIL
IMM
IMM
71I.M
21IM
2MM
30SM
7MM

Quality

Memory Chips! SCALL

pZdexj
l MM 1
1 FUNCTION STRIP MM 1
1 HARDSW1TCH 1IM 1
1 MICR04AOOEM CMP 74M 1

1 PSD IMM 1

1 PRE BOOTS Apple Wr«et 1IM 1
1 App« Arvrf/ i-.i-rrr- »M 1

ViscaK »M 1
V st *< Memrity Eipansor TIM 1

. -. tW Jlrarerm MM 1
1 SOFTSWITCH MM 1

1 ULTRAPLAN KALL 1
1 ULTRATERM 7MM 1

1
Mil |

MONITORS
AMDEK300A Apple

AMDEK310AIBM
PRINCETON Max-t?

PRINCETON RGB HX- 12

TAXAN420RGB

159.99 USIPi 19" Green »mh 99.99

179J9 uSIPi2irGreen20n*i 119.99

199J9 USIPi3t2-Ambei20mh 129.99

475,99 USIR49"Arnber20mh 109.99

USI1 400C Color Composite 279.99
|

MicroPro

INFOS'AR 2MM
H i kTRrj IMM

IMM
WORDSTAR »IM
WORDSTAR PRO KIM
PRO OPTIONS PACK 1NM

103 Smart Cat

103?l2AutoCal

JCat

Access 123 (IBM)

Novation^
1S9.99 Apptecatll 249.99

Applecal Upgrade 1200 Baud 309.00

Cat Modem 135.99

454.99 Expansion Module 29.99

- SINCE 1977-

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
IN CALIFORNIA:

San Jose* (408) 241-2300,

San Mateo* (415)571-1656

San Francisco •(415)626-2244

COMPUTER DISCOUNT PRODUCTS
5. Winchester Blvd., San Jose, California 95128
., PHONE, WILL-CALL SERVICE FROM FROM 6AM <PST)

- CALL (408) 985-0400 -

No Charge Fot CredK Cards
Pncas Subpart To Change
Software Sales An Final
Intsmaoonal Otovers Waacome |

Mm UPS Chg $4 t Ins
Mai US PoaUl Chg S10
P.O'a Welcome - SCALL
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/. 77ie rear of the IBM PC system unit,

with the cover mounting screws removed.

2. The IBM PC exposed.

3. The cap has been carefully removed
from the socket, located underneath the

left rear corner of the disk drive board.

4. The B drive halfway removed. Note
the two screws have been taken out and
the powerand disk controller cables discon-

nected.

5. The IBM PC with disk drives and mem-
ory board installed. Note chips are not

yet altered.

6. The expansion slot, with the

still attached.

cover

This board installs just like an expansion

board, and the disk controller cable atta-

ches to the hard disk drive. If the drive is

externally mounted, the cable goes out

the back of the system unit.

The Keyboard Shuffle
Replacing the keyboard takes all of

about 10 seconds. Simply pull the plug

of the original keyboard out of the back
of the system unit and plug in the new
keyboard. Not sure which plug? Look
for the one labeled "keyboard."

134

Color Monitor
Replacing your old monitor with a

color monitor is almost as easy as replac-

ing the keyboard. This time, you en-

counter two plugs instead of one. One
monitor plug goes into a port on the

graphics board, and the other plug goes

into a wall socket. Just make sure you
plug a color monitor into a color

graphics board.

Parting Pointers
Above all, read the documentation

from the manufacturers. Repeat, read

the documentation from the manufac-
turer. If you still question the procedure,
call the manufacturer. They are friendly

and generally helpful, and you are
assured of getting the most up-to-date

and correct information available.

Installing disk drives, expansion
boards, keyboards, and monitors is a
simple procedure. It does not take a
great deal of dexterity, and you can save
a bundle doing it yourself with only a

screwdriver, pliers, and a pen. B
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NEWPRODUCTS

What's NewIn

Hardware

Otrona 2001

Otrona Advanced Systems introduces

the Otrona 2001. Said to be a 100 percent

IBM-PC compatible computer that can

be easily converted from a desktop model

to a portable, it runs the MS-DOS and
PC-DOS operating systems and all IBM
software can be used off-the-shelf.

The 2001 measures 15" x 14" x 7" and
weighs in at 19 pounds. It comes with

128K RAM. expandable to 640K; an Intel

8088 microprocessor, the same used in

the IBM PC; one 5.25" 360K disk drive,

with provision for a second floppy drive

or a 10 Mb hard disk drive: a built-in

tilting 7" amber flat screen, which can be

replaced with either a 13" color or 12"

monochrome monitor for desktop use: a

84-key detachable keyboard; and one RS-

232 serial port and one parallel port.

The 2001 supports an Intel 8087 numeric

co-processor, and has three expansion slots.

Additional options include a Z80B micro-

processor board running the CP/M oper-

ating system, a battery pack, and internal

1200/300 baud modem. The Otrona 2001

carries a suggested retail price of $2495.

Otrona Advanced Systems Corp., 4725
Walnut St., Boulder, CO 80301 . (303) 444-

8100.

CIRCLE 430 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Heathkit HS-161
Portable Personal
Computer

Heathkit announces the HS-161 Portable

Personal Computer, a portable IBM PC-
compatible computer kit. Like the IBM
PC, the HS-161 uses a 16-bit Intel 8088

microprocessor, runs the MS-DOS op-

erating system, and comes with 128K RAM,
expandable to 640K. Heath says more

than 175 software packages were tested

to insure compatibility.

Other features include two half-height

5.25" 360K floppy disk drives located in a
pop-up housing, a built-in 9" amber screen,

a detachable keyboard, two RS-232C serial

ports, and one parallel port. Four expansion

slots accommodate IBM-compatible ex-

pansion boards.

The HS-161 Portable Personal Computer
measures 19.5" x 19.1" x 8.4" and weighs

35 pounds. An assembled version of the

HS-161 is available and carries a suggested

retail price of $2799 with one floppy disk

drive and $3199 with two disk drives. Kit

prices have not been released yet, but

based on previous pricing patterns, should

be roughly $700 to $800 less than the

price for an assembled HS-161.

Heath Company, Benton Harbor, MI
49022. (616) 982-3200.

CIRCLE 431 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NEWPRODUCTS

Tava PC
and Turbo Tava PC

The Tava PC desktop model looks like

an IBM PC with a Tava label. It comes
with 16-bit 8088 microprocessor operating

at 4.77 MHz, 64K RAM, expandable to

640K, two 360K floppy disk drives, five

expansion slots, one parallel port, two
serial ports, detachable keyboard, mono-
chrome adapter board, and green or amber
screen monitor. An additional 64K RAM
costs $60, and no software is bundled
with the system. An optional hard disk

drive is available.

The Tava PC runs MS-DOS 1.1, 2.0,

and 2.11, CP/M-86, and UCSD p-System.

Tava claims all the popular programs run
on the computer, including WordStar,
SpellStar, MailMerge, dBase II, Lotus I-

2-3, Multiplan, and VisiCalc. The Tava

PC carries a suggested retail price of $1995.

The Turbo Tava PC is a Tava PC with

an 8 MHz 8088-2 microprocessor that runs

software 68 percent faster than the regular

Tava PC. The Turbo Tava PC retails for

$2495.

Tava Corp., 16861 Armstrong, Irvine,

CA 92714. (714) 261-0200.

CIRCLE 432 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Compaq Introduces
Four Desktop
Computers

Compaq has introduced the Deskpro
family of desktop computers said to be
able to run all software and hardware
developed for the IBM PC without modifi-

cation. The Model 1, Model 2, Model 3,

and Model 4 all feature a 16-bit 8086
microprocessor, 128K RAM expandable
to 640K, one 360K floppy disk drive, and
a green or amber screen monochrome
monitor. All run the MS-DOS operating

system. Different models offer varying

amounts of RAM and different types of

storage.

The monitor displays high-resolution

graphics without the use of a separate

graphics board. The computers include

six IBM-compatible expansion slots, one
parallel port, and interfaces for a RGB
color monitor, composite monitor, and
RF modulator.
The Compaq Deskpro models carry a

suggested retail price of $2495 and up.

Compaq Computer Corp., 20333 FM149,
Houston, TX 77070. (713) 370-7040.

CIRCLE 433 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Key Tronic Keyboards

Key Tronic has released new plug-com-
patible keyboards for the IBM PC and
DEC VT-100, and a replacement keyboard

for the Radio Shack TRS-80 Color Com-
puter.

The KB-5151 keyboard for the IBM PC
carries a suggested retail price of $255.

The KB-100 for the DEC VT-100 carries

a suggested retail price of $379. The KB-
500 for the Color Computer sells for $89.95.

Key Tronic, P.O. Box 14687, Spokane,
WA 99214. (509) 928-8000.

CIRCLE 434 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Two New
Protection Devices

Back in the May 1984 issue, we did a

roundup of devices for power line pro-

tection. Since then. Computer Power
Solutions, Inc. has introduced one of the

most compact protection devices, the

Electra Guard 3.

The Electra Guard 3 is a single grounded
plug adapter which provides both line-to-

line and line-to-ground clamping protection

against spikes and transients. It has a fast

response time of less than five nanoseconds

and a forward surge rating of 1440 amperes.

The Electra Guard 3 also provides EMI/
RFI noise rejection from 150KHz to

300MHz. It comes in either a white or

transparent housing and retails for $18.95.

Computer Power Solutions also makes
surge suppressor and filtering devices and

,;i standby power supply.

Computer Power Solutions Inc., 8800
49th St., North, Suite 203. Pinellas Park,

FL 33565. (813)544-8801.

CIRCLE 435 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Another surge suppressor recently intro-

duced is the SpikeMaster from Discwasher,

the record care people. The SpikeMaster
provides four protected sockets spaced
widely enough for use with bulky AC
power adapters. All four sockets are num-
bered and controlled by a lighted red

rocker switch.

In addition to filtering out RF inter-

ference, the SpikeMaster provides both
multistage and multimode protection. A
circuit breaker is built into the unit to

prevent dangerous line overloads from
reaching precious equipment.

The SpikeMaster surge suppresor comes
with a limited 90-day warranty and retails

for $79.95.

Discwasher, 1407 N. Providence Rd.,

P.O. Box 6021, Columbia, MO 65205. (314)

449-0941.

CIRCLE 436 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NEWPRODUCTS

Internal Modem for

IBM PC and Compatibles

The Popcorn C100. a new internal 300
and 1200 baud modem from Prentice,

features automatic voice and data switch-

ing, automatic dial, and full compatibility

with AT&T 103, 113. and 212A dial-up

modems. The C100 retails for $445.

Prentice Corp., 266 Caspian Dr., P.O.

Box 3544. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. (408)

734-9810.

CIRCLE 437 ON READER SERVICE CARD

USI Monochrome
Monitors

USI Computer Products introduces four

monochrome monitors for Apple. Atari,

Commodore, IBM. and other computers.

The 900 series monitors are 9" screens

displaying 24 lines of 80 characters with a

horizontal resolution of 1000 lines at the

center. The 1200 series monitors are 12"

screens displaying 24 lines of 80 characters

with a horizontal resolution of 800 lines.

Suggested retail price for 900 and 1200

series green screen is $199, and for the

900 and 1 200 series amber screen, $225.

USI Computer Products. 71 Park Lane.

Brisbane, CA 94005. (415) 468-4900.

CIRCLE 438 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Color Graphics Board
for IBM PC

Hercules Computer Technology has

inmxluced the Color Card, a color graphics

board matching the performance of the

IBM Graphics Monitor/ Adapter.

The Color Card supports either a RGB
or composite color monitor and includes

a parallel port not found on the IBM
board. The Color Card carries a list price

of $245.

Hercules Computer Technology, 2550
9th St.. #210. Berkeley. CA 94710. (415)

540-6000.

CIRCLE 439 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hi-Res Graphics
Board for TRS-80
Model III and 4

Micro-Labs has introduced the Grafyx
Solution, an add-on graphics board for

the TRS-80 Model III or 4 that displays a

resolution of up to 640 pixels x 200 pixels.

The board comes with graphics software

compatible with TRSDOS 1.3 and 6.1.

LDOS. NEWDOS 80, and DOSPLUS. The
software adds over 20 commands to Basic

and contains over 40 graphics programs.
The Grafyx Solution and software carry

a suggested retail price of $199.95.

Micro-Labs Inc.. 902 Pinecrest. Richard-

son. TX 75080. (214) 235-0915.

CIRCLE 440 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Interfirm Systems
Digit-Ball

Interfirm Systems has released Digit-

Ball, a trak-ball for the IBM PC and Apple
II. The Digit-Ball emulates resistive joy-

sticks and analog touch tablets, can wrap
around screen edges, and comes in hand-
held and desktop models. Suggested retail

price for the IBM PC version is $1 19.95.

The Apple II version sells for $99.95.

Interfirm Systems Corp.. 1899 Montford
Ct., San Jose, CA 95132. (408) 923-3338.

CIRCLE 441 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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It all adds up...
HOME COMPUTERS

A
ATARI
••rface

1010 Recorder
1030 Color Printer
1088 Dot Matrix Printer
1087 Lstlar Quality Printer
1030 Direct Connect Modem
1080 Disk Drive
1064 Memory Mi

Touch Tablet Software
Light Pa

Track Ball

7097 Atari Logc
4X118 Pilot (Home)
408 Pilot [Educ i

S038 Atari Pilot

8049 VislCalc
488 Communicator t

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
600XL CALL
800XL CALL

Call for new low pricing

1S00XL CALL
14S0XL CALL

$819 00 CX30 Paddles tU 99
$899 00 CX40 Joystick $7 99
•869 00 4011 Star Raiders $31 99
199 99 4088 Pac Man f31 99

(31 99
$125 00 8086 Dig Dug $31 99
$64 99 8031 Donkey Kong I

$78 99 8034 Pole Pos:'

$39 99 8040 Donkey Kong Jr
$74 99 8043 Ms Pauma . $37 99
$87 99 8044 Joust $37 99
$99 99 8048 Pengo $33 99
$77 99 8088 Moon Patroi $33 99
$149 99 4003 Assembler $44 99
$119 99 8188 Microsoft Basic I or II $64 99

AT 88 SI

AT 88 SI PD

Axlo:

DISK DRIVES FOR ATARI
PEBCOM KAMA

IMDUS

$279 00 1000
$299 00

ATD8
$379 00 AT D4

$389 00
$6(19.00

$299 00
1849 00

$149 00

B'A" MD1 $31 on f

M I) 2 $29 99
D 1 i.

$49 99
VERBATIM

f
8''.' DS/DD $34 99 P

BY." Disk Head Cleaner

I0RY BOARDS
APPI.F frank: in

$59 I

.:0K
• 00

ALIEN VOICE BOX
$11900 Apple

DISKETTES
LIPHAMT

Sir no

$26 99
DISK HOLDERS

lit 1C0VATIVE CONCEPTS
$3.99

Flip n File 80 $17 99
Flip n-Flle 50 w lock $24 99

$14 99 Flip n File (4CO/800 ROM, $17 99

CONTROLLERS 4: JOYSTICKS

ATARI VIC Trak Ball

Apple Trak Ball

Apple Analog

$21 99

$17 99
$84 M
$54 99
».<- M

I1ATT

Appl. Paddle. .

$41 99

$84 99
IBM Paddles $34 99
IBM Joystick $4699

hoala
$79 99 'BMAtari {KOMI

ROMl

• west
800-648-3311

Dept 112
Order Status Number 5B8-56S4

P O Box 6689
SU-tellne. NV 89449

$86 99

AXIOM
AT 100 Atari Interface Prlnter$199 00
OP 100 Parallel Interface $189 00
GP660 Atari Bidirectional $319 00
OP 700 Atari Color Printer $489 00

PRINTBR8 1IIHU1 TALLY
1601. $589 00
180L $79900
Spirit 80 $38900

OPBSO Parallel Printer
BMC

401 Letter Quality
BX 80 Dot Matrix

o.itobi
Gorilla Banana
Prowrlter 8810P
Prowrlter 1B50P
A10 (18 cps) Son of Starwnter$S89 00

it Matrix
F10 40 Star*.

Inr.tmasler $1349 00
COKIII

5 149 00
SIAIU

680 Latter Quality
630 Letter Quality

$869 00 8027 Dot Matrix

2010 16 30
3510 16 30
7710'lfi/30

$889 OO
$269 00

$149 00
$379 00
$».99 (,'.

1949 00
$1749 00

2000
Tractor Fee'l

RX80. RX80F7
FX 100

00

Prism 80
Prism 38

$999 00
$109 00

RX 100 CALL

IDS
For Configuration CALL
For Configuration CALL

juki

$389 00

$749 00
$1369 00
$1799 00

OKIDATA
82. 83. 84. 92. 93. 8390. 2410 CALL

OLTMTIA
Compart 2 $479 00

$509 OO
iOO $1449 00
SMITH COBOM A

TP 1000
Tractor

SILVER BEED
500 Letter Quality $449 00
580 Letter Quality $549.00
770 Letter Quality $86900

Oemlnl 10X

Board
Radix 10

1340

$279 00

$«^9 00

$469 00

1381

TBAMTAB
$1499 00

130P . $469 00
130P $649 00

ANCHOR
<dem

Mark VII (Auto AnaiAuto Dial)$99 99
Mark XII [1800 Baud) $289 99
Mark TRS80 $99 99
9 Volt Power Supply $9 99

$199 00

$89 99
$199 !»

MODEMS
OVATIOBt

$

Smart Cat 103 $179 00
Smart Cat 103 218 $399 00

$219 00
818 AutoCat
Apple Cat II

$84900
$249 OO

MONITORS

Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1200B
Mlcromodeni

Smart Com II

Chronograph

*oo Oreen
300 Amber
310 A:

1801 |18 Oreenl $88.99
1201 Phis IIS" Green HlkeHlMW

OOBILLA
12 Green
12 A:

so
.JB1260 Green $109 00
JB 1801 Green $149 99
JB 1205 Amber $15999
JB 1818 Color $889 00
JC 1216 RGB $489 00

PRIWCETOW ORAPHICS
MAX 12 Amber
MX 12 ROB $499 00
SRT 2 RGB

ZT10
ZTU

$ 1 40 OO

$269 00

t
Hew Color 300.400.500.600 700 Call

Color 4T IBM $599 00

SG 1000
SA 1000 »::

TAXAM
.

418 Hi Res RGB
420 Hi Res RGB (IBM!
100 18" Green
108 18" Amber

$309 00
$369 00

1

$139 00

$439 00
$489 00
$188 00
$138 00

O.UADBAM
Quadchrome 8400 Color

SMITH
ZVM188 Amber.
ZVM12'7

ZVM124 IBM Amber
ZVM131

$99 ...

$11999

$499 00

$99 99
$pooo

$149 00
$309 00

©mm
canada

Ontario/Quebec 800-868-3974
Other Prowinces800-26B-4559

pt. 112
Order Status Number 828-0866
2506 Dunwin Drive. Unit 3B

Mtssissauga. Ontario. Canada L6L1T1

east __
800-233-8850—

Oept 112
Order 8tatus Number: 327 9576

Customer Service Number: 3271450
477 E 3rd St.. Williamspnrt. PA 17701

:nents may :- lents add sales tax All

our catalog



he best prices
APPLE/FRAHKLIN

DISK DRIVES

mcioici

sr
1

A2
A20
A40
A 70

Elite 2.

Elite 3

(199 00
Call

(299 CO
$319 00

S279 00
(389 00
(569 00

ArrLB He ITllTU IACI
64K Apple lie. Disk Drive ar Controller.

: I *• DOS 3 3
COMPLETE CALL

Cell on ell other Apple Model*

ACE 1000 Color Computer CAM,
ACE PRO PLUS System

-DO Office Mgmt SystemCALL
CALL

MBC 880 CALL
MBC 880-S CALL
MBC 6BB CALL
MBC 888-8 CALL

HEWLETT PACKARD

hp iac
HP 16C
HP 16C

HP 71B $419.99
41CV (180.SB
41CX (849.99

SHARP

$ . >g

(92 99
(92 99
(92 M

HP 78D (879 99
HPIL Module (9896
HPII. Cassette or Printer (359 99
Card Reader (143 99
Extended Function Module (63 99
Time Module (63 99

NEC

PC 1800A (188.99

PC 1280 A (88.09

C£-loO Color l;,i.W.i^i«Uei
CE 155 8K RAM (93 69
CI 161 16K RAM (13499
CE-500 ROM Library (29 99

nDuiiA Thermal Printer
PC -8281 A Data Recorder
PC 8201-06 8K RAM Chips

8469

(14m 99
(99 99

(108 00
PC-8206A 32X RAM Cartrldge(329 00

£tcommodore^ SX 84Portable (839
can aosa (ess cbm 64 »i»o

B )98 (249 00
CBM 9000 (999 00 C1S30 Data (69 99

Plotter..(126.00
il Dot Matrix Printer (219 00

o.»o^ *.o»^
6032 to 9000 Upgrade (499 00
2031 LP Diak Drive (299
8O50 Disk Drive (999 00
8380 Disk Drive (1249 00
40SS Pr'T»- IW

(589 00
6400 1 (1446 00
Z RAM (369 l

Silicon 8000 "

I -

SoftROM. (128 00
VletCalc (186 OO

rioriMioMi »onwjn
Word Pro 2 Plus (159 OO

!'ro 3 Plus (189 00
Word Pro 4 Plus 8 Pluseach (279 00
InfoPro (179 00
Administrator (399 00
Power (79 99

CI826 Dot Matrix Serial
CI 702 Color Monitor

(U99 00
(289 00

C1311 Joyf (4 99
f"!3!Z P-1--V--

C 1600 VIC Modem 180.00
Mdoem (89 99

Logo 64 (49 99
Pilot 64 (39 99

£
Calc Result 84... (66 99
Calo Result Easy (39 99
MCS 801 Color Printer (466 00
DP8 1101 Daisy Printer (486 00
Maane Voice Speech Module (84 99
Desk Organizer Lock (49 99
Vidtex Telecommunications (34 95

MSD
SD1 Disk Drive (349 00
SD2 Disk I (399 00

NEC 2060 (896 00
NEC 3680 (1886 00

raB.COM/TAWD0eT
Bias: Dirvu

'iiOK Floppy (199 00
5 Meg Hard w Controller (1049 00
10 Meg Hard w Controller (1349 OC
20 Meg Hard w Controller (1899 00

YMICOBP
VuuCalc IV (166.00
VislWord « (24900
Vision Series' CALL
Optical Mouse (189 99

IDlAMoeUtM
5MB to 48MB Hard drives with
removable Cart backupas low as( 1399

A8T BB8BABCK
Six Pak Plus from (249 00

1279 00
(389 00
(136 00

Mega Plus from
I/O Plus from

QOADBAM
Quadllnk
Quadboard as low as
(Juad 811

Quadcolor
Chronograph
Parallel Interface Board
64K RAM Chips Kit

as low as
is low as

(476 00
(soeoo
(259 CO
(239 00
100 00
(mm 00
840 (0

WordStar Professional Pack (»«*> On
MICX0MIM

R Base 4000 CALL
MU LTIMATX IWT.

Multl Mate (289 00
Mioaoarur

Crosstalk (108.00

MultlPlan (169 OO
ASWTOB-TATB

dBASE II (380 00
dBASE III (429 00
Friday (179 00

nra
EasyWrlter II (249 00
EasySpeller (119 00
EasyFiler . .. (888.00

COWTIWBWTAL BOrTWABB
1st Class Mail Form letter (79 96
Home Accountant Plus (88 86

LOTOa
Symphony (S13 00

(338 00
PBorsaaiowAL soptwabb

The Boss (309 00
(TWAPBB

(116.WW

^'•^iir
atm |

data systems

Electronic Arts
One on On*
Music Construction
Plnball Construction

;>**u»

PC COMPATIBLB
18 BIT 8T8TXM8

configurations

SOPTWABB

Enchanter
Zorsl.8.3 ea
Suspended

A tar [Soft

.Ills

». . ..

». .-M»
SMS*
I.

'

(ST M

Auute

»..•

»: '

Code Writer

VisiCorp
VisiCalc
VisiCalc Advanced

pfs

ins." as low at

I..

bu

«..

(IT

MM n
A

NA
VA

(148 M
A

west
800-648-3311

InS . Dept 112
Order Status Number: 688-5694

P.O.Box 6689
Stateline. NV 89449

Canada
Ontario/Quebec 800-288-3974
Other Provinces800 268 4559

Toronto call |4 16>828 0866. Dept. 112
Order Status Number: 828 0866
2508 Dunwln Drive. Unit 3B

Mtssissauga. Ontario. Canada L8L1T1

6aSl* eawswswsBj

800-233-8950 —-

-

In PA call |717|327 9575. Dept. 112
Order Status Number: 327-9676

Customer Service Number 327-1480
477 B. 3rd St.. Wllllamaport. PA 17701

(16 99

CANADIAN ORDERS All prices are subleet to shipping, tax and currency fluctuations Call for exact pricing in Canada INTERNATTOWAL orders All
i. United 8tal

.nls are available • rilucational Institutions APOoVFPO Add 3^> Imlntmum
ling
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NEWPRODUCTS

In one of (he most dramatic new prod-

uct introductions on either side of the

Atlantic. ACT recently unveiled four new
Apricot computers, thus making the Apri-

cot line one of the most complete from
any manufacturer.

Prior to the launch. ACT distributors

were flown up to the ACT plant in the

new town of Glenrothes, Scotland. This

particular area of Scotland— from north-

east of Edinburgh running west along the

Firth of Forth — has come to be known as

Silicon Glen, and is the home for much of

the U.K.'s computer industry. As a result,

a highly skilled and motivated labor force

has gravitated to the area, much as has

happened in the San Francisco Bay area.

The year-old ACT plant is a model of

efficiency, and, although it is not as highly

automated as some Japanese and American
factories, quality control is second to none.

In contrast to Far Eastern factories, the

work floor is open, airy, and relatively

quiet. As the government requires a cer-

tain amount of space per worker, even
after gearing up to make the new machines,

the plant should retain its nonclaustro-

phobic atmosphere.

ACT Concert in

Royal Albert Hall
No, it wasn't the Proms— an extremely

popular classical concert series held toward

the end of the summer— but more than a

few Londoners wondered just what was
going on at Royal Albert Hall on June
28th. ACT called it "the most remarkable
event in the history of the British micro-

computer industry," and perhaps it was.

More than 2500 U.K. computer dealers,

international distributors, and members
of the press were present at 12:00 noon
for an extravaganza of light and sound.

dancing girls, comedians, a midget, and,

oh yes, four new computers.

Since you are not reading Creative Com-
puting to learn about multimedia shows
and champagne lunches, let's talk com-
puters. Perhaps the most significant aspect

of the launch is the fact that ACT now
offers a complete, upward-compatible line

of 16-bit computers and is, as far as we
know, the only manufacturer in the world

to do so (see table). The only significant

parts of the market in which ACT does

not have an entry are the home and note-

book portable segments. And if you believe

Roger Foster, managing director of ACT,
ignoring these sectors is quite deliberate.

The significance of having a complete
family cannot be overemphasized. Besides

providing buyers with some very attractive

machines to consider, a compatible line

makes the initial decision as to which
computer to buy much less critical. You
can select the machine that is best for

your school or business today secure in

the knowledge that as your requirements

increase, so can your Apricot expand.

Fl Entry Level Business System
The Apricot Fl has a 16-bit 8086 micro-

processor running at 4.77 MHz (as does
the entire Apricot line), 256K of RAM
(expandable to 768K), double-sided, 3Vi"

floppy disk drive (Sony type) with 720K
of storage, a cordless infra-red full-stroke

keyboard, color graphics, and RS-232 and
Centronics interface ports.

The keyboard is a European-style unit

with square keys having a rounded de-

pression in the top of each one. One can
get used to it in a few hours. The unit is a

longish 17.7" x 8.7" wide. It has 92 keys
with a numeric keypad and ten function

keys at the right side.

In addition to the keyboard. ACT also

offers a wireless mouse (a mouse without

a tail'.'). Moreover, the mouse can be used

upside down as a trackball which, if your

desk is as cluttered as mine, could be a

considerable plus. The mouse has two

buttons, one on each side, and is fully

compatible with the Microsoft mouse.

The system unit houses the electronics

and single disk drive. This compact unit

has a single expansion slot which most

likely would be used for memory. In

addition, an external expansion box with

five more slots is available: this box can

also hold a second V/2" drive or a 5'/4"

one.

The Fl drives practically any kind of

display: RGB monitor, composite video

monitor, or standard TV set. Graphics

resolution is 640 x 256 pixels (four colorsl

or 320 x 256 pixels ( 16 colors). Resolution

on U.S. NTSC displays will be 640 x 200

and 320 x 200. Text resolution is the ex-

pected 80 characters by 25 lines.

To increase system performance, the

Fl basic input/output system (BIOS) has

been implemented in 32K of ROM. The
BIOS handles communication with all

devices connected to the computer, and
putting it in ROM reduces the amount of

space required by the operating system,

which leaves more memory for applicatioas

software and user programs.

The bundled software with the Fl

includes the MS-DOS operating system:

Sorcim SuperCalc, SuperWriter, and Super-

Planner. ACT Diary: ACT Sketch (an

easy-to-use drawing tool with a wide range

of handy features): the Apricot Tutorial:

and even a challenging strategy game.
Many of the software packages make ex-

tensive use of icon and window technology

and can be accessed by either the keyboard

or the mouse.
For multi-user applications. Concurrent

DOS (formerly Concurrent CP/M) is also

available. Other optional packages include

CP/M-86, GW Basic. Personal Basic. GSX
graphics system, and Dr. Logo.

Fie Education System
The Fie education system is a cut-down

version of the Fl. Although it is aimed at

the education market, frankly we don't

see any reason at all that this wouldn't

have appeal for the serious home user as

well.

Physically, the system appears identical

to the Fl. However, it has only 128K of

RAM and a single-sided disk drive (315K

of storage): everything else is the same as

the Fl in the hardware.
The software bundled with the Fie

includes CP/M-86, Personal Basic, and
Dr. Logo.

The Fie can be upgraded into an Fl

with a "Business Upgrade Kit" which

140
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NEWPRODUCTS

Market Segment ACT System Competitors

Home None Commodore 64

Color Computer

Education Fie Apple He
Acorn (BBC)

High-end Home
Low-end Business

Fl Apple He

Notebook None Tandy Model 100, et al.

FulJ-function Portable Portable Compaq
IBM Portable

Desktop Apricot PC IBM PC

Desktop, Mass Storage Apricot Xi IBM PC XT

Multi-user Point 7

Point 32

Altos

68000 Unix systems

includes additional memory, an expansion

box, MS-DOS, and business software

packages.

State-of-the-Art Portable
An interesting half step up and half

step to the side from the Fl is the Apricot

Portable. Weighing less than 13 pounds,

the Portable features a full-size 80 x 25

character (640 x 256 pixels) flat screen

LCD display, cordless keyboard and mouse,

and built-in speech recognition unit. Other

hardware specifications are the same as

the Fl. Incidentally, the machine does

not run on batteries.

Technologically, the speech recognition

unit is probably the most interesting. It is

manufactured by Dragon Systems of West

Newton. MA and uses a microphone

cradled on the right of the display. It can

have a vocabulary of 40% words of which

32 can be active at a time. ACT furnishes

voice-driven versions of ACT Diary and

ACT Sketch with the computer. It is

uncanny to speak to the computer with a

phrase such as "Print all appointments

starting after 1 :00 p.m. next Monday" and

see an appointment list appear on the

screen. The Diary package itself is quite

amazing with separate windows for a cal-

endar, appointment schedule, and detailed

descriptions of individual appointments.

The 25 line by 80 character LCD screen

is made by Sharp. Although several manu-

facturers have talked about the product,

only ACT and Apple (for the lie) have

actually announced its availability. In-

terestingly, the LCD screen can be used

simultaneously with a color (or mono-

chrome) monitor. With this combination,

it is possible to run two applications on

the two screens simultaneously using the

windowing software. Or. when using a

package like SuperCatc .?, text can be

shown on the LCD screen while graphics

are displayed on the color monitor.

The LCD screen is supported by a

separate 16K memory module and a custom

IC. With the LCD screen on, the color

screen can display 640 x 256 pixel graphics

in eight colors; with the LCD screen off,

16 colors can be displayed.

In common with the Fl, the Portable

has an expansion slot for additional mem-
ory, and it may also be upgraded with a

10Mb Winchester hard disk.

Apricot and Apricot Xi
The Apricot and Apricot Xi (hard disk

version) computers are unchanged from

the originals (see Creative Computing,

Feb. 1984 for a complete review). They
are furnished with 256K; a 96-key full-

stroke keyboard with a two-line, 40-

character LCD display; internal battery-

powered clock/calendar; TI sound chip;

serial and parallel ports; dual 3ft" Sony

disk drives; high-resolution monochrome
display; and MS-DOS.
We were especially impressed with the

Manager overlay on the operating system

which makes using the Apricot a joy for a

novice as well as an experienced user.

The system also includes the same ex-

cellent range of bundled software packages

as the Fl. Concurrent with the ACT an-

nouncement of the new computers, Lotus

Development Corp. announced that

Symphony would be available for the Apri-

cot. Symphony is an integrated package

including spreadsheet, database, word
processing, and graphics software.

Point 7 Clustered System
The Apricot Point 7 is an upward ex-

tension to the existing Apricot Xi. It

includes 51 2K of RAM. a 10Mb Winchester

hard disk, a double-sided 3ft" floppy disk,

and a six-terminal cluster controller.

The cluster controller allows Apricot,

Sirius, and IBM PC computers to be used

as stand-alone systems and as intelligent

workstations accessing the host Point 7's

Winchester disk. In the latter mode, the

Point 7 and its terminals act as a multi-

user system running under Multi-user Con-

current DOS. The ability of each terminal

to function as a stand-alone computer
reduces congestion on the cluster controller

and enhances performance. Terminal
computers must be located within 50 feet

of the host system.

Software for cluster use furnished with

the Point 7 includes the ACT Diary

package which permits a group diary to

be maintained, and the Pulsar integrated

accounting package. Pulsar also plans to

make other packages in their line avail-

able for the Point 7.

Local Area Network System
The Apricot Point 32 is a local area

network system that allows up to 32

Apricot, Sirius, or IBM PC computers to

gain access to up to 200Mb of mass storage,

with the added security of cartridge tape

backup. The system uses a device called

The Bank and Omninet card made by

Corvus. The software is a new system de-

veloped by Microsoft called MS-NET.
The heart of the Point 32 is an enhanced

10Mb or 20Mb Apricot with ACT LAN
(local area network) cards. This acts as a

file server to a network of personal com-
puters linked via the Omninet card. Up to

ten file servers can be included in the net-

work. Computers in the net can be located

up to 2000 feet from the host.

Pricing and Availability

U.S. prices have not yet been set on the

new Apricot line, but judging from the

U.K. prices, the line will be priced very

aggressively. At the current rate of con-

version, the Fie would sell for about $1200

and the Fl for about $1500. These prices

do not include shipping or import taxes

so the final prices will be somewhat higher.

Micro-D has just signed a contract with

ACT to be the exclusive U.S. distributor.

Given Micro-D's excellent coverage of

the market, you can expect to see Apricots

on the shelves of a wide cross section of

stores throughout the country.

ACT promises that the new computers
will begin shipping in about 60 to 75 days

to the home market. That means they

probably will not hit these shores until

early 1985. Frankly, we can't wait!—DHA
ACT (North America) Inc., 3375 Scott

Blvd., Suite 336, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

(408) 727-8090.

CIRCLE 442 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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What's NewIn

Software

Texas
Tl Professional Software INSTRUMENTS

Texas Instruments releases HowardSoft's
Tax Preparer, a tax planning and prepar-

ation program, for the TI Professional

computer. Tax Preparer maintains tax

records throughout the year and prints

IRS-accepted forms for 21 commonly used
filing schedules. Suggested retail price is

$295.

Texas Instruments also introduces a high-

speed MS-Basic compiler running under
the MS-DOS 1.1 or 2.1 operating system
for the TI Professional computer and the
TI Portable Professional computer. Sug-
gested retail price is $300.

A new communications software pack-

*
age, the 3101, allows the TI Professional

and Portable Professional computers to

emulate an IBM 3101 Display Terminal.
The 3101 supports a character mode to

access and retrieve information from data-

bases and timesharing services, and a block
mode to access remote computers for

order entry, inventory, and other appli-

cations. Suggested retail price is $140.
Texas Instruments. P.O. Box 402430,

Dallas, TX 75240. (800) 527-3500.
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Atari Software

Optimized Systems Software releases

three new programs for Atari computers.
Postal and Sort Tool is a mailing list

program with a sort function. It requires

48K RAM and either a double sided disk

drive or two single sided disk drives. It

comes on disk and carries a suggested
retail price of $59.95.

Write Tool is a full-featured word pro-

cessor requiring 16K RAM. It comes on
cartridge and costs $49.95.

mm
Print Tool adds professional features

to a word processor, including indexing,

outlining, footnotes, and table of contents.

Print Tool requires 48K, comes on disk,

and carries a suggested retail price of

$59.95.

Optimized Systems Software Inc., 1221B
Kentwood Ave., San Jose, CA 95129. (408)

446-3099.
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Integrated Software

Computer Creations presents The Ul-

timate, an integrated software package
containing word processor, dictionary,

database, mail merger, and communi-
cations link to the US Postal Service's

Electronic Computer Originated Mail (E-

COM) service. The Ultimate requires 96K
RAM under DOS or 64K under CP/M
and two disk drives. A modem is required
for E-COM service. Suggested retail price

is $249.50.

Computer Creations Inc., 766 El Camino
Real, San Carlos, CA 94070. (415) 595-

4466.
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Overhead
Express

Business & Professional Software intro-

duces Overhead Express, a graphics soft-

ware package to produce overhead trans-

parencies on the IBM PC and compatibles.

It includes international characters, various

symbols, four different typefaces, and 12

prefabricated templates. Overhead Express

requires 192K RAM and retails for $195.

Business & Professional Software, 143

Binney St., Cambridge, MA 02142. (617)
491-3377.
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Ashton-Tate Framework

Ashton-Tate has released Framework,
an integrated software package including

a word processor, spreadsheet, business

graphics, data management, forms pro-

cessor, and outline generator. Framework
runs on the IBM PC, requires 256K RAM,
and supports graphs and text on a mono-
chrome monitor. Suggested retail price is

$695.

AshtonTate, 10150 W. Jefferson Blvd..

Culver City. CA 90230. (213) 204-5570.
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Your personal computer deserves the

unequalled monitor quality of Sakata

Your computer deserves the most monitor

quality value possible. ..and so do you. SAKATA
CRT DISPLAY MONITORS give you more

monitor quality than the most expensive

monitors available. Each SAKATA MONITOR
provides unequalled color reproduction;

sharpest and most vivid graphics; text that you

read more easily than you ever expected;

and technical characteristics and capabilities

that will amaze you.

Protect your personal computer's

performance by utilizing SAKATA CRT
MONITORS which provide the utmost in

monitor value. Choose from an entire line of

Composite Color; RGB High Resolution Color:

RGB Super High Resolution Color and two

monochromes (green and amber) that have

more quality than other monochrome monitors.

"We promise performance".
SAKATA CRT MONITORS are available

wherever personal computers are sold or write

for technical and illustrated literature and prices.

SAKATA U.S.A. CORPORATION
651 Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village. IL 60007

(312) 593-321 1 800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

akata
SC-100

COLOR COMP(

'Serving industry worldwide since 1896"

RESOLUTION COLOR

SC-200
RGB H
RESOLUTION COLOR

SA-1000
MONOCHROME AMBER

SG-11
MONOCHRON'
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The Only Limit

is the Boundaries
of Your Imagination
Word Processing on red, Spreadsheets on
yellow and letters home to Mom on blue.

Brought to you by the people who provide quality software
duplication to the world's major software publishers

Contact Allenbach Industries for the Kaleidiskette™ dealer nearest you.

KALEID!SZET7ES "

Jlenbach Industries. Inc.. 2101 Los Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92008 (800) 854-1515 - (619) 438-22 Allenbach Industries



Apple II +
• 64 K Ram
• Apple Drive

• 1
2" Monitor

. 3.3 DOS

$799.00
90 Day Warranty

as
mttlRTATi COMPUTE* tAMK

(415) 968-6811
2384 El Camino Real W.

Mtn. View, CA 94040

- NEWPRODUCTS -
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&TDK Vj EC
THE NO-RISK DISK ON SALE

LIFETIME WARRANTY

Box of ten 5Va" svtok diskettes, with labels.

envelopes and reinforced hub-rings

SS/DD OS/DO
Soft or tr-l 7 cn SoMo

' C01 Kft
16 Sector a9 I / . tj(J 16 SKtor $£ I .311

We oiler Quality Fast Service & Low Prices

$26.50 ST $32.50
Buy now and save.

Box of 10 NEW 3V2' only $39.50

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your Money Back

RIBBONS ON SALE
Prownter (mm of 6) $4.95 each

Epson MX70 & MX80 cartridge ^
(mm of 6) $4.95 each

Epson MX 100 cartridge ~ „
(mm of 6) $7.95 each

Slapping t Handling %3 00 (or tny order or diskettes or riDboni.

C00 orders add »l 65 W« accept Visa. Mastercard and American

Express credil cards at ao extra charge Illinois residents please

add 7X tax

Call us now toll Iree ANYWHERE in Ihe US
Orders only 1 800 227 3800 Ask lor Smarl Oala

7 Days a Weak. 24 Hours a Day

Other information: (312) 256 4456

9am le 8pm (central). Men. through Sal

SMART DATA JWC.
H. • B0T

HOttfl 1. 10091 >

Speed File

from Bluebush

'-

-

— ""
II

Bluebush is shipping Speed File, its free

form filing program for the Apple 11+
and He. Speed File sorts on any field,

offers optional password protection, and
makes automatic backups of data. Sug-

gested retail price is $125.

Bluebush, 3379 St. Mary's St., Santa

Clara, CA 95051. (408) 244-1631.
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MASS-11pc
Word Processor
Microsystems Engineering releases

MASS-llpc, a full-featured word processor,

spelling checker, and index generator for

the DEC Rainbow, IBM PC, and Tandy
2000 computers. MASS-llpc requires 256Km^>
RAM and also ties into MASS-ll, which

runs on DEC Vax minicomputers. Sug-

gested retail price is $995, with volume
and educational discounts.

Microsystems Engineering Corp., 2400

W. Hassell Rd., Suite 400, Hoffman Estates,

IL 60195. (312)882-0111.
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HP-1 50 Word Processor

Lexisoft releases Spellbinder, a combin-
ation word processor, spelling checker,

and grammar checker for the HP-1 50

computer. The grammar checker looks

for double negatives, wordy phrases, and
misused words, then suggests ways to

correct the sentence. Spellbinder uses the

touch screen and can interact with popular

databases, spreadsheets, and accounting

software. Suggested retail price is $495.

Lexisoft Inc.. Box 1378, Davis, CA 95617.

(916) 758-3630.
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Develop
the next
Color
Graphics

Nowhere will you find a

broader line of graphic

systems than at Tektronix.

Acknowledged leader in

computer graphics terminal

technology for the CAD and
Cartography markets, our

Graphic Systems Products

Division defines the state of

the art in color with the

4115B series

This is your opportunity to

join the leader in Color

Graphics Computer
Technology and contribute

to a high-energy team
effort. You could qualify as

a team member if you have

2+ years experience in any
of the following skill sets:

• 8086/286 programming
• Intel development tools

• Raster scan display

technology
• Graphic display

concepts
• IC chip design
• GKS implementation
• 3-D computer graphics
• Bit-slice technology

Talk to us.

GSP is located on 250
beautiful acres just 10 miles

south of Portland, Oregon,
in the heart of one of the

nation's most attractive

geographical areas Call

Ned Ginter COLLECT at

(503) 685-3465, or send him
your resume at Tektronix,

Inc., P.O. Box 1000,

M/S-63-433, Wilsonville,

OR 97070.

Equal opportunity employer

Ttektronix
i j **m i itofOtaciLieaaa
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OPINION

War and Games

Earl Vickers

War and games
are both ancient in-

ventions of undying
popularity. They con-
tinue to evolve side

by side, each influ-

encing the other and
together forming a

reflection of the

societies from which
they arise. War is

not a game, nor are

game.? wars, strictly

The difference between men and boys Is the price of their toys.

speaking, but the analogy is often useful.

Games as War
Many games, ancient and modern, are

modeled after the wars of the same era.

Chess, for example, is an offshoot of a
game called Chaturanga, Sanskrit for

"the army game." The pieces and their

movements are symbolic of elements of
fifth century Indian armies, and some
historians believe the game to have been
developed as a "moral equivalent" to

war by pacifist Brahmans. Variants of
chess were used by seventeenth century
military planners.

A game which is older than chess and
at least comparable in depth (and much
more difficult to program on a com-
puter) is the oriental game, Go. (The
name "Atari" comes from a move in this

game.)
By the thirteenth century Go was

considered a vital part of a Samurai war-
rior's education. It was taken along on
military expeditions, and as soon as the
battle was over the game would begin.

The Chinese leader Mao Tse-tung used
the game to illustrate his strategies of
guerrilla warfare, and a book has been
written extending the comparison.
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War Games
The use of games for military plan-

ning probably dates back almost as far

as war or games individually. War being
a very complex and uncertain affair, it is

reasonable to look for some kind of
interactive model of the actions and re-

actions, measures and counter-measures

of war. Games are an obvious choice.

The Japanese use of war games in the

Russo-Japanese war is considered one of
the main reasons for their victory. They
also used war games to rehearse Pearl

Harbor. The German use of gaming was
less successful, leading to the disastrous

World War I invasions of Belgium and
France. During the past century, the use
and sophistication of war games has
steadily increased right up to Vietnam,
the most gamed and most analyzed war
in history.

One fairly simple combat simulator of
recent years was an adaptation of Battle

Zone, modified by Atari at the request of
the U.S. Army to include realistic con-
trols and likenesses of U.S. and Soviet

tanks. A more advanced war game, per-

haps the world's most powerful, is the

Army's Janus. Created at Livermore
National Laboratory in California, it is

said by its designers

to be "light-years

ahead of any Atari

game." Upon request,

its color graphics

will display the top-

ographical features

of any 15 square
mile area on Earth.

The game usually

starts with Russian
tanks rolling into

West Germany and
often ends, if the go-

ing gets tough, with

the tough going nu-

clear. The military

plays such war games frequently, and
the U.S. usually "wins."

Limitations of War Games
History points out some dangers of

the careless use of war games, the main
one being that players tend subcon-
sciously to bend the outcomes to con-
vince themselves of the validity of their

own underlying assumptions. In World
War I, Kaiser Wilhelm would show up
at war games dressed in helmet and
spurs demanding to win the games he
played. Humans like to win, and they

want to believe what they want to be-

lieve. It is easy to use a game to provide

a seemingly objective confirmation of
one's own beloved theories, especially if

there is a computer to add the extra aura
of scientific authority.

To be of any value, a war game must
somehow represent the enemy's re-

sponses, usually with either a computer
program or a second player. This is very

difficult to do, as it involves getting in-

side the opponent's head, and under-
standing the enemy's motivations and
his perception of your motivations. A
common mistake is to assume that the

other side thinks as you do and will react
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Software
is here! s&i

INTRODUCING
Transend PC ComPlete

Here it is! The first complete

and integrated communications
software. Ifs easy to use and has

more bells and whistles than we
can list. So we've developed a

TRIAL-SIZE package that allows you

to experience Transend's unique

design and awesome power for 15

phone calls. ComPlete. For less than

a buck!

And It's Integrated
Transend PC ComPlete's ability

to automatically access information

and electronic mail services, and
to send and receive MS/DOS
files with verification are features

you would expect, but what you
wouldn't expect are:

AND IT'S AS
EASY TO USE AS
IT IS TO PAY FOR

• Zoom-in windows
• Built-in Letter Writer". Word processor

• Unattended electronic mail

• Automatic Learn mode that teaches

your computer to think

• Instant "peak" at a file

• 994 trial-size package with all

functions operational.

User defined function keys allow

you to perform complicated on-

line tasks with the touch of a k

saving you valuable on-line tir

(and money!).

And A Surprise Offer
Each TRIAL-SIZE box contains a

surprise gift worth $10.00. . .and if

thafs not throwing our shirt in, we'll

even give you the buck back when
you trade-in your TRIAL-SIZE for the

FULL-SIZE Transcend PC ComPlete
with unlimited calls.

1

wm

1 r-

r n r

S —| ^ - r . .

•

Transend is on trial at computer
and software stores everywhere
or from:

TRANSEND
2190 Paragon Dr

San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 946 7400
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in search ofexcellence.
Now there's a personal business computer that is trul> world class. I he new Micro I6sx from

Fujitsu. Japan's largest computer company. This is a high-performance computer you can

count on to soke your problems and not create them. Because Fujitsu took the time to

make it right. With incomparable quality, reliability and precision. Every detail mani-

^. Tests Fujitsu's passion for perfection.

For the business user who desires the best, the Micro I6sx leaves nothing to

k.. be desired. Its speed is awesome. A high clock rate makes it nearly twice as An/as
other popular 16-bit micros. Its memory is prodigious. With 384,000 characters

^ ofRAM expandable to over one million.

More power to you. The Micro I6sx has a built-in 10 or 20 million

character hard disk dine. A storehouse of information that can hold

up to 6,600 or 13.200 pages of text And serve up data in a fraction of
the time it lakes a floppy disk drive. Other features include a real

^ time clock with batten backup, serial and parallel ports, and a

, 360K 5! i" floppj disk dine.

For business graphics, it has a high resolution tilt/swivel

color monitor supported b\ its own RAM and microproces-

sor. Making it easj foryou to quicklj draw yourown conclu-

sions. A flexible architecture with an interchangeable 8086

16-bit microprocessor gives you built-in protection against

obsolescence. And as sour business needs grow, the Micro
16sx gives you three expansion slots for future additions like

mainframe or minicomputer communications.

For software freedom of choice, there is no better choice.

Because the Micro I6sx has the versatility to run MS -DOS,
CP/M-86 or multi-tasking Concurrent CP/M-86 ' software.

Discover excellence. See Fujitsu's new Micro I6sx. It's the

best in the business, lor the name ofyour nearest authorized

Fujitsu dealer call toll free (1) 800-MIC RO 16.
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Can Your Word Processor
Keep Up With Your 100
WPM Typist?

It can if you have

WordPerfect!

Try this test. While using
your favorite word
processor, put the cursor,

'

in the middle of a

paragraph, turn
insert on,
and type.

Surprisingly,

very few of the
leading word
processors can keep
up with 70, 60. or even 50
words per minute. WordPerfect
keeps up easily at speeds well

above 100*.

Now, maybe this doesn't matter
to you, because you don't type
100 or even 50 WPM. But you
still don't want to wait forever to

go to the beginning of your
document, go to page 5, save
your document, or add a

paragraph.

At SSI anything less than fast is

unacceptable. And not just
because time is money, or
because wasting time is foolish.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

Delays are very frustrating, and
frustration can easily lower the

quality of your writing.

Try WordPerfect.

P^gfed!
You'll love it-
not only for the

features we've built in,

but also for the

delays we left

out.

•Based on tests performed on an IBM PC

288 WEST CENTER STREET. OREM. UTAH 84067 (801)224-4000 TELEX 820-618
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OPINION

as you would.

In World War II, the Russians and
the Germans had fundamentally dif-

ferent views of warfare. The Germans
could not understand why the Russians

refused to admit they were beaten.

Game theorist Anatol Rapoport states

"[To the] German military, who still

thought mainly in terms of gamelike

characteristics of war. . .[this] was gross

immorality, an affront, like the affront

which a chess player feels when his

clearly beaten opponent refuses to

concede."

War as Game
War has long been thought of as a

game. In eighteenth century Europe,

war was fought by a set of rules which
grew out of the code of honor of medi-

eval chivalry. War
was a gentleman's

game, the sport of

kings. The rules were

absolutely binding,

and armies in un-

tenable positions sim-

ply surrendered.

During the Ameri-
can revolution, the

British thought the

proper way to play

the game of war was
to wear red uniforms

and march toward the

enemy in straight

rows. The unsporting

Americans gunned
them down from be-

hind bushes and trees. During the Maori
wars, a British battalion fighting the Maori
of New Zealand ran out of ammunition
and was forced to surrender. The Maori
reportedly responded by giving the British

half of their bullets so the game could

continue.

While modern warfare in some ways
seems less and less to resemble a game,

there remain similarities. We ante up the

MX and Pershing II missiles as "bar-

gaining chips" in the arms limitation

game; the opponent responds by threat-

ening a launch-on-warning policy. We
wonder if his response is a bluff—it

doesn't seem rational to us to destroy

western Europe on the basis of a possible

computer error. But if our Pershing mis-

siles can reach enemy command and

control centers in the same six or eight

minutes it may take him to determine

whether an alarm is true or false, he may
feel he must use his missiles or lose

them. And so each new wave of the arms
race game is faster, more tense, more
dangerous, until the reaction times in-

volved are being shortened to approach

those required in a video game, and any

of a number of wrong sequences of
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moves can end the game forever.

The "War Games" movie plot was far-

fetched in some respects but terrifyingly

realistic in others. The U.S. has actually

had an instance of a war game program
being mistakenly loaded into a computer
and then interpreted as a real attack. We
have had computer errors which have

caused military officers to insert ICBM
launch keys into their slots in the belief

that large quantities of Soviet missiles

had been launched and would begin to

reach their targets within minutes.

ICBMs don't come back when you call

them (not that you would want them to).

During a 1982 war game code-named
Ivy League, U.S. commanders managed
to survive for five days in their under-

ground bunkers, demonstrating the abil-

ity to fight a prolonged nuclear war.

(evolutionary Americans rejected European rules off war, gunning

down British Redcoats from protected positions.

This game marked a shift in U.S. strat-

egy away from the policy of Mutual As-
sured Destruction (MAD), which guar-

antees a single massive retaliation,

toward the policy of Nuclear Utilization

Target Selection (NUTS), which seeks

the ability to fight and win a drawn-out
nuclear war.

The purpose of arms limitation agree-

ments is to define the rules by which the

nuclear confrontation game is played, so

that both sides are playing the same
game and so that they don't drain their

economies only to find themselves less

secure than before. There are other rules

which are not arrived at by joint consen-

sus, and which may only exist in the

minds of those in power on one side or

the other.

President Reagan, who is said to be

fond of the world conquest boardgame,
Risk, has claimed it is possible to win a

nuclear war (although lately he has

apparently changed his mind), and one
of his advisers believes we will survive if

we can manage to dig a hole and cover
ourselves with three feet of dirt. The
U.S. has refused to renounce the right to

be the first to use nuclear weapons and

has reserved the option of waging a lim-

ited nuclear war, despite the improbabil-

ity that such a war could remain limited.

Reagan believes "... you could have
the exchange of tactical weapons against

troops in the field without it bringing ei-

ther one of the major powers to pushing
the button."

The Soviet position is that any
thought of limited nuclear war is absurd
and that any initial attack will inevitably

trigger a devasting counterstroke. While
stated intentions may not coincide with
either party's actual plans, it is clearly

dangerous if two superpowers are play-

ing by two different sets of rules without
realizing it.

Game as Substitute for War
Now that we have seen some of the

relationships between
war and games,
what are some posi-

tive ways in which
we can transform

these relationships?

One almost univer-

sally popular notion

is that national lead-

ers should just go
off to a field some-
where and fight it out

among themselves.

The "almost" is

because this idea is

usually not very popu-
lar with the national

leaders involved. In

the late Middle Ages,

kings would often solemnly announce
such duels to end their wars. Elaborate
preparations would be made, but the

battles would never happen. It was just

something of a standing joke between
the royal houses.

There are stories of games actually be-

ing used as replacements for war. In

China during the Tsin dynasty, thou-

sands of soldiers reportedly died in a

long war between Prince Sha-an and his

nephew Sha-gen. Finally, tired of the

fighting and killing, they agreed to

decide the winner by playing a game of

Go.
H.G Wells, who coined the phrase

"atomic bomb" in 1913, once wrote a

book called Little Wars in which he de-

scribed a war game for children and ex-

pressed the idea of game as substitue for

war. "Let us put this prancing monarch
and that silly scaremonger, and these

excitable 'patriots' . . . into one vast

Temple of War . . . and let them lead

their own lives there away from us." The
British army soon contacted him about
developing his little war into a war game
for their use.

The perpetual popularity of war and
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war games suggests a psychological need

to act out conflict. Males in our society

typically progress from toy guns and toy

soldiers to football and Missile Com-
mand, and then to a brief period of real

war in some place like Vietnam or Leba-

non, followed by a return to the vicari-

ous participation in war by voting,

paying taxes, and monitoring the eve-

ning news. Even an otherwise reasonable

individual such as myself has been

known to pay $25 to the National Sur-

vival Game for the privilege of dressing

up in camouflage paint and battle

fatigues and chasing an enemy team
through the woods for four hours,

armed with a special airgun that shoots

paint pellets. The U.S. Army plays a
similar game at Ft. Irwin, CA, replacing

the paint guns with infrared lasers which

transmit coded pulses

and set off strobe

lights and sound ef-

fects when they hit

the enemy's laser

detectors.

Can games like

these satisfy man's
apparent psycholog-
ical need for war, or

do they merely fan

the flames of war
hysteria? Given a

choice between a real

war or a convincing

simulation, most
people would choose
the simulation. May-
be world leaders

should have this

choice.

The goal of diplo-

macy is often to pre-

vent a war by turning it into a "game"
like the Cold War. Games like the space
race can provide an outlet for human
competitiveness, nationalism, and fron-

tier-seeking. The Olympic Games also

serve as a symbolic form of international

conflict, and many countries stake a

great deal of prestige on the results. We
need better ways for the leaders of na-

tions to resolve their conflicts, different

games for them to play.

Game Theory
Game theory is a branch of mathe-

matics that deals with the analysis of
conflict. It shows that the study of
games of strategy can be applied to the

study of social events, such as war.

In game theory, a purely competitive

game, such as chess or poker, is known
as a zero-sum game: my gain is your
loss. A game that is at least partially co-

operative is called a non-zero-sum game.
International relations is such a game.
A classic problem from game theory is
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known as the prisoner's dilemma. Two
people are accused of committing a

crime together. They are questioned

separately. If both confess, they each get

five years in prison. If both are silent,

they each get one year for a lesser charge

(carrying concealed weapons). If only

one of them confesses, that one turns

state's evidence and goes free while the

other receives a ten-year sentence.

A prisoner might reason as follows:

"If my partner confesses, then I am bet-

ter off confessing also, since I will get

only five years instead of ten. And if my
partner is silent, I am again better off

confessing, since I will go free instead of

serving one year." And yet if both of

them think this through "logically,"

they will be rewarded by serving five

years each when they could have co-

"Many young people have developed incredible hand, eye, and
brain coordination in playing these [video] games. The Air Force
believes these kids will be outstanding pilots should they fly our

t:ts.
. . Watch a 12-year-old take evasive action and score multiple

its while playing 'Space Invaders' and you will appreciate the
skills of tomorrow's pilot." — President Reagan

operated and gotten off with one-year

sentences. Cooperation is likely only if

they have some way of making an agree-

ment and enforcing it.

The prisoner's dilemma can be applied

to a variety of different conflicts, includ-

ing the arms race. Two nations are

preparing their military budgets. Re-
gardless of what the opponent does, each

nation appears to be more secure if it in-

creases its own military spending instead

of decreasing it. They both do so, ending
up with the same relative strength and
weakened economies. This is not a zero-

sum game—the players have a common
interest in preventing war and avoiding

unnecessary spending—yet they don't

trust each other enough to agree on the

cooperative solution, mutual disarma-

ment. This is the dilemma of which we
are all prisoners. Just as in the original

version of the prisoner's dilemma,
communication is the only hope for

achieving the optimal solution. It seems
odd that a branch of mathematics would

end up demonstrating the necessity of

learning the meaning of communication

and trust in order to avoid losing every

game of this type.

Competition/Cooperation
and Games

Having seen the tendency of people to

refuse to cooperate even in games in

which competition is counterproductive,

we may wish to explore how such atti-

tudes are formed and how they are af-

fected by the games people play. Our
society places great emphasis on com-

petition, and our games and sports re-

flect and reinforce this emphasis. While

competition itself is a good and nec-

essary part of our existence, without the

balancing element of cooperation it can

lead to a winning-at-all-costs mentality

and encourage ag-

gression and violence

as a way of life.

Peaceful and co-

operative societies,

like the Hopi, the

Arapesh, and other

American Indian
tribes play peaceful

and cooperative
games. Their sur-

vival depends on shar-

ing and cooperating,

and their games are

used to teach these

qualities. These same
tribes were conquered
by a society whose
games teach com-
petition, kill-or-be-

killed, win-or-lose.

And while our own
national survival

amount of competi-

in a situation where
requires a certain

tion, we are now
world survival depends on cooperation,

where world war means kill-and-be-killed.

both sides lose.

Nature uses play as a way for animals

to learn useful and acceptable modes of

behavior. In human society, games and
sports serve this function (and others).

Games are one of society's ways of

programming the human nervous sys-

tem. Serious research has suggested that

all aspects of culture grow out of games
and play. If this is true, and if we are in

an age in which human survival does de-

pend on learning to cooperate, then it

may be crucial to begin incorporating

the element of cooperation into our
games—sports, video games, war games,

and political games.

Video Games and Violence
The extreme expression of conflict is

violence. Our society has expressed some
concern over the violence on television
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[WHAT IF ITJUST PAID FOR ITSELF?]

CXnACOMPUTER
MAKEYOU RICH?

A few years

ago, they said home
computers would
take care ofyour

personal finances.
They would give you faultless advice

on when to buy and when to sell.The
implication was, they would make you

rich. But until now, they did just the

opposite.

We're about

to change all

that with a pro-

gram called

Financial Cook-

book. It's the

first home corn-

There are more than 101 iruestiom

puter program

actually de-
Financial Cookbook helps you answer signed tO S3Ve
This is a peek at just one of them

,

people money.

And while Financial Cookbook alone

will not make you wealthy, we think it

will do more in that direction, for

more people, than any other home
computer program to date.

One reason for this is that Financial

Cookbook is easy to use. It combines

the computing power of a pre-pro-

grammed spreadsheet with the simplic-

ity of a basic calculator.

t aufiwara fro—EUiUmuc Arts:

Financial Cookbook.
Ths calculator that dooa all the week,

by Stan Troat and Efeclrorac Art»

Money b sbppery There are problems like interest thai gets compounded dairy for 20 yews and then

eroded every second by inflation. That problem, and more than 30 others, it what Finono<j/Coo*6oo*
comes to terms with. All that its recipes require o( you are a lew easy ingredients: numbers. You plug

them in and the computer delivers answers. The entire play-by-play on the 20 years of your account.

Money begins to seem less slippery. You may even start liking it

But more important are the ways

Financial Cookbook can show you how
to save money. Like how to make thou-

sands of dollars by borrowing to start

an IRA. How to pay offyour home
mortgage 10 years sooner with half the

interest charge, by paying only $100
more a month. How to get $20,000

more retirement income from a $2,000

investment. And many, many more
questions— on subjects from alimony to

tax shelters— that we don't have the

space to list here.

We do, however, have a revealing

booklet called 101 Easy Ways to Save

Money With Financial Cookbook. Ifyou

call (415) 572-ARTS, well send you
a free copy. Or you can stop by your

Electronic Arts dealer and pick up
a copy.The booklet of course, just lists

the questions.To get the answers, we
think it's only fair to ask you to buy
Financial Cookbook itself.

We can't promise it will make you rich.

But we're pretty sure that for $50* it

will pay for itself in record time, and

maybe even pay off that promise you
invested in called a computer.

ELECTRONIC ARTS
FINANCIAL COOKBOOK IS A FEATURED PRODUCT ON THE NEW APPLE lie and will work with Apple II, II+, and He computer, (with or without mouse), the
IBM PC and PCjr, Commodore 64, Atari home computers and all Apple and IBM PC 100% compatible*. Apr1!*' i- .1 regaaerad liadtiaik <4 Arrle Cmpuicr. Im red ir.kk-nurk .rf

International ft In* ("<>mmini.>T
I trademark ofGuMinuuuif Buunt rcred trademark of Atari Cmnputei f Kramer CdfnmunicatinrA. Iik



Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

toll free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US In PA 1-717 327 1824

DISKETTES

ELEPHANT
5V SSSO $16 75
5'V SSDD $19 95

|
5V DSOD $2595

MAXELL
|

5'.- MO-1 . $24 75
|
SV MD-2 $34.75

CERTRON
CASSETTES

CC 10112) H5M
CC 20(12) $17 99

[apple
KOALA

KOALA TABLET $84 75

PROGRAMMERS GUIDE ..$12.75

GEOMETRIC DESIGNS ... $22.7$

LOGO DESIGN $27.75

ILLUSTRATOR $89 75

SONG WRITER $27 75

MASTER TYPE $27.75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT D $44.75

TAX ADVANTAGE $35 75

BOOK OF APPLE
SOFTWARE $16 9$

GENERAL LEDGER $179 95

ACCOUNTS PAY $1 79 95
ACCOUNTS REC $1 79.95

PAYROLL $179.95
PROPERTY MGMT $329.95

BRODERBUND

BANK STREET $44.75
CHOPLIFTER $24.95
DAVID D MAGIC $24.95
DROL D $24.95

LODE RUN $24.95
SEAFOX D $22.95

SPARE CHANGE D $24 95
AE D $24 75

SSI

KNIGHTS OF DESERT . $26.75
EAGLES $26.75
TIGERS IN SNOW $26 75
GERMANY 1 985 $36.75
BATTLE FOR
NORMANDY $26 75

SHATTERED ALLIANCE $39 75

PRINTING PAPER
3000 SHEETS
FANFOLO $42 7$

1000 SHEETS
FANFOLD $19.75

1000 SHEETS LETTER $21 95

200 SHEETS LETTER $6 99

ISO RAG STATIONERY $10 99

MAILING LABELS (1 in) $9.75
14.11 1OO0 FANFOLO $24 75

SPINNAKER 64
KINOERCOMP 0/R $21.75

STORY MACH ROM $24.75

FACE MAKER D/R $24.75

SNOOPER TR D $26.75

SNOOPER T2 O $26.75

DELTA DRAW ROM .... $2675
FRACTION F ROM $24.75
KIDS ON KEYS $24.75

EPVX

JUMPMAN C/D . . . . $27.75
JUMPMAN JRR $27 75
PITSTOPR $27 75
TEMPLE ASPHAI ..$27.75

GATE T ASPHAI $27.75
CRUSH C»C C/D $21 75

HES64

TURTLE TUTOR $22.75
TURTLE TRAINER . $22.75
TURTLE GRAPHICS $37.75
SOUNDBOX $9.95
64 FORTH $39.95
HESMON $22.75
GRIORUNNER $19.75
ATTACK OF MC ....$22.75

HESWRITER $28 75

OMNI WRITER $45.75
TYPE N WRITER. ..$24.75

PAINTBRUSH $22.75
BENJI $25.75
HOME MANAGER $28 75
TIME MONEY MGR $44 75
OMNICALC $33.75
SWORD POINT $19.95
HESMOOEM $49.95
M. MULTIPLAN $65 75

ATARI
800XL CALL
1450XL CALL
1050 DRIVE $299.00
1027 PRINTER CALL
1025 PRINTER $299.00

BUSINESS
VISICALC $159.75
LETTER PERFECT $89.75

LETTER PERFECT R $89 75
DATA PERFECT $89 75

FILE MANAGER $69 75

HOME FILE MGR $69 75

BOOKKEEPER $1 9.75
1020 PRINTER $219.00 »£Xccrcn

*T 975mm nrrnonfO $74 OO I..H.I.& * !"'?1010 RECORDER $74 00

ATARI
PACMAN $29.75

DONKEY KONG $29.75

DIG DUG $29.75

DEFENDER $29.75

CENTIPEDE $29.75

DEADLINE $34.75

ENCHANTER $34.75

INFIDEL $34.75

PLANETFALL $34.75

STAR CROSS $34.75

SUSPENDED $34.75

WITNESS $34.75

ZORK I
$34.75

ZORKII $34.75

ZORK III $34.75

ATARI

OVER 2000
SOFT-WARE TITLES

IN STOCK

CATALOG AVAILABLE

HARD DISK
DRIVES

FOR-

IBM, APPLE, TRS80
10 MEG $975 00
20 MEG $1399 00
30 MEG CALL

•DOS EXTRA

INFOCOM
DEADLINE $34.75

ZORK 1 2 or 3 $26.75

ENCHANTER $34.7$

EDUFUN

GULP ARROW
GRAPHICS $24. 75

FACE FLASH $24.75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT D $44.75

TAX AOVANTAGE $35.75

BOOK OF ATARI
SOFTWARE $1 6.95

TEXT WIZZARD $34 75
SPELL WIZZARD $34 75

SPINNAKER
STORY MACHINE R $26.75

FACE MAKER R $24.75

KINDEROMP R $20.75

FRACTION FEVER R $24.75

DELTA DRAWING R $26.75

PARKER BROTHERS
TUTANKHAM R $33.75
SUPER COBRA R $33 75

ASTRO CHASE R $33 75

FROGGERR $33 75

OBERT R $33 75

POPEYE R $33 75

RISKR $42.75

CHESS R $42.75

SCARBOROUGH

SONG WRITER $27.75

MASTER TYPE $27.75

EASTERN HOUSE

MONKEY WRENCH II ....$52.75

DON'T ASK SOFTWARE

SAM $39.75
ABUSE $22.75
WORD RACE $24.75

PROGRAM DESIGN

ANALOGIES $14.50

PREP FOR SATS $79.75

PRESCHOOL IO

BUILDER $16.75

READING COMP $16.75

VOCABULARY BUILDER $16.75

LET-S SPELL $14.75

AMDEK
VIDEO 300 $139 00
VIDEO 300A $149.00

COLOR 1 + $269.00
COLOR 1 1 $399 00

GORILLA
12" GREEN $82 00
12" AMBER $89 00

NEC
JB1 260 GREEN $99 00

JB1201 GREEN $14500
JB1205 AMBER $14500
JC1215COLOR $269 00
JC1216 $39900

SAKATA
SC100COLOR. . . $229.00
SG1000 GREEN $99 00
SA AMBER $10900

MONITORS
TAXAN

100 GREEN $115001
105 AMBER $125 001

210RGBCOMPOSITE $269.00l
400 RGB MEDRES $295 Ool
410 RGB HI RES $349 Ool

420 RGB HI RES (IBM) $475 Ool

121 GREEN $145001
122 AMBER $1490o|

ZENITH
ZVM122A AMBER $95 001

ZVM123G GREEN $85 00|
ZUM 124IBM-PC $129001
ZUM COLOR $275 Ool
ZUM 1 33 RGB $389 ool
ZUM 135 RGB $449 Ool
ZUM 136 $589 00|

Lyco Computer
Marketing & Consultants



Lyco Computer Marketing& Consultants

TOLL free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US In PA 1 717-327-1824

MANNESMANN
TALLY

spirit n ... "»<»
MTL-ieOL $558 00
MTL 1BOL $775 OO

NEC
NEC6023 IMKOO
NECBOJ5 8>9g 00

PRINTER
INTERFACING

AVAILABLE FOR COMMODORE
VIC. APPLE. ATARI. IBM-PC.

TRS 80. Tl. AND OTHERS

STAR SAVE — PRINTER
MICRONICS

GEMINI 1SX $379 OO
DELTA 10 $449 OO
DELTA 15 $525 OO
RADIX 10 SS75 0O
RADIX IS 1675 OO
POWERTVPE tCALL
SWEETPIModaltOO) *549 OO
STX80 S14900

CITOH
GORILLA GX 100 $169 00
GORILLA SERIAL $199 00

PROWRITER 8510 S338.00
PROWRITER II SS7S 00
aeoo *B99 oo

STARWRITER .... $929.00
PRINTMASTER 81 188.00

EPSON
RX-80 $269 00

1

RX-80FT 8288.00

1

FX-60 8438.00

1

FX-100 8038.001

GEMINI 1 0X $259.00

SHEET FEEDER
620
630
6510SP
P5I0SCP
A10 LETTER OUAL

BLUE CHIP
M 12010 8278.00
Ml 2010 C-64 8278.00
D4015 81388.00

CARDCO
LQ1 $449.00
L02 $278 00
L03 833800
PRINTER INTERFACE 838 75

PRINTER INTERFACE WITH
FULL GRAPHICS 865.75

LIGHT PEN 828 75
5 Slot Expansion 64 854.00
64 Writ. NOW 838.00
64 Mall NOW 828.00
2j Writ* NOW 828.00
64 Kaypad $ 29 OO
Universal Casa. Int $29 75
Pnntar Utility 818.75
6 Slot Expansion 878 85
3 Slot Expansion 824 95

JUKI
6100 CALL

RITEMAN
INFO RUNNER CALL

S42S00
$92900

$1699.00
$499 00
$559 00
$499 00

PANASONIC
1080 $278.00

1081 $309.00
10B2 8459.00

OKIDATA
80 8189001
82A 8289.00

1

63A 8568.001
64 $959001
82 84O8.00|

LEGEND
880 8258.00 I

1000 8278.00
1200 CALL
1500 CALL
1018 CALL

TIMEWORKS

INVENTORY $39 75
ACCOUNTS REC... $39 75
ACCOUNTS PAY $39.75
GENERAL LEDGER. $39.75
PAYROLL $39 75
INVENTORY MAN $39 75
CASHFLOW $39.75
SALES ANALYSIS . .$39.75
OATAMANAGER $19 75
MONEY MGR C/O. $19 95
CHECKBOOK C/D . . $1 9.95
FORGET-ME-NOT $19.96
STAR BATTLE $19 95
ROBOT REVOLT . . . .$19.95
SPELLBOUND C/0 $19 95

KOALA 64
KOALA TABLET $69 75
PROGRAMMERSGUIOE. . . $12.75
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS. $22.75
LOGO DESIGN $27.75
SPIDER EATER $22.75

CONTINENTAL 64
HOME ACCOUNT D $44.75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35.75
F.C.M $35.75

»S»v?ffl48Bf
c

111:?!

SCARBOROUGH 64
SONG WRITER D ... $27.75
PHI BETA FILER... $32.75
MASTER TYPE $27.75

Qt commodore

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I

ANCHOR MARK II

HAYES SMART
HAVES MICRO II

MICROBIT lOOOC
CAT
D-CAT
>CAT
APPLE CAT II

21 2 APPLE CAT

$45 75
845 95

$239 OO
$309 00
$129 00
$144 00
$155 00
$11500
$279 00
$569 00

COMPUTER
CARE
BIB

DISK DRIVE CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT

$12,751
$19,751

NORTRONICS
DISK DRIVE CLEANER
WITH SOFTWARE FOR
IBM-PC. ATARI, VIC.

APPLE. $TI $29.75
DISK CLEANER REFILLS $14.75
CASS DRIVE CLEANER. . $9 95
MEDIA BULK ERASER $46.75

UK
LETTER PERFECT. . $69.75
DATA PERFECT .... $69.75
SPELL PERFECT . . . $69 75

INFOCOM

DEADLINE $34.75
ZORK 1 .2. or 3 $34.75
ENCHANTER $34 75
PLANETFALL $34.75

PEACHTREE
SOFTWARE
LIST MANAGE R $199.00
BUSINESS GRAPHICS $225.00
GRAPHICS LANGUAGE. . . $299.00

REOUIRES COBAL RUNTIME

ACCTS PAYABLE I $495.00
ACCTS PAYABLE II .... $1 665.00
PAYROLL I $495.00
PAYROLL II $1695.00
GENERAL LEDGER I . . . $495.00
GENERAL LEDGER II ... $1 695 00

CP/M VERSION

PEACMPACK 4 $285
ACCTS PAYABLE III 8549
ACCTS PAYABLE IV

ACCTS REC III $549
ACCTS REC IV

GENERAL LEDGERIII
GENERAL LEDGER IV

INVENTORY MGMT I.

INVENTORY MGMT II

PAYROLL III 8549
PAYROLL IV 6688
SALES INVOICING I . . . . 6548
SALES INVOICING

.8548

.8549

.00

00
.00

.OO

.00

00
00
00
OO
00
OO
00
00

PERCOM
AT88S1 ....$249.00
AT88S1 PD $299.00

ADD-ON DRIVES. CALL
AT88DOUBLER 8119.00

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS

FLIP-N-FILE 10 83.75
FLIP-N-FILE 15 88.85
FLIP-N-FILE 25 $18 95
FLIP-N-FILE 50 817 75
FLIP-N-FILE (Rom Holder) 817.75

RANA10O0 ....$299)
INDUS GT $325]

CONCORD
ATARI 1 76K MASTER $289 OO
ATARI 346K MASTER 8369 00
ATARI ADD-ON DRIVES 8CALL

TRACK DRIVES
AT-D2 832800
AT-D2 TURBO PAK 822 95
AT-DH CALL
PRINTER CABLE 522 95

TO ORDER JEmm
CALL TOLL FREE Oi ttnd o'dt' lo

800-233-8760 po°b °.ZIT
Customer Service 1*717-327-1825 Jersey Shore PA 1774C

POLICY
In sloe* >l*m% shipped within ?4 hour** of order Person**!
ihecfcs require tour weeks clearance before shipping No
depont onC OO orders Free shipping on prepaid cashorders
wilh.n the continental u S PA residents add sales (*» An
products subiect to availability and price change Advertised
prices show 4 discount offered for « ash add 4 for Master
Card or Visa DEALER INQuiRiE S INVITE
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*&Y* ^6 r.\r c\j n
\i*r ^&

42-2058

if.

800-233-83

8
AM-6

PM

MACINTOSH
Ratei' Your

o o 2
Price Price

Bio. Chip
oo -E XMillionaire 60 00 48 00

Haba Syalama
Habadex 195 00 155 00

Inlocom
Zork 1 39 95 3195
Zork II 39 95 3195 CT

Zork III 39 95 3195 CO

Living Video T.«l
If

Think Tank 145 00 116 00 O"

Main Street:
c\

Mainstreet Fier 250 00 20000
t?

Memorox O -
CO *^3Vi" Diskette/box 60 00 48 00

Mlcroaolt in o
Multipart 195 00 155.00

Basic 150 00 120 00
Chart

Penguin

150 00 120 00

Transylvania 39 95 3195

S°6Prometheua
Promodem with Mac Pack 495 00 395 00 O Cm o3*

APPLE o°S
rx uj |

Retail Your c
Price Price

u 1
Advanced Logic ^*" "S
Word Handler 79 95 36 95 ft" -
Handlers 169 95 84 95 V :

Spell Handier 59 95 29 95
List Handier 79 95 36 95

. iiiiinii
J

"lin,.i r-

Arktronica
"

l**2 l

5
Jane 179.95 135 00 iliaj**

1

u.

Broderbund •aw* 1

Print Shop 49 95 39 95
Print Shop Refills 19 95 1600

If**'
Beagle Brothers

QPLE
Fat Cat

4995 37 95
34.95 25 95

Electronic Arts

Music Const Set 39 95 3195
One-on One 39 95 3195

l Jt\
Financial Cook Book 49 95 39 95

Hayes 5^
Mach III lleJII + 59 95 4395 <S^ta|

Krai!

Krell Logo 90 00 69 95 Q
MlcroScI /|L
A2 Disk Drive 349 95 199 95 '

^ka3
Soltwere Publishing sc
PFS Write 125 00 87 50 4Jau
PFS Report 125 00 87 50 b^^S
PFS File 125 00 87 50 3P
Strategic Simulation ^i
War in Russia 79.95 59 95 %1Obieclive Kursk 39 95 28 95

TO Products •^
Selectaport 55 00 4195 ijjQ
TG Joystick 59 95 43 95

Vlsicorp

Flash Caic ^9 y^ 79 95

In Bay Area Visit all

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
II!

1

11185 San Pablo Ave. Ml Ii
El Cerrito, CA 94530 mi nil'
Hours: 10 AM-6 PM

OPINION

and in video games, wondering whether
our TV progams and computer pro-

grams are effectively programming our
society to become increasingly more vi-

olent. Being more interactive than tele-

vision, video games offer the possibility

of active participation in imaginary vi-

olence, and the fear is that this en-

courages disassociation between one's

actions and the victims and con-

sequences of those actions.

The dramatic gender gap in the ar-

cades is apparently due in part to the

reluctance of women to play video

games perceived as being violent and
their preference for games with dis-

guised or cartoon-like violence, such as

Centipede and Pac-Man. Not all video

games involve violence, and not all are

zero-sum games. Some offer a choice be-

tween violent and
non-violent behavior,

and others (like East-

ern Front) reward
aggression on the

easier levels while
making violence less

and less effective as

the difficulty in-

creases. Rip-off and
Joust are two excellent

games which offer the

option of playing

cooperatively (or com-
petitively) with an-

other person.

grammed with a more positive set of

assumptions than the war games dis-

cussed earlier, can function as a sort of

peace game. Games and simulations

may be used to teach interactively the

importance of communication, coopera-

tion, and other concepts from game the-

ory, and they may be able to help us

experience and understand some of the

psychological factors that underlie war.

Computer models such as Carl Sa-

gan's study of the aftermath of a nuclear

war can be used to demonstrate the futil-

ity of ever playing that game. Instead of

helping to plan the fighting of a war,

games could help us to understand the

causes and means of prevention of war.

Instead of numbing us into a quiet

acceptance of the possibility of world

destruction, games could increase our

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

World Game
Buckminster Fuller,

the late architect,

philosopher, and Re-

naissance Man, cre-

ated the World Game
as a constructive alternative to war games.
War games proceed from the Malthusian

assumption that there is an inadequate
supply of life support on this planet, that

the "haves" can have what they have only

at the expense of the "have-nots." The
World Game comes to the opposite con-
clusion, using a database of global re-

sources to demonstrate graphically and
interactively the world distribution of
population, food, energy, and technology.

As the game helps to illustrate, our planet

is no a zero-sum world, due largely to our
vast daily energy income in the form of

solar radiation.

The World Game shows that war is

obsolete and that the real problem is ig-

norance of the options and resources

available to us. Fuller claimed that com-
puter simulation would confirm his be-

lief that international cooperation would
make us all rich, while international

competition would likely make us all

dead.

Such a computer simulation, pro-

At least one presidential adviser believes the nuclear

Same can be fought and won: 'it's the dirt that

oes it ... if there are enough shovels to go
around, everybody's going to make it." — T.K.
Jones, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for

Strategic and Theater Nuclear Forces

awareness and offer new insights and
new options. It's time to change the

game, before it's GAME OVER.

A bibliography for this article is

available from author c/o this
magazine.
An annotated bibliography on

Computer Reliability and Nuclear
War is available for SI from
Computer Professionals for Social

Responsibility, P.O. Box 717, Palo
Alto, CA. 94301. In addition, CPSR
operates a computer bulletin board
for arms control. It can be accessed
by dialing (415) 948-1474, using a

300 baud modem.
Ground Zero, a non-partisan edu-

cational group, offers Fire-breaks: A
War/Peace Game, for $15. Contact
Ground Zero, 806 15th St., N.W.,
Suite 421, Washington, D.C. 20005.

(202) 638-7402.

September 1984 » Creative Computing
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INDUSTRY

Behind The Scenes At Broderbund

A FamilyAffair

Doug Carlston had all the right cre-

dentials. He went to Harvard College and
graduated from Harvard Law School (class

of 75). He began his law practice at a

prestigious law firm located high in the

Sears Tower in Chicago, litigating disputes

over Lake Michigan water rights.

Doug became fed up with life in the

Windy City and escaped, hanging out a
shingle in a small town in Maine. He found
that many of his clients were "night hunters"

(shooting game after sunset is a dastardly

crime in Maine).

Instead of just watching the grass grow,

Doug filled in his leisure hours by fooling

around with a TRS-80 he had bought to

help run his law office. Doug took to pro-

gramming. Eventually he completed a

strategy game, contacted three software

houses, and sold his game to all three;

one was Scott Adams' Adventure Inter-

national. He wisely negotiated non-ex-

clusive agreements, retaining the right to

sell the game himself.

Doug, now 32, was getting restless. His

night hunters always seemed to be guilty,

and the prospect of a career defending

criminals, many of whom never paid their

fees, appeared dismal.

He thought of joining his younger
brother, Gary, who lived 3000 miles away
in Eugene, OR. Gary, too, attended Har-
vard where he had decided to major in

Celtic— for no particular reason. The
program was full, but the department head
for Scandinavian Studies happened to be
on the same floor as the head of the

Celtic program. Being of Swedish ancestry,

Gary decided to major in the language
and literature of his ancestors. Although
he didn't know it at the time, one of

Gary's intramural activities would help

him make a living after graduation; he

played for the Radcliffe basketball team.

Gary always had a lust for travel. Soon
after graduation, he went to Sweden.
Looking for pick-up games, he eventually

September 1 984 c Creative Computing
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ran into other basketball players. One
thing led to another and before long Gary
found himself doing something most red-

blooded American boys would give their

eyeteeth to do. He got a job coaching an
all-girl Swedish basketball team.
"Most girls in Sweden don't look like

the tall model type you'd expect," Gary
explains. "This team did, though."
Somehow he managed to tend to busi-

ness, and under five years of his steward-

ship, the team won three national champ-
ionships and came in runner-up twice.

Doug Carlston stands alongside Broder-
bund"s "trophy case of winners" which
includes the Arcade Machine, a best seller

he co-authored.

Then Gary decided to go to the West
Coast. He taught Swedish for a while at a
college in Washington State. Then he was
hired as the state director for The March
of Dimes in Oregon and moved to Eugene,
a sleepy town about a hundred miles south
of Portland. He quit in the summer of
1979 and looked for another job, in vain,

for six months.

More Games
Back in Maine, Doug's success with his

strategy game led him to try designing
more games. He programmed a battle

game, Galactic Empire, and a game of

barter called Galactic Trader. Then he
decided to go west. He rented a place in

Eugene, and, to save rent, Gary soon
moved in with him.

As the two brothers contemplated their

future, Doug at one point suggested to

Gary, "Let's start a software company."
Gary's reaction was something like

"What's a software?" as he responded,
"No way. I don't know anything about
computers."
Doug was persistent. Gary had nothing

else going. Finally, the brothers decided
to give it a whirl.

On their first day of business, February
25, 1980, Doug went out to register the
name of the company. The brothers
decided on the name Broderbund, which
loosely translated means brotherhood in

German, Danish, and Swedish— after all,

they were blood brothers. They decided
to keep the Danish slashed since it

resembled the programmer's "ff".

Gary's job on February 25 was to go
out and sell software. The first day augured
well for Broderbund; Gary took a $300
order.

Just a week later, Gary hastily arranged
to rent a microbooth at the West Coast
Computer Faire (an inexpensive option
the show makes available for fledgling

companies). He brought his brother's games

157



Radio Shack's New Courseware Preview
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Library Lets You "Try Before You Buy
Selecting educational programs without first seeing and trying them is like playing the old shell game. Choose right,

you win. Choose wrong, you and your students lose.

So it's important that you as a teacher review documentation and preview educational programs before you make a

buying decision. Otherwise, important questions can go unanswered — Is teacher/student documentation sufficient

to your needs? Are your basic learning objectives addressed by the software? Is the program too game oriented to

be an effective teaching tool?

We Have the Answer
Radio Shack knows selecting software for the classroom is serious business. That's why the Education Division

created the Courseware Preview Library to offer teachers, admin-

istrators and parents the opportunity to try our educational soft-

ware firsthand at any one of over 450 Radio Shack Computer
Centers across the nation.

Check Out Our Complete Line
The Courseware Preview Library contains sample programs of

Radio Shack's courseware for curriculum studies ranging from

preschool to college level. It also includes programs designed to

assist school administrators and counselors. And programs such

as AUTHOR I and Color PILOT that allow you to create your own
courseware in any subject area.

But, best of all. Radio Shack's Courseware Preview Library lets

you review, test and evaluate programs before you buy. You can

see what each program offers. Then you can make an informed

buying decision with no guesswork. No gamble.

For the name of the full-time Educational Coordinator

in your area, call Radio Shack's Education Division at

800-433-5682 toll-free. In Texas, call 800-772-8538.

Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing '

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

I For more information about Radio Shack educa-
tional products and services, mail to:

Radio Shack, Oept. 85-A-034
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

NAME
SCHOOL _
ADDRESS

.

CITY . STATE . .ZIP.
TELEPHONE .
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INDUSTRY

and an Apple computer. The booth next
door was occupied by a Japanese firm,

Starcraft, who had brought Apple pro-

grams, but had no computer on which to

run them. Gary let the Starcraft people
run their programs on his Apple. The
Japanese liked Doug's games; they also

liked Gary. A friendship was soon formed.

The Japanese Connection
Things weren't looking too good back

in Eugene, however. In their fourth month
of operation, May, 1980, Broderbund's
sales were exactly zero. Then several im-

portant events occurred.

The Starcraft group, impressed both
with the brothers Carlston and the Galac-
tic series, took a trip to Eugene. Gary,
knowing full well that the Japanese put
much stock in being educated at the proper
schools, just happened to leave his Harvard
Alumni magazine in a conspicuous place.

Whatever it was that happened that day
worked— the Harvard magazine, good
chemistry, or the Carlston's self-effacing

honesty and frankness. The Japanese, duly
impressed, made a U.S. distribution deal
for Starcraft products (including a game
called Apple Galaxian) on the spot.

Gary had been thinking about making
a trip to the Bay Area to sell software, but
didn't have the funds. A second reason
for going south surfaced when he got
word that the Swedish basketball team
was coming to San Francisco. Friends
chipped in and bought him an airline ticket.

It was a successful trip. Gary booked
$5000 in orders which he called in each
day. Doug, up in Eugene, filled them.
Gary also made some important industry

contacts.

Then the brothers decided that Doug

Gary Carlston mops up the competition.

160

should make a cross country auto trip to

New York and back. He stopped at retail

outlets across the country, calling in orders

daily. When he hit New York, Doug called

sister Cathy, with whom he hadn't talked

for about a year.

Cathy, 24, had graduated from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts two years earlier,

majoring in Fashion Marketing. She joined

While Cathy posted
accounting entries
on the kitchen table,

Gary was making phone
calls in the living room,

and Doug was out
in the garage
stuffing disks.

Lord and Taylor in New York City as a
trainee and was eventually promoted to

buyer. Doug showed Cathy some of his

computer games. It was the first time she
had ever seen computer software.

Doug's itinerary took him up to Con-
necticut. A retailer there mentioned that,

just a few days earlier, he had been visited

by a fellow named R. Sherwin Leff from
Los Angeles, who wanted to start a software

distributorship. The retailer gave Leffs

business card to Doug.
Doug returned to Eugene, thinking it

had been a successful trip, with $10,000
of orders taken. He didn't realize the true

significance of the trip until he sent a
copy of Starcraft 's Apple Galaxian to Leff,

whose company was then called Robwin.
Leff was ecstatic over the game (to this

day, some players feel Apple Galaxian is

the best home rendition of the arcade
game Galaxian). Leff went so far as to

lend the Carlstons $800 to send 400 copies

of the game to 400 retailers around the

country (Robwin was later renamed Softsel

and is now the largest software distributor

in the country).

Broderbund sales took off, soaring from
$10,000 in November to $55,000 in De-
cember. The company did $100,000 for

the year.

Broderbund was still far from a pot of

gold, however. Since their profit margin
was between 15 and 18%, the brothers

had less than $20,000 to divide between
them for their around-the-clock efforts in

1980.

As the volume increased, so did the

work load. The brothers hired their first

employee, a part-time stuffer, in December.
1980. Business continued brisk into early

1981 when two full-time employees, and
more part-timers were hired.

The Woman's Touch
Meantime, back east, Cathy was getting

a bit tired of retailing and didn't particu-

larly like the idea of living in Manhattan.
One day, while talking with her brothers

on the phone, she expressed dissatisfaction

with her current lifestyle. Doug said, half

jokingly, "You could always move out

here and work with us. As a matter of

fact, we need an office manager."
Cathy had found computers a bit in-

triguing after seeing Doug's little software

display on his visit to New York, and
after a few more telephone calls, the dis-

cussions became serious. Cathy soon
resigned her prestigious position in the

New York fashion world and flew to

Eugene, for a new career as office manager.

On the day she landed, she found her new
job had changed. The bookkeeper had
been fired, and the brothers badly needed
help in laying out and placing ads. Cathy
became a bookkeeper and advertising

manager.
Broderbund was still a family operation.

The three Carlstons all lived together.

Cathy Carlston.

While Cathy posted accounting entries

on the kitchen table, Gary was making
phone calls in the living room, and Doug
was out in the garage stuffing disks.

The Carlston triumvirate came to the

Bay Area for the March, 1981 West Coast
Computer Faire. This time the company
had the funds to pay for the trip. Cathy
felt a twinge of satisfaction as she realized

that the Broderbund name was recognized
and indeed respected at the show. They
introduced their first business program, a
payroll package called Broderbund Payroll.

Space Quarks
A significant event in the history of

Broderbund occurred that month. The
Carlstons met Chris Jochumson. Chris was
something else. As a kid, he studied elec-

tronics for fun. While in the Air Force, he
bought an Apple and spent his spare time
experimenting with it. Chris chatted with
the Carlstons. Shortly thereafter he sent
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INDUSTRY

a game he had written, called Space
Quarks, up to Eugene.

Gary booted the disk, examined the

game, and immediately picked up the

phone. He called Chris and offered him
$1000 plus a percentage of sales. Today,

Gary sighs with relief as he recalls his im-

petuousness; he literally beat out other

companies by minutes in recruiting Chris.

To this day,

Broderbund has
never lost

a programmer.

Signing up Chris was a significant event

for another reason. Programmers tend to

prefer to work in an environment in which

they can exchange ideas and learn from

one another. Thus, Broderbund took its

first step toward becoming a creative "think

tank." (Chris is still with Broderbund. In

fact, to this day, Broderbund has never

lost a programmer.)
Broderbund was having problems in

Eugene. The biggest hassle was the fog,

which once kept the airport closed for

two straight weeks. The company couldn't

get its supplies; nor could they ship product.

Customers, including Softsel, were
screaming.

Gary wanted to move to Seattle, a city

he had enjoyed in the past. But Doug and
Cathy were getting weary of the Pacific

northwest rain and preferred to relocate

where the action was—somewhere near

Silicon Valley. They prevailed, and in

August, 1981, Doug and Cathy went to

San Francisco to reconnoiter. They found

a big house they liked, high in the hills of

San Rafael.

This was no Big Corporate Move, with

packers, moving vans, and first class air-

plane seats. The Carlstons rented a U-

Haul, and friends helped them load the

truck. The three of them, with Chris and
Brian Eheler, who handled production,

drove south caravan-style.

The Carlstons moved into the house on

the hill and started interviewing people

for jobs. They hired 1 1 employees in two
months. The comings and goings attracted

the attention of irate neighbors, who com-
plained that the area was zoned for resi-

dential, not business, purposes.

So the search for an office in San Rafael

began. Two months later, Broderbund
moved to their current location, a Quonset

hut on 4th Street in San Rafael, occupying

4000 square feet (they now have 12,000

square feet and will soon move into a

more modern 17,000 square feet location

in San Rafael).

David's Midnight Magic
Another significant event occurred that

month. Doug and Cathy went to a com-

puter show in Chicago. The show itself

was nondescript at best. The brother and

sister contingent were sitting glumly in

their booth, when a young student from

Brown University happened by. He intro-

duced himself as David Snider and men-

tioned that he had programmed a pinball

game for the Apple.

Doug evinced interest; after all, a pin-

ball game. Raster Blaster, had been at the

top of the Apple game charts for months.

David fetched a disk of the game and

returned. Doug almost fell off his chair

when he saw it. There was no doubt in his

mind that it was a winner.

David was considering entering the soft-

ware business himself. After being exposed

to the harsh financial realities of starting

a business by his parents and the Carlstons,

he decided to sign up with Broderbund.

David returned to Brown, completed

his senior year, and, after graduation,

moved out to San Rafael to become a

member of the brotherhood. Broderbund

took David's program, named it David's

Midnight Magic, and released it in De-

cember, 1981. (Midnight Magic, as you

no doubt know, went on to win critical

acclaim, commercial success, and a Game
of The Year award from Electronic Games
magazine.)

1981 was a good year for Broderbund.

They booked over $1 million in sales—

a

1000% increase over the previous year.

And 1982 started strong. In January, Dan
Gorlin walked into a Los Angeles computer

store. He said something about having

programmed a game, and someone sug-

gested he give Broderbund a call.

Dan had done some programming for

Rand Corporation, but quit to pursue a

career in music. He and his wife were in

the process of selling their house in Los

Angeles, and Dan thought it would be

prudent to borrow his grandfather's Apple

to crunch some numbers on the trans-

action. Between open houses, Dan passed

his time experimenting with the computer.

He soon discovered that the creative chal-

lenges of music applied equally to computer

programming.

ChopUfter
Dan had always been fascinated by heli-

copters. He thought it would be fun to

design a game using them and was just

about finished with one when he called

the Carlstons. He had heard through the

grapevine that they were his kind of people

("just normal folks").

The chemistry was good and Dan even-

tually became associated with Broderbund.

Dan's game, ChopUfter, was released in

1982. 1 don't have to tell you how it went
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on to top the game charts for months and

months.

Now sales were really taking off, far

beyond even the magic million dollar level

of 1981. The company's prosperity didn't

escape the attention of venture capitalists,

who started knocking on Broderbund's

door. The family was receptive, because

the company needed capital to get into

the cartridge business—a risky and ex-

pensive undertaking.

In September, 1982, capital was infused

by Burr, Egan and Deleage, a Boston and

San Francisco venture capital firm. As is

always the case. Burr et al. got a piece of

the action. The rest of the company stock

is held by the three Carlstons and over 20

shareholders, including several of the pro-

grammers. To attract talent and provide

motivation, the Carlstons established a

pool for employee stock options. And,

yes, the company hopes someday to go

public.

The Business Market
In December, 1982, Broderbund took a

big step toward changing its image as

strictly a game producer. They released

Bank Street Writer for the Apple, a sur-

prisingly inexpensive ($70) word processing

"The Carlstons
continually under-
estimate their own

intelligence, which is

one reason they've

done so well.

"

package, which took off after prominent

mention in Time magazine. Several months

later. Bank Street Writer was released for

Atari computers as well. It remains near

the top of business software sales charts.

Broderbund did over $3 million in sales

in 1982, and the prospects look even

brighter for the future.

Gary, reflecting on Broderbund's growth,

says, "It sounds haphazard, and it feels

haphazard. But it's really not. We did

have a business plan."

A Broderbund manager puts it another

way. "The Carlstons continually under-

estimate their own intelligence, which is

one reason they've done so well."

When considering the fierce competi-

tion in the software industry, Gary says,

"Yes, you get scared. But it A a fact that

good people rise to the top."

Gary believes that the company's formula

for success is "honesty, openness, frank-

ness, and creating a context for luck; also

staying flexible . . . and you've got to

really look for programmers."
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IN THE BEGINNING,
THERE WASMAN WITH
LIMITEDMETHODS OF
COMMUNICATION. .

.

HE COULD'GRUNT...

SENDSMOKE SIGNALS. .

.

AND USECAVEART TO TELLA STORY.

ADVENTURE
NOTUNTIL THEROSETTA STONE INANCIENTEGYPT.
?IDMAN BEGIN TO USE THEROUNDDISK TO

OMMUNICATE WITH WORDSANDSYMBOLS.
VEDISK WENT THROUGHA TRANSFORMATION

FROMSTONE. . . TO WOOD. . TO
METAL. . . TO RUBBER. . . TO PLASM
HUBS HOLDING THOUSANDS
OF YARDS OF
MAGNETIC
TAPE. .

.

CHANGING THE WAYMAN THOUGHT,
COMMUNICATEDAND LEARNED. BUT
MANYAPPLES WERE STILL INCOMPLETE

n

NEWPROGRAMDISKS WERE EXPENSIVE . ..ANDUSERS
DIDNOTHAVEA VARIEDPERSONAL LIBRARYOF
SOFTWARE. LIKE THE WHEEL. DISKS NEEDED TO BE
PERFECTED.

BUILD A
VARIED LIBRARY

OF PERSONAL

SOFTWARE FOR

YOUR APPLE

COMPUTER!

Now you can add to your Apple software library with innovative and
unique education, recreation, utility and business programs every six

weeks\ Save hundreds of dollars in new programs as you add more power
and flexibility to your Apple!

Each diskette is fully documented with a user manual to help you get the

most out of your programs, games and utilities!

Subscribe to A+ DISK today— it's the efficient and inexpensive way to

build a continuous library of software for your Apple!

Product Specifications:
• Programs will run on Apple II series computers and most compatibles under

AppleDOS 3.3, requiring a minimum of 48K.
• Most programs will be written in Applesoft BASIC, however, some machine
language code may be used.

• All disks are fully guaranteed to run. Damaged or faulty disks will be replaced

at no charge.

• All programs and documentation are copyrighted by Ziff-Davis Publishing

Company. All rights of reproduction in all forms and media strictly observed.
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AND THE WHEEL
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TO FLOPPYDISK.
HOLDING THOUSANDS
OFBYTES OF
INFORMATION. .
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For faster service call (800) 932-0017
NJ only (800) 624-0497

P.O. Box 5925. Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
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Add $5 per disk in Canada and all other foreign countries for

shipping—Air Printed Matter
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INTERVIEW

Creative Computing
Chats With

Arthur Leyenberger

It was an unexpected call that I re-

ceived from Terrylynn Pearson. She is

the public relations manager at Elec-
tronic Arts, and was calling to see if I

was interested in interviewing Bill

Budge, author of Pinball Construction
Set. It seems that Bill was on the road
doing some promotional appearances
and would soon be in North Jersey.

Naturally I jumped at the chance, and
the arrangements were made. I was es-

pecially interested in talking to a person
who was being billed as a software artist

who had some rather unusual ideas

about software and what home comput-
ers should be. Judging from the ads
Electronic Arts has been running, I was
somewhat skeptical about the entire

phenomenon. That is why I was not sure

/ am not a rock star
personality who is

going to kick in my
hotel room door unless
they take the brown
M&Ms out of my
M&M bowl.

if I should expect to be meeting a rock
star, a prima donna artist, or a hacker.
As it turned out, I could not have
accurately imagined what Bill Budge is

like.

The day of my interview arrived. I

was to meet Bill and his entourage at an
opening of Crazy Eddie's in Totowa, NJ.
I fought my way to the home computer
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section of the store and there found Bill

Budge, a tall, lanky fellow, wearing ca-

sual clothes and a big smile. He couldn't
be much over 21 years old, I thought.

As soon as Bill's obligations were ful-

filled, we set out to get some lunch. New
Jersey, being the "diner state," afforded

us several choices, and we quickly
agreed on a local diner. Bill Budge, Dave

Grady (publications manager), and I ar-

rived at the diner and found a table.

Feeling much like a cub reporter for the
Daily Planet, and more than a little ner-

vous, I took out my tape recorder and a
list of prepared questions and proceeded
to have one of the most enjoyable dis-

cussions about computers and software
that I can recall.
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INTERVIEW

Raster Blaster Pinball Construction Set

CC: What personal computer did you
begin on?
BB: I started on an Apple II which I

had bought at the very end of 1978 for

half of my annual income. I made $4500

a year, and I spent half of it on the

computer.

CC: You mentioned before that you

prefer the Atari computer to others?

BB: Yes, but when I am starting a

new game I have to program it for the

Apple, because I want to get all of the

markets. The Apple has the fewest bells

and whistles. It has simple sound and
few graphics special effects, so I just use

whatever is available on the Apple. In a

way, that is a weakness because markets

for the other machines are getting big-

ger. Sound is really important now.

CC: Is it hard for you to do a

translation?

BB: The way I do it, it's easy. Big

pieces of the program just go over be-

cause both machines use the same chip.

It takes me about two weeks. The only

part that can be hard is if you have to do
a lot of disk access or disk protection. I

never really worry much about that,

though.
Pinball Construction Set took about

two weeks to translate. It is just basically

going through the whole program and
finding all the places you were stupid,

where you scattered bit maps, and things

like that. On Pinball I didn't. I put them
all in one file, and I localized all of the

I/O stuff, reading the paddles, flippers,

buttons, and keyboard. It's all in one big

piece.

CC: Can you talk about your next

project?

BB: Yes, I think it will involve a little

more programming, but the program
will help you. The subject matter will be

robots. I think that is a hot topic.
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CC: Will it be more of a tutorial type

of thing?

BB: It will be a construction set, but

the key thing is that the user will be able

to actually program something. The Pin-

ball Construction Set required only a

small amount of programming. I think

the program should start helping you as

the sophistication of your programming
increases.

When I am starting a
new game I must
program it for the

Apple, because I want
to get all of the

markets.

There will be layers, too. You will be

able to program a robot to follow a track

on the ground and manipulate a hand.

But you can also write little AI pro-

grams that will give the robots goals.

The program will include some robots,

but ideally you will be able to build

robots just as good.

It will be a big program. In place of

the little bit map editor in the Pinball kit

that lets you turn on the dots, this one

will have a full graphics editor that

might be half the size of the Pinball

Construction Set. It's going to be big.

CC: Now that you are no longer a tree

agent and have signed with Electronic

Arts, how much freedom do you have

with your projects?

BB: Pretty much total; I can do what-

ever I want. They will tell me if what I

am doing is stupid or a total waste of

time. I may tell them that they are

wrong, and we will come to an agree-

ment. Usually we agree. We have many
similar ideas. I know when something is

kind of half-baked. After two weeks of
working on a project, you know whether
it will work or not.

CC: Electronic Arts is to be com-
mended for promoting the artist behind

the product; in fact they are almost

treating people like you as rock stars or

celebrities. How do you feel about that?

BB: I don't think anyone is really sure

how they should be promoting. The im-
portant thing is to be promoting the peo-

ple writing the programs. I am not

exactly a rock star personality who is go-

ing to kick in my hotel room door unless

they take the brown M&Ms out of my
M&M bowl.

Dave Grady: There are two things

that contribute to this idea that we are

setting them up as rock stars: 1) our
packaging is like record albums which
was done, of course, because the disk re-

minds you of a record and 2) the photo-

graph in the We See Farther ad was
taken by a guy who takes photographs
for rock albums.
One of the things I take very seri-

ously, especially after today, is the extent

to which software is going to be sold in

the Crazy Eddie environment. A quiet

personality sure isn't what you need to

attract attention.

CC: Bill, do you think the type of

image you have affects your products?

BB: Not really. I am always worried

about getting too far away from the peo-

ple who make the market. You can do
things as a combination the way John Ir-

ving does. He writes a mass market book
that is also literate. That is what I want
to do and what I am aiming for. But I

write my programs primarily for myself.
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INTERVIEW

CC: Who buys Electronic Arts prod-

ucts? Is it adolescent males or guys like

me who are over 30 and still enjoy a
good game?
DG: All of those. We are asking the

same question. Our assumption is that

there are people who want high quality

stuff that pushes the medium right to the

edge. That's our customer.

Our goal is to have a product that ap-

peals. Tripp Hawkins, the founder of
Electronic Arts, talks about simple, hot,

and deep as the things that you need a
program to be. If you get a product that

is both simple and deep like Pinball
Construction Set, it can be used at dif-

ferent levels. You can simply play the
five demo games that are on the disk. Or
you can create an elaborate pinball

game.

CC: Bill, if you could do anything
with a computer without any constraints

of hardware, memory or users, what
would you want to do?
BB: I think I would start working on

expert systems on personal computers. I

think that this is the next big applica-

tions area; it is really hot right now on
big systems. We need a little more mem-
ory than we have right now, but we will

be there pretty soon.

My interest is home computer soft-

ware. I'm not in it because it is booming;
I have been writing it for a couple years.

And I think the key in the home is that

the programs must tell you how to use

them. Actually, you don't really use
them, you talk to them. That is where all

of the excitement is right now.
CC: That sounds very similar to your

quotation in one of the Electronic Arts
ads, where you say, "Programming for a
microcomputer is like writing a poem
with a 600-word vocabulary." Then you
mention your idea of a software friend.

It seems that this, your comments about
a program teaching you how to use it,

and your interest in expert systems all fit

together.

BB: I think what I am doing is the

next step. When I first started over a
year ago on Pinball, everyone was saying
that a program larger than 16K in size is

death in this market. Now they say the
limit is 64K.

Everything is getting bigger. That is

just the direction that things are going
in. So I think my next program should
push just a little bit further. The way to

go now is to program in a little more
sophistication in the way the program
interacts with the person. The program
should know if someone is at the key-

board or joystick or if it is just sitting

there idle. It should know if someone is

proficient in its use or a novice.

CC: To what extent do you think that

the programmer's personality comes
through in the program and has an effect
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on the person using the program?
BB: A lot. On the robot kit, I can

choose very boring parts or I can choose

to provide exciting and interesting types

of parts. And that is a reflection of my
personality and the kinds of things I am
interested in.

There are different ways that a

personality can come through—at the

coding level or at a much higher level.

As programs get bigger, they are sort of

like books; there is plot, characters, and
dialogue or the equivalent.

CC: Do you think of yourself as an
artist turned programmer or a pro-

grammer turned artist?

BB: Programmer turning into an art-

ist for sure. I must admit, at the very

beginning the only reason I was good at

it was that I was a coder. And I really

liked that. I was learning to program. I

The program should
know ifsomeone is

at the keyboard or
joystick or if it is just

sitting there idle.

am really good; I'm a great coder. But I

am not pushing that so much anymore
because there are thousands of great

coders.

CC: So, you are a good coder. How
are you doing as an artist?

BB: I think I have been doing pretty

well. Even though Raster Blaster was
only a video game, I was learning about
designing stuff. I got good at drawing.
And with Pinball, I learned how to

make the parts look good. And laying

them out is like design.

Any artist always has misgivings

about calling himself an artist. He thinks

of himself more as a craftsman. I think a

craft becomes an art form when the

space of possible solutions becomes so

huge that engineering can't carry you
through.

Video games are engineered now, but
the step I am trying to take now no one
can engineer. No one really knows what
I should do next, so I must figure it out.

CC: What kind of background should
the people who will follow you as pro-

grammer artists of the future have?
BB: The programming is less im-

portant now, and the tools are getting

better, but it always helps to be a good
programmer. It is important to like

computers and even more important to

be able to think of things that people
would want to do with their computers
before they know themselves. That is a
special kind of creativity. You must

know in your heart before anyone else

does what is going to be good and then

follow through.

CC: I guess the question was a thinly

disguised "what would you recommend
to budding programmers" type of

question.

BB: I had a kid ask me yesterday if it

was too late to start programming and
had all of the good software already been

done. All of the good stuff is really going

to be done in the future. The stuff we are

doing now is crummy compared with

what will finally mature.

The best thing to do is to get a com-
puter and start programming. The tools

are not yet that great, so you will prob-

ably have to learn assembler language,

Pascal, or C. It should take about two
years to catch up to the state of the art.

CC: Do you have any comments on
computer literacy? Is it something we
should be striving for?

BB: A lot of kids are simply users.

They have no interest in programming.
Others will sit down and figure out what
programming is all about and get excited

about it. But the power of the computer
is starting to spread. Right now comput-
ing can be hard. Machine language is

somewhat inaccessible. And Basic is not

quite so bad, but is still blows some peo-

ple away.

DG: I think it is unreasonable to ex-

pect computers to have a bigger impact
than reading and writing. Reading and
writing did not save all of mankind from
stupidity. The problem I have is not with

computer literacy but rather with the

hype. There is far too much hype.

People are trying to struggle toward a

definition of computer literacy that falls

short of what literacy really is. I think

that to the extent that we use the ability

to read and understand Shakespeare as a

measuring stick for literacy in the school

environment, we use a similarly tough
measuring rod for computer literacy.

I think what this stuff is, is paper. For
a long time we have had paper, which is

really good for expressing ideas that are
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Freeand Easy
Using a Business

Plotter is difficult

and expensive,

right? Wrong! That's the way

things used to be. Roland DG's

new hardware/software

package not only makes

plotting easy, it also makes

part of the deal free!

During the

months of

April, May and

June with the

purchase of a

Roland DC
DXY-800 8-Pen X-Y
Plotter, you get the

KeyChart Presentation

Graphics Software to run the

plotter—Absolutely Free! A
savings of $375.00.

At the heart of the package is

the Roland DG DXY-800 X Y
Plotter, (the lowest priced 8-pen

plotter on the market). The
DXY-800 is an 8-pen intelligent

plotter offering an 11" x 17" plot

bed, Centronics parallel and

RS-232 serial interfaces, and

can also be used in either a

horizontal or vertical (60

degree inclined) position, to

conserve your

desk-top space.

Use regular paper

or even acetate

to produce

overhead

projection

graphics.

Next add
KeyChart, pr< >h-

ably the quickest,

and easiest software

program for generating

presentation-quality

business graphics. You don't

have to be a programmer to use

KeyChart. It is completely

menu-driven and can provide

automatic default values for

every characteristic. Load in

your data from the keyboard, or

from almost any electronic

spreadsheet, including Lotus

1-2-3.

MODEL
DXY800 ^Bp>la> K

keyChart
yraphics

software

is high-quality,

quick, and easy.

W,
hy not

take the

work
out ofyour
next business

presentation?

thanks to

Roland DG,
KeyChart

can come to

you for free.

oland DG's

DXY-800
KeyChart

package is available

for most popular personal

computers. Just plug it in, and

within minutes you'll be

creating the kind

of graphics you

thought

might take

^ days of pro-

gramming.

All of this

comes to

you for the

DXY-800's

normal low retail

price of $995.00.

KeyChart, normally

priced at $375.00 is

included at no additional

cost. For those who don't

need multi-pens, Roland DG
also makes a single pen

plotter (the DXY 101), also

bundled with KeyChart for

only $750.00

Why not let the Roland DG
graphics

system

improve

the

quality

of your

business

presenta-

tions?

But

you'd

better

hurry, this kind of free and

easy dealing isn't going to last

forever, just until June 30th.

For a dealer near you contact:

Roland DG, 7200 Dominion

Circle, Los Angeles, CA
90040,(213)685-5141.

K. \i luirt is a
IradtYTUrkofSonKev
Si (dwarf 1'riMju.ts Inc.

Lotus and 1-2-3

are trademarks of

Lotus Development Corp.

Roland DG
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The HBJ Computer Test
Preparation Series
This proven study method has
helped thousands of students
score higher on the SAT, GRE,
and ACT.
Each package contains:

double-sided diskettes, a
cemprehensive review textbook,
and a 50-page User's Manual.

COMPUTER PREPARATION
for the SAT' $79.95
Available for: Apple, Atari,

Commodore, IBM-PC, IBM-PCjr,
and TRS-80.

COMPUTER PREPARATION
for the GRE ° S89.95
Available for Apple.

COMPUTER PREPARATION
for the ACT nwr.' $89.95
Available for Apple.

Ask for these HBJ programs at

your local computer store or
bookstore or call

800-543-1918
for major credit card orders
In CA call collect 619-699-6335.

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH
^^^^k 1250 Sixth Avenue
^MW San Diego, CA 92101

J
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INTERVIEW

linear or have to do with relatively static

phenomena. If you want to use pencil

and paper to think about dynamic
phenomena, you've got to know a lot of

mathematics that very few people know.
Computers let you think about dy-

namic phenomena. So I do not think you
can overemphasize literacy in that me-
dium. But I think you can hype it and
come up with funny definitions of lit-

eracy that have something to do with
naming the parts of the computer. If you
take computer literacy seriously, what
percentage of the population is truly

computer literate? I'm not; I can't write

in assembly language. And when I use

that term to talk about someone else, I

rarely use it just to mean capable of

reading and writing at the simplest level.

There must be very few people who are

truly computer literate.

Ifyou take computer
literacy seriously,

what percentage of the
population is truly

computer literate?

CC: Bill, one thing that is quite ob-
vious is that you are an enthusiastic per-

son who is excited about this whole
crazy world of home computers.

BB: There is a lot of pressure on peo-

ple who are trying to be artists. People
have been let down a couple of times

with their home computers, and they

won't take it too many more times.

Usually there is a lot of excitement
about a project, especially in the middle
of it. I have to force myself to go to bed
at 2:00 a.m. with something left undone
until the next day. Middles are definitely

the best time. The beginning is exciting

in a different way, and the end is more
agony than anything else—patching
things and doing all the rotten stuff that

you put off because you knew it would
not be much fun. I have a really power-
ful urge to see things work.

CC: You are, to be frank, one of the

superstars . .

.

BB: I have been lucky. 1 have sort of
been swept along on the crest of this

wave right from the beginning. It gets

bigger and bigger, and I try to stay a
stroke ahead of it.

I really think that it is amazing that

people actually buy software. When you
think of what could be done and what is

done. To be honest, I look at my Pinball

program and feel that it is old stuff. I

could do much better.

CC: I think you can too, and will. I

know we will all be watching you.

GROUP
SUBSCRIPTIONS

If

you're part of a group that

uses microcomputers in

school, the office or a user

group you may be eligible for

substantial discounts to the

world's leading computer
magazines!

For more information, have a

representative contact: Dan
Rosensweig—212-503-5354

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
One Park Avenue—4th Floor

New York, NY 10016

A + , The Independent
Guide For Apple
Computing

COMPUTERS &
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MICROSYSTEMS

PC TECH JOURNAL

PCjr., The Independent
Guide To The IBM PCjr In

Education, Home and
Business

A + DISK, New Programs

on Diskette For Apple II

Series Computers
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PC, The Independent
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Computers
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Structured Programming
In Basic

Part 4: ANSI Basic, Macintosh Basic, and True Basic

Arthur Luehrmann

The first three articles in this series (May, June, and July,

1984) introduced the main ideas of structured programming:

(1) the top-down method of planning a program and (2) the use

of three types offormal control blocks to handle all problems of

program logic. These powerful ideas were developed there for

users of the dialects of Basic currently available on nearly all

personal computers. The final two articles in the series show
how these same structured programming concepts can be ex-

pressed even more simply in the new generation of Basics just

beginning to appear on personal computers.

Basic: A Blessing and a Curse
It is amazing how often in popular computer magazines one

reads statements claiming that Basic first appeared in the early

70's, that its design was limited by the small memories available

in the first microcomputers, that it is inherently an interpreted,

rather than compiled, language. None of these claims is true.

Basic celebrated its 20th birthday on May 1 of this year.

John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz, then and now professors of

mathematics at Dartmouth College, aided by a small group of

undergraduates, planned and implemented Basic in the early

60's, when the microcomputer was undreamed of and the mini-

computer was still years in the future. Basic was designed to

run on the only thing around: the mainframe computer. The
problem back then was not so much limited memory as limited

time. The Dartmouth team had also created the first educa-

tional time-sharing system.

Time-sharing works well only if there is time to share—that

is, if each user needs only a small amount of time to run a pro-

gram. Basic, therefore, had to be fast. Since compiled programs

run about ten times faster than interpreted ones, Dartmouth

Basic was designed from the beginning as a language that

would be easy to compile.

So much for ancient history. The remarkable thing about Ba-

sic is that, despite its time-sharing mainframe roots, the Ian-
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guage has been among the easiest to implement on general

purpose minicomputers, laboratory computers, and now micro-

computers. The reason for this is both the blessing and the

curse of Basic.

To make Dartmouth Basic easy to compile, Kemeny, Kurtz,

et al. were forced to make each Basic statement be very similar

to one or two of the built-in instructions that the processor

understood. The machine language of every processor contains

an unconditional jump instruction; so Basic had a goto state-

ment with the same effect. Every machine language has con-

ditional jumps; so Basic had an if statement. Every machine
language has a subroutine jump and a subroutine return

instruction; so Basic had gosub and return statements. And
so forth.

It is this strong similarity to machine language that has been
the blessing and the curse of the Dartmouth Basic of 20 years

ago. On the blessing side of the ledger, this low level nature of

Basic has made it very easy for hundreds of programmers to

Just as one can understand all the
words in a paragraph and still not
understand its meaning, so it is

with computer programs.

write compilers and interpreters for the language. The curse is

more subtle; at first it looks like another blessing. Since each

Basic statement is extraordinarily simple and easy to under-

stand without reference to any surrounding statements, one

might think that programs made up of these simple statements

should also be easy to understand. Sad experience has shown
that this is not the case.

Just as one can understand all the parts in a wind-up clock

and still not understand how the clock works, or all the words
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QUARK INTRODUCES

CATALYST.

THE ONLY HARD DISK
PROGRAM SELECTOR
FOR THE ENTIRE
APPLE II LINE.

A hard disk makes your Apple even more powerful.

And makes you even more productive. But you still have to

load a new floppy and reboot when you need to change pro-

grams. And the more programs you have, the more time you
waste.

That's why Quark developed Catalyst."
1 A unique Pn^

DOS program selector for your Apple He, Apple ^C\^^L
64K Apple II, or 64K Apple II Plus . Catalyst lets you swiffc

between even copy-protected programs. Without rebooting.

A few keystrokes let you move from Word Juggler to Visi-

Calc, then to your Dossier™ file management system, and so

forth. Just boot Catalyst when you turn on your machine, and
you may not need another floppy all day.

The convenient menu lists the programs you've stored

on your hard disk, organized in any way you wish. You can
automatically install virtually any programs written for Ap-
ple's new ProDOS operating system. Including software

^M tl

from Quark, Apple Computer, Software Arts, BPI and other

leading manufacturers. You can even load CP/M programs

on the menu, when you use the CP/M CARD from Ad-
vanced Logic Systems.

Catalyst is intelligently priced at $149. So ask for a com-
plete demonstration today. Just call 1 (800) 543-77 1 1 for the

name of the Quark dealer nearest you.

Quark
INCORPORATED

Office Automation Tools

2525 West Evans. Suite 220

Denver CO 80219

Quark. Catalyst. Word Juggler. Dottier and QCIO arc trademarks ol Quark
Incorporated. Apple and ProFUe arc registered trademarks of Apple Com-
puter. Inc. CP M is a registered trademark, and CP M CARD is a trade

mark of Digital Research. Inc. VisiCalc is a registered trademark of

VisiCorp.

© 1983, Quark Incorporated 3\

'Catalyst will work with the new QC 10 hard disk Irom Quark Peripherals,

the only mass storage system for the Apple He. QC10 will be released
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PROGRAMMING
in a paragraph and still not understand the meaning of the

paragraph, so it is with computer programs. One needs to

understand the parts, but one also needs to see how the parts

work together to make up the whole. One needs to see how the

parts are organized. One needs to see large scale structures

without being bogged down by a mass of detail.

These discoveries about programs began to appear in the

mid-60's, mainly as a result of growing experience with another

low level language, Fortran. As computer memories got bigger,

so did the Fortran programs being stuffed into them by a grow-
ing army of professional programmers. And as the programs
got longer, they took disproportionately more time to write and
debug. Far worse than that, long programs were vastly more
expensive to maintain than shorter ones.

Out of this experience came a great deal of deep thinking

about the things that make a program complex. In the late 60's,

the ideas we now know as structuredprogramming began to ap-

pear in journal articles. Soon after that, new programming lan-

guages such as Pascal incorporated these structuring ideas in

the form of specific tools for handling complexity and taming

it.

The Evolution of Basic
To look at Basic as implemented on nearly every personal

computer today, one could easily conclude that the structured

programming wave had simply washed over Basic and left it far

out at sea. As a practical matter, that is indeed the case. The
Basic that comes built into all the millions of Apple, IBM, and

Radio Shack computers is, apart from numerous special fea-

tures, little different from the Dartmouth Basic of 20 years ago.

In fact, most of the programs I wrote at Dartmouth in the 60's

would run unmodified on these current Basics. Like the Dart-

mouth original, these Basics force programmers to solve their

problems by means of unstructured jumps of control: the goto,
IF, gosub, and return statements.

Nevertheless, it is wrong to say that the Basic language has

been left behind by structured programming ideas. Nearly 15

years ago, Dartmouth Basic added a call statement and other

statements allowing a Basic programmer to create subprograms

(procedures) with names, two-way parameter passing, and local

variables. Shortly after that, it became possible to create a sepa-

rate file of subprograms, compile them, and establish a link be-

tween the file and a user's program. About eight years ago, a

new version of Dartmouth Basic offered a complete set of for-

mal control blocks for loops and branches, thus eliminating the

need for the unstructured goto and if statements and for line

numbers.
Unfortunately, most of this creative work at Dartmouth has

somehow been kept a deep, dark secret from the rest of the

world. None of these structured programming tools has found

its way into the Basics to which most people have access today.

In the early 70's when Bill Gates wrote the first Basic inter-

preter for a microprocessor, his model, alas, was the 1964 ver-

sion of Dartmouth Basic. Neither he nor his company nor his

successors have seen fit to update that model. As a result, hun-

dreds of thousands of personal computer programmers have

been forced to learn and use a language that by all rights should

be considered an interesting fossil.

ANSI Basic
The sorry state of personal computer Basics is about to

change. For nearly a decade, Committee X3J2 of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) has been at work on

developing standards for the Basic language. X3J2 is made up

of about 30 volunteers who come from universities, schools,

and mainly the computer industry. The Committee does not set

any standard; rather it proposes a standard and distributes it

for public comment. A parent committee, X3, makes the final

decision.
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X3J2's first few years were spent (in hindsight, some might

say "wasted") on standardizing what amounts to the original

1964 Dartmouth Basic. This was necessary, however, since so

many implementors kept getting simple things wrong. For
example, the for loop is incorrectly handled in nearly all

microcomputer Basics prior to the IBM PC version. Consider
the following program:

10 PRINT "HOW MANY STARS DO YOU WANT";
20 INPUT N
30 FOR J = 1 TO N
40 PRINT "•";

50 NEXT J

When Kemeny and Kurtz designed Basic, they thought hard

about programs like this. A user, they believed, would expect to

see N stars, for any value of N including 0. Therefore, if N is

zero, the body of the loop should not be performed at all. In

other words, the loop exit test should be made at the beginning

of the loop, not the end. That is how the for loop has worked

After many years of quarterly week-
long meetings, a draft proposal for

ANSI Basic has been agreed to and
sent to the public for comment.

in Dartmouth Basic for 20 years. Not so with Gates's first

interpreter and most of the Basics that have descended from it.

So the first several years of Committee X3J2's life were spent

defining a standard called ANSI Minimal Basic, which tidies

up such matters as the for loop. (A copy of the Minimal Basic

standard, X3.60-1978, is available from ANSI, 1430 Broadway,
NY, NY 10018.)

The members of X3J2 recognized that Minimal Basic was
more a toy than an actual language. To make it useful,

implementors would be forced to enhance, almost certainly in a

nonstandard way. Therefore, the Committee turned its atten-

tion next to the definition of another language to be called

ANSI Basic. It would, for reasons of compatibility, be a

superset of Minimal Basic; but it would also contain program-
ming elements thought to be essential for writing serious

applications.

After many years of quarterly week-long meetings, a draft

proposal for ANSI Basic has been agreed to and sent to the

public for comment. If things go about as expected, a formal

standard should take effect in about a year. The draft standard

is strongly influenced by the structured version of Basic that

has been developed at Dartmouth over the past decade and
user-tested by tens of thousands of people. It contains all the

elements needed for modular, top-down design and for specify-

ing control structures.

Already, the draft standard is having an effect that personal

computer users can see. Several member organizations of X3J2
have created new microcomputer versions of Basic that are

strongly influenced by the draft standard. At the time of this

writing, Apple Computer is in the final throes of implementing

Macintosh Basic, which is modeled closely upon the ANSI
draft.

Another company, True Basic, Inc., founded by Kemeny,
Kurtz, and a small team of Dartmouth programmers, is also at

work on a product called True Basic, which will run on both

the IBM PC and the Apple Macintosh. True Basic, which will

be distributed by Addison Wesley Publishing Company, jon-

forms extremely closely to the ANSI draft. By the time this

article appears, Macintosh Basic and True Basic should be
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available for purchase. Other implementations of ANSI and
ANSI-like Basics are probably under development by others.

Top-Down, Modular Design
The rest of this article and the one next month present the

elements of ANSI Basic that make it easy to use when follow-
ing the guidelines of structured programming. The best way to
understand these new elements is through an example. The
third article in this series (July, 1984) showed how to apply the
methods of structured programming to write a game-playing
program.

The computer was to get a secret word from a third party
and then to ask the main player to guess the word. If the guess
was wrong, the computer was to prompt the player as to
whether the secret word was earlier or later in the dictionary
than the guess, and then to ask for another guess. The program
below was the result. (Later in the July article the problem was
improved a bit, but this version will serve our present
purposes.)

100 •PROGRAM GUESSING GAME
1 10 GOSUB 200 •SECRET WORD
120 GOSUB 400 •GUESS WORDS
130 GOSUB 600 •WRAP UP
140 END
190 1

200 'SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
220 PRINT "WHAT'S THE SECRET WORD
230 INPUT S$
380 RETURN
390 •

400 •SUB GUESS WORDS
410 •LOOP
420 PRINT "WHAT'S YOUR GUESS"
430 INPUT G$
440 IF G$ = S$ THEN 500
450 GOSUB 800 'HINT
490 GOTO 4 1

500 •END LOOP
580 RETURN
590 •

600 •SUB WRAP UP
610 PRINT "YOU GOT IT!!!"
620 PRINT "THE WORD WAS" ; S$.
780 RETURN
790 •

800 •SUB HINT
810 IF S$ < GS THEN 850
820 •FALSE
830 PRINT "LATER THAN"; G$
840 GOTO 870
850 •TRUE
860 PRINT "EARLIER THAN"; G$
870 •END IF

980 RETURN

With minor exceptions (for example, the abbreviation of rem
by an apostrophe), this program conforms to the ANSI Mini-
mal Basic Standard. You can enter it and run it on almost any
computer. Although using Minimal Basic, the program is writ-
ten in a highly structured form, as described in detail in the ear-
lier articles.

First, it adheres to the principle of top-down design: There is

a main routine and a set of subroutines. Second, all problems of
control are handled by formal loop and branch blocks. A loop
block appears in lines 400-500, and a branch block appears in
lines 810-870. Both blocks are built up from Minimal Basic
REM, goto, and if statements.

Without further discussion, let's see how this program might
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be written in ANSI Basic.

Program Guess ingGame
Ca I I SecretWord(sS)
Ca I I GuessWor ds ( sS

)

Cal I WrapUp(sS)
End

External sub Sec r e tWor d ( sec r e t $

)

Clear
Print "What's the secret word";
I npu t sec ret$

End sub

External sub GuessWor ds ( sec re t $

)

Do
Print "What's your guess";
I npu t guessS

If guessS = secrets then exit do
Call Hi n t ( seer e t$ , guessS)

Loop
End sub

External sub Wr apUp ( sec r e t $ )

Print "You got it!!!"
Print "The word was";secret$

End sub

External sub H i n t ( sec r e t $, guessS )

If secrets < guessS then
Print "Earlier than ";guess$

Else
Print "Later than"; guessS

End i f

End sub
The first thing to notice is that the overall form of these two

programs is essentially the same. This is true because both ver-

sions follow the guidelines of structured programming. In both,
we find a main part and four subparts. Furthermore, the bodies
of all the parts consist only of action blocks, loop blocks, and
branch blocks. There are a few new Basic keywords in the sec-

ond version, but the general shape and structure is the same as
in the first version.

Some differences are also striking. The first version has line

numbers, while the second has none. Actually, the ANSI stan-

dard requires line numbers, but only for compatibility with
Minimal Basic. The new control structures in ANSI Basic
eliminate the need for line numbers. Every implementation of
ANSI Basic is expected to make line numbers optional to the
programmer. This is true of Macintosh Basic and True Basic.
Another obvious difference is the use of lowercase letters and

long variable names in the second version. Uppercase and
lowercase letters are treated as equivalent when used anywhere
in ANSI Basic except as string constants. It is up to the pro-
grammer to develop a consistent style of capitalization. Long
variable names allow the programmer to use meaningful names
for the data to be processed. There is a slight penalty for allow-
ing long names: They must be delimited from Basic keywords
by a space. In older Basics, the two statements

Let a = 5

Leta - 5

have exactly the same effect. In ANSI Basic, the first statement
would assign 5 to the variable a, while the second statement
would assign 5 to the variable Leta and assume that the Let
keyword had been left out.

From the point of view of top-down design and program
modularity, the important features to note in the ANSI Basic
version are the five parts separated from one another by blank
lines. (The final article in this series will deal with the content
of the parts. For now, the focus is on the relation among the
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parts.) These five parts are examples ofprogram units. The first

part is the main unit. It begins with the Program statement and

ends with the End statement. Every ANSI Basic program must
have such a unit. The four parts that follow it are examples of

external units. Each one begins with an External-sub statement

containing the name of the unit and each ends with an End-sub

statement.

In ANSI Basic, each program unit is a separate world. Vari-

able names introduced in one program unit have local signifi-

cance only and are unknown to other program units. If by

chance the same name is used for two different variables in dif-

ferent program units, no problems will arise. Likewise, each

program unit has its own separate sequence of Data statements;

a Read statement in one unit will refer to Data values in that

unit alone.

This situation is very different from the one in Minimal Ba-

sic. There, all variable names are known globally, throughout

the entire program. Likewise, all the Data statements in a pro-

gram define a single sequence of items that may be read by any

Read statement in the program. In effect, an entire Minimal

Basic program is like the main unit in an ANSI Basic program.

Parameter Passing
If all variables are local, how then do the various program

units communicate with one another in an ANSI Basic pro-

gram? The answer is that they must pass data back and forth in

the form ofparameters. In the example, the main unit contains

the statement

Cal I SecretWord(sS)
and the corresponding external unit looks like this:

External sub Sec r e two r d ( sec r e t $

)

Clear
Print "What's the secret word";
I npu t seer e t $

End sub
The Call statement in ANSI Basic serves the same function

as the gosub statement in Minimal Basic. Both statements

transfer control to another part of the program; when that part

is finished, control normally returns to the statement after the

Call or gosub. In addition, the above Call statement identifies

the variable s$ as a parameter, through which data may be sent

to a program unit or, as in the present case, received from it.

The job of SecretWord is to get someone to enter a secret

word into the computer. The Input statement accepts the word

and assigns it to secretS. Notice that the name secretS also ap-

pears in parentheses right after the name of this program unit.

This indicates that secretS is the name of a parameter through

which data (in this case, the secret word) may be passed back to

the caller. Several such parameters may be specified this way,

with the comma used as a separator.

Notice that the calling unit does not have to know what

name the called unit used for the data to be sent back. The

caller invents its own name—s$ in the present case. Once the

Call statement is performed, the value of s$ in the main unit is

identical to the value secretS had in the external unit. They are

simply two names for the same thing.

The second Call statement in the main unit looks like this:

Call GuessWor ds ( sS

)

This statement tells the computer to perform the statements in

the body of GuessWords. But this time, the value of s$ is being

sent into the external unit, not retrieved from it. Parameter

passing is a two-way street in ANSI Basic. Such parameters are

known as reference parameters. (Pascal programmers know

them as var parameters.)

The remaining external units in the ANSI Basic example

work much the same way as GuessWords. In each case, one or

two parameters are passed into the unit by means of a Call

statement. The names of the parameters in all four external

units happen to be the same: secretS and guessS. As stated
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above, this is not necessary. Each program unit can have its

own "private name" for the parameters to be sent back and
forth. This is especially important when programs are devel-

oped by a team of writers. The members of the team must agree

only on what the program units must do and what parameters

must be passed, but not on parameter names nor on the names
of local variables.

Three Kinds of Procedure
As stated earlier, an ANSI Basic program is a collection of

fairly independent program units. There must be a main unit.

In addition, there may be several external units. Units commu-
nicate with one another by passing parameters back and forth.

Within a unit, all variable names are local to that unit.

Units communicate with one another
by passing parameters back and
forth. Within a unit, all variable

names are local to that unit.

So far, we have seen only one kind of external unit. Recall

the keyword sub in the first line of each of the four external

units in the program example. This word indicates that the unit

is a Basic subprogram. A subprogram is one of three different

kinds ofprocedures available in ANSI Basic. The other two are

functions and pictures. Like subprograms, functions and pic-

tures have names and may use parameters to communicate.

Here is an example of a simple external function unit:

External function Random I n t ( f i r s t , last)
Let n = last - first + I

Let Randomlnt = first"1
" int(n • rnd)

End f unc t i on
There are two differences between the appearance of func-

tions and that of subprograms. First, the keyword function re-

places the keyword sub in the first and last lines. Second,

somewhere in the body of a function, the name of the function

must appear on the left side of a Let statement; this is how the

function returns a value to the program unit that calls it. In

fact, the parameters in functions are unavailable for two-way
communication. Function parameters may only send data into

the function, not return data to the caller. Such one-way
parameters are called value parameters.

The value returned by the above function is a random integer

in the range between the values of first and last, inclusive. As
with Basic built-in functions, such as int and rnd, a user-de-

fined function is called simply by using its name in an ex-

pression. After the function unit is performed, the single value

it returns replaces the name of the function in the expression

from which the function was called.

The third kind of procedure in ANSI Basic is the picture,

which is used to define some graphic object, such as a circle.

Graphics is beyond the scope of this series of articles. Suffice it

to say that a picture is just like a subprogram except for the

way it is called. The caller uses a Draw statement instead of a

Call statement. Furthermore, the Draw statement allows the

caller to specify a location, size, and orientation angle for the

picture. Thus a picture which is defined as a circle can be called

as an ellipse, rotated 45 degrees, and placed at a new
origin—all with a single Draw statement.

Incidentally, all three ANSI Basic procedures may be called

recursively. That is, a statement in the body of a given procedure

may call that procedure itself. This is often a useful way to

conceptualize certain otherwise complex programming problems.
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PROGRAMMING

Internal Procedures
External procedures—subprograms, functions, and pictures

—give the programmer powerful tools for dividing a large

programming task into a number of distinctly separate pieces

that communicate with one another by passing specific pieces

of data back and forth. Since these units are largely indepen-

dent of one another, they can be developed and tested without

fear of accidental interactions.

It often happens that a given program unit becomes larger

and larger during the process of development. At some point,

the unit may become so large that it is hard to read, under-

stand, or change. The solution is to divide it into smaller units.

However, one is then faced with a different kind of confusion:

too many external units to keep track of. A better approach is

to divide a lengthy program unit into a small number of sub-

units, all within the same unit. In ANSI Basic, this is done by
means of internal procedures.

As an example, here is how program GuessingGame would
look if it were written as a single main unit containing its own
internal procedures.

Program GuessingGame
Ca I I SecretWord
Cat I GuessWor ds
Cal I WrapUp

Sub SecretWord
Clear
Pr int "What '

s

I npu t Secrets
End sub

t he sec ret word'

Sub GuessWords
Do

Print "What's your guess";
Input guessS

If guessS = secrets then exit do
Cal I Hint

Loop
End sub

Sub WrapUp
Print "You got it!!!"
Print "The word was";secret$

End sub

Sub Hint
If secrets < guessS then

Print "Earlier than";guess$
Else

Print "Later than";guess$
End i f

End sub
End

Note first that the text of the procedures now appears before

the End statement, which is now the last statement. That is, the

procedures are now inside the main unit, whereas before they

were outside. Note also that the keyword External no longer

appears in the first line of each procedure. Finally, note that

parameter passing is no longer needed here.

The main difference between internal and external proce-

dures has to do with the scope of variable names. Internal

procedures in a given program unit all share the same set of

variable names. In the example here, secretS first appears in

procedure GetWord. Later references to secretS in the other

procedures all refer to the same data value. That is why param-

eter passing was unnecessary in this case. (It is legal to pass

parameters to internal procedures however, and often very

useful.)
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The scope rule in ANSI Basic is very simple: a given variable

name is known (1) everywhere within a program unit, and (2)
nowhere outside that unit unless the variable is passed as a
parameter to another unit. To put it another way, variable

names are global within a program unit and local to that unit.

The same is true of items in Data statements. It is also true of
file channels, though that subject is beyond the scope of these

articles.

The preceding program example showed only one particular

kind of internal procedure: the internal subprogram. There can
also be internal functions and internal pictures. The same scope
rules apply to them.

Coming Next Month
This article has introduced the elements of ANSI Basic that

are useful for dividing a complex problem into simpler, rel-

atively independent parts. External procedures, which have lo-

cal variables and communicate via parameters, are the main
modules out of which a long program is built. Internal proce-

dures, which share variables with one another and with the

program unit in which they are contained, provide subunits

within the main modules.

Now we leave the topic of top-down design and program
modularity. In the final article in this series we shall turn to the

other main component of structured programming: the use of

formal control structures to handle all problems of program
logic. The June and July articles in this series showed how to

build these loop and branch structures out of rem, if, and
goto statements. In ANSI Basic, these structures come ready-

made. It is this fact which allows the programmer to avoid all

those wild jumps that can easily turn a simple program into a

tangle of spaghetti code.
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Pilot Your Apple
Up, Up, and Away

HotAir

Dan Westesen

Have you ever watched a beautiful
balloon soaring over town on a cool Sat-

urday morning in the fall and wished
you could go for a ride? Well, it's not
quite the next best thing but this pro-
gram will allow you to soar with your
Apple. You can float over craggy moun-
tains, and if you aren't careful, you can
crash on those mountains. But, it is easy
to repair the balloon and fly once again:

Just type yes and press RETURN and it is

up, up, and away.
The balloon has several of the features

of a real balloon, including slow reaction

times. If you want to rise, it may take
several seconds after you turn on the
burner for the balloon to react. Simi-
larly, it may take several seconds after

the burner is turned off for the balloon
to level off or begin descent.

The balloon also has only a limited

amount of fuel. If you are in the wrong
place when you run out, the result is a
crash landing. Even if you do manage to

land on a nice flat spot, you will crash if

you descend too fast (-12 vertical veloc-

ity). The balloon also comes equipped
with a fuel gauge, vertical speed in-

dicator, altimeter, and burner monitor.

As in the real world, winds in this

program blow in different directions at

different velocities. There is an upper
level wind, a lower level wind, and a

tricky wind between the peaks. The last

and most challenging similarity to re-

ality is that everything in this program
happens very slowly until you are in

trouble; then it happens all too fast.

Entering the Program
The program is in two parts. The

main part of the program is very simple
to enter. Enter it as you would any basic

program. The second part of the pro-

gram is the shape table for the balloon

and the crashed balloon (the mountains
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are drawn from the main program). To
enter the shape table, first enter the

monitor (CALL -151) and enter the

shape table as shown, replacing the

dashes with colons. When finished type

BSAVE SHAPE:BALLOONS,
A$4000,L$9D. The program has a pro-

vision for loading the shape table the

first time (lines 310 through 340).

Explanations, Variables

and Modifications
The remarks outline what the pro-

gram does in each section. Here are

some further explanations to help in

modifying the program.

Lines 1 10 through 130 set up the rota-

tion for aerial crashes. These crashes oc-

cur when the balloon hits the top or side

boundaries.

Lines 470 through 990 take care of the

launch, winds, flight, and checking for

crashes. Lines 1000 through 3160 do the

crashes, landings, scoring, and restarting

the program.

If you want more or less fuel just

change the variable FUEL in line 160.

Also in line 160 you will find the vari-

ables XI and VI, the starting co-

ordinates of the balloon.

LFT is the variable for the current

rate of change of altitude of the balloon.

How much this variable is incremented

can be adjusted in lines S90 and 610 and
640.

The variable for wind is WND, and it

is set in 690 through 710. These lines

check the position of the balloon and
then set the direction and speed of the

wind.

Lines 765 through 790 update the in-

strument panel.

Lines 810 to 850 check to see if the

balloon is on one of the flat landing

zones. If it is, the program goes to line

1000 to check if the landing was too

hard before continuing.

Mountain crashes are checked in lines

890 through 940. These lines contain the

equations of the lines running along the

mountain sides. If the point on the bottom
of the balloon crosses one of these lines,

a crash occurs.

Line 980 checks to see if the edge of

the screen has been touched by the bal-

loon. If it has, the program skips to line

3000 where a spinning crash occurs.

Lines 1040 through 1120 finish good
landings and do the score keeping. The
first good landing is worth 5 points, the

second 10 points, the third 15 points,

etc.

Lines 2000 through 2070 crash the

balloon if it hits the side of the

mountain.
Try the program as it is first, then try

modifying the fuel, winds, and lift.

Happy ballooning!
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ENTERTAINMENT

Listing 1.

10 REM «****t*«*t««»**»*»t«*
20 REM < HOT AIR BALLOON *

SO REN ««**»****«**«*«*««»»*
40 REM
SO REM BY DAN WEBTEBEN
40 REM JANUARY 21,1984
70 REM
BO REM
90 Din BIB)
1O0 FOR I - 1 TO B
110 READ B(I)l REM SETS ROT FOR

AERIAL CRASH.
120 NEXT I

130 DATA 0,10,13,23,33,40.43.33
140 HOME
ISO INPUT "DO YOU WANT INBTRUCTI

ONB? " |A»
1*0 IF LEFT* (A*,l> < > "V THEN

GOTO 310
170 PRINT " HOT AIR •

ALLOON"
180 PRINT
190 PRINT "THE OBJECT OF THIS GA

ME IS TO LAND ON THE THREE
FLAT AREAS WITHOUT CRASHING

200 PRINT
210 PRINT "YOU CONTROL THE HOT A

IR BALLOON'S BURNERNITH THE
KEYS 'B' AND 'N'.THE LETTER
•D* TURNS THE BURNER ON AND T
HE LETTER 'N' TURNS IT OFF.

220 PRINT
230 PRINT "THERE ARE THREE LEVEL

S OF HIND. THE HIGHLEVEL BLO
MB FROM RIGHT TO LEFT. THE
LOULEVEL BLOWS FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT. THERE IS ALSO A WIN
D BETWEEN THE MOUNTAINS T
HAT BLOWS FROM RIGHT TO LEFT

BE CARE-FUL III"
240 PRINT
2S0 PRINT -YOU WILL CRASH IF YOU

HIT A MOUNTAIN OR THE EDGE
OF THE SCREEN."

260 PRINT
270 PRINT "IF YOU LAND AT A VERT

ICAL VELOCITY OF LESS THAN
-12 YOU WILL ALSO CRASH."

280 PRINT
290 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO CONTIN

UE"|I GET A*
300 HOME
310 INPUT "LOAD THE SHAPE TABLE?

"| A*
320 IF LEFT* (AB,1> - "N" THEN

GOTO 330
330 PRINT CHRB (4) "BLOAD BHA

PE I BALLOONS"
340 POKE 232,01 POKE 233,44
3S0 REM
340 REM ****DRAW MOUNTAINS****
370 REM
380 H6R
390 HOME I ROT- Ol SCALE" UTTL -

OlPTB - OiLFT - Ol HCOLOR- 7

400 HPLOT 0,139 TO 0,0 TO 279,0 TO
279,189 TO 0,139

410 HPLOT O, 139 TO 10, ISO TO 28,
ISO

420 HPLOT TO 44,129 TO 80,129 TO
110,108

430 HPLOT TO 140,131 TO 177,131
TO 224,84

440 HPLOT TO 229,89 TO 232,80 TO
233,84

430 HPLOT TO 238, B4 TO 241,131 TO
279,131

440 REM
470 REM ***LAUNCH AND FLIGHT***
4SO REM

1401X1 - 19IY1 - 13SIL
O

490 FUEL
FT

300 XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
S10 HOME I VTAB 23
320 PRINT "TURN ON BURNER TO LIF

T OFF"! GET A*
330 IF A* < > "•" THEN GOTO 31

540 XI - 19iYl - 133
530 HOME 1 VTAB 22l PRINT "FUEL

REMAINING- " | FUEL
340 PRINT "VERT. VELOCITY- "|"0"

370

380

390

400
410

420

430

440

450

VTAB 22i HTAB 24i PRINT "ALT
ITUDE- "1 INT ((159 - Yl) •
100)

PK - PEEK
14348,0
IF FUEL -

440
470
480
490
700

710

720
730
74©
750
740
743

770

780

790

800
810
820
830

840

830

840
870
880
890

900

910

920

930

940

( - 14384) i POKE

O THEN LFT - LFT -
.03 1 GOTO 440
IF FUEL - THEN GOTO 490
IF PK - 44 THEN LFT - LFT
.11 FUEL - FUEL - 1

IF PK - 44 THEN VTAB 23t HTAB
24i PRINT "BURNER "|l INVERSE
I PRINT "ON "I NORMAL
IF FUEL < - THEN FUEL -

IF PK - 78 THEN LFT - LFT -
.OS
IF PK - 78 OR FUEL < - O THEN
VTAB 23i HTAB 24l PRINT "BU

RNER OFF"
REM
REM ****8ET WINDS****
REM
IF Yl < SO THEN WNO - - .9
IF Yl > - SO AND NOT (Yl >
IOO AND XI > 110 AND XI < 21
0) THEN WND - .73
IF Yl > 100 AND XI > 110 AND
XI < 210 THEN WND - - .73

X2 - XllY2 - Yl
XI - XI 4- WND
Yl - Yl - LFT
XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
XDRAW 1 AT X2.Y2
IF FUEL - THEN VTAB 22i
HTAB 14l FLASH PRINT "NO
FUEL" 1 NORMAL 1 GOTO 780

VTAB 22i HTAB 14i PRINT FUEL
I" "

VTAB 22i HTAB 34i PRINT INT
((139 - YD « 100) I" "

VTAB 23i HTAB 14l PRINT INT
(LFT * 10) I" "

REM
REM ****SAFE LANDING??****
REM
IF Yl > 114 AND (XI > 43 AND
XI < 77) THEN GOTO 1000
IF Yl > 134 AND (XI - > 140
AND XI < - 179) THEN GOTO
1000
IF Yl > 117 AND (XI > 243 AND
XI < 279) THEN GOTO 1000
REM
REM ****HIT MOUNTAIN??****
REM
IF (XI > SO AND XI
Yl > - .37 * XI
RT - 53i GOTO 2000
IF (XI > 80 AND XI
AND Yl > - .54 *
THEM RT - SSi GOTO 2000
IF (XI > 115 AND XI < 140) ANO
Yl > .9 • XI - 8 THEN RT - 4
GOTO 2000

IF (XI > 175 AND XI < 223) AND
> - 1.38 * XI 37B THEN

ii GOTO 2000
IF (XI > 238 AND XI < 241) AND
Yl > 1.78 * XI - 351 THEN RT
- 4i GOTO 2000
IF (XI > 225 AND XI < 238) AND
Yl > 48 THEN RT - Ol GOTO 20
OO

< 41) AND
131 THEN

<

XI
113)
138

Yl
RT

930 REM
940 REM ****EDGE OF SCREEN??****
970 REM
980 IF XI < 12 OR XI > 273 OR Yl

< 12 THEN 3000
990 GOTO 360
1000 REM
1010 REM **FINIBH GOOD LANDING**
102O REM
1030 IF LFT < - 1.2 THEN GOTO

2000
1040 PTB - PT8 SlTTL - TTL PT

8
lOSO IF XI > 243 THEN HOME 1 VTAB

23i PRINT "GREAT FLIGHT!
TOTAL POINTB-"|TTLi GOTO 2

070
1040 PRINT 1 PRINT "CONGRATULATI

ONB! POINTS-" 1 PTB |" TOT
AL-"|TTL

1070 PRINT "TURN ON BURNER TO CO
NTINUE"

10B0 GET A*l IF A* < > "B" THEN
GOTO 1040

1090 LFT - Ol XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
llOO Yl - Yl - 3
1110 XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
1120 GOTO 550
2000 REM
2010 REM tFINIBH MOUNTAIN CRASH*
2020 REM
2030 HOME VTAB 23i PRINT "YOU

CRASHED! TOTAL POINTS-"
TTL

2040 XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
2050 ROT- RT
2040 DRAW 2 AT X2.Y2 4- 15
2070 GOTO 3140
3000 REM
3010 REM (FINISH AERIAL CRASH*
3020 REM
3030 HOME I VTAB 23l PRINT "YOU

CRASHED !

"

3040 FOR T - 1 TO 8
3050 X2 - XliY2 - Yl
3040 Yl - Yl * 5
3070 XDRAW 1 AT X2.Y2
3080 ROT- S(T>
3090 XDRAW 1 AT XI, Yl
3100 NEXT
3110 IF Yl < 125 THEN GOTO 3040
3120 XDRAN 1 AT XI, Yl
3130 ROT- Ol XDRAW 2 AT XI, 155
3140 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO PLAY

AGAIN? "1 A*
3150 IF LEFT* (A*. 1) - "Y" THEN

GOTO 380
3160 TEXT I HOME END

Shape Table.

*4000 409F

4000- 02 OO 06 OO 71 OO 3F 3C
4008- 27 27 27 27 3C 36 2E 36
401O- 2E 36 2E 36 2E 36 2E 36
401B- 36 2E 24 24 2C 36 36 2E
4020- 24 24 2C 36 36 2E 24 24
4028- 2C 36 36 2E 24 24 2C 24
4030- 2C 24 2C 24 2C 24 2C 24
4038- 3C 36 37 37 37 3F 3E 3F
4040- 24 27 27 24 27 24 23 24
4048- 25 23 2C 36 33 33 36 33
4030- 34 37 36 37 37 OE CO 09
403B- 08 48 CO 09 48 22 24 27
4040- 3C 3C 3C 3C 27 3F 3F 37
4048- 3F 3E 3E 3E 36 37 36 00
4070- FF 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F 3F
4078- 27 25 2D 2C 2C 23 2D 2E
4080- 33 35 2D 3E 3F 3C 3C 3F
4088- 37 37 2D 2C 33 4D 09 2D
4090- 2E 2D 2D 24 2D 2D 33 3E
4098- 3F 3F 00 3F 37 4D IS FF
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Handicapped

This month, I want to catch up on
numerous items about computing for the

handicapped. The field is as active as

mainstream computing, and a multitude
of products has entered the market at

about the same time. This is especially

gratifying to the handicapped user, who,
as recently as a few months ago had
virtually nothing with which to enhance

Talking foot. Born with cerebral palsy,
Jim Brooks had to wait until he was 23
years old before he could speak. Now 26,

Jim works as a student researcher in the

Artificial Language Laboratory, pro-
gramming computers to allow other indi-

viduals to speak and write. He is also a
student at M.S.U., expecting to receive
his Bachelor ofScience multi-disciplinary

degree in computer science and linguistics

in 1984.

Shel Talmy

his quality of life, or increase his potential

for earning a livelihood.

The computers, peripherals, and software

that are now available are making these

dreams a reality. A door has been opened

Tim Dooley, a student in Woodstock,
NY, tests an experimental prototype of
his optical hand operated joystick. Tim 's

system is based on the Jim Brooks
system.

to the marketplace, and although the

opening is small, the hinges are oiled and
the portal is poised to be flung wide.

The products currently at hand cover
the entire spectrum of uses for the handi-

capped, from giving a voice to the severely

disabled to providing a means for the

visually impaired to achieve the inde-

pendence they seek via computer. And
products on the horizon look even more
promising.

A Voice
Dr. John Eulenberg is the director of

the Artificial Language Laboratory in the

Computer Science Department of Michigan

State University in East Lansing. He has

been working for more than 20 years in

the combined fields of computers and
linguistics, pioneering methods of vocal

output for the severely speech disabled.

I attended the banquet given at the San
Diego Computer Fair, at which Dr.

Eulenberg gave the keynote address re-

lating to his work in this field. I was
particularly interested because I had led

a symposium on speech synthesis at the

same convention.

Jim Brooks languished for the first 23
years of his life, unable to speak, the

victim of spastic athetoid cerebral palsy.

The words he attempted to utter were
unintelligible, and because he was unable
to communicate, he was thought retarded.

Only his parents knew the truth.

Dr. Eulenberg saw in him a man in

need of a voice with which to express

himself: he could tell that Jim Brooks had
plenty to say. Eulenberg led a team of

scientists to develop a system that Brooks
operates with his right foot, the only part

of his body over which he has control.
A computer system is attached to the
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Handicapped

wheelchair from which Brooks uses his

foot (o manipulate a joystick, enabling

him to type out words or parts of words.
He can see what he is typing on an ad-

justable eye level 20-character alpha-

numeric LED screen. When he is finished

typing. Brooks commands the computer
to speak for him through a voice synthe-

sizer.

The system, called the VOCA (Voice

Output Communication Aid) consists of

three components: a power distribution

unit, a printer/display unit, and an 80-

position foot pedal. The system draws on
the same batteries which supply power to

the wheelchair motor. The pedal swings

in an arc from left to right or up and
down within a 10 by 8 matrix that gives

Brooks 80 positions from which to choose.

These positions correspond to single letters,

commonly used words and phrases, and

control functions.

Once he was able to communicate.

Brooks was found to have an outstanding

Once he was able to

communicate, Brooks
was found to have an
outstanding mind and

is studying
computer science
and psychology.

mind and is studying computer science

and psychology. One of the most moving

moments that arose out of his new found

ability of 'speak' was the invocation he

gave in front of the Michigan legislature

that earned him a spontaneous standing

ovation from the assemblage.

SA.M.
In a similar vein, S.A.M. (Software Auto-

matic Mouth) from Don't Ask Software is

a program that generates speech. It requires

a digital-to-analog converter and works

differently on the three computers for

which it is available. S.A.M. for the Apple

II is $124.95. A digital-to-analog converter

is supplied with it. The price for the Atari

and the Commodore 64 is $59.95 as no
additional hardware is necessary.

Joe Laughran of Baraboo, WI, like Jim

Brooks, was unable to speak because of

severely disabling cerebral palsy. Supplied

with an Atari computer and the S.A.M.

program, he too found voice, and for the

first time a sharp mind was able to express

itself.

Don't Ask Software is located at 2265

Westwood Blvd., Suite B-150, Los Angeles.

CA 90064. (213) 477-4516.

KoalaPad
By now, it is safe to assume that prac-

tically everybody involved with computers

has heard about, read about or used the

KoalaPad from Koala Technologies Cor-

poration, a graphics device that allows

you to draw freehand or execute perfect

circles, lines, squares, et al. with brush

strokes and color options. As an input

device, it can also be used as a game
controller that is especially useful for the

handicapped person with motor disa-

bilities.

A six-year-old from Minnesota named
Tommy is afflicted with cerebral palsy.

Tommy has full range motion, but very

little fine motor control. The touch table

surface of the KoalaPad gave the boy

enough stability for his hand so that he

could use his finger to control the action

game Choplifter. More important, it opens

up a whole range of possibilities for Tommy
and others with similar problems. The
KoalaPad, though not designed for the

handicapped, is a good example of an

available product that can be turned into

a useful tool with a little improvisation.

The KoalaPad Touch Table with

Micro Illustrator software, available for

the Apple, IBM PC, Commodore 64 and
Vic 20, and the Atari 400 and 800 costs

$125, from Koala Technologies Corp.,

3100 Patrick Henry Dr., Santa Clara, CA
95050.

Chef
Here is a neat item for the visually

impaired individual who is or wants to be

a gourmet cook. Pop the Computer
Chef Cookbook and Recipe File from

Software Toolworks into your computer
and listen to the voice synthesizer tell you
about recipes that range from Chicken
Mole to Tofu Quiche and Double Fudge
Brownies to Strawberry Pizza. The Com-
puter Chef, very moderately priced at

The KoalaPad is a
good example ofan
available product
which can be
turned into a
useful tool.

$29.95, is a sophisticated database manage-

ment program that allows you to search

for recipes by title, keyword, or in-

gredient.

The program also has a very nice scaling

feature that will refigure amounts for as

few or as many people as you have to

feed. There are more than 70 recipes that

come with the program, and you can add
your own with a text editor. An additional

disk of 200 recipes costs $19.95, and you
can get 100 of the best recipes from Wok
Talk for $29.95.

This is a quality program from a

company with an excellent reputation. It

is available in CP/M and MS-DOS formats.

Software Toolworks is located at 15233

Ventura Blvd., Suite 1 1 18, Sherman Oaks,

CA 91403. (213) 986^885.
These are just a few of the numerous

items that make life easier for the handi-

capped person. I will bring as many as

possible to your attention in the succeeding

months.

I 'd rather have a 10-speed bike.
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Animating Turtle Graphics

§ * §Log
Type
Lights! Camera! Action!

There is a little bit of Steven Spielberg

or Walt Disney in all of us. Staring at

the computer screen, it is very easy to

envision all sorts of grand and glorious

programs passing before your eyes.

Putting those displays there can be a
very intimidating experience, however.
Arcade-style graphics are marvels of
machine language programming, not

something novice programmers can
jump into right away. Low-resolution
graphics don't have much to offer, and
high-resolution graphics get to be a bit

complicated.

Logo is a good place to start. It is a
very friendly, interactive language that

allows even very young programmers to

get actively involved with animation
very quickly. Sprites are one feature of
Logo which can be used for animation.
But sprites have distinct limitations.

And all versions of Logo don't offer

sprites. So let's take a look at what can
be done with Turtle Graphics. This fea-

ture is in all versions of Logo and several

other languages as well.

Last spring, the Young People's Logo
Association started out with a relatively

simple procedure to develop a picture of
Puff, The Magic Dragon. It was a static

Jim Muller

picture using simple geometric shapes:

triangles and arcs.

Some people obviously enjoyed Puff,

because soon he was chewing his dinner.

Then we received a letter showing us

how to make Puff breathe fire. From
Australia came a letter changing Puff

into a more ferocious dragon. And now,
we have a colorful winged dragon eating

dinner, breathing Are, and blowing
smoke. It has been a lot of fun watching
Puff evolve. More importantly, it is a

nice simple example of how Turtle

Graphics drawings can come alive on
the screen.

Animating Turtle Graphics is done
much the way animation is done in car-

toons. You really have to think about

each action you want to have your figure

make. In this case, Puff is drawn first

with his mouth open. The lower jaw has

to be erased and then redrawn again to

show the mouth shut. The closed mouth
then has to be erased and shown to be
open again.

The flickering fire is made by drawing
a red line coming out of the dragon's

mouth, erasing it, and then drawing it

again coming out at a slightly different

angle. It alternates between the two an-

gles to give the appearance of flickering

flame. The same procedure is used to

create the smoke rising from the nostrils.

Sometimes, you have to do a lot of

experimenting to get just the effect you
want. But that is half of the fun. It is fun

to put your ideas down on paper, and
then draw them on the computer. This

helps you think through what you want

to accomplish.

There are some very practical prob-

lems you must keep in mind when doing

animation in Logo. First of all, remem-
ber that the Turtle draws much faster

when hidden using HT or Hideturtle.

Also, the Turtle draws straight lines

much faster than curves. If your version

of Logo has a penreverse command,
that can speed up the drawing and eras-

ing of lines.

Of course, no Turtle Graphics draw-
ing will move as quickly or as smoothly

as an arcade game. Interpreted language

can never do things as quickly as ma-
chine language programs. But experi-

menting with and modifying the follow-

ing programs will give you an idea of

what is involved in animated graphics.
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Listing.

TO BREATHE
REPEAT 5 IFIRE RIGHT 3 FIRE LEFT 3]
REPEAT 8 I SMOKE]
END

TO SMOKE
PENUP
SETPOS tI27 93)
SETHEADING 30
PENDOUN SETPC 1

FORWARD 12 PENERASE BACK 12 PENDOUN
END

TO WINGS
PENUP
SETPOS C40 23 J

SETHEADING
PENDOUN
REPEAT 6 (FORWARD 8 LEFT 31
FORWARD 40
REPEAT 6 ITIP]
BACK 20 LEFT 180
REPEAT 7 CFD 3 LT 10)
END

TO TIP
REPEAT 10 [FORWARD 1 LEFT 18)
FORWARD 30 BACK 20
LEFT 180
END

TO FLAME
FORWARD 50
PENERASE
BACK 30
PENDOUN
END

TO EYE
SETPC 4 .

PENUP SETPOS t?4 90) PENDOUN
CIRCLE 3
SETPC 1 DOT 197 90) SETPC 2
END

TO CIRCLE !R
REPEAT 36 (RIGHT 5 FORWARD .174532 •

iR RIGHT 3)
END

TO NOSTRILS
PENUP
SETPOS 1124 93)
PENDOUN
CIRCLE 4
END

TO UPPER. JAW
FORWARD 13 RIGHT 94 FORWARD 45 RIGHT 86
FORWARD 9 RIGHT 86 FORWARD 43 RIGHT 94
EYE
NOSTRILS
PENUP
SETPOS 187.9909 81.7679)
PENDOUN
END

TO LOWER. JAW
RIGHT 180 FORWARD 13.9
LEFT 100 FORWARD 40
LEFT 160 FORWARD 40 RIGHT 80
END

TO OPEN
SETPC LOWER. JAW
RIGHT 21.5 PENDOUN SETPC 2 LOWER. JAW
END

TO SHUT
SETPC LOWER. JAW
LEFT 21.5 PENDOUN SETPC 2 LOWER. JAW
END

TO TRI IN
REPEAT 3 [FORWARD :N RIGHT 120)
END

TO HEAD
UPPER . JAW
RIGHT 10
LOWER. JAW
END

TO HALFCIRCLE iN
REPEAT 7 [FORWARD IN RIGHT 10)
PENUP
REPEAT 5 [FORWARD :N RIGHT 10)
PENDOUN
REPEAT 6 [FORWARD :N RIGHT 10)
END

TO FIRE
PENUP
SETPOS [87.9909 81.7679]
SETPC 4 PENDOUN
SETHEADING 95
FLAME
END

TO CHEW
PENUP
SETPOS (87.9909 81.7679]
SETHEADING HIDETURTLE
PENDOUN RIGHT 10
REPEAT 3 (SHUT OPEN)
END

TO POINTS
START
SETHEADING -60
REPEAT 7 [TRI 8 RIGHT 60 FORWARD 8

LEFT 50)
PENUP
REPEAT 5 [TRI 8 RIGHT 60 FORWARD 8

LEFT 50)
PENDOUN
REPEAT 6 (TRI 8 RIGHT 60 FORWARD 8

LEFT 50]
END

TO LEGS
START
SETHEADING 90
TRI 15 FORWARD 8 TRI 15
FORWARD 64 TRI 15 FORWARD 8 TRI 15
END

TO TAIL
START
SETHEADING 330
REPEAT 3 [FORWARD 5 RIGHT 10]
REPEAT 13 [TRI 5 FORWARD 3 LEFT 10)
REPEAT 11 [TRI 5 FORWARD 5 RIGHT 10)
LEFT 110 BACK 5 TRI 10
END

TO NECK
RIGHT 180
REPEAT 15 [FORWARD 5 LEFT 10]
REPEAT 12 [RIGHT 10 FORWARD 3)
LEFT 60
HEAD
SETHEADING
FORWARD 5 LEFT 90
REPEAT 15 [TRI 4 FORWARD 4 LEFT 10)
REPEAT 12 [TRI 4 FORWARD 4 RIGHT 14]
END

TO BODY
HALFCIRCLE 8
FORWARD 8 RIGHT 90
FORWARD 90 BACK 90
END

TO START
PENUP
SETPOS [-25 0)
PENDOUN
END

TO PUFF
HIDETURTLE
SETPC 2
START
BODY
NECK
TAIL
LEGS
POINTS
UINGS
REPEAT 3 (CHEW BREATHE)
END

THE DO-IT-YOURSELFERS'

PROJECT
ASSISTANT
BY TOM & KELDA RILEY

M.ake your own game controls... repair
that old joystick that's been sitting in your
closet. ..have your project assistant in your
home, ready to work when you are!

The COMPUTER CONTROLLER
COOKBOOK gives you complete schemat-
ics and mechanical drawings for building
and repairing game devices and controls
for your Atari" and Apple* computer,
with a special section showing you how to

adapt these outlines to major machines.
Imagine building your own Super Joy-

stick, Annunciator. Airplane Wheel, Foot
Pedals. Sketch Pad or Multiple Connector
from purchased and scavenged parts, and
then using them on your home computer!
You can save up to naif the usual retail

price, and get up to double the life of most
commercially purchased units!

Order the COMPUTER CONTROLLER
COOKBOOK today for hours of enjoyment
and learning.

Apple in a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Ann is a
registered trademark of Atari Inc

(1CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dcpl M04C 19 EaM Haiom Avenue
Morns Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me . . COMPUTER
CONTROLLER COOKBOOK(s)al $1 1.95' plus

$2.00 postage and handling each. Outside U.S.A.

add $3.00 per order. #8C.
Payment enclosed S "Residents of
i V NJ. and NY State add applicable sales tax.

Charge my: Q American Express Visa

"J MasterCard

Carrl No 1 v.- Dal.-

\ti Mis /Ms
please prim name in •I

AHilress .

City

State _Zip

For faster service. PHONE TOLL FREE
1-800-631-8112

(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Press

Catalog.
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Print formatting, three new machines,
long-life batteries, flight planning,
and more.

n
i s $Nott

Computing
Bit-Mapped Graphics and
IBM Compatibility
Morrow Inc. recently introduced a

nine-pound portable, the Pivot. Based on
the 80C86 mpu, the unit has 128K
(expandable to 512K), a 5V4" floppy
disk drive, serial and parallel ports, a
real time clock, and an LCD screen with
480 x 128 pixel bit mapped graphics. In

text mode, it displays 16 lines of 80
characters.

The Pivot uses low power CMOS

The Morrow Pivot.

chips throughout and can be powered
from an optional NiCad rechargeable
battery pack ($50) or AC line. In size,

the Pivot falls between the transportable
and notebook computers measuring 13*

x 9.5* x 5.6". Rather than the display

tilting up from the keyboard, the key-
board folds forward from the display

and lies flat on a desk. Price is $2500.

Olivetti M10 Notebook
Computer

Docutel/Olivetti recently announced
that it would market its M10 notebook
portable computer in the U.S. The ma-

chine is made by Kyocera in Japan and
is essentially identical to the Tandy
Model 100 and NEC 8201. The M10
carries a list price of $799 for the 8K
version and $999 for the 24K version.

Given the substantial discounts available

on the Tandy and NEC computers, it is

unlikely that Docutel/Olivetti will be
able to hold to these prices. (The recent

street price for a 16K 8201 was $419.)

Like the Model 100, the M10 includes

five bundled software packages for Ba-
sic, text editing, telecommunications, ad-
dress filing, and scheduling. It also has a
built-in modem and interfaces for par-

allel printer, RS-232 device, and cassette

tape.

Along with the computer, the com-
pany also introduced a battery powered,
four-color printer/plotter, the PL 10.

This companion device to the M10 has a
list price of $260.

IBM Compatible
Portables

International Quartz of Hong Kong
has introduced three IBM PC compat-
ible portable and transportable comput-
ers which use an 80186 mpu with 128K
(expandable to 640K) and a 25-line

LCD display.

The Model 9240 is a largish notebook-
size unit (15.4* x 12.2* x 3.5*) which
weighs 15 pounds. The display tilts back
(similar to the Sharp and HP machines),
and housed in the back right of the case

is a 5'/4 " double density floppy disk

drive (similar to the Apple lie). A
"strap-on" printer is an optional extra.

The Model 9230 is a transportable

with a built-in 80-column dot matrix

printer and dual 360K floppy disk

drives. It has a detachable intelligent

keyboard that displays computer func-

tions on its three-line LCD screen. De-
tached, it fits inside a briefcase for word
processing and limited computing while

traveling.

The Model 9231 is a conventional

transportable with CRT display and
dual floppy disk drives. It is available

International Quartz Model 9240.

with or without the intelligent keyboard
and weighs 35 pounds. No prices were
announced.

Long-Life Rechargeable
Batteries
When you bought your Model 100 or

NEC 8201, did you realize that you also

should have bought some shares of

Union Carbide or Duracell? On one re-

cent trip to Japan, I went through four

sets of A-cells—enough to make me
paranoid enough to turn off the com-
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puter just to answer the telephone. Al-
though at home I use a battery
eliminator, I still go through three or
four sets of batteries every month for an
annual battery bill of SI SO or so.

If you don't mind adding a few
pounds to your briefcase, Bluestem
Productions has an answer to the A-cell

problem. Three rechargeable batteries

Prairie Power rechargeable batteries.

marketed as Prairie Power are available:

8 ampere hour (ISO to 160 hours of ser-

vice for a Model 100 or NEC 8201), 5.5

amp. hr. (90 to 105 service hours), and

2.6 amp. hr. (50 service hours). Each
unit comes with a 5.6-foot cable. The
units cost $34.95, $29.95, and $21.95
respectively.

Bluestem also sells a charger/battery
eliminator for $10.95, however with a
short length of wire and a couple of alli-

gator clips, you can use the Radio Shack
or NEC units (just be careful about
polarity!).

I've been using the 8 ampere hour
Prairie Power unit for the past three

months, and it hasn't run down yet. I'll

let you know when it does. On the other
hand, at 3.6 pounds and 6" x 4" x 2",

the weight and size are not insignificant.

Still, compared to all those sets of A-
cells, it seems like a good bet.

Flight Planning on

Notebook Computers
We recently got a long letter from

K.C. de Miranda of the ICAO Technical
Assistance Bureau. For several years,

Mr. de Miranda has been promoting the

use of microcomputers in aviation. He
has written several articles for the ICAO
bulletin on various applications of
microcomputers in civil aviation, includ-

ing load planning, route planning, and
flight planning.

Most recently, he has designed a flight

planning and flight execution program

for the NEC 8201. One program module
is used to prepare an operational flight

plan for up to five flight route legs. The
program accepts as input navigational
data such as checkpoints; true airspeeds,

windspeeds, and velocities; true courses;

magnetic variations; altitudes; and fuel

consumption rates. The program com-
putes leg times, accumulated flight time,

true headings, magnetic headings,
ground speeds, wind components, and
fuel consumption for each leg of the
flight. A second module allows the
program to be used for flight execution
by the cockpit crew.

Readers who are interested in these

applications may wish to write to K.C.
de Miranda, 39 Northview Ave.,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H4X 1C8.

Prop Legs for

Notebook Computers
If you would like to prop up the back

of your Model 100, NEC 8201, or Epson
HX-20 to a more comfortable typing/
viewing angle, KJM has just the prod-
uct. A pair of Prop Legs with non-skid
rubber feet elevates the back of the com-
puter about l'/2 *. We found this a tad
too much for our liking and trimmed
Vt" off the legs to give a standard 10-

degree tilt to the computer—a pretty

neat product for $5 a pair postpaid.

Programming
Utilitiesforthe Apple®

—APPLE II, IK. II* and lie—

THE #1 APPLESOFT PROGRAM EDITOR:

I ($49.95 supports DOS 3 3 and ProOOS")
Global Program Line Editor lets you edit 40 and 80-column
Applesoft program lines FAST without awkward cursor-

tracing or clunky "Escape editing" FIND/REPLACE any
word or variable in your programs Define Esc plus any-key

to do any task (Esc-1 can catalog disk, etc ) MOVE DOS 3 3

above main memory to gain an EXTRA 10K of space

OP' 2-WAY SCROLL FOR LISTINGS £ CATALOGS:

J DOUBLE-TAKE ($34.s«-supports dos
3 3 and ProDOS") Lets Listings & Catalogs scroll Up and
Down, making file names and program lines easier to

access Fast 2-way scroll for monitor listings too

AS DOGFOOD «- VARIABLE-DISPLAY prints all

X 3 14159 strings & variables with values

AJ: 100 200 250 300 «- CROSS-REF shows line num-
* 10 20 3000 3010 bars for each variable/string

Also AUTO-LINE-NUMBER, better Renumber/Append.
Eliminate/Change Cursor. SpaceOn-Dttk ... And Tip ChartfM!

OF* SUPER-APPLESOFT ENHANCER: (64k reod,

[J BEAGLE BASIC tmas) lets you re-

name Applesoft commands to anything- For example:

10 POUR X 1 TO 3: ECRIVEZ BONJOUR : ENSUITE
Also, obsolete cassette commands (SHLOAD. etc ) are

replaced by powerful new commands like ELSE. HSCRN.
SWAP. TONE. SCROLL- GOTO/GOSUB a vanable too

( MICROloffWARE, INC?])

3M0 OLD TOWN AVE.
SAN DIEGO. CA M110

5 LIST: LIST: LIST: LIST: LIST! _
S FOR C 1 TO 40: POKE 33.C: PRINT: NEXT: GOTO S

CT Double Hi-Res!
J BEAGLE GRAPHICS ismjs> 128K
required Plot in 16 COLORS and 560x192 pixels: TWICE
normal-resolution' Super plotting program and commands
draw fast hi-res circles & boxes, and FILL HI-RES SHAPES
in solid or mixed colors Easy-convert existing programs
(including Mechanic) to Double Hi-Res. Many new tricks'

CW° HIRES SHAPE ANIMATION 8 FANCY TYPE:

J APPLE MECHANIC <$».*» lets you
create shapes for hi-res animation Make custom hi-res

color type too. Six proportionally-spaced fonts on the disk.

LIST-able demos teach how to use hi-res in your programs.

J TYPEFACES for Apr* Mechanic ($20.00)

26 additional type fonts for use with Mechanic s programs

£$*- NEW! HIRES PICTURE-PRINTER^$$3^
_J TRIPLE-DUMP ($39.95) transfers any kind

of image to printer. Dump 40 A 80-Coiumn text, and normal
or Double Hi-Res pictures (lo-res too) Crop, enlarge,

rotate, etc Also create GIANT BANNERS on your pnnter1

Apple®Pisk Librarian
NEW! MULTIPLE-DISK CATALOG PROGRAM:

FATCAT ($34.95) merges all of your DOS 33
and/or ProDOS" Catalogs into one or more 'Master Catalog-
Search, sort. pnnt. compare—find out what's really on all of

those disks' ALPHABETIZE FILE NAMES on your disks too 1

ALL BEAGLE BROS DISKS ARE UNPROTECTED (copy-
able). AND COME WITH A FREE "PEEKS t POKES" CHART.

_i ALPHA PLOT ($39.50) 2-page hi-res drawing & typing
Move any image-section Compress pix to 1/3 disk space

LI BEAGLE BAG (29.50) "The best Apple game bargain
on the market todayi" On 1983s Most-Popular list—Sottalk

_| DISKQUIK ($29.50) Acts like half a disk drive in Slot 3.

but silent, last and 1/10 the price' (req lie or lie \
'"

_| DOS BOSS ($24.00) Customize DOS 3 3.

"Save-protecf files with "Uncopyable" message

_| FLEX TYPE ($29.50) Put variable-sized text

on the screen with normal Basic commands

_J FRAME-UP ($29.50) Create key-controlled
or unattended shows of your screen images aj

_| PRONTO-DOS ($29.50) Load/Save at 3X speed Move
DOS for an extra 10K! TYPE command prints Text-files

J SILICON SALAD ($24.95) Hi-Res Program Splitter.

Disk Scanner. DOS Killer more With Command Chart.

TIP DISK #1 ($20.00) 100 Beagle Tip Book programs on
disk LIST and learn- Includes Apple Command Chart.

_1 UTILITY CITY ($29.50) 21 useful utilities: List Formatter.

Multi-Column Catalogs. Tnck Filenames. LIST and learn!

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER HOW!
Or, if you live in the Boonies. buy directly from BEAGLE BROS:

.Visa, MasterCard or COD (orders only)S Phone To! Free, AJ SO stales, 24-Hounc

1 -800-227-3800 ext1607
Or mail U.S.Check, Money Order
or Visa/ MasterCard numbers to:

BEAGLE BROS, D»pt. B
3880 OLDTOWN AVE, Surte 102C
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORMA 92110

Add $1 50 shipping. »6% if Calif . *$3 if COD. «$4 if overseas
—ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY—
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Printer Formatting Programs
Within weeks of the announcement of

the Tandy Model 100 and NEC 8201

notebook computers, software manufac-

turers recognized that the print format-

ting built into the computers left a great

deal to be desired. Several programs
which provided additional features soon

made their appearance. Now, a year

later, there are at least ten such pro-

grams on the market. We obtained six

representative ones and used each one

for a few weeks to give us a good feel for

it.

We have reviewed some of these pro-

grams singly in past columns. However,
for this roundup, we have prepared a

chart of essential features and "nice to

have" features. You will notice that gen-

erally the more features a program has,

H Notebooh y

the bigger it is. Given that memory is

still a precious commodity in notebook

computers, you will probably want to

look for a program that provides an ade-

Generally the
more features a
program has,

the bigger it is.

quate number of features for your needs

and requires as little memory as possible.

Several of these programs have capa-

bilities far beyond simply print format-

ting. For example, Autopen (formerly

Scribe), Elf-Writer, Journalist, and

Write+ all allow dot commands similar

to those in WordStar to be embedded in

the text. Elf-Writer has a particularly

rich command set; it also has an edit

mode with a "ruler" line at the bottom

of the screen. Journalist (also called T
JOURN AND JV JOURN) has a nifty

feature that allows you to preview the

output format, page by page, on the bit-

mapped graphics of the LCD display.

Model 100 Linefeed Patch
For some unknown reason, the com-

puter designers in Fort Worth do things

differently. In particular, all Radio

Shack TRS-80 computers strip out the

linefeeds from their print routines, thus

requiring the printer to be set to "Car-

riage return implies linefeed," "Auto LF

10 ON KEY G0SUB 20, 30 J KEY ON
12 CLS;PRINTi'*130,"PCSG Line Feed Fetch" ; :PRINT6281 , "On Off";
14 GOTO 14
15 DATA 245 , 58 , 1 72 , 250 , 254 , 13 , 194 , 48 , 245 , 62 , 10 , 50 , 172 , 250 , 241 , 201
20 CLEAR 256, 62700 :F0R I ! =62754 TO 62769: READ A J POKE I!, A: NEXT
25 POKE 64228,34 SPOKE 64229,245: MENU
30 POKE 64228, 243: POKE 64229,127: MENU

Linefeed Patch Program

Printer Formatting Programs
Format PortaPrint Autopen Write + Elf-Writer Journalist

Ahl/ Skyline Chattanooga Port Comp Ceres
Essential Features NEC Marketing Systems Support Gp Software AMPI

Set left margin Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Set line length Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Line spacing 1,2,3 1 Any Any Any 1-9

Set page length Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Page numbering Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Header (or footer) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Handle tabs in text Yes No No No Yes No
Optional halt at Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

end of page

Sice-to-ha ve features

Right justfication No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Print selected part No No No Yes No Yes

of text

Embedded commands:
Centering No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right justify No Limited Yes Yes Yes Yes
Page feed No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Change margins No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Activate printer No No Yes Yes Yes Some
features

Program size (bytes) 1440 1515 3081 4100 8044 6166
Free memory to run 256 512 1000 2000 2670 6860
Print speed Slow Slow Fast Fast Fast Fast
Price (1) (3) $29.50 (2) $39.99 $99.95

(1) Free from NEC to 8201 owners
(2) One of six programs with Businesspak at $89.95
(3) Free with the purchase of PortaCalc at $69.95
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after CR," or the like. This is different

from practically every other computer
on the market, most of which send a

linefeed character to the printer
following a carriage return.

If you have only a Radio Shack com-
puter and printer, fine. But if you have
more than one computer or want to use

someone else's printer, you have a prob-

lem. To overcome this problem, Michael
Stanford and Robi Robinson at the Por-

table Computer Support Group wrote a

short program that intercepts the printer

driver and prevents it from stripping out

the linefeeds following the carriage

returns.

It is with some trepidation that they

offer the patch, since it redirects a sys-

tem jump vector into user memory.
They note that if you load a program
that clears memory above 62700 deci-

mal, the results are unpredictable, and
probably disastrous if you try to print

anything. Under most circumstances,

the patch will present no problems;

indeed we ran all the text formatting

programs mentioned above with it with

no problems at all.

Blow Up Your Model 100
I have been given a 13-line program

written by Art Wong that absolutely, to-

tally, and irrevocably wipes out a Model
100 (and probably a NEC 8201 also).

Art speculates that it somehow screws

up ROM, although I don't think this is

possible. He thinks he can make the pro-

gram shorter, although it is difficult to

experiment with such a thing as you
need a new machine for each run.

In any event, I am not publishing the

program lest it fall into the hands of

someone with a grudge against Radio
Shack or NEC. But I am curious to

know if any reader has had his computer

go out to lunch for no apparent

reason—and when I say "out to lunch,"

I mean nothing fixes it short of a new
logic board. And if so, has anyone
determined the cause?

Down in Page
Terry Monks, a confessed machine

language hacker ("When I was a young
programmer, I loved to curl up in front

of a warm fire with an OS-360 dump and
follow the pointers around") wrote an

article for this column with several short

programs to explore the internal struc-

ture of the NEC 8201 and Model 100. It

is a bit too long to publish and a bit too

much on the hacker side. However, if it

doesn't show up in some other magazine
and if you would like to know what is

stored down in page in the Basic to-

ken tables, I'm sure Terry would be

happy to hear from you (for courtesy,

send a SASE).

He notes that there are several com-
mands in the token table which are not

described in the manuals: DSK1S,
DSK0S, and FORMAT (probably for

later use with a disk system), as well as

COLOR AND CMD.

Ifyou have more
than one computer

or want to use someone
else's printer, you
have a problem.

Thanks and a tip of the hat to Terry
Monks, 11122 Saffold Way, Reston, VA
22090.

Firms Mentioned in this Column
American Micro Products, Inc. (AMPI)
705 N. Bowser
Richardson, TX 75081

(214) 238-1815

Bluestem Productions

P.O. Box 334
Wayzata, MN 55391

(612)471-7795

Cerces Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 1629
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 245-901

1

Chattanooga Systems Associates

P.O. Box 22261
Chattanooga, TN 37422
(615) 892-2339

International Quartz Ltd.

23505 Crenshaw Blvd.

Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 539-8944

KJM Development
P.O. Box 698
W. Hartford, CT 06107

Morrow Designs Inc.

600 McCormick St.

San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 430-1970

Portable Computer Support Group
1 1035 Harry Hines Blvd.

Dallas, TX 75229
(214)351-0564

Skyline Marketing
4510 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago, IL 60641

(312)286-0762

Software That Works
For Generations

6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices

User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More

Send for brochure and sample printouts

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes

of programs for your Apple II. IBM PC.

Commodore 64 and CfVM "

Other genealogy software also available.

Price $185 Satisfaction Guaranteed

American Express. Visa & Mastercard Accepted

Verbatim Daialife Diskettes

Box of ten 5'V Datalife diskettes with envel-

opes, labels and reinforced hub-rings. FREE
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE.

5 V." SS/OD
M052501 *A0ftCMD525 10 X//HQ
MD525-16 «"»
5'A" SS/QD
MD577-01

MD57710
MD577-16

5VT DS/DD
MD550-01 **H ftr
mosso-io 5oi,gs
MD550-16 1"* •*"'

5V4" DS/QD
MO557-01

MD557-10

MD557-16
$34.95 SS $43.95

* Trademarks for

Apple Computer,

Inc.. International

Family
Roots

Business Machine*,

CBM. Inc.. 6 Digital

Research
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QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 862-0404
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Printers

Gorilla/Banana Parallel or

serial Oot Matrix 120CPS

Gemini 10X-120CPS Bi-Directional

Prowrlter 8510AP 10'

Color printer/ploter. C. Itoh CX-

4800 4 colors, 10" Parallel or

Serial

Powertype, Daisywheel

Letter Quality

Shipping ind Handling $3 00 lot any oilier ol diskettes $9 00 tor

printers COD orders add $1 65 We accept Visa. Mastercard and

American Express credit cards at m extra charge Illinois residents

please add 7% tax.

Call us now toll Iree ANYWHERE in the US
Orders only 1 800 227 3800 Ask lor "Smart Data

"

7 Days a Week. 24 Hours a Day

Other mlormation: (31Z) Z56-4456
9am to 8pm (central), Mon. through Sat.

$121.00

$259.00
$348.00

$555.00

$365.00

SCIflRT DATA jfoC.
PO Boa 297
W**«Kt> IL 60091
m?)?56-4456 >
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Printers

Transtar 130 and
Inkjet Technology

Print
§ §

Printers
Howdy once again, faithful readers.

Welcome to the wacky, wonderful world
of hard copy. Here the most challenging
intellectual inquiries resolve into the is-

sue of dots per inch. Here the mysteries
of time are reduced to comparative slew
rates. It is a world of absolutes here. It's

all in literal black and white.

This time around we will test drive the

Transtar 130 daisywheel printer, take a
look at Hewlett Packard's aggressive

new printer line, and peer into the mail
bag. So let's get going.

Transtar Quality
In the February 1984 issue of Creative

Computing, we reviewed the T3 1 5 color
printer from Transtar. We concluded
that the T315 offered quality color rib-

bon performance for an extremely
reasonable price.

This month we had the opportunity to

evaluate the Transtar 130, a low-priced
daisywheel printer with nearly all the

features of its upscale cousins. The 1 30
uses a 96-character plastic daisywheel to

produce fully-formed, letter quality print

(Figure 1). Its print speed is 16 cps, in

switch-selectable 10 or 12 pitch modes.
Its wide carriage accepts forms up to 17"

in width.

Linefeed speed is four inches per sec-

ond, with a carriage return speed of 1350

Figure I.

John J. Anderson

ms. Thus the 130 is about average in

overall throughput speed. Horizontal

spacing is software-selectable in Yuoth"
or 'Aeoth" increments. Vertical line

spacing is constant at '/48th" increments.

The unit connects easily to all popular
micros via a Centronics parallel 36-pin

Amphenol. It is plug and software

compatible with Diablo 1610 routines

for compatibility with most leading

word processing packages.

The cartridge ribbon used in the

Transtar 130 is Olivetti-compatible, so

users should find replacement cartridges

easily. They can choose between multi-

strike fabric and one-pass mylar ribbons.

Form length is software-selectable

from 1 to 126 lines. Paper thickness is

adjustable up to five sheets.

If you are looking for a large machine,
the 130 is for you. It has a very large

footprint—23" x 14" x 7.5"—which
more or less cries out for its own printer

stand. Put it on a desk, and you will

wonder where the desk went. I could be
wrong, but I don't think you will Find a
less expensive daisywheel printer with a
17" platen.

Installation of the printer is easy, and

you should have no trouble inserting

printwheels or ribbon cartridges. I found
it refreshing that the DIP switches are

placed so that no disassembly is nec-

essary to configure them.

The control panel on the Transtar 1 30
is color-coded. It has been designed

specifically for ease of use, and on that

account, works very well. In traffic light

style, a green lamp indicates printer

power is on, an amber lamp indicates

on-line status, and a red lamp flashes on
to indicate an open cover, ribbon jam, or

missing printwheel. Similarly, color-

coded buttons allow for pause, linefeed,

page eject, and single sheet autoload.

The autoload feature is probably the

most unique aspect of the machine. The
130 ships with a paper feed tray that nes-

tles behind the platen. You can rest a

single sheet on the tray, then autoload it

to a selected position using the autoload

feature. Four positions are available: the

first printable line on the cut sheet; 1"

down from the first printable line; 1.5"

from the first printable line; and 2" from
the first printable line. Header positions

are set from the DIP switches.

In what has become an informal stan-

dard, powering up the printer while

holding down the linefeed switch in-

vokes the self-test.

The documentation booklet is thin but

,-./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]': "abcdefghijklmnop
+,-./ 0123456789 : ; <=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ [\]~_~abcdefghijklmno
/ 0123456789 : ; <=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ [\] * "abcdefghijklmnopqrs
./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]"r "abcdefghi jklmnopqr
-./0123456789:;< = >?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\] ,C "abcdefghi jklmnopq
,-./0123456789:;< = >?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\] ,E

' "abcdefghi jklmnop
+,-./0123456789: ; < = >?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ [\]~_"abcdefghi jklmno
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WHAT A CLOCKMAKER IN 18TH CENTURY
ENGLAND TAUGHT US ABOUT MAKING

QUALITY PERSONAL PRINTERS.
Each gear finely honed. Each pendu-

lum carefully balanced. Each timepiece

a combination of precision and function.

He was a craftsman, building a quality

product to stand the test of time.

Today, Okidata makes the most tech-

nologically advanced dot matrix print-

ers the same way. With quality, perfor-

mance, and a healthy respect for value.

Function with affordabUfty. All print-

ers print, but an Okidata does it with

more performance and versatility than

any other. There are seven models to

choose from, priced at $349 to $2,595.

Affordability with flexibility. Oki-

data offers three print modes, too. The
data processing mode lets you print up
to 350 characters per second. That's

five pages a minute. Another mode lets

you printemphasized orenhanced text

for more effective presentations, while

thecorrespondence mode prints letter

quality at up to 85 characters per sec-

ond, with clarity that rivals daisywheel.

And an Okidata can print graphics and
charts, which a daisywheel can't. This

allows you to fully use the latest inte-

grated software packages like Lotus
1-2-3™ and Symphony™.
Flexibility with compatibility. Each

Okidata printer is fully compatible with

all popular software packagesand per-

sonal computers. Special interfaces

are available for IBM and Apple, in-

cluding the Apple Macintosh.

Compatibility with reliability.

Here's where Okidata quality really

shows. With a warranty claim rate of

less than 1/2 of 1%. With printheads

that last well beyond 200.000.000 char-

acters and come with a full year guaran-

tee. With service available nationwide

through Xerox Service Centers.

Precision and performance. Quality

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

and value. That old English clockmaker
would have been very proud of us.

Call I-800-OKIDATA (609-235-2600
in New Jersey) for the name of the Au-
thorized Okidata Dealer nearest you.

nt

OK'DATAm an OKI AMERICA company

Technological Craftsmanship.

Lotus I -2-3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus
Development Corp.



Printers J-
thorough, clearly written, and well-illus-

trated. It provides all the information

needed to install and begin running the

Transtar 130.

For a list price of $699, the Transtar

130 proves to be a good performer. I

found it to be somewhat noisy, but that

is true across the board for daisywheel

printers. If you must have letter quality,

must economize, but want something

slightly better than the least expensive

available, the 130 is for you. I have al-

ready spied substantial discounts.
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ThinkJet Revisited
In the July 1984 issue we reviewed the

Hewlett Packard 1 10 portable computer.

Upstaged in that piece was the ThinkJet

printer, a $500 miracle of HP savvy.

Though a mini-review of the ThinkJet

appeared then, let's take a bit of time to

examine it more closely.

The printer utilizes inkjet technology

(see sidebar) to round-up an incredible

set of specs. Print speed is up to 1 SO cps,

at a sound pressure of less than 50 deci-

bels. This simply means you can talk on

the phone right next to an operating

ThinkJet, turning out three pages a

minute. Resolution is 96 x 96 dots per

inch in text mode, or 192 x 96 dots per

inch for graphics printing. Four pitches

are available, ranging from 12 to 21.3

cpi.

With these kinds of features, it is hard

to believe that the ThinkJet measures in

at just 11.5" x 8" x 3.5", the size of an

average collegiate dictionary. At 5.5 lbs.,

it is lighter than that same dictionary.

And with the battery-powered model,

you can take your ThinkJet on the road.

The rechargeable built-in ni-cad battery

pack can pump out 200 pages per

charge. Now you can get the perfor-

mance of a desktop printer in the size of

a portable.

And that's not all. The print sample

that appeared in the July issue was done
on standard fanfold paper and looked

quite good. At Comdex, however, I got a

chance to try out specially designed

ThinkJet paper, which resulted in even

more remarkable print quality (Figure

2). As an added bonus, ThinkJet paper-

decollates without rough edges, for the

look of single sheets with the conve-

nience of continuous forms.

A Centronics version of the ThinkJet

is now shipping. I predict it will become

one of Hewlett's most popular products.

The LaserJet
At Comdex, HP also introduced an-

other revolutionary printer, dubbed the

LaserJet. Eight times faster than a typi-

cal daisywheel printer, the LaserJet

brings laser technology to offices and

small business at a list price of $3495.

The machine can reproduce eight

pages per minute, while maintaining

print quality nearly indistinguishable

from copy produced on an electronic

typewriter. And it does so with even less

noise than its little brother, the

ThinkJet.

Graphics resolution of the LaserJet

can provide nearly typeset quality, with

ThinkJet

Inkjet

The advent of the ThinkJet printer is

significant for two reasons: its min-

iaturization of inkjet technology, and the

fact that it breaks the $500 barrier with

that technology.

Inkjet printers are becoming more and
more popular, and yet the technique

used to get the print onto the page is not

widely understood. Here is a thumbnail
sketch of the operation of the Thinkjet:

The entire printhead used in the

ThinkJet printer is disposable. Inside

each cartridge we find a liquid ink sup-

ply and twelve microscopic nozzles.

Each nozzle can supply a drop of ink

"on demand" when it receives a signal,

as the printhead scans across the paper.

The process of ejecting each droplet is

shown in the accompanying diagram. A
small volume of ink is instantaneously

vaporized behind the nozzle. The vapor

bubble grows rapidly, and when it

bursts, it propels the ink ahead of it

through the nozzle itself and out onto

the paper.

Capillary action draws new ink into

the nozzle to await the next jet signal.

As the ink is used up, the thimble-

shaped rubber ink reservoir behind the

printhead collapses, like the bulb on an

eyedropper. This maintains a constant

back pressure to supply ink to the

printhead. Each cartridge will print up

to 500 pages of text.

When the cartridge is spent, it is re-

moved and replaced. As there is no

printhead mechanism per se, the entire

printhead cartridge can be replaced at

low cost. Replacement cartridges cost

about $10 each.

The immediate benefits of such a print

method are quiet operation and a high-

resolution dot matrix. There may come a

time when impact matrix printers be-

come the old-fashioned way to get hard

copy.

Ink Droplet

Vaporized Ink Bubble

Ink
Reservoir N

Principle of Ink -Jet Operation

The printhead for the HP Thinkjet personal printer is

conveniently disposable and easy to reload.
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Desktop Calendar for your Lisa 2

Desktop Calendar, a new tool for the Lisa 2, will im-

prove the way you work because it helps you
manage your time.

Your're an important person. Working hard to get the

job done. But what happens if you get so involved in

your work that you lose track of time? Missing an im-

portant appointment or meeting can mean disaster.

If you put the times and dates of all your important

appointments and meetings into Desktop Calendar,
it will automatically remind you of them in time for

you to meet your commitments. Once you place
Desktop Calendar on your electronic desktop, you
can use your computer to write a letter, recalculate a
schedule, prepare a financial statement, or use any
of the Lisa Office System Tools. At the proper time
Desktop Calendar will interrupt, reminding you of

your appointment.

Talking on the phone to an important client? Want to

know all the dealings you've had with them for the

last three months? Desktop Calendar will search
through its electronic notebook and tell you. Want to

know the address of an important business contact
named 'JONES'? Desktop Calendar will tell you that

too.

Desktop Calendar is more than just a calendar for

your computer. It will also keep track of

appointments, hold addresses for easy reference

and remind you of important events, even when you
are busy working with another tool in the Lisa Office

System.

Desktop Calendar wil

from Videx.
be available third quarter 1984

Videx Inc.
1105 N.E. Circle Blvd. • Corvallis • OR 97330

503 758-0521
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THE AUGUST 1984 ISSUE OF CREATIVE COMPUTING WILL BE
UNIQUE IN MICROCOMPUTER PUBLISHING, AND IS SURE TO HAVE A
LASTING EFFECT UPON ITS READERS. THE GOAL WE'VE REACHED IS
DEFINITIVE COVERAGE; TO THAT END WE HAVE DEVOTED MONTHS OF
WRITIN6 AND RESEARCH.

Figure 2.

300 x 300 dots per inch.

The LaserJet is more easily compared
to a copy machine than to other com-
puter printers. In fact, it makes use of a
disposable electro-photographic car-
tridge OEMed from Canon, which is ac-

tually an off-the-shelf copy machine
component. Each cartridge is good for

approximately 3000 pages of printing

and costs $1 00.

Laser printer technology, which until

very recently cost at least $10,000, may
ultimately replace even ink jet technol-
ogy. We'll take a closer look at laser

printing in an upcoming column.

Mailbag
To Dwight Hale, of Grand Forks,

ND:
I have never been much of a believer

in electronic typewriters that will double
as computer printers. They are simply
not designed for the kind of continuous,
high-speed throughput that a computer
will deal out. I have heard more than
one tale of horror from a micro owner
who has gone that route. My advice
would be to invest in a quality computer
printer. You'll save enough in repair

costs to afford a low-cost electronic

typewriter in no time.

Question is, who really needs a type-

writer anymore?
To Edward Todd, of San Antonio,

TX:

The NEC 2050 is indeed designed so

that a person with utterly no special

skills can install it and get it running.

That is the whole idea behind the plug-in

interface modules.
I have made no determination as to

whether print thimbles are more or less

reliable or durable than daisywheels. I

would guess that they are about the

same. Top-end Spinwriters are faster, be-

cause a print thimble can shortcut to any
character position, unlike a daisywheel.

However, that is not an issue with the

NEC 2050, which is about as fast as a
similarly priced daisywheel.

As to what editors consider letter

copy, I can speak only for myself. I

would never reject a manuscript simply
because it was printed in dot matrix. But
I do reject illegible manuscripts. I would
rather read a legible dot matrix manu-
script than an illegible impact copy any
day. As for this "letter quality" shibbo-

leth, well, it is by now nearly devoid of
all meaning. The fact is that daisywheels
are slow and monospaced. New dot ma-
trix printers such as the Toshiba 1350
and the Epson LQ-1500 can produce
proportionally spaced copy that to my
eye is superior to daisywheel—nearly
typeset in its quality.

To Bernard Suchman, of San Fran-
cisco, CA:

For a while, it seemed that parallel

printers would win the day and that se-

rial printers were doomed to extinction.

The Centronics standard caught on and
for a while it stuck.

Now serial printers have re-emerged

on some very popular systems. The Ap-
ple Imagewriter, de facto Macintosh
printer, is a serial machine. The Apple
lie sports only a serial printer port. The
HP-1 10 version of the ThinkJet is serial,

as are the HP LaserJet and many other

new printers.

If I have ever implied that parallel

printers are inherently better than serial,

it was inadvertent. Neither is in practice

faster, more reliable, or simpler to inter-

face than the other. What may have con-

fused you were my urgings for some
standard to be fully adopted. I would
have liked to see the Centronics parallel

interface become standard not because it

is better, but because it came as close to

a real standard as we have seen in the

printer industry to date. To turn around
now and go back to the serial approach
will ensure the continued existence of in-

compatibility between the two.

If it is to be serial, let's go serial! The
core of the matter is to standardize, so
we won't have to debate this question
into interface eternity.

Okay. Off the soapbox. See you next

month.

Firms Mentioned in This Column

Hewlett Packard
11000 Wolfe
Cupertino, CA 94087

Transtar/Vivitar

2100 116th Ave. N.W.
Box C-96975
Bellevue, WA 98009
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V\fard Processing

ProductivityDramatically

With Key Ionics DVORAK
Keyboard

Popular Professional Series Models
KB 5150, KB 5151, KB 5150jr and
KB 5151jr are now available in the

efficient DVORAK Keyboard
format.

Today's "standard" keyboard layout

was designed to slow typists down,
so they wouldn't jam the mechan-
ical keys.

The DVORAK keyboard layout

was designed for speed and com-
fort. Awkward
strokes and fin-

ger motion are

cut by over 90%.
For example,

an eight person
word processing

staff recently

adopted the

DVORAK
Keyboard

'•w layout.

The result? A 35 to 50 word-a-
minute increase, producing an
80% improvement in productivity!

Because of DVORAK, the same
company also attributed $150,000
in annual payroll savings.

DVORAK keyboards from Key
Tronic, the world's largest inde-

pendent computer keyboard manu-
facturer. Engineered with built-in

dependability and made with micro-
processor electronics, solid-state

capacitive switches and glare-

resistant sculptured keytops.

DVORAK. It's simply a faster

way to type words.

Ask your computer dealer for a

demonstration, or for more informa-
tion, call us toll-free, 1-800-262-6006.

(7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific Time)

key tronic

THE RESPONSIVE KEYBOARD COMPANY

Box 14687 • Spokani • 1-800-262-6C Time) In Washington State Call 509-Q28-8000
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How the year is flying by. It is September

already and in just a few more days it will

be fall and time for many of you to return

to your desks in schools and offices. Until

then, the evenings are free for us tele-

communicators to connect to our favorite

information utilities, to sample bulletin

boards around the country, and generally

to relax with our computers in a pleasingly

aimless way. It is one of the special de-

lights in this new age to spend a lazy

summer evening, after midnight has come
and gone, "chatting" with a new-found
friend in California or Texas about every-

thing in general and nothing in particular.

Now, some gladsome tidings from our
own camp, regarding the newly created

Creative Computing SIG (Special Interest

Group) on CompuServe.
It was at the beginning of last May that

the Creative Computing SIG was brought

into being on CompuServe. The gestation

process was a little rough for reasons we
will not detail here, but which concerned
red tape and technical problems of one
sort or another. The final result has been
a service which is interesting, lively, and
popular—even if we do say so ourselves.

As the Creative staff envisions it, the

SIG will serve several purposes. The
most important of which is to act as a

conduit for two-way communication be-

tween the people who create the magazine

and the people who read it and use it. No
magazine can hope to survive long if it

doesn't keep in touch with its readers.

Creative s ten year run is testimony to its

recognition of that fact, and the SIG is a

token of a commitment to even better

communications.
We also wanted to expand the services

that Creative offers to its readers, by getting

the information from the magazine to its

readers in a truly accessible form. Let's

Brian J. Murphy

examine now how the SIG accomplishes

these goals.

As you enter the SIG, you discover

that it is formatted like most of the other

CompuServe SIGs. There is a greeting

message, more than likely from John

Anderson, and a menu of options:

1 (L) LEAVE A MESSAGE
2 (R) READ MESSAGES
3 (RN) READ NEW MESSAGES
4 (RM) READ WAITING MESSAGES
5 (B) READ BULLETINS
6 (CO) ONLINE CONFERENCE
9 (OP) CHANGE YOUR SIG OPTIONS
(E) EXIT FROM THIS SIG

There is no private

messaging in the SIG
so bear in mind that

anything you have to

say will be
read by others.

Options 1 through 4 allow you to leave

messages for other SIG members and to

read messages that have been left in the

file, either from the beginning of the exist-

ing message or starting where you left off

the last time you were on line. There is

no private messaging in the SIG (E-Mail

is more appropriate for that), so bear in

mind that anything you have to say will

be read by others—which is where the

fun comes in. You may reply to any mes-

sage you see, even if it isn't addressed to

you.

Option 5 plays back current bulletins

placed in that file by the system operators

(sysops). Choice 6, Online Conferencing,

is a CB simulation which allows you to

chat with other users on as many as 30

"channels." A help file that comes with

this choice explains the various commands
and procedures. This system is used pri-

marily for conferences at set hours.

Nine Data Files
The nine XA sections contain data files

broken down into specific areas of interest.

By typing XA1 at the ENTER SELECTION
OR H FOR HELP prompt you will be

taken to the first set of data files. The
XA1 files are designated as the NewsWire.
The files here contain late-breaking news,

views, and rumors, coming attractions,

special announcements of interest to SIG
members, errata, and other notices.

The XA2 files promise to be among the

most popular because they will contain

the Street Price Index. The index will be

kept meticulously up to date to offer users

an invaluable aid in pricing computer hard-

ware and software and in negotiating price

with computer merchants ("Whaddaya
mean $199? The Street Price Index says

I can find Atari 600XLs for $149!). Com-
puters included in the Index include Apple

He, Atari 800XL, Commodore 64 and other

popular models. You will also find prices

of ten printers, seven monitors, and 20

popular software packages.

Another XA3 database feature is the

Creative Computing benchmark test results.

The test uses a simple program to deter-

mine computational speed and accuracy.

As of this writing 183 computers had been

tested, ranging from the ultra-powerful
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Are So Many Ways
To Get Wise After Dark

With even more databases and convenient new shop-
ping and mail services, there are more good reasons than
ever to subscribe to BRS/AFTER DARK. Ifs the most powerful
and comprehensive online information service available!

Want help with your taxes? Tips on choosing a college?
Maybe you'd like to browse
through abstracts of literally

thousands of magazines, or

look up a reference in the
full text of the Academic
American Encyclopedia.

Ifs all available
on AFTER DARK.

along with
practical

information
dozens of

other general
and special

interest

subjects.

You'll have access to

comprehensive online

databases covering the
social sciences, biology,

chemistry, engineering,
medicine, business and
education. These are
the identical files used
by major reference
libraries and corpora-
tions around the world.

In addition, there are
many new databases on subjects ranging
from computer education to software eval-

uations to robotics. And for the first time,

you'll be able to order hard copies of any
document found in your online search.

Imagine being able to send a letter or

message instantly to anyone anywhere
from coast to coast, with delivery in the
time span you specify. That's the con-
venience and economy of
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Clip * Mall To: BBS/AFTER DARK. 1200 M. 7. Latham. NY 12110

D Please sign me up asa BRS/AFTER DARK subscriber right

away! I understand I will be charged a one-time
subscription fee of $75 plus connect hour rates as low
as $6 per hour, with a monthly minimum of $12 billed

to my credit card account.

Charge to my: AMERICAN EXPRESS/MASTERCARD/VISA
(circle one)

MCI, the "Nation's New Postal System," and ifs now avail-
able to AFTER DARK subscribers. Light years more sophisti-

cated than other terminal-to-terminal services, MCI Mail
also gives you options of over-
night, overnight-by-noon and
four-hour delivery. And if you're
sending to someone without a

computer, you can even
have MCI print

the messageon
their high speed
laser printerand
mail it from the

nearest city!

With BRS/AFTER DARK, you can
transform your living room intoa
university library, a personal
post office or even a shopping
mall. Discover our new Shop At
Home Service that lets you
"window shop," order on-
line—and save 20% or
more—on everything from
a software package or a
magazine subscription to
your favorite tape or
recording. All without
leaving homel

There's simply no time wiser, more
informative, more profitable or
more fun than AFTER DARK. Use
the coupon to sign up before

another evening goes by!

nits m
AFTER DARK
An ITG Company

CC»/M
I'd like to know more! Please send me a list of

databases and a brochure describing BRS/AFTER DARK.

NAME
(please print)

ADORESS

CfTY STATE. .ZIP

Aca. No. -Exp.
NYS Residents please include:

County OR Tax Exempt No.

Signature: PHONE NO. i_



TJ •'^^^^^^ A classified ad
^^^^^^ in Creative Computing^^^ means a mini-investment with a
high sales return in the microcomputer

mail-order market! Let us give you informa-

tion on ad sizes, options, rates—and you'll be
amazed at how economically you can focus

in on your specific audience.

Creative Computing penetrating editorial

brings you a careful, interested readership

that is rapidly growing—and growing
increasingly receptive to the product or serv-

ice you have to offer. And it's easier than

ever to deliver your message—because you
can phone your ad in at the number below,

so your insertion can run in the next issue

Make sure if does-phone now!

Claullled Advertising
ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING
Consumer Computi
Electronics Magazi
Division

c**i
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Telecommunications

Cray I mainframe (which completed the

calculations in one-hundredth of a second)

to the Texas Instruments SR-50 calculator

(which took more than 12 days).

In the XA7 database you will find files

of articles and information revolving around

Apple products. You will also discover

material from our Apple Cart column.

The XA databases
are not one-way streets.

You can addyour
own files.

The XA4 database contains files on Com-
modore products and material from John
Anderson's column. Commodore's Port.

Atari users will find a similar service on
the XA5 database where the files include

material from Outpost: Atari. XA6 covers

the TRS-80 series.

The catchall database is XA8, which
features information on a variety of com-
puters, including the IBM-PC and PCjr,

Timex Sinclair, and all other popular home
and business personal computers. In the

XA3 database are the files relating to

computer hardware and accessories such
as printers, plotters, graphics pads, modems.

and so forth. The XA2 database contains

lively discussions of software and operating

systems, to keep you current with the

most recent innovations. The XAO data-

base is reserved for help files for users

and for miscellaneous subject files.

Accessing a file on the XA database is

actually quite simple, whether you have a

specific file in mind or you just want to

check out what is currently available. Let's

quickly review the procedure to see how
it's done.

Accessing a File

First, you select the appropriate data-

base. If you were interested in an Atari

file, you would first key in the command
XA5 for the Atari files. This would result

in a menu which, among other options,

gives you the opportunity to browse
through the files. After you select the

browse option you get a /AGE: prompt.

This allows you to select files entered

into the database within a certain number
of days. For example, an answer of 5

means that you will be shown only those

files entered within the last five days.

If you simply hit ENTER or RETURN
in response to the prompt, the files will

be shown to you regardless of age. Next
comes the prompt /KEY. Some files have
formal keywords which, if you use them

Treat Yourself to More Color
More Detail.

Treat Your Apple to

Imagine — DOUBLE HI-RES graphics with 16 colors. 560
x 192 dots. Your Apple //e with Extended 80-Column Card
or Apple //c has the capability. Now ALF's HGR6 package
makes it easy to use by adding new statements directly to
Applesoft. Change your programs for 16 colors — or create
new ones with twice the detail! HGR6 lets you easily save
and view double hires images, too.
HGR6 is a real treat at only $49.95. Want more color and

detail? Get HGR6 todayl
Available at your local computer dealer or direct from ALF. Includes both

.3 and ProDOS versions. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

i order, call 1-BOO-3E1-48B8. Inside Colorado£
customer service: 1-303-33'3-0B71.

Right side mhowm dramatic
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The automatic transmission
with a $250 differential.

What a way to travel! The Password " modem is

geared to transmit up to 120 characters a second
from anywhere to anywhere else in the country at

the push of a button. Adjusts automatically to any
speed — moving at a high of 1200 baud, or

down-shifting all the way to 300 baud.

Totally compatible, it lets any micro-

computer phone-communicate with

any other microcomputer. Easily

portable, it parks almost any-
where thanks to the convenience
of Velcro " strips.

The Password modem turns

out text ten times faster than
an expert typist— sends thou-

sands of words by phone for

less than express mail. And
our automatic transmission

comes through in the clutch by automatically
dialing or answering your calls. Now look at the

sticker price! At $449. we're about $250 less than
the best-known modem. A very sizeable differ-

ence. Especially considering that both send and
receive at the same speeds, and both carry

a two-year limited warranty.

The Password modem. High per-

formance at a compact price.

PASSWORD
by U.S. Robotics, Inc.M 1123 W Washington

Chicago. IL 60607
Phone: (312) 733-0497

1
—»»

For a poste I $3.00 to U.S. Robotics. Inc.
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Hayes. Leading the way
with quality telecomputing
systems for thepersonal
computers that businesses

use most.

When it comes to communicating-
computer to computer—Hayes says it

best. All you need is a Hayes Smart-
modem (it's like a telephone for your
computer) and Smartcom 11™ software,

to get you into all the right places.

In no time at all. and with no assis-

tance at all. you can create, send and
store files, and automatically log on to

information services. The communica-
tion possibilities are endless!

Introducing ournew Smartcom U.

More connection capabilities.

More convenience.

Smartcom II continues to maximize the
outstanding capabilities of Smartmodem.
And it still nelps your computer and
Smartmodem work together, smoothly
and effortlessly. But now Hayes goes
even further to streamline your commu-
nications and optimize your connections.

Smartcom II software is currently

available for more than 12 personal

computers (with even more to come).

That means you can communicate.
Smartcom to Smartcom. with an IBM PC.

DEC Rainbow 100, HP 150. TI Profes-

sional Computer* and others.

And that's not all! Smartcom II also

emulates the DEC* VT100 and VT52
terminals, now in widespread use in

many businesses. This feature lets your
personal computer "pretend" its a DEC
terminal, opening the door to a vast

installed base ofDEC minicomputers!

We stand onprotocol.

In addition to the popular Hayes
Verification protocol, the new Smart-

com II also includes the XMODEM
protocol, ensuring accurate transmis-

sion to a wide range ofpersonal com-
puters and mainframes at information



'When Igot this computer
I thoughtmy problems were
over Then it dawned
on me I needed to talk

to the PC in sales and
the Tlin accounting.

What 1 needed was the

right modem and
software, so 1 went
with the leader!"

services. By matching the protocol (or

"language") of a remote computer to

yours. Smartcom II can transmit informa-

tion error- free, regardless of interference

on the phone lines.

YourHayes telecomputing system
works—totally unattended.

Smartcom II makes telecomputing

simple, even when you're not there.

It allows your Smartmodem to receive

a message for you when you're out.

and leave it on your disk or printer.

And you can tell Smartcom II to "save"

the messages you've created during

the day. and automatically send them
at night, when phone rates are lowest.

Getyourhands on the leader

With an unsurpassed record of relia-

bility, it's a small wonder Smartmodem
is such a smart buy! Smartmodem 300™

(the first of the Smartmodem series)

dials, answers and disconnects calls

automatically. Smartmodem 1200™ and
Smartmodem 1200B™ (it plugs into an
expansion slot inside an IBM PC or

compatible), provide high-speed, high-

performance communications for busi-

nesses of all sizes.

And, when Smartmodem is purchased
with Smartcom II. you have the most
dependable telecomputing system
available for your personal computer.
Everythingwe do at Hayes is designed

to make communications easier for you.

Feature-rich, direct connect modems.
Menu-driven software. Concise docu-

mentation. And a customer service

organization, second to none!

See your dealer right now for a hands-
on demonstration ofSmartmodem and
our latest version ofSmartcom II. From
the telecomputing leader. Hayes.

:«•

Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross. Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.
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IOVING? __ AFFIX OLOL*BEL_
Tf you have no label handy, print old address here:

Name

Address

r-l Telecommunications -i

P/eaae lot urnknow wookm In advance
•o you won't mlaa a mingle Immuo ol
CREATIVE COMPUTING.

City.

[SWl -ZP-

Attach your old label where indicated and print your

new address in the space provided Please be sure to

include your mailing label whenever you write us
about your subscription It helps us to serve you
promptly

tot PO. Box 5214. Boulder, CO 80322

H Change address only
™ Extend subscription

j Enter new subscription-

one year $19.97
Payment enclosed
Bin me later

^2 Charge n American Express

J Visa MasterCard

Number Exp Date.

Signature-

Name

Address .

City_

State. -Zip-

B!

Add $5 par year m Canada. $10 per year al other loreign

countries Please alow 60 to 90 days lor dekvery ol Irst

Data Defenders by Ring
King. They're the finest quality

protection you can buy for the
information you have stored
on SVa" mini-diskettes and
printout.

The Ring King 070 Tray holds
70 mini-diskettes in a tough
copolymer shell with security

lock. The Ring King Flip File II

binder holds 20 mini-diskettes

and converts to a desktop
index. Ring King Looseleaf Files

are punched to fit standard 3-

ring binders. Ring King Data
Binders hold up to 8" of 9 1/2"x

II" or 14%" x II" unburst
printout.

Ask for Ring King Data Defen-
ders at your computer supply
dealer. Or send for our free, full-

color catalog of computer sup-
port products. WVite Ring King
Visibles, Inc., 22 1 Second Ave-
nue, RO. Box 599, Muscatine,
Iowa 5276 1 . For customer serv-

ice, phone (800) 553-9647, in

Iowa (319)263-8144.

DATA
DEFENDER
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in response to this prompt, immediately

locate and bring them up to the screen. A
typical keyword would be "Outpost" for

the Outpost: Atari column. If you don't

want to search via keywords, then hit the

RETURN or ENTER key, and the pro-

gram will let you browse through all the

titles.

Once you have the file you want. Out-

post: Atari for example, you are given the

choice of reading the file, downloading it

or moving on. By downloading it to your

own storage device you can keep a per-

manent record of the file. Similarly, you

can use your printer to copy the file as

you read it.

Your Input

The XA databases are not one-way

streets. You can add your own files to the

databases subject to the approval of the

sysops. If, in their judgment, the material

is relevant and useful, they will let the file

stand, although they reserve the right to

edit and cut the file as they see fit.

I am happy to report that as of this

writing the SIG is an apparent success.

Readers have been coming to us with

their views, questions, and gripes. It has

really been interesting to see how many
people with systems like the Atari 800XL
and the Color Computer are among our

readers. This intelligence will almost cer-

tainly influence the way our editors see

the magazine and the decisions they make
when they decide to cover a specific

machine.

Another encouraging aspect of the SIG
has been its use as a place to upload and
download files, using the XA databases.

At first there was a little grumbling because

we went on line without too much in the

databases, but the readers pitched in and
started uploading their own programs. Now
this aspect of the SIG is healthy and bur-

geoning. It is definitely worth a look.

One of my favorite things about the

SIG has been the way the readers and
editors have maintained long and fas-

cinating dialogues on the message system.

An idle comment about possible Atari

obsolescence by one reader led to a flood

of messages from Atari users—who turned

out to be extraordinarily dedicated to their

machine, despite the way the company
treats them. "Conversations" like these

abound, and they don't lack for wit,

wisdom, and information.

Take my advice and log onto the

Creative SIG often. Jump into the stream

of conversation on the message board.

Download an interesting, free program.

Participate in some of the exciting con-

ferences that we are planning with top

personalities in the computer software and
hardware industry. Read the columns, the

Street Index, the test reports, and have
fun. See you on PCS -2 2!

September 1984 e Creative Computing



BASF QUALIMETRIC FLEXYDISKS!
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty* firm

assurance that the vital informationyou enteronBASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary

warranted performance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...

a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will bejudged.

You can countonBASFFlexyDisks because the Qualimetric
standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to

perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This

BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the

head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime ofoutstanding performance.
For information security that

bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctiveBASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call

800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

&ASJ=

&??/=7&jcyDfsl<

*'Contact BASF for warranty details.
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Commodore

Port on CompuServe and
Simon's Basic graphics

Port
Hey there, Commodorians. I know

you missed the column last month, and
it feels good to be back. We have quite a
few topics on the agenda, so let's get to

it.

Avoid Save and Replace
As more or less an afterthought to the

June column, I mentioned that a save
and replace function does in fact exist

for the Commodore 64 and gave its

format. Since that time I have received

letters and phone calls admonishing me
for reiterating the information.

The problem with the save and re-

place command in its current form is

that it is buggy. It will work fine for a
while, then obliterate an innocent by-

stander file for no apparent reason.

The common mood of all those who
got in touch was an undercurrent of mel-
ancholia resulting from lost data. Glen
Johnson, of Sydney, Nova Scotia,
summed it up, saying "Please, John.
Recommend that people avoid that

command like the plague."

Commodorians, avoid the save and re-

place command like the plague. Do all

your file manipulation from the
MiniDOS Menu program (more about
that ahead).

Gibson Gibe
A trade paper recently reported that

master light pen maven and micro-man-
about-town Steve Gibson had some cruel

John J. Anderson

words for the C-64 at a recent Apple
shindig. "The thing looks overinflated,"

he was quoted to say. "Somebody ought
to let some air out of it."

Well, Steve, you know how much re-

spect I have for you, how much I appre-
ciate your wit, and how much I like you
as a person. So you won't really mind if I

point out that the same occasionally

could be said of you.

Sure, the C-64 has its faults—they are

numerous, and many are far more than
skin-deep (as this month's column
underscores). But the C-64 is capable of
great things; its potential is unlimited. I

would guess that too can be said of you,
Steve.

While I've basically been too reason-

able to snipe at the looks of the C-64,
there is one point upon which I could
not agree more—the keyboard on the 64
does not feel as good as it should. The
overinflation metaphor does hit home on
this account.

It really feels like the keys are harder
to press (more pressurized) on the Com-
modore 64 than on other machines. I've

said it before, and it's time to say it

again: Commodore, retrofit the key-

board you have on the SX-64 to the

C-64. It has a much superior look and
feel.

Menu Autorun Fix
At first I thought it was purely be-

cause our Commodore readers were so

happy with the MiniDOS Menu pro-

grams (C-64 version, May; Vic-20 ver-

sion, June) that so many wrote in

regarding it. Then the truth hit—it was
debug-time in the old Port once again.

Okay, string him up by his gums, he
has screwed up again. But I can't really

take 100 percent credit for this one. Part

of it has to go to the occasionally rather

quirky nature of the C-64 itself.

It seems that the autorun function,

selectable from the main menu, will

truncate certain programs during a load.

If a program is shorter than nine sectors

(the length of the Menu program itself)

it will load and autorun as advertised. If

the selected file is longer than the Menu
program, however, only the first nine

sectors of it will load at all.

A good one, huh? Why does it hap-
pen? Don't ask me, I just work here. It's

another "feature," like save and replace,

you know. If anyone can hazard a guess

on either weirdness, I'd sure like to hear

it.

All I have discovered regarding the

original autorun is that the technique

was erratic. The latest revision of the

MiniDOS was for a book I am writing

(more on this to follow) within which
nearly all programs are nine sectors or

shorter. Hence I was convinced that the

autorun command was functioning

Figure 1.

570 INPUT N*: PR INT "LOftO » +CHRX34 ) +N«+CHRS<34 ) + " .arm*

575 POKE 631,13:P0KE 632,82:P0KE 633,85«P0KE 634,78:P0KE 635,13:P0KE 198,5:END
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IT'S NOT HOW MUCH YOU PAY.

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.

The computer at the top
has a 64K memory.

It has the initials I, B, and
M. And you pay for those
initials—about $669.

The Commodore 64™ has
a 64K memory.

But you don't pay for the
initials, you just pay for the
computer: $215. About one
third the price of the IBM PCjr™

The Commodore 64
also has a typewriter-type

keyboard with 66 typewriter-
type keys. (Not rubber chicklet
keys like the IBM PCjr.)

It has high resolution
graphics with 320 x 200 pixel

resolution, 16 available colors
and eight 3-dimensional sprites.

It has 9-octave high fidelity

sound.
The Commodore 64 is

capable of running thousands
of programs for home and
office. And if you add a printer

or color monitor, disk drive and
a modem— all together it just
about equals the price of the
IBM PCjr all alone. With no
peripherals.

So you can buy a computer
for a lot of money.

Or buy a lot of computer
for the money

COMMODORE64c
IT'S NOT HOW LITTLE IT COSTS,

IT'S HOW MUCH YOU GET.
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Thenaturaldevelopmentfor
Commodore 64users

If you want to unlock the full potential of your

disk-based Commodore 64. you need Superbase 64
- the complete records-handling system that puts

business-style power and practicality at your

fingertips.

Invoices Finance & Banking Membership
Collections Recipes Personal Filing Inventory

Prospects Management Accounts Home Finance
Records and many, many more!

Superbase m 64 solves a host of filing problems
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing

and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its

Extended Basic programming capability.

And Superbase 64 comes with a simple-to-

follow manual and operators tutorial

so you'll have no trouble getting the

benefits straight away.

Superbase 64 - The complete information

control system for the Commodore 64.

From the authors of Easy Script & Easy Spell

_ I Consumer Products Division

T| Precision Software (USA), Inc.

J f Suite 1100, 820 Second Ave.,

Precision New York, NY 10017

Software Tel: 212-490-1825

More information is available from your dealer or from
Precision Software direct.

Ckct^vnocion.

Coming this month-Superbase for

the Apple II series.

m sS
^JiSTPtoto infer

commodore
64.

<&x^£2*&^
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— Commodore

perfectly during testing.

In one case I got to a title screen on a
27-sector file, and assumed that the pro-
gram had loaded properly. Had I tried

to run it, I would have discovered that

little more than the title screen had in

fact made it into RAM.
Enough excuses. The fix for the Com-

modore 64 appears as Figure 1 . I'm hop-
ing that once I lay out the technique, one
of our Vic readers will submit a Vic fix,

sparing me the work. The idea is to

poke two carriage returns and a run
command into the keyboard buffer.

Then we fully load the specified pro-
gram, which of course knocks the
MiniDOS out of memory. Once the pro-
gram is loaded, we pop the run com-
mand and another carriage return out of
the keyboard buffer, and the program
autoruns.

The fix consists of a modified line 570
and the addition of a new line, which
we'll call 575. As you can see, this is less

elegant than my original approach,
which more or less listed as INPUT:
LOAD:RUN. Really pretty, but as I've

said, works only part of the time.

Here, line 570 asks for input, then
types a legal load command using the

input string as the filename. Because we
can't embed quotes within print state-

ments, we stick them in as CHR$(34)s.
The three special graphics characters at

the end of the line are shift-cursor-
ups typed inside the quote mode. Don't
forget them. They put the cursor where
we want it to be when line 575 comes
into play.

Line 575 literally packs the keyboard
buffer with "phantom keystrokes."
Location 63 1 is the start of the buffer. A
13 is the CHR$ equivalent of a carriage

return, so our cursor, which has been

repositioned over the load command
line, can be RETURNed, entering the line.

The next values—82, 85 and 78—spell

out the word run in CHRS values.

Then we add another value of 13, this

time in location 635, allowing our
"phantom typist" to press RETURN over

the run statement once it pops out of

the buffer.

The final poke, in location 198, tells

the C-64 how many characters to count

out of the buffer. The total here is 5, and
that is exactly what we poke into loca-

tion 198. So very simple.

So this approach, while quite a bit

bulkier, is foolproof. It will load any size

file, and autorun it without alteration.

Thanks for your otherwise largely

kind comments regarding the MiniDOS
Menu.

Commodore's Port on CompuServe
If you still don't have a copy of the

MiniDOS Menu, one thing you now can

do is download it from the Creative
Computing SIG (Special Interest Group)
on CompuServe. Yep, that's right, Cre-
ative Computing is on-line, and if you
can get onto CompuServe, you can
communicate with us directly anytime
you want. You can download Com-
modore-specific articles, programs, and
scuttlebutt too.

Just type GO PCS-22 at any exclama-
tion prompt. Leave a message asking to

become a member, and we'll validate

you within 24 hours. Among other
goodies, you will find an on-line version

of Commodore's Port on the SIG, where

Creative Computing is

on-line, and ifyou can
get onto CompuServe,
you can communicate

with us directly

anytime you want.

you can ask questions, give answers, and
otherwise sound off. More programs for

download are added to our databases
every day.

So if you have a modem, give it a try.

It could well become a regular thing.

Get on-line soon, and show those

Atarians that C-64s can telecommuni-
cate, too.

Simon's Basic Sight and Sound
The debugged and fully-featured car-

tridge version of Simon's Basic is finally

widely available, and it is about time.

The language adds 114 commands to

plain vanilla Basic, finally making the

true power of the Commodore 64 avail-

able to the novice programmer.
If you own a 64 and are interested in

programming, you owe it to yourself to

pick up Simon's Basic. I am so im-

pressed with the language, I am writing

a book about it.

Because graphics and sound are my
major interests, Commodore 64 Sight
and Sound will deal primarily with the

graphics and sound commands available

from Simon's Basic. They are easy to

use, and especially powerful.

Here, in an excerpt from Sight and
Sound, is a look at just a few Simon's
Basic low-res graphics commands, and
examples of their use:

SCRSV and SCRLD
Perhaps the most important lo-res

commands available from Simon's Basic

are scrsv and scrld. scrsv stands for

screen save, which allows you to save a
lo-res screen, scrld, which stands for
screen load, allows you to load a screen
saved with a scrsv command.

Instead of having to go through the
trouble of keying in a program to load
and save lo-res screens, as we did from
plain old Basic, Simon's Basic has dedi-

cated commands to make the job simple
for us. They can be used in the direct or
the deferred modes.
To save a screen to disk, you use the

following command format:
SCRSV 2,8,2, "screen filename, S.W"

(screen filename is the name you have
chosen for the screen).

The parameters other than the screen
filename, which you will supply, will al-

ways remain the same—these tell Si-

mon's Basic to open a file to disk, write

screen data to it sequentially, and then
mark it with an end-of-file marker.
To load a screen that has been saved

to disk, follow this format:

SCRLD 2,8,2, "screen filename"
It is just that simple. The screen you

saved as that filename will appear on the
screen. Any lo-res screens, even those in

color and using special graphics charac-
ters, can be saved in this manner. In this

way you can preserve your lo-res works
of art forever.

FLASH and OFF
Using the flash command is a good

way to draw attention to the screen itself

or to certain words on the screen. It can
take either of two alternate formats:

FLASH color, speed
(color = — 15, and speed = 1—255).

This command enables you to flash all

characters in a single color, at a rate of
speed that is selectable. The speed range
may be any number from 1 to 255—with
1 as the fastest flash rate and 255 the

slowest.

Alternatively, you may use this

format:

FLASH color

(color = 0—15). This will flash a color

at a default rate of ot.x every four

seconds.

To stop flashing when you are ready
to do so, simply use the command off.
The only trick to using the OFF com-
mand is to make sure to turn off the

flashing when the characters are visible

—otherwise you could run into prob-

lems with an invisible cursor.

As a remedy to off-timing flash, you
could redefine cursor color after using

an off command.
Listings 1 and 2 show a couple of uses

of the flash command.

FILL
The command fill allows you to fill a

rectangular area of the screen (in a size
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and location you choose) with text

characters of a specific color and type.

Command format is as follows:

FILL row, column, width, length,

POKE code, color

(row = —24; column = —39; width

= 1—24; length = 1—39; POKE code
= code for selected text character; and

color = 0—15).
The first four parameters in the fill

command define the area of the screen

to be FiLLed. Rows are numbered to

24, and columns to 39. The parameters

row and column represent the top left-

hand point of the FILL, and the param-

eters width and depth the size of the

rectangular shape to be filled. The next

parameter, poke code, is the poke code

associated with the character that will

comprise the fill. A list of poke codes

appears as an appendix in the

Commodore Programmer's Reference

Manual.
The final parameter is the color of the

fill character you desire. Listing 3 is

one form that use of the FILL command
might take.

MOVE
move is an extremely powerful and

useful command, that allows you to

copy a section of the screen and move it

elsewhere on the screen. The command
format is as follows:

MOVE row.column.width.length,

destination row .destination column
(row = —24; column = —39; width

= 1—24; length = 1—39; destination

row = 0—24; and destination column
= 0—39).
The first four command parameters

define the screen area you wish to re-

produce. The last two specify the row
and column coordinates of the top left-

hand corner of the area where the screen

will be duplicated.

Be sure that parameters you use do
not result in a move exceeding the limits

of the screen. This means that the depth

of the screen area to be duplicated added

to the row number of the area into

which the information is to be re-

produced must not exceed 25. It also

means that the column number of the

area into which the data are to be re-

produced must not be greater than 40.

No move command can execute if those

parameters result in a bad mode error.

Listings 4 and 5 are some examples of

move commands.
So there you have it. Next month we

continue our exploration of Simon's Ba-

sic graphics, and take a look at the

exploding number of hardware/software

graphics packages for the C-64. See you
then.

Listing 1.

1 REM LISTING 1

2 REM USING "FLASH"
3 REM
4 REM
10 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
20 PRINT "SrOUR ATTENTIONS,
30 FLASH 1 , 50

PLEASE.

Listing 2.

1

2
3
4
10
20
30
40

REM LISTING 2

REM USING "FLASH"
REM IN MULTIPLE COLORS
REM
PR INT: PRINT: PR INT: PR INT
PRINT " PLEASE!"
FLASH 7, 10: FLASH 2,10
PRINT "BDON'Ti TOUCH THAT DIAL.

Listing 3.

REM LISTING 3

REM THE "FILL" COMMAND
REM AN EASY EXAMPLE
REM

10 FILL 5,3,15,17,65,4

Listing 4.

Listing 5.

1 REM LISTING 4

2 REM THE "MOVE" COMMAND
3 REM AN EASY EXAMPLE
4 REM
10 PRINT'Jrrm"
20 PRINT* M ill"
30 PRINT" I I I I I"

40 PRINT" ' ' l i
i"

50 MOVE 0,0,5,5,5,5
60 MOVE 5,5,5,5,10,10
70 MOVE 10,10,5,5,15,15

1 REM LISTING 5
2 REM THE "MOVE" COMMAND
3 REM MOVING FOR ARTFUL EFFECT
4 REM
10 PRINT"J|U
20 PRINT'fM
30 PRINT"«a
40 PRINT'U
50 PRINT'S^
60 PR I NT "OS
70 PR I NT"M
80 PRINT'U
90 PRINT"S"fl
100 PRINT'S
110 PRINT"3S
120 PRINT"aa
130 MOVE 0,0,15,15,10,20
140 MOVE 0,0,5,5,7,7
150 MOVE 5,5,9,9,10,10
160 MOVE 10,10,5,5,0,0
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Microsoft Multiplan
Question of the month: Does anyone

really like spreadsheets? I used to think
spreadsheets were like running—no one
really likes it, but you can get used to it

if you keep at it and believe it's doing
you some good. (People who say they
love either running or spreadsheets

should be watched very carefully.) But
I've made a great discovery. Spread-
sheets were designed to be used on ma-
chines like the Mac. (Was the Mac
designed for spreadsheets?) The hi-res

graphics, the mouse, the pull-down
menus, the computing power—all these

can work together to make even a
spreadsheetophobe like me learn how
useful (almost fun) a spreadsheet can be.

The really good news is that Microsoft
has actually taken advantage of these

features in its Mac version of Multiplan.

The first thing you notice when you
open Multiplan is how easy it is to read

the screen, and when you are working
with lots of tiny cells filled with num-
bers, how easy it is to read becomes vi-

tally important. As for the mouse, this

seems to be the most natural way to find

your way around a spreadsheet. It gives

you back the one advantage paper
spreadsheets had over electronic spread-

sheets. You can move around easily,

selecting an individual cell or a group of

cells.

As is the case with all the Mac soft-

ware I have looked at so far, the pull-

down menus make it almost unnecessary
to read the manual (for which we should
all be thankful—the Multiplan manual is

pretty boring), since all the commands
are right there for the pulling.

So, how does it actually work? The
screen is divided into three areas: the

Abigail Reifsnyder

menu bar across the top, the formula
bar, and the spreadsheet itself. To begin
entering information, you select a cell or
group of cells. When entering informa-
tion into a group of cells, each cell be-

comes current in the order in which you
selected it. Also, you can select adjacent
cells using keyboard commands. In

other words, you don't have to go back
and forth constantly between the mouse
and the keyboard when entering data.

The most useful features of the pro-
gram when creating formulas are the
Paste Function, the Define Name, and
the Paste Name functions. The Define
Name feature allows you to give names
to several blocks of cells. Then, using the

Paste Function feature, you can select

the operation you want to perform on
those blocks. Then you paste into the
formula the names of the blocks of cells.

If you create a formula that is too big

for the cell, you simply enlarge the cell I

by clicking the mouse on the edge of the
column and dragging it out. Similarly, if

you want to see different parts of the
worksheet simultaneously, you click on
the Split bars (at the end of the scroll

bars) and drag to create panes in the
window.
Another useful feature of Macintosh

Multiplan is the ability to protect a
worksheet, then "unprotect" individual

cells. This allows you to protect all your
formulas, for example, while allowing
certain data to be changed. (By the way,
if you are changing many numbers in a
large and complex spreadsheet, you will

want to put it on manual calculation so
it doesn't try to recalculate each time
you enter a new number.)

Linking and interfacing are the two
other magic words that come up when
talking about Multiplan. As with the PC
version of Multiplan, you can link

worksheets. Even better you can inter-

face Multiplan with Microsoft's Chart
program, taking the data from your
spreadsheet to create series to be plotted

in Chart. And, if you want, you can link

Tool Needs of the Lunatic Construction Company

A-frame Townhouse Twinhouse Row house Mansion Totals
natls 2,000 2,560 5,079 3,345 25,000 37,984
screws 1,534 2,700 5,400 3,597 24,099 37,330
brads 12 150 500 312 12,000 12,974
tacks 200 1,029 1,400 1,145 2,500 6,274
bolts 2,176 4,300 10,000 5,034 30,000 51,510
nuts 2,178 4,299 10,000 5,055 30,050 51,582
washers 4,000 5,400 15,000 10,000 45,000 79,400

Totals 12,100 20,438 47,379 28,488 168,649 277,054

Sample Multiplan spreadsheet.
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Spreadsheet data plotted by Chart.

the chart to the worksheet, using the

Chart Paste and Link function.

Plotting Along
Which brings us to Chart. Chart is an-

other application that seems perfectly

suited to the Macintosh. The hi-res

graphics make for charts and graphs as

sharp as you'll ever see in a newspaper
or magazine. And while it isn't nec-

essary to use it with Multiplan, the ease

with which the two interface makes
them a terrific duo.

The Chart screen is divided into three

areas: the menu bar, the display window
(where the charts are drawn) and the se-

ries window (actually, there are as many
series windows as there are series of

data). Data can be entered from the key-

board or pulled in from Multiplan. (Im-

portant note: don't try to Paste and Link
a worksheet from Multiplan and a chart

unless you have two drives. If you do,

you'll go nuts switching disks back and
forth.)

Chart allows you to manipulate the

data in several ways once it is entered.

First, you can sort a series by category

or value, in ascending or descending or-

der. More important, though, you can

use the Analyze feature to calculate the

average, cumulative sum, difference,

percent, trend or other statistics of the

series data. The Analyze feature creates

a new series using the new data.

Before you actually plot a series, you
should select the type of chart you want
by pulling down the Gallery menu. The
options are bar, column, pie, scatter,

line, area, and combination, and within

each type of chart, there are several

styles. (The combination chart allows

you to combine a column chart with a

line chart—especially convenient when
you are plotting an average or trend over

Chart graphically enhanced by MacPaint.

the actual data.) You may also overlay a

second chart on the main chart. When
you do this, you may make the two

charts of any type or style. (Of course,

not all charts work right together. I tried

to overlay a line chart on a bar

chart—bad idea. The bar chart reversed

the x and y axes, but my overlay line

chart was still using the original axes,

leaving me with a meaningless, though

pretty, chart.)

Once you have plotted a chart, you

can do all kinds of fun things to it, add-

ing arrows and legends, changing pat-

terns, and so on. (Each time you make
even the smallest change, though, the

entire chart is redrawn.) While Chart

does make pretty nice charts, you can

make your charts look even better by

copying and pasting them into Mac-
Paint. There you can change typefaces

and styles, add little pictures, or do
whatever your little heart desires.

While neither Multiplan nor Chart is

for the casual user (the price tags make
that clear), for someone who is going to

do a lot of number analyzing and

graphing, the two programs together

make a spiffy package. And the two used

in conjunction with MacPaint is even

better.

Transylvania
Opinion seems pretty well split on

whether or not the Macintosh is good
for game playing. The first test: Tran-

sylvania from Penguin Software. This

combination text and graphics adventure

divides the screen into three sections

(three seems to be a magic number for

the Mac): the graphics area (where you

see where you are), the text portion

(where you are told what is going on and
give commands), and a compass (where

you can use the mouse to click north,

south, east, or west). While it at first

seems cute to use the mouse, it is, in fact,

a waste of space (both on the screen and

in the program). Since you have to use

the keyboard for all other commands,

there is not much point in using the

mouse at all.

That aside, this version of Transylva-

nia is pretty good. The graphics are

sharp, and it is not too easy. The object

of the adventure is to find "a damsel in

distress" who has been kidnapped and

hidden somewhere in a forest infested

with bats, werewolves, vampires, etc.

You wander around the forest collecting

such goodies as garlic as you search for

the damsel. If you don't remember your

supernatural lore well, you will have a

tough time of it. (It isn't my specialty, so

I kept showing my cross to the were-

wolf. This gets you nothing but eaten.)

Still, with all this power in the com-
puter, it would have been better had the

program been expanded to allow more
than two-word commands or, at least,

the ability to piggy-back commands to

save time. Unfortunately, the translation

seems to have been mainly in the

graphics with little attention paid to

enhancing the adventure itself.

Transylvania player meets werewolf.
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Fact and Fiction Toolkit
Can an Apple column be complete

without mention of the He? While soft-

ware for the regular lis runs on the He,
there is very little so far that has been
designed specifically for the He. Fact
and Fiction Toolkit from Scholastic is

one of the first programs to take full

advantage of the hi-res graphics of the

He. The package consists of two sepa-

rate programs: Secret Filer, a filing sys-

tem taken from Microzine, and Story
Maker, a story writing and illustrating

program.
Story Maker has a menu of icons (a

typewriter, a picture, a pencil and an
eraser) along the bottom of the screen to

help a child make up a story. Using the

mouse, you choose the typewriter to

write your story. Text may be placed

anywhere on the screen since it is really

just another graphic. The picture icon

takes you to the picture gallery where
you can choose one of several predrawn
shapes and objects. The pencil allows

you to draw freehand (you choose the

width and color of the line), while the

eraser allows you to erase anything on
the screen. An open book icon allows

you to turn pages, and the exit sign takes

you out of the program.

Story Maker is lots of fun to play with

Fact and Fiction Toolkit uses hi-res graph-
ics ofHe and a menu of icons.

because it has just enough structure to

help a child create a story without ac-

tually forcing him into specific patterns

or ways of thinking. The child can move
back and forth between pictures and text

so that as more ideas come to him, he

can use them right away. The picture

gallery contains a variety of objects that

act as a springboard for your own ideas.

If you select a picture from the gallery,

you can flip it, change its size, and stamp
it repeatedly over the screen.

One of the best features of the pro-

gram is that not only is the program it-

self simple to use, but the instructions

for booting a disk, saving a story and so

on are also straightforward, so that a
child playing with the program would
need only minimal, if any, supervision.

Secret Filer is a simple filing program
that allows you to keep lists of names
and addresses and similar types of
information on electronic 3x5 cards.

You can then sort the cards according to

any file heading used when entering
them. Similarly, you can search through
the cards using a key word. This is no
sophisticated database, but it is all most
eight-year-olds are likely to need or use.
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Atari

Assembly Language Tutorial

OUtDOSt:
Atari
Welcome to the Outpost. This month

and next our columns are aimed es-

pecially at those who want to explore the

capabilities of the Atari and learn a little

about the machine. There isn't any diffi-

cult machine language to work with, no
long programs to type in, or anything

else complex—just a lot of fun creating

effects on the machine.
For you budding programmers, all

this has a point, too. After we are done
playing with the machine, we will ex-

plain why some of these effects occur

and next month we will begin to delve

into the mysterious, confusing world of

assembly language.

An assembly language tutorial has

been on our minds for some time. How-
ever, we must credit the Randolph Area
(Randolph Air Force Base, San Anto-
nio, TX) User's Group with motivating

us into finally doing this tutorial. We
visited there in April, and asked what
they would like to see in a column; the

item most wanted was an assembly
language tutorial.

Okay, fold the page of Creative back
so you have its undivided attention, and
position the lights so they don't glare on
the page. Plug in your Basic cartridge,

and turn on your Atari; the disk doesn't

really matter. As soon as you see the

READY prompt at the top of the

screen, type:

POKE 755,4 (and press return)
How about that. Every character on

the screen, including the READY and
the line you typed, has flipped upside

down. (This is a great trick to play at a

computer store; go in, type in the poke,
and clear the screen. The next person to

play with the Atari is in for a big

surprise.)

Okay, let's flip them back:
POKE 755,2

David and Sandy Small

Or how about flipping them back and
forth with a program?

10 FOR A=1 to 10000
20 POKE 755,2
30 POKE 755,4
40 NEXT A

This effect is particularly hard on the

eyes; half the time, the characters are

rightside up, and the rest of the time,

they are upside down. If you want to

slow this down, add:

25 FOR DELAY=1 TO 500: NEXT
DELAY

35 FOR DELAY=1 TO 500: NEXT
DELAY

This causes a delay between flips.

Here is a nice little surprise. POKE
709,0 and all the characters on the

screen turned black, didn't they? If you
POKE 709,15, they will turn whiter-

ihan-white—much brighter than you are

used to. What about getting rid of the

standard blue color you edit with?

POKE 710,0, and the background color

will go black. You now have a very in-

tense black and white screen. Should
you find this to be too much for your
eyes, you might like to try the green and
white screen I use: POKE 709,12 and
POKE 710, (12*16)+4.

In fact, you can poke any number
from to 255 into 709, and it will vary

the intensity of the characters on the

screen. As you poke any value from to

255 into 710 the color of the background
varies.

Let's try two more loops, which rap-

idly stuff different values into 709 and
710, with corresponding wild effects on
color:

10 FOR A=0 to 15

20 POKE 709,

A

30 NEXT A
40 GOTO 10

or
10 FOR A=0 to 255
20 POKE 7 10,

A

30 NEXT A
40 GOTO 10
(When you get tired of this display,

just press system reset or break to

stop it.)

Then, of course, we can vary them
both:

10 FOR A=0 to 255
20 POKE 7 10,

A

30 POKE 709.225-A
40 NEXT A
50 GOTO 10

If the displayed characters don't take

up a full TV screen in size, there is-

a

border around them. The color for this

border can also be set:

10 FOR A=1 to 255
20 POKE 7 12,

A

30 NEXT A
40 GOTO 10
Feel free, of course, to experiment

with these effects. After you have typed

in these short programs, try modifying

them and playing with them. Perhaps

you could use an input statement to

input a value to poke into 709, or

you could put random numbers into

709 (something like POKE
709,INT(RND(0)*255)). There are all

sorts of possibilities, and remember the

law of Atari:

"If you are just playing around and
create a wild display on the Atari, you
are probably the first person ever to see

that display." That is an exciting

thought for me.
Let's consider what we have done.

With some poke statements, we have
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flipped characters upside down, modi-
fied colors, and even flashed them
wildly.

What exactly is this poke statement,

anyway? It seems to have some pretty

powerful capabilities.

poke takes a number and stores it at a
specific location inside the Atari. How
does this work? Well, there are 64,000-
odd locations inside the Atari; that is

why it is called a 64K machine. The
Commodore 64 is also a 64K machine;
that is how it got the name. Each of
these 64,000 separate locations is identi-

fied by a number: location 710, for in-

stance, or location 21250. Each of these

locations can hold any number from to

255, inclusive. (No fractions allowed, by
the way). See Figure I.

We can read the number from to

255 from any of those locations or write

a number with the same restrictions. For
instance, let's look at location 1536.

Type PRINT PEEK(1536) and you will

get back a number, probably a zero.

That is what is in location 1536 at this

instant.

Let's go ahead and change it. Type
POKE 1536,200, then PRINT
PEEK(1536). When you read that loca-

tion again, you will find the 200 you
POKEd in there. See Figure 2.

Bear in mind that you cannot poke a
number greater than 255 into a location.

Go ahead and try it if you like: POKE
1536,1000, and you will get an error

message.

Location "0

Location *10

Location • 1

1

Location "12

Location "13

Location "14

Location "15

Location "16

Location "17

Location "18

Location "19

Location "20

Location "65535

Figure I.

Why? There is a good reason having
to do with bits and bytes and the nature
of computers, but an analogy is the best

example. Think of a football scoreboard
with two digits. It can display a score
from 00 to 99, right? If a team scores

more than a hundred points, the score-

board just cannot keep up. Computer
memory does not store individual digits,

like a or a 7; it stores numbers in a dif-

ferent way. However, there are restric-

tions on this new way, also, and the
restrictions happen to limit us to three

digits and to 255 as the highest possible

number.
If you can think of memory as 64,000

mailboxes, each numbered, then what
we just did was to change the that was
in mailbox #1536 to a 200. You can
change the contents of any mailbox to

any value from to 255; for instance, all

we did with our wild color loops was to

modify locations 709 and 710.

Now the contents of certain memory
locations are used by the Atari to deter-

mine color and intensity of the screen,

whether or not characters show right

side up or upside down, and so on. You
have to know the memory location and
you have to know the right number to

poke in there, and if you do, you can
control these functions.

You may have used the SETCOLOR
command, which changes the color on
the screen in much the same way we
have just changed it. Well, all that

SETCOLOR is is a fancy poke to locations

709-712; you can duplicate SETCOLOR
with a poke. All that the SOUND com-
mands do is poke into memory loca-

tions that control sound, and so forth.

In fact, everything on the Atari is con-
trolled via memory locations. Just read
or write to them, and you have awesome

At first, location 1536
1ms • 1 2 stored in it

POKE 1536,200

1536

PRWTPEEK0536)

Figure 2.

power over the machine. All of the great

games you have seen work by POKEing
into special memory locations. And the

games get data from the user by PEEKing
memory locations. For instance, want to

see how the joysticks work? Okay;
10 PRINT PEEK(54016)
20 GOTO 10
You will get a rapidly printing list of

numbers, all the same. Now plug a joy-

stick into port 1 and press it in different

directions; the numbers change consis-

tently. A particular joystick press always
results in the same number.

In other words, the way a game reads

the joystick to find out how you have
pressed it is just by examining (PEEKing)
location 54016. That's right: Star Raid-
ers works by looking at 54016 to see

what course you choose to follow

through the stars, and Pac-Man looks to

the same place to determine your path
around the maze. Pretty amazing
memory location, isn't it?

The joystick button shows up at

location 53264. Try:

10 PRINT PEEK(53264)
20 GOTO 10

and you will see what I mean. You will

read a 1 until you press the joystick but-

ton; at which time, the value will change
toaO.
You will notice that you always read

numbers between and 255 from the
joystick and button locations. Here is an
interesting idea, since we are having fun:

let's let the joystick output value (0-255)

set the color on the TV screen:

10 VALUE=PEEK( 54016)
(get joystick value)

20 POKE 7 10 .VALUE
30 GOTO 10

Now try pressing the joystick in dif-

ferent directions. The effect ought to be
a lot of fun. You can embellish this in all

sorts of ways.

Now, true. Atari Basic gives you the
stick command to check to see how the
joystick is pressed. But all the stick
does is PEEK (54016) and manipulate
the value it receives so it is a little easier

for Basic programmers to use.

Before leaving you for this month, let

me repeat an earlier statement, suitable

for framing:

Next month, we continue with screen

memory and the promised specifics of
assembly language.
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Build a better mousetrap and the

world will beat a path to your door. This

sterling example of marketing maxims
does not take into account the fact that

the definition of "better," like many
relational descriptors, depends upon

which side of the mousetrap you happen

to be sitting on. I admit to having been a

victim of mousetrap relativity myself

quite recently.

Needing some rodent deterrent more
effective than two indifferent cats, I

spent an interesting hour in the pest

eradication section of my local lumber/

hardware/furniture supermarket. The
shelves positively dripped with the fruits

of legions of mousetrap designers, rang-

ing in style from the humble spring-

loader (bring your own bait), to a homey
mouse-house furnished with a package

of tasty, but lethal, victuals.

In a sudden fit of orginality, probably

brought on by the overenthusiastic lit-

erature emblazoning the side of the

package, I selected a trap best described

as a little pan of extremely sticky glue.

The entire installation (so the docu-

mentation said) consisted of placing the

pans wherever the telltale signs of rodent

infestation have been appearing and wait

for the little critters to cruise into the

stuff. Forthwith, they will be stuck fast,

and can thus be disposed of, pan and all,

without fuss, muss, or bother. Unfortu-

nately, the documentation omitted to

mention that mice don't much care for

stepping in pans of superglue; they

merely waltz around them on the way to

the rubber spatula. Thus, these mouse-

traps confirm the "better mousetrap"

theory: they are infinitely better from

the mouse's point of view.

Now, if we substitute Basic for mouse-

trap, we can instantly transport the dis-

Susan Glinert-Cole

cussion into the realm of computer

science. Several third-party Basics have

appeared on the market in the last year.

Are they better than the version that

comes along with every PC, and if so,

for whom?
The IBM PC comes standard with an

excellent Basic interpreter and editor in

ROM. Disk Basic and advanced Basic

Given the price
performance ratio of

the PC's interpreted

Basic, what could
persuade a user to

purchase a third-

party Basic?

provide powerful enhancements to the

plain vanilla version and are included

with the purchase of PC-DOS. Given

the price/performance ratio of the PC's

interpreted Basic, one could well ask

what could persuade a user to purchase

a third-party Basic.

Let's start by considering what fea-

tures in PC-Basic are weak or absent,

and what a third-party Basic might

therefore include to mitigate the price

differential. For the sake of simplicity, I

have broken down the components of

Basic into three categories: the editor,

the interpreter/compiler, and the debug-

ging environment.

The Editor
PC-Basic has what is known in the in-

dustry as a full-screen editor. This

means that you can edit anywhere on the

screen, in no particular order, by simply

moving the cursor around, entering a

change, and pressing return. By way

of contrast, a line editor allows you to

make changes only on a particular line;

up and down cursor movements are

forbidden or futile. A notorious example

of line editors for the PC is EDLIN, a

"freebie" supplied with PC-DOS and

best left to curdle its code on the DOS
master disk. Full-screen editors are pre-

ferred for program entry, and the PC-

Basic editor is an excellent one.

In the case of interpreted Basic, you

must have an interactive editing/execu-

tion environment. This is not, however,

the case with compiled Basic. In general,

compilers do not come with integrated

editors, and the manner in which you

coax the program into a form the com-

piler can deal with is left entirely up to

your good judgment.

The Interpreter/Compiler
Like all fine tools, these programs

should be easy to use, but have enough

flexibility for advanced programming.

Ideally, they should be bug-free; realis-

tically, any bugs should be minor and in-

frequently encountered annoyances

which are slapped, in a timely fashion,

with a software patch provided free by

the supplier. The code produced should

be efficient and compact.

Nice touches include meaningful error

messages, a wide range of extensions,

and impeccable documentation. Another

desirable feature is dynamic syntax

checking, where a program line is

checked for syntax errors when it is en-
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tered, not when it is executed. (This is a

standard feature with Hewlett-Packard

Basics.)

The Debugging Environment
This is one area in which PC-Basic

falls flat on its nose. The only integrated

debugging tool is the iron command.
In general, I haven't found the output

from this command informative. Several

companies provide utilities for tracing a

Basic program and printing a cross-ref-

erence listing. This is not only an extra

expense, but requires you to work out-

side of the program development envi-

ronment. All other things being equal, a

compiler/interpreter with good debug-

ging tools has a philosophical price

above rubies.

The length constraints of this column
make it impossible to give you a good
feel for each of Ave different Basics in a

single month. Because each product

represents a prodigious amount of work
on the part of the software developers, I

have decided to examine each Basic in-

dividually over the next several months.
When they have all been reviewed, I will

try to assemble a table summarizing the

important features of each.

Professional Basic
This Basic, written by Dr. Neil Ben-

nett, is a product of Morgan
Microcomputing. Two other Morgan
offerings with which I am familiar are

Trace-86 (an assembly language debug-

ging system), and a program editor

called TED. My impressions of the com-
pany are mixed. They set their sights

very high, attempting to include in-

tricate and complex facilities in their

products. This naturally represents an
enormous investment in development
time, but their prices are not unreason-
able. On the down side, the implementa-
tions are occasionally unpredictable and
require some patience for a user to

acquire a good comfort level.

Of the three Morgan products. Pro-

fessional Basic is by far the best. The
product is a pleasure to use; it did noth-

ing peculiar during my trial runs. The
single anomaly noticed happened after I

left the Professional Basic environment:
my word processor acted weird, and the
system required a reboot to bring it back
to normal. Professional Basic incor-

porates features that will elicit constant
mumbles of delight from the most jaded
Basic programmer: dynamic syntax
checking, more than IS different flavors

of debugging windows, and line labels.

The program reviewed here (version

1.0) requires a hefty investment in hard-

ware: at least 2S6K of RAM (320K is

recommended), an 8087 coprocessor,

and a monochrome or non-IBM color

IBM -

graphics adapter. (Running Professional

Basic with the IBM color adapter gen-

erates more snow than August in Ant-

arctica). The next release, promised for

the late summer, will not require the

8087 and promises snowless display

screens with the IBM color graphics

board.

Professional Basic can use all the

available memory in your computer. Be-

cause array subscripts are 32-bit inte-

gers, you can have arrays with up to two

billion elements. The maximum number
of dimensions is limited only by the 320-

character length of a Basic program line.

These limits would probably satisfy all

but the most dedicated databaser. A
trivial, but classy, addition is the

elimination of those pestiferous quote

marks around file names.

Documentation
The weakest part of Professional Basic

is the documentation. It is professionally

Professional Basic
incorporates features
that will elicit constant
mumbles of delight
from the most jaded
Basic programmer.

typeset and comes in a handsome half-

sized ring binder, but is written in kind

of a stream-of-consciousness style. Spe-

cific points are hidden within para-

graphs, and it is impossible to pick out

information by skimming over the pages.

A very careful perusal of the text will

usually yield the answer to a question,

but I encountered several problems
whose solution could not be found in the

text, table of contents, or index. The
courteous and friendly folks at Morgan
will answer any questions left dangling

by the documentation, but this won't

help the nocturnal/weekend pro-
grammer.
The basic premise for this product is

quite different from that usually found
in language software. Most compilers

and interpreters incorporate a series of

laconic error messages on the order of
"syntax error" or "divide overflow."

They rarely include any provision for

examining the program execution other

than the brute force approach of sticking

stop statements on each line. The de-

signer of Professional Basic assumes that

people usually make mistakes while

writing programs and ought to have
informative error messages combined

with superior, integrated debugging

tools. Evaluated in terms of its debug-

ging environment, Professional Basic is

in a class by itself.

Dynamic Syntax Checking
Professional Basic incorporates a line

editor with dynamic syntax checking. A
press of the spacebar automatically gen-

erates a line number or you can type the

number in if you wish instead. If you en-

ter something on a line that the editor

doesn't think should be there, it beeps at

you and the cursor refuses to budge

from the offending character. If you

press return twice, the set of key-

strokes that are valid at that point is dis-

played. This approach is a vast improve-

ment over picking lines of code .apart in

search of the vaporous "Syntax Error."

The editor is easy to use; you can zip to

the beginning or the end of the line and
go from word to word. Deletions can be

performed to the end or the beginning of

a line, and groups of lines can be zapped

at once. A line can be called for editing

by typing:

EDIT line number
The line just edited can be recalled with

F8; F9 moves back one line; and F10
displays the next line for correction.

These three keys let you stroll through a

file and edit any line that strikes your
fancy.

Professional Basic allows the use of

line labels within programs. This name,
which can be of any length within the

320-character per line constraint, can be

used as a reference in gosub and goto
statements. Periods and underscores are

allowed within the labels (see Listing 2,

line 340).

Another cute feature is "lazy entry."

Instead of typing a variable like SUPER.
MEMORY.CLOBBER.ROUTINE over

and over, all you have to do is type in

enough of the word to identify it, fol-

lowed by the @ character. If you
haven't typed in enough characters to

distinguish between several choices, you

get a beep, and are invited to type a few

more characters.

Professional Basic deals with pro-

grams created under another editor with

remarkable cleverness. The program,

which must be in ASCII format, is

checked by Professional Basic during the

loading process. When an error is found,

a beep is generated, the offending line is

changed to include an error message,

and loading continues.

Search Facilities

Two helpful search facilities are incor-

porated into this editor. The first is the

find command, which locates every ref-

erence to a label, variable, or line num-
ber. Typing the command:
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FIND PRIME
scrolls the lines containing the variable
PRIME, highlighted in reverse video,
onto the display. Alternatively, the
command:
FIND PRIME=

will locate all lines in which PRIME has
been assigned a value. Pressing the
spacebar presents one line at a time;
pressing rkturn resumes full speed
scrolling. The search can be abandoned
by hitting esc.

find can locate only variables and
line labels. Searching for a group of
characters is performed with the
search command, search is particu-

larly useful when you have imported a
Basic file from another system that

includes code incompatible with
Professional Basic. The command:
SEARCH ~

finds all the lines marked by the dynamic
syntax checker as containing errors.

Searching without sorting is some-
thing like mink without diamonds

Searching without
sorting is like mink
without diamonds.

Never fear. Professional Basic has two
different varieties of sort commands:
sortv and sortl. The former will

present an alphabetical listing of all the
variables in the program while the latter

scrolls all the line labels onto the
display.

Running the Program
As we all know, typing in the program

is a piece of cake compared to the next
step: getting the thing to run correctly.

In this opaque area of logic analysis Pro-
fessional Basic really shines.

Listing 1 is the PC-Basic rendition of
that unspellable paragon of benchmarks:
the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime number
generator. Listing 2 shows the same pro-
gram, converted to Professional Basic.

You will notice that Professional Basic,

like the PC-Basic compiler, does not

allow variables to be used in dim
statements.

Professional Basic creates the debug-
ging environment through the use of

windows. Each of the windows presents

a different view of the code execution.

The windows are invoked by pressing

alt plus some letter. In some cases,

however, it is not necessary to prefix the

letter with alt, which can be a bit

confusing.

Typing srun, for stop run, switches

the display to the list trace window (Fig-

Listing 1.

10
13
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90 '

1 10
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
180
190
220
230
240

Sl»v» o* Er«to*th»n»*
PC-BASIC

TIME* « "OlOlO"
DEFINT A-Z: MAXINT - lOOOlPRIME - 2
DIM X (MAXINT)
FOR I - I TO MAXINT STEP 2

X<I> I

NEXT I

PRINT PRIME;

IF PRIME if PRIME > MAXINT THEN 180
FOR I - PRIME X PRIME TO MAXINT STEP PRIME PRIME

X< 1

>

-
NEXT I

FOR J - PRIME I TO MAXINT
IF X<J) > THEN PRIME - JiOOTO 110

NEXT J
PRINTi PRINT '•l*p«»d time - • iTIME*
END

Listing 2.

to -

is -

20 '

30
40
SO
60
70
80
90 '

110
120
130
140
ISO
160
170 '

1 80
190
220
230
240 END. HERE

|

Si*v» o* Eritcithinri
Prtiftmonil BASIC

TIME* - "OlOlO"
DEFINT A-Z I PRIME - 2
DIM X < 1000)
FOR I - I TO 1000 STEP 2

X<I> - 1

NEXT I

PRINT.NUHBERi PRINT PRIME I

IF PRIME X PRIME > 1000 THEN 180
FOR I - PRIME * PRIME TO 1000 STEP PRIME PRIME

X<I> -
NCXT I

FOR J - PRIME I TO 1000
IF X<J) > THEN PRIME - JiOOTO PRINT .NUMBER

NCXT J
PRINT i PRINT •»l«p**d tint* -| TIME*
GOTO 240

160
10
IS
20
30
40

30
60
70
80
90
110
120
130

140
ISO
160-
170
180
190

1093 000 x • I

Si»v» of Er«to»th»n»»
Profmiornl BASIC

TIME* • -OlOlO-
DEFINT A-Z
PRIME - 2
DIM X ( 1000)
FOR I • 1 TO 1000 STEP 2

X<1> - I

NEXT I

»t»p 1 1 g 4 VP0

220

PR I NT.NUMBER | PR I NT PRIME|

IF PRIME X PRIME > 1000 THEN
180

FOR I - PRIME « PRIME TO 1000 STEP PRIMC PRIME
X<I> -

—NEXT- 1————————...—.——.»._._..

FOR J - PRIME I TO 1000
IF X(J) > THEN
PRIME - J
GOTO PRINT.NUMBER

NEXT J

Figure 1. List Trace Window. Plain Vanilla.

ure 1). The first statement is highlighted
(seen as a horizontal bar when printed).

Hitting return causes the program to
execute at full speed; the currently
executing statement is highlighted in re-

verse video. Pressing the spacebar causes
the system to go into the single step

mode. At any time during execution, the
windows can be opened and closed, and
listed to the printer. Breakpoints can be
placed anywhere in the program.
The list trace window has four sepa-

rate formats, invoked by pressing num-
bers 1 through 4. Options 2 underlines
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i
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i

i

i

i

500
500

1

1

1

1

1

40
-40-

* 1 »t»p f 1 g
Si»v> oi Er»«o*th«n»*
Pro4»»*lon»l BASIC

1093 000
10 '

15 '

20 '

30 TIME* - 'OlOlO"
40 DEFINT A-Z

PRIME - 2
SO DIM X ( 1000)
60 FOR I - 1 TO 1000 STEP 2

70 X<1) - I

80 NEXT 1

90 '

110 PR I NT.NUMBER 1 PR INT PRIME;
120 '

130 IF PRIME X PRIME > 1000 THEN
1B0

140 FOR I - PRIME X PRIME TO 1000 STEP PRIME

ISO X<l>
160—NEXT- 1—————————
170 '

1B0 FOR J - PRIME 1 TO 1000
190 IF X<J) > THEN

I 4 VPO

PRIME

220

PRIME - J
GOTO PRINT.NUMBER

NEXT J

Figure 2. List Trace Window. Instruction Count.

10 Si*v» \
15 Pro«»\
20 '

30 TIME» - "OlOlO"
40 DEFINT A-Z

PRIME - 2
50 DIM X < 1000)
60 FOR I - 1 TO 1000 STEP\

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 70 X<1) - I

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 80
90

NEXT 1

110 PRINT. NUMBERjPRlNT PRI\
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Figure 4. Split Screen. List Trace/Variable Trace.

(or highlights) all the program lines not

yet executed. Option 3, shown in Figure

2, shows the number of times each pro-

gram instruction has been executed. Op-
tion 4 (Figure 3) generates a histogram

representing the relative frequency of

instruction execution.

Some windows can be split. Figure 4

shows the list trace window sharing the

limelight with the variable trace win-

dow. The total number and the current

value of each variable in the program is

displayed. The 3/3 says there are three

variables in the program and that the

third variable is displayed on the screen.

If there are more variables in the pro-

gram than can fit on one screen, the

cursor keys can be used to scroll/page

through the entire list. Similarly, the

current contents of arrays can be exam-

ined with the array window (Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows the time trace window

on the right side of the screen. This win-

dow displays a set of descriptors for each

instruction as it is executed. This win-

dow has what is poetically described in

the manual as "historical rewind." The

descriptors are the program line itself,

the sequence number of the instruction,

a serial number representing the cu-

mulative number of instructions exe-

cuted so far, and the variable value

and/or assignment, if applicable.

A for/next window, shown in Fig-

ure 7, displays the active loops, with

A memory window lets

you look at any area of
memory to see what is

going on there.

their current index values. A gosub

window similarly presents a list of the

active subroutines. The data window
displays a data statement with the next

element to be read highlighted in reverse

video. A file input/output window
displays information currently in the file

buffer of each opened file. The data in

the file buffer can be toggled between

hex and ASCII representation. A mem-
ory window lets you look at any area of

memory to see what is going on there.

At any time during a frantic windowing

session, you can view the output screen

generated by the program.

Professional Basic is "semi-com-
piled." This means that some statements

are translated to machine code before

they are executed. Semi-compilation

falls between an interpreted environ-

ment, where program lines are converted

as they are executed, and a compiled

environment, where all translations are

performed prior to execution. The Sieve

took PC-Basic 13 seconds to complete.

To compile the program, it was nec-

essary to change the dim and defint
statements; the resulting program took

four seconds to run with single precision

variables. Professional Basic ran it in

eight seconds (32-bit integers). I wasn't

impressed with the speed, especially

given the required 8087 coprocessor.
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Figure 7. For/Next Window.

The version of Professional Basic I

worked with did not implement any of

the rich graphics or sound functions and
statements available in IBM Basics. Nei-

ther is there there any provision for

interfacing with assembly language:

call, bi.oad, varptr, and the like are

absent from the legal list commands. I

am promised that the next version will

have these features incorporated.

A more serious problem, from a soft-

ware development point of view, is the

lack of a Basic compiler, and the result-

ing inability to run programs outside of

the Professional Basic environment.

While a programmer could develop a

program in this system and then compile

it elsewhere, the Professional Basic

Figure 6. Split Screen. List Trace/Time Trace.

ISO 1092 000 x % 4 step f 1 g 1 4 WPI

140 FOR I - PRIME X PRIME TO 1000 STEP PRIME PRIME
160 NEXT 1

irst 4 last 1000
step 4 index 160

enhancements, such as line labels, would
have to be eliminated. Professional Ba-
sic, at least at this juncture, appeals to

two audiences: the person who wants to

learn Basic programming and the soft-

ware developer who doesn't need sound,

graphics, or an assembly language inter-

face. As a teaching tool, it is unquestion-

ably outstanding and would be a

tremendous asset to the computer neo-

phyte. Given some enchancements, and
I expect that Morgan will oblige, it

could develop into a superlative develop-

ment system.

Morgan Computing Company Inc.,

10400 N. Central Expressway, Suite 210,

Dallas, TX 75231.

COMPUTERQ FOR

COMPUTERS
FOR KIDS!

By Sally Greenwood Larson
Children love computers. And kids 4 to 12
love to learn programming with Com-
puters tor Kids It's clearly written, set in

large type and offers games and simple
programs to make it fun. Readers learn
how to do a flowchart, to get the computer
to do what they want, to write their own
games—even draw pictures that move!
Even if you've had no experience

teaching microcomputer programming—
or doing it yourself—Computers for Kids
makes it simple. Included is a section of

notes for teachers and parents, sug-
gested lesson outlines, teaching sugges-
tions for each section, and a glossary.

Sally Greenwood Larson's extensive
experience teaching microcomputer pro-
gramming to kids makes this one of the
best elementary books on the subject.
Seven different editions!/

1 1" x 8'/,", soft-

cover, illustrated
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TRS-80
Strings
Tuning to channel 66 on our Tandy

receiver, we see two books designed to

help VisiCalc users, the Color Computer
Deluxe Joystick, the CoCo Cookbook
program from Computerware, and an-

other short program for generating non-
repeating random number series.

Help With VisiCalc
Among the dozens of books I receive

for review, three basic titles seem to

predominate: How to Select a Personal

Computer, How to Use the IBM PC,
and How to Use Spreadsheet Software.

Several of the spreadsheet books include

or offer optionally a disk of worksheets.

Let's look at two of these books for the

TRS-80.
VisiCalc for the TRS-80 Model I and

Model III Computers, by Edouard J.

Desautels, is $16.95 from Wm. C.
Brown Co. Publishers. An optional disk

for the Model III only is $39.95 (no
charge for shipping and handling if pay-

ment accompanies the order, otherwise

$1 for the book, $2 for the disk).

Desautels wastes no time: by page
three, he gives an example of the "dif-

ference between solving a problem using

VisiCalc versus solving a problem using

Stephen B. Gray

the conventional computer approach."

The example (Table 1) involves pro-

jected income from book royalties and
shows how relatively simple it is with

VisiCalc to change a figure and get a

new total, compared with an awkward
computer program.

The next chapter gets down to the

nuts and bolts of exactly how to use a

Model I or III, with enough helpful

illustrations and step-by-step procedures

to make it easy for an absolute novice to

get his TRS-80 up and running.

The chapter on Using VisiCalc: Some
Preliminaries is very informative, show-
ing exactly what's what and what's

where in simple language. Chapter 4
shows how to set up the royalty problem
and estimate the value of an IRA.

Chapters 5 through 10 involve func-

tions, oversize worksheets, graphic out-

put, trigonometry, formats, and disk

files. Chapter 1 1 provides five case stud-

ies: expense log, portfolio evaluation,

computing your net worth, sales projec-

tion, and interest computations.

Chapter 12, When to Avoid VisiCalc.

discusses some of the program's limita-

tions, as well as the problem of how you

can "get carried away and become so in-

fatuated with this tool that you find

yourself creating work rather than

reducing it because you are using a good
tool for the wrong job." The last chapter

summarizes VisiCalc commands for fast

reference.

Appendix A, Using the Optional

Disk, emphasizes that the disk "can only

be used with a TRS-80 Model III that

has two or more disk drives. It cannot be

used in drive 0," which is for the

TRSDOS disk. That is, unless you get a

friend or Radio Shack store to copy the

worksheets from the optional disk onto a

minimum system disk you can use in

drive 0. The optional disk does not con-

tain VisiCalc; it is to be used with your
VisiCalc program.
The optional disk contains all 16 of

the worksheets of general use from IRA
to interest calculations. The last para-

graph in the book is refreshingly candid:

"The optional disk may be helpful for

those of you who can't spare the time to

do any unavoidable typing, or those of

you who will do anything to avoid typ-

Earn 5 % for the first 3,000 copies.

Earn 7 % " " next 4,000

Earn 8 % " " next 5,000

Earn 10 % " " for all additional copies.

Table 1.

1

2

3

A B C D

A 1 B 1 C 1 D 1

A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2

A 3 B 3 C 3 D 3

Table 2.
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TRS-80 z>
ing. Happy computing!"

The entire book is written about as

simply as possible and can be recom-

mended to anyone with a Model I or III

who wants an easy introduction to

VisiCalc. The book is also available in an

edition for the TRS-80 Model II and 16

for $16.95, with a disk of worksheets for

$39.95.

An Introduction to VisiCalc

Spreadsheet!ng for the TRS-80 Model II

and Model 16 by Harry Anbarlian, a

Byte Book from McGraw-Hill Book
Co., is $49.95, and is accompanied by an
8" disk containing "all the reusable

matrixes described in the book."
Aubarlian's matrix is Desautel's
worksheet.

Anbarlian's book is written in three

sections: an introduction to VisiCalc

spreadsheet matrixing; VisiCalc matrix-

ing for the TRS-80 Models II and 16;

and "how to create polished matrixes."

Although the writing is simple and very

easy to understand, the Desautels book
is a little easier to follow at the begin-

ning, since it begins with a brief example

that doesn't get into the mechanics of

VisiCalc, but shows only the results.

Anbarlian starts right off with the

"boxes on the VisiCalc blackboard," a

more technical approach (Table 2). Al-

though the Desautels book can be under-

stood without ever looking at the

VisiCalc manual, Anbarlian's "is for

those of you who perhaps have to read

the VisiCalc manual but do not initially

have the time to digest and use all the

many and varied outstanding features of

VisiCalc.
"

Not until Section II does Anbarlian

give an example of using VisiCalc. creat-

ing step-by-step a Petty Cash Voucher

matrix. So that an absolute beginner can

see exactly what to do, every single step

is given in charts, one for creating the

blank voucher, another for inputting

data, followed by an illustration of the

completed matrix.

This step-by-step method is followed

for every matrix in the book, which in-

cludes six "simple" ones (petty-cash

voucher, inventory cost, price/earnings

ratio, organizational chart, credit-card

record, appointment calendar), seven

"moderately complex" matrixes (con-

struction-trades EEO, Treasury-bill in-

vestment yield, payroll, student's bud-

get, IRA analysis, travel-expense

voucher, education/selection impact ra-

tio), and seven "complex" matrixes (bar

graph, cost/sales comparative bar graph,

3-D bar graph, electric bill, zero-base

budget, stock portfolio, departmental

age analysis).

Each of these 20 sections on creating a

matrix includes only the minimum
information: the step-by-step charts and

an example of using the matrix prefaced

by a brief statement of the purpose of the

matrix, and Doing it By Hand, showing

how much more time and trouble is in-

volved in doing the job manually.

On the other hand, Desautels includes

a great deal of information with each

case study showing how each worksheet

is developed and going into much detail.

Portfolio Evaluation takes nine 8 by 11"

pages; Anbarlian's Stock Portfolio Ma-
trix takes seven 6 by 9" pages.

Anbarlian's last chapter consists of 14

pages on How to Create Polished Ma-
trixes, which involves Inserting
Lines/Spaces; Matrixes With Titles,

Names and Dates; Creating the Title

Matrix; Consolidating Existing Ma-
trixes; and Printing Matrixes.

The disk, intended to be used in

conjunction with a VisiCalc disk, in-

cludes blank matrixes for all 20 exam-

ples in the book. This book, with the

same matrixes, is available in editions

for the TRS-80 Color Computer ($39.95

with matrixes on cassette; $23.95 with-

out), and the TRS-80 Model III ($49.95

with matrixes on disk).

If you just want to run VisiCalc—with

a minimum of explanation and without

details—get the Anbarlian book, which

does a fine job of presenting the essen-

tials without embroidery. But if you

want to know more about VisiCalc, to

look behind the basic principles, and to

understand what is going on, the

Desautels book may be more to your

liking.

Deluxe Joystick
For many Color Computer users, the

standard joysticks at $24.95 a pair are

adequate for most applications. But for

those who prefer a Porsche to a Chevy,

Radio Shack's Deluxe Joystick is the

only way to go, even at a price of $39.95.

The standard joystick has only two
user-operated components: the control

stick and a fire button. The Deluxe Joy-

stick has both and A four more.

Radio Shack 's Deluxe Joystick can be

operated in either self-centering or free-

floating mode and has trim controls for
fine-tuning the position of the cursor.

Below and to the left of the Deluxe
cntrol stick are X-axis and Y-axis

switches for making fine adjustments to

the electrical center of the joystick. Be-

fore using the joystick, you move these

"trim" controls to adjust the horizontal

and vertical position of the cursor as

close as possible to the center of the

screen.

The Deluxe Joystick has two operat-

ing modes controlled by lever switches

underneath the box. When you first con-

nect this joystick, it's in spring center re-

turn mode (also called "self-centering"),

The Deluxe Joystick is

for those who prefer a
Porsche to a Chevy.

meaning that the control stick automati-

cally returns to center position when you
release it.

You can make the stick "free-float-

ing" for either the X or Y axis or for

both by flipping the levers on the bottom
of the box. Free floating mode means
that when you release the stick, it re-

mains in whatever position it was in

when you let go.

Controls aside, the main difference be-

tween the two joysticks is the shape of

the plastic "surround" in which the con-

trol stick is centered. It's round in the

standard joystick, so if you're playing

Doubleback, for instance, you can just

swing the control stick around, at its

maximum extent to create a circle for

capturing objects on the screen.

The surround on the Deluxe Joystick

is square, so if you run the control stick

around the edge of the surround, you'll

create a square trace on the screen. This

is a problem only if you're used to the

circular surround of the standard joy-

stick. If you're not, you'll find the De-
luxe Joystick easy to use, and the extra

controls let you make adjustments suited

to the particular game you're playing or

the graphics with which you're working.

The firing button on the standard

Color Computer joystick is at the rear of

the control box; on the Deluxe model,

it's at the top left, which takes a little

getting used to if you're accustomed to

squeezing the button on the standard

model.

The Deluxe stick isn't any more
responsive than the standard stick, so

unless the trim controls and dual operat-

ing modes are important to you for pre-

cision work in games and graphics

software, you're just as well off with the

standard joysticks, which cost less than

a third as much as the Deluxe Joysticks.
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CoCo Cookbook
For 32K Color Computers with at

least one disk drive, Computerware of-

fers the CoCo Cookbook program, which
stores and retrieves up to 269 recipes per
disk. Up to 3040 characters per recipe

can be stored. Each recipe can be
accessed by title, number, or special

keyword.

Because the CoCo Cookbook is a free-

form database manager (optimized for

storing recipe-type information), it can

be used to store any type of text, such as

notes for a research paper.

The main menu has seven options:

add, change, delete or find a recipe;

change a title; list all recipes; end the

program.
The title can be up to 45 characters

long and should be as descriptive as pos-

sible. The title:

CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE,
COLD DESSERT

allows you to search for either chocolate
or cold dessert.

The recipe can be entered in any form
desired, with the list of ingredients first

or last. If the recipe is longer than 3040
characters, it can be continued by mak-
ing the last line:

CONTINUED IN RECIPE XXX

and using the Add new recipe option.

When changing recipes, a variety of
edit commands is available, similar to

the line editing functions of Extended
Basic to permit changing, deleting, or

inserting characters; spacing through the

text; etc.

The nine-page manual includes Notes
for Advanced Users which describe in

some detail the four files on the disk. An
appendix lists the 252 keywords (from
AVOCADO to WORCESTER) embed-
ded in the machine language part of the

program. Before a new recipe is written

to disk, these keywords are encoded in

one or two characters; this compression
reduces the amount of storage space re-

quired and permits storing more recipes

than otherwise.

Frankly, using a computer to store

recipes is too much like using it as a file

drawer; the only advantage is that

searching is made much easier. But is

this worth all the time and effort re-

quired to put hundreds of recipes onto a
disk? Why not just file the recipes by
type?

What makes this recipe program dif-

ferent from the rest is that it can be used
as a general purpose database manager,
for storing almost anything that fits into

the constraints of the recipe file format.

On that basis, you might find it useful.

TRS80 h

Short Program 20
Random-Number Series 2
From Welland, Ontario, Canada,

H.C. Currie writes, "In the December
1983 issue (p. 353), you presented an in-

teresting program by Frederick P.

Burggraf which allowed Basic pro-

grammers to generate a series of non-

repeating random numbers within a

given range. This method involved

building the numbers into a string vari-

able, deleting the numbers from the

string as they were randomly selected,

and storing them in an array.

"This approach has several

limitations:

(1) The program will not handle se-

quences of numbers in excess of 99, as

100 or more three-digit numbers, when
placed in a string variable, will exceed

the maximum length for string variables

(255 bytes).

(2) Two areas must be set aside to

hold the number sequence: the string

variable holds the input; the array holds

the output randomized sequence. It

would be more desirable to be able to

call this routine with the number se-

quence stored in an array and to return

from the call with the random sequence
in the same array. Also, by eliminating

the string variable, the memory required

can be substantially reduced.

(3) The calculations and data manipu-
lation are more complicated than re-

quired to solve the problem.

"Attached is a listing of a routine I

developed to generate non-repeating ran-

dom numbers, which has been used

successfully in several programs involv-

ing chance factors.

"The concept of the program is very

simple. After loading the numbers into

an array, entries from the array are se-

lected by randomly generating an index

or pointer. As each array entry is se-

lected, it is placed in the bottom portion

of the array, working from the bottom to

the top. Any entry which this move dis-

places is placed in the upper portion of

the array in the old location of the ran-

domly selected entry.

"In effect, the two entries trade

places. Thus, at any point in the selec-

tion process, the bottom section of the

array holds the randomly selected num-
bers, and the upper section holds the

numbers yet to be selected.

"The size of these two sections de-

pends on the progress of the selection

process, the lower section increasing and
the upper section decreasing with each
selection. The random-number gen-

erator (RND) is set up so that it gen-

erates only pointers to entries in the

upper section of the array.

"Listing 1 presents a specific case in

which random numbers in the range 1 to

30 are generated. In line 30, the numbers
from 1 to 30 are loaded into the array in

sequence. Although it is not necessary to

load the array an any particular order,

the randomizing routine (lines 40 to 70)

will function properly no matter what

the initial sequence.

"This means the array can be loaded

in the initialization section of any pro-

gram and the randomizing routine called

as many times as required. Lines 40

through 70 step through the array,

moving randomly selected numbers to

the bottom.

"For example, after the loop has been

executed for 1= 10, array elements 1 to 9

hold the unselected numbers, and ele-

ments 10 to 30 hold the selected num-

Listing 1.

10 DEFINT A-Z
20 DIM A(30)
30 FOR 1-1 TO 30
t A(I)=I: NEXT
40 FOR 1=30 TO 2 STEP -1
50 X=RND(I)
60 S=A(I): A(I)-A(X)
: A(X)=S
70 NEXT
80 FOR 1-1 TO 30
: PRINT A(I) 5 » NEXT

Listing 2.

10 OEFINT A-Z
15 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER

OF RANDOM NUMBERS";N
20 DIM A(N)
30 FOR 1-1 TO N
: A(I)=I: NEXT
40 FOR I-N TO 2 STEP -1

50 X=RND(I)
60 S=A(I)
t A(I)-A(X): A(X)=S
70 NEXT
80 FOR I"1 TO N
: PRINT A(I);: NEXT

Listing 3.

10 OEFINT A-Z
15 INPUT "ENTER RANGE OF

NON-REPEATING RANDOM
NUMBERS" ; N1 , N2

17 N-N2-N1+1
20 DIM A(N)
30 FOR 1-1 TO N
I A(I)-N1-1+I J NEXT
40 FOR I-N TO 2 STEP -1
50 X-RNO(I)
60 S=A(I)
I A(I)-A(X)t A(X)=S
70 NEXT
80 FOR 1-1 TO N
t PRINT A(I) I t NEXT
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At SWEEPSTAKES
AND SAVE UP TO 33% ON A4- MAGAZINE

The A+ Sweepstakes Is open to all

our readers—no purchase is nec-
essary—and you can win the new
$2,000* Apple lie System)

It's Easy to Enter-

Just mail the attached card or cou-
pon below after filling in your name
and address—and be sure to indicate

whether you're also subscribing to A+
at our special rates, saving up to 339&

OFFICIAL BullS-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
I. On an offlcial entry form or 3

- X 5' piece of paper,

handprint your name, oddress and zip-code. Enter a*
often en you wish, but ma* eoch entry separately to

A* SWEEPSTAKES. RO Box 2928. Boulder. Colorado
80322. Entries must be received no later than Octo-
ber 31. 1984. and the drawing wN be held by Novem-
ber 30. 1984. All entries become the property ot A+
Magazine, which reserves the right to reprint the

name and address ol the winner.

2 The winner will be selected in a rondom drawing (rom

among an entries received, under the supervision ot

the publishers ot A+ Magazine, whose decision wM
be linol.Onry one prize w» be awarded in this Sweep-
stakes Winner will be notified by mo* ond may be
required to execute an affidavit of eligibility and
releose Odds of winning win depend on the number
of entries received. Ziff-Davis wW arrange for winners

to pick up their prize at a local Apple dealer. Any
manufacturer's warranties w* apply, but Ziff-Davis

makes no warranties to any prizes. Prize Is not transfer-

able. No substitution tor prizes. Taxes ore the responsi-

bility of the winner.

3 Sweepstakes open to all residents ol the U.S.. its territo-

ries and possessions, except employees (ond their

ramifies) of ZHi-Oavts PubfWiSio Company. Its affiliates

ond Its advertising ond promotion agencies Void

wherever prohibited or restricted by low

4. For the winner's name, send a stamped, sett-

addressed envelope to A+ SWEEPSTAKES. Circulation

Department. Ziff-Davis PubWUnp Company. One Pork

Avenue. 4th Floor. New York. NY T0016.

Just imagine, if you're the lucky winner

you can pick up your Th pound system

and carry it home with you! Vbu'll get

over $2,000" worth of equipment
including the Apple lie with a built in

disk-drive. 128K RAM and 16K ROM.
Applesoft BASIC and Mouse Text. PLUS

the new flat panel LCD display and
Mouse! But whydream?Send in your
Entry Card today, and save up to

33%onA¥t

Make All Of Your Computing
_ Dreams Come True With A+ I

A+ , The Independent Guide
For Apple Computing
makes computing imagi-

native and educational.
Every month you'll receive

new business, education game
and personal applications that will

help you expand the use of your Apple
II, Ik- , He, III, Lisa, Macintosh or the new He

in your home, office or school! In-depth

reviews (and previews) of new hard-

ware, software and peripherals makes
A+ the only magazine you'll ever need
tomake your Apple grow!

Enjoy a year or more of Af at our low
prices—save up to 33% and enter the
A+ Sweepstakes today! It's an op-
portunity you won't want to pass up.

•based on manufacturer's suggested bst price

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

A- SWEEPSTAKES
P.O. Box 2938, Boulder, CO BQ322

I 1 pw WEQ EfHermynamem the A+ SWEEPSTAKES arxJ strjrt nriy subscription to

I

I

IDNO
I Mr/Mn/Ms

AM8Z01I
A+ Magazine for the term checked

Oneyearfor$19.97. Two years for S36.97. Threeyean for $49.97.

SAVE20V SAVE 26%' SAVE 33*1

Savings based on fun one-year (12 issues) subscription price of S24 97

I dont wish to subscribe now, but please tei me if I've won the Apple lie.

| Company-

I

Address.

CHy_ . Stale. zip.

I Check one: D Payment enclosed a Bill me later Charge my: DAMEX a vita D MasterCard

I

Card No.. .Exp. Date.

Pmom c*ow30 to 60 days lor deavery of first issue AddS12 per year m Canada ond ol other toretgn countries



Howtouse computers to

teach math!

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:

A SOURCE BOOK OF IDEAS

Now that more and more math departments have access to a micro
computer, the problem becomes: How to use the computer effec-

tively as a teaching aid?

Here's where COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS can help you.
This book of reprints from Creative Computing magazine is a gold-
mine of learning ideas, problem-solving strategies, programming
hints, puzzles, brain teasers, and much more!

COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS covers nine subject areas:

• Computer literacy and computers
in society

• Thinking strategies and how to

solve problems.

• Computer simulations and how to

write them.

• Probability

• Mathematical miscellany, from
circular functions to differential

equations.

• Art and graphics and their relation

to mathematics.

• Computer Assisted Instruction

(CAD.

• Programming style.

• Puzzles, problems and program-
ming ideas.

In all, COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS contains 77 fascinating
articles, over 200 problems for assignment, and nearly 100 programs.
Edited and with a preface by David H. Ahl, Editor-in-Chief of

Creative Computing, this immensely practical volume is an invalu-

able classroom tool for teachers and students of all grades.

8W"xll", softcover.

hundreds of black-and-white
diagrams and illustrations.

n
USE THE COUPON TO ORDER TOUR COPT TODAT!

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS Dep
"
Me7B - 39 Easl Hanove< Aver"

"

Morns Plains, New Jersey 07950
Please send me copies of COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS:
A Sourcebook of Ideas, at $1S 95. plus $2.00 postage & handling,* each #12D
CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed $ (CA, NJ and NY STATE

residents add applicable sales tax

)

Charge my: Q American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No..
I

I Signature.

I

I

I

-Expire Date_

Mr /Mrs /Ms.
(fUmm pnnt full name)

Address- -Apt-

City- -State- -Zip_
| 'Outside USA add S3 00 per order

j

For faster service, call TOIin[EElo0^1^nT'dr7r^^TToiT40^4s')

222

H TRS-8Q

bers. Line 60 trades the number in

element A(I) with the number in A(X).

"Listing 2 is a more general version of

the program in which the number of

random numbers desired can be speci-

fied through an INPUT statement. If a

range of numbers beginning with a num-
ber other than 1 is required, then the

program in Listing 3 will be useful.

"The random nature of the numbers
in the array is unaffected by the order in

which they are stored; the array can be

read from top to bottom by the calling

routine even though the randomizing

routine stores the random numbers in

the reverse order."

Firms Mentioned in this Column

Wm. C. Brown Co. Publishers

2460 Kerper Blvd.

Dubuque, IA 52001

(319) 588-1451

Computerware
4403 Manchester Ave., Box 668
Encinitas, CA 92024
(714)436-3512

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Princeton Rd.
Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 426-5254

COMPLETE
YOUR
LIBRARY _
^Bf creative compel fciRg

Add to your CREATIVE COMPUTING collec-

tion today. Make your personal library com-
plete and authoritative with any issues you
may be missing.

Copies are available for issues published
during the last twelve months— be sure to
specify the issues you want. If a particular
issue is out of stock, your payment will be
refunded promptly.

Bock issues of CREATIVE COMPUTING are
priced at $6.00 each, postpaid. Outside USA,
$7.00 eoch.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
CN 1914 Morristown, NJ 07960

MCBI

Please send issues

below:
of CREATIVE COMPUTING listed

kJ Issue Oty. Unit Price Total Price

1
1
1

Payment Enclosed $

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms..

Address

IpnMlwIft

City/Stote/Zip_

September 1984 « Creative Computing



creative corepatiRg CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum REGULAR: $3 50. EXPAND-AD": $5 25. Ads set in all bold type at 20% premium Ads
set with background screen @ 25% premium. GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany
order except credit card—Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include exp. date)— or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publishers
approval; must be typewritten or printed. First word set in caps. Advertisers using P.O. Boxes MUST supply permanent address and tele-
phone number. Orders not acknowledged. They will appear in next available issue after receipt. Closing date: 5th of the 3rd month preced-
ing cover date (e.g., April issue closes Jan. 5th). Send order & remittance to: Classified Advertising. CREATIVE COMPUTING Magazine 1

Park Avenue, New York. NY. 10016 To charge your ad to a major credit card, call Lois Price at (212) 503-5115. For Customer Service, call
(212) 503-4506.

SOFTWARE

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet.

Commodore 64. Apple II + . TRS-80— Island Software.
PO Box 300. Dept G. Lake Grove. NY 11755 (516)585-
3755

ATTENTION APPLE. IBM. Commodore. Atari. Tl 99/
4A users. Extensive selection of software. Send for

catalog, specify model. Celjim Enterprises. 3687
Mexico. Westerville. Ohio. 43081 (614) 890-7725 after

430

TI99/4A KENO and many more Send SASE to AT. En-

terprises. 1391 Carr Ave . Aromas. CA 95004.

HANDICAPPING PROGRAMS FOR MOST PER-

SONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog: Gambler's

Edge Computing, Dept B4, 250 Richards Rd., Ste.

254, Kansas City, M0 64116.

TI-99/4A OWNERS Get your free catalog of new. ex-

citing low cost software. DYNAMO. Box 690. Hicks-

vine. NY 11801

CRYSTAL COAST SOFTWARE, educational, enter-

taining, practical programs. ATARI. Tl. TIMEX/SIN-
CLAIR. FREE catalog, program listings: POB 233.
Moorehead. NC 28557

FOR TRS-80 MODELS 1/III/4-LAZYFONT creates and
prints custom fonts with Epson or Prownter printers:

8 free fonts with program. $49 95 Z-80 math routine

for $69 95 More information from AlphaBit Commu-
nications Inc.. 13349 Michigan Ave.. Dearborn. Ml

48126 (313)581-2896

COMMODORE 64/VIC 20 Games//educational soft-

ware Over 4000 titles' Write for FREE catalog' Amer-
ican Peripherals. 122 Bangor St.. Lindenhurst, NY
11757

Write for FREE 120 page catalog. DYNACOMP PO Box
18129. Rochester. NY 14618 State computer

AT LAST-Educational software your child will love that

SAVES MONEY CHILD S PLAY-numbers. letters,

shapes, music (ages 4-7): FANCY FRACTIONS-tuto-
rial. equivalents, math (ages 7-10) ONLY $19 95 each,
uniocked/copyable. Apple ll+.e.c. information FREE.
MereSons. Apple Dept.. PO Box 1154. Coeur d'Alene.

ID 83814 Graphics Created with Penguin Softwares
Graphics magician.

FREE Commodore—64/TI99-4A/VIC-20/TR580-OOCO/
Timex programs! Send stamps' EZRAEZRA Com-
pany. Box 5222-RES. San Diego. California 92105.

FREE SOFTWARE Earn "bonus bucks" lor FREE soft-

ware, books and supplies. Catalog $1 (refundable with

order). Specify model Computer Discount Center Inc..

Dept CC. PO Box 1548. Springfield. VA 22151

DRAGON 64/32. Software/Hardware Importers Ad-
venture/Arcade Games. Utilities. Disk Drives. Free
Catalog. Write pile. 1272 Edgewood Drive. Vineland.
nj 08360

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE lor the VIC-20 Snakman
($10 00) Write Discount Software. Box 1489. Niagara
Lake. Ontario. Canada. LOS 1J0. U.S. Inquiries.

HARDWARE
48K APPLE COMPATIBLE computer: US $380 00 and
hundreds of programs. Details U.S. $1.00. Reliant. PO
Box 33610. Sheungwang. Hong Kong.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
FREE catalog— lull of the best computer accessories
at the lowest prices Write: TEMCC6. 10-12 Charles St.

Glen Cove. NY 15442

CABLES' CUSTOM MADE PROFESSIONAL quality

cables with M/F RS 232 connectors. First loot $20 00.

each additional foot $5.00. Specify length and pin

configuration. Custom Cables. 612-A Hermosa Ave..

Hermosa Beach. CA 90254

FLOPPY disk oil Best quality 5W-40 with detergent

additives. Speed up your disks with this all-purpose

lubricant $4 tor 5-oz can Box 2. Oil City. PA

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

CHRISTIAN COMPUTING MAGAZINE. Bimonthly
subscription $12. Single issue $3.00 72 Valley Hill.

Stockbridge. Georgia 30281

NEW SHOPPER S GUIDE TO SAVINGS'" Best
Prices for over 400 microcomputer products from 250
ads researched monthly. Suppliers and ordering in-

formation included. Save or Money Back Send $5 to:

AD'Vantage. Box 622-C610. Pluckemin. NJ 07978

SPECTRAVIDEO computer owners! New publication
for you CREATE—has programs, ads. music, sprites,

plus Put the excellent speed and accuracy of your
SV to more use. fun and practical, and save time doing
it' Ten issues a year for $8 HOME FAVORITES. BOX
309. COCOA. FL 32923.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CREATIVE PROGRAMMING OPPORTUNITY Innova-
tive software company seeks experienced assembly
and C language programmers. (6502 preferred) inter-

ested in creative applications including graphics, an-
imation, music/sound effects, artificial intelligence,
simulations, and robotics Join the people who wrote
paint and moviemaker and participate in our growth.
Send resume to INTERACTIVE PICTURE SYSTEMS
c/o James Ehiers 2004 Spring Garden Street Phila-
delphia PA 19130

$3000.00 per month spare time income with your
computer' Free details Digatek Corporation. 2723
West Butler Drive. Suite B. Phoenix. AZ 85021

MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS ENTPERPRISES
Proven methods detailed. Free information: Ryte Data.
Box 210. Mountain St. Haliburton. Ont K0M ISO
CANAOA

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY' Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information free-

Mail Order Associates. Inc . Dept 38. Montvale. NJ 07645

PERSONAL COMPUTER software publisher in need
of over 500 new copy-writed or uncopy-wnted pro-
grams for leisure, learning, productivity, and per-
formance. 70% Commodore: 10% Apple; 10% IBM: 10%
Atari Machine language with good graphics, content,
audio and play Cash or cash with options 1(800) 822-
7990. or Entertainment Concepts. 630 North Shore
Drive. Kansas City. MO 6415

CASH in on America s transistor craze. Rake in big $$$
working in your own basement, testing and fixing
busted transistors our way Send $5 cash for free
handbook and vacuum tube House of Transistors
Dept 0001. Buffalo. NY

FOR SALE/BARTER

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE' Computer
Hardware— Software— Printers. Audio. Video. Car
Stereo ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 Orange
Ave . West Haven. CT 06576 MC/VISA (203)937-0106

TURNTABLE TOPS 18" x 24' in mica Almond, walnut
or butcher block. $35.00 each. New Jersey residents
add 6% sales tax Make check payable to: The Kitchen
Saver. Inc . 538 Buena Vista Road. Maple Shade. NJ
08052 (609)779-1095

WANTED

PLEASE HELP! Non-profit refugee relief fund desper-
ately needs your old computer, printer, etc. Your gift

is fully tax deductible Please call Brent Danmnger.
(415) 969-7682 (days). 1010 Corporation Way. Ste 201.
Palo Alto. CA 94303

TRS-80

MODEL lll/IV PROTECTIVE COVERS— attractive,
custom-fitted, nylon. $13 95 Epson MX 80 cover.
$8 95 Other models available, dealers invited Check
orM O to C*S. PO Box 2006. Lehigh Valley. PA 18001

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM-

12 13

16

10

15 (MINIMUM)

18 19 20

21 22

37

24

30

34

Amsc refer to holding on hrst pane ol nvs MCten tor ad Dtactmom ifltormwon

REGULAR: S3 50 EXPAND-AD*: $5.25 (per word).

* OF WORDS

.

* OF INSERTIONS .

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $

CHARGE You mill be billed monthly American Express Diners Visa MasterCrurge Interbank # .

-Exp Date

SIGNATURE-

PRINT NAME

CITY -STATE

CC-984



creative computing's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY
TO PLACEA LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 503-5115

ARIZONA MARYLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals

CALIFORNIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Pari pherals ANAHEIM—330 E. Ball

Rd . (714) 776-9420. CAMPBELL—2350 S Bascom Ave..

(408) 377-8920. EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave
. (415)

236-8870 LA MESA—8363 Canter Oriva. (714)461-0110.

LOS ANGELES—2309 S. Flower St.. (213) 749-0261. PO-
MONA— 1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.. (714) 623-3543
REOWOOD CITY—2001 Middiefieid Rd . (415) 365-8155

SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575
WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd

. (213) 883-0531

COLORADO

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals DENVER—5940 W
38th Ave.. (303) 422-3408.

CONNECTICUT

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. AVON—395 W Main

St. (Rt. 44). (203) 678-0323

FLORIDA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. HIALEAH—4705 W
16th Ave.. (305) 823-2280. JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-

lington Expressway. (904) 725-4554 PLANTATION—7173
W. Broward Blvd.. (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave. (813) 686-2541 FT LAUDERDALE—7173 W.
Broward Blvd (305) 791-7300

GEORGIA

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY. 3957 Pleasantdale Road. At-

lanta. 30340. (404)447-6236. Televideo. Eagle. OSM. Pro-

writer. Morrow. Business Software. Mufti user specialists!

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ATLANTA—5285
Roawell Rd.. (404)252-4341.

HAWAII

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals HONOLULU—98-1254
Kaahumanu St.. Pearl City. (808) 487-0029

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals INDIANAPOLIS—2112
E. 62nd St.. (317) 257-4321.

KANSAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals MISSION—5960 La-

mar Ave. . (913) 362-4486.

KENTUCKY

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. Louisville— 12401
Shelbyville Road (502) 245-7811.

LOUISIANA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. KENNER—1900 vet-

erans. Memorial Hwy. . (504) 467-6321

.

PENNSYLVANIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Software. Peripherals BALTIMORE— 1713 E.

Joppa Rd., (301) 661-4446. ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-

son Lane. (301) 881-5420.

MASSACHUSETTS
SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliot. Harvard
Square. Cambridge. 02138. (617) 547-5917. Open 11-6.

Apple. Atari, IBM. Commodore 64.

MICROCON COMPUTER 8 SOFTWARE center, Oanvers.

Wide selection of products and services for Apple, Atari,

Color Computer, CP/M 8 MS DOS systems, and Com-
modore computers. Software, acceeaorlea, peripher-

als, books 8 magannes. (617) 777-6440.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. PEABOOY—242 An-

dover St.. (617) 531-9330. WELLESLEY— 165 Worchester

Ave. (617) 237-1510.

MICHIGAN

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. E. DETROIT— 18149

E. Eight Mile Road. (313) 772-0416. FARMINGTON HILLS—
29433 Orchard Lake Road. (313) 555-4171.

MINNESOTA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. HOPKINS— 101 Shady

Oak Road (612) 938-6371. St. PAUL— 1645 White Bear Ave.

(612)778-1211.

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING 890 E. Roosevelt

(312) 620-0808 Kaypro. Eagle. Victor. Atari. Commodore
64, Great Software Selection! Service/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals Chicago—3462-66 W.

Devon Ave
. (312) 583-3920. DOWNERS GROVE—224

Ogden Ave . (312)852-1304.

PERSONAL SOFTWARE. 146 Paoli Pike, Paoli. 19355.

(215) 298-2726. Software Specialists. Custom Pro-

grama, Canned Progrema and Poriphorala.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave., (215) 288-0180. FRAZER—630 Lancas-

ter Pike. (Rt. 30). (215) 647-5555. PITTSBURGH—3482
Wm.Penn. Hwy.. (412) 824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherala. WARWICK—558
Greenwich Ave. (401 ) 738-5150.

TEXAS

MISSOURI

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computera. Soltware. Peripherals. ST. LOUIS—3794
McKelvey Road (314) 291-1850.

NEBRASKA
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. OMAHA—9207 Ma-

ple St.. (402)391-2071.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW JERSEY

WAYNE SOFTWARE— 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470.

(Across from Packanack Center) Books, Programs, Dis-

count Prices! (201 ) 628-7318.

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS — Heath/Zenith
Computera. Software. Peripherals DALLAS—2715 Ross
Ave.. (214) 826-4053. FORTWORTH—6825-A. Green Oaks
Road. (817) 737-8822. HOUSTON— 1704 W.LoopN. (713)

869-5263. NORTH HOUSTON—5050 FM 1960 West (713)

583-1163 SAN ANTONIO—7111 Blanco Road. (512) 341-

8876.

UTAH

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. MIDVALE—58 East

7200 South. (801) 566-4626

VIRGINIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherala. ALEXANDRIA—6201

Richmond Hwy.. (703) 785-5515. VIRGINIA BEACH—1055
Independence Blvd . (804) 460-0997

WASHINGTON

COMPUTER HUT of Now England— 101 Elm. Nashua.

03060. (603) 869-6317. Retail-Mailorder DISCOUNT
HOUSE for ell your peraonal computing needa.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals SEATTLE—505 8th

Ave. North. (206)682-2172. TUKWILA—1543953rd Ave
.

South. (206) 246-5358. VANCOUVER—516 S.E. Chaklov

Dr. (206) 254-4441.

RETAILERS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. AMHERST—3476
Sheridan Dr.. (716) 835-3090. ROCHESTER—937 Jeffer-

son Rd. (716) 424-2560. N. WHITE PLAINS—7 Reservoir

Rd.. (914) 761-7690. Jericho. L.I.—15 Jericho Turnpike.

(516)334-8181.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals GREENSBORO—4820
W. Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay
Village 44140. 216-835-4345. 100 N. Main, Chagrin Falls

Apple. Lisa. Vector Graphics. Hewlett-Packard. (216) 247-

2202.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals CINCINNATI— 10133
Springfield Pike. Woodlawn. (513) 771-8850 CLEVE-
LAND—28100 Chagrin Blvd.. (216) 292-7553. COLUM-
BUS—2500 MORSE ROAD. (614)475-7200 TOLEDO—48
S. Byrne Road. (419) 537-1887.

OKLAHOMA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. OKLAHOMA CITY

—

2727 Northwest Expressway (405) 848-7593

TAKE
NOTE! f7
Create an ^jt|

educated
and aware N & ,J»"-

customer with

CREATIVE COMPUTING!
Every issue brings your
customer new ways of

using their microcom-
puter PLUS it's a "silent

salesperson,'' helping
users select new periph-

erals, software and
hardware. If you're in-

terested in a low ticket

item that's efficient,

effective and profit-

able, call us today!
CALL 212-503-5380!

Or write:

Ziff-Davis

Publishing Company
Retail Sales Department
One Park Avenue

4th Floor

New York, NY 10016
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COMPUTEL-ttve comports SOURCE tor everyone
You can now do the things you've only heard about,

~ >n home Indispensable
kers. Learn how to get

rams FREE Get the inside

right in the privacy of your own home Indispensable
reVrence pf—irence to phreaks and hacker
an kinds of computer

' Try of big business -their quirks and Haws
i with vital occurrences within

•lory ofbig L__
-and remain up to dal
the computer industry Computet is a publication de-
signed lor everyone who has an intense curiosity ol
computer systems, containing a wealth of hard to lind
information, codes, and numbers Published monthly

* «1 OotXWWl ftAofatawf Hcctoly CPS
6354A VAN NUYS BLVD. / VAN NUYS, CA 91*01

Mjwabash
»- -A\ Flexible Diskettes

6 Year Warranty- 100% Certified

TREE m DELIVERY
51/»" $135
HUBanv * each
*• * TfcT-ueaaoo* onn

5W' $155
BHS&t* each
aaTPte^iuiaaiiai anm

SX*IW-" each— lOOH IIOOWi OI>M

BULK
SSSD $]19

e»ct

BULK
oocri

BULK
TO $169

24 Hour Order Desk

^^1-800-634-2248
Vim. MaaterCa/d. Cert chk , M/O. COO cash

Get immediate shipment Schoota ft govt on P O •
Personal or company check* hek) 14 days.

APO, FPO Can and other non- UPS delivered add SS

Software Services'
1 3?6 ?siti Si S. Smlo M2. Fotqo. NO SSI03 1 -701 -280-OI 21

Educational Programs for —
ATARI, VIC 20, Tl 99/4A

TRS 80 Color Computer
Apple II+ Commodore 64

SQOO Per
only iv— cassette

Alphabet, Physics. Algebra,

Weather, Planetary Positions

and many others.

tyipU*" Offering, also

SAT Preparation
(S cassettes)

Write for free list:

MOSES ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 11038

Huntsville. Al 35805
Telephone (205) 837-3356

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WUi. NOT BE UNDER-
SOLDI. Call Free (SOO)23S-4 1 37
for prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD s

accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
00 Foothill Brvd

San Lub Obispo CA
93401 In Cat call

(800)592 5935 or

[805)543 1037

ONLY .$19.95
Self-

Ceatarlaf
Fall X-Y

CoomiMtt
Central

2 RnifCareer

THE AMPOTRONIC SELF-CENTERING
JOY STICK FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

Z-80 Card $75.00
80 Column Card $75 00
16K RAM Card $45 00
Fan for Apple. 2 Power Outlets $40 01
RF Module Jl2jj
Computer Paper 15#.
3300 sheets 9Vrtir Kt.t&'aei

Diskettes Call

Diskettes. SSDO. Generic. 10 Disks
in Library Case, $22 so/Case

Include $2 50 mm for shipping/handling

NY State residents add sales tax.

Send check or money order to

AMP0C ENTERPRISES INC.
S IEEKMAN ST SUITE 710. NY 100M

(til) 233-1780
Dealer leeattles welcome

CAPTAIN MEGABYTE

4.

«IMIW «* ST • FOm LAUTXWaLI PL Ull4

SERVICE • QUALITY • PRICE

CDC

• irowaf earn
• KUatUMHtt

m
onocoocsu

USA 1.800-3271013 (MS) 887-1130

t to C*MMat iB-THOut ajorecf _ Jf

K. PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
S SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs
200 ns (o $5.37
150 ns ft. $5.37

256K DYNAMIC RAMS
150 ns <" $47.00

Place 512 Kbyte directly Into IBM
XT or PPC motherboard sockets
with 18 256K ICs and proprietary

information kit ej $8471

Add 512 Kbyte into XT or PPC
toenail oweioraooid ITtwnory to M0 Kbyfo!

CONSUME EXPANSION SLOTS !

We sell other memory ICe.
6264. 2764, 271 28. 27256, ate .

MMIorCoro VISA or UPS CASH COO
Factory New, Prime Parts jiPoo

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

SSStSZZS? *" (918) 267-4961
•eaaae mmm ekeve tm •*• eta* It. tSM

YOUR SEARCH

OVER
For all your

Computer Software,

Hardware & Accessories

Great Service - Low Prices

Call 1-800-237-3500

In N.Y. State 212-246-0300

Call or write for our

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPUTER
PO Box 366. Brooklyn. NY 11229

VJVfc^AWP

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited COD's
accepted Call

FREE (800) 235-4137

^PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill BIkI Son Lim

LucsObnpo CA't)4II1
InCal coll IHOOI 592 '.

1805)543- 1017

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Best Prices On

TRS-80 Computers

Our 6th year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus

Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax.

Toll Free 800-231-3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.

22511 Katy Fwy.. Kaly

(Houston) Tx 77450
1-713-392-0747

Telex 774132

S«* us in ihe Wall S*ncei

Jour^i! Jv**v T.*« WM Thnn;

CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Star Micronics Printer Sale

Delta 10

Delta 15
Gemini 10X
Gemini 15X
Radix 10
Star STX-80

$469.95

$ CALL
$269.95
$399.95
$695.00
$139.95

(below dealer cost)

Elephant Memory Systems
Guaranteed Diskettes

5%" SS/SD
5'/V SS/DD
5 1/V DS/DD

$ 16.95

$ 18.95

$ 27.95

Write for free Catalog

TEAM COMPUTER PRODUCTS
109 Church Street

New Haven, CT 06510

NATIONAL ORDER DESK
1-600-343*2325

TECHNICAL SUPPORT OEPT.
203-785-1606

CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

•MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 St. Charles Rock Road
ST LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARO

IBM
Vi HEIGHT
DISK DRIVES
$189.00

TANDON
TM 100-2

5V-)" Disk Drives

$209.00
• Shugart SA455 OS/DD 360 KB

or Matsushita (same drive)

APPLE
COMPATIBLE 5V« DISK DRIVES

$189.00
• Utilizes Shugart SA390 Mechanism full

one year replacement warranty

CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800-227-3800 ext 456

for orders only

FOR INFO OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
404-956-0903

WE SHIP COD.. CASHIER CHECK, OR
MONEY ORDER VISA. MASTER CARD

ADD4%
BULLDOG COMPUTER PRODUCTS

100 GALLERIA PKWY. STE 400
ATLANTA, GA 30339

CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARO

NATIVELINX
1

means
never having to say you're sorry.

Lack of information and delays

costing you money?

Bisynchronous Communication

cuts your losses.

Simply connect your Applell. 11+

,

or lie to a 3270 or 2780/3780

mainframe. (Full IBM or RJE
functions available.)

TRANSMITS DOS DIRECT

VIKING ASSOCIATES INC.

320 West Fillmore Avenue

Colorado Springs.

Colorado 80907 (303)632-7004

Telex: 450-71

1

CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICECARO

*Stor*
it's insured?

SAFEUARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614) 262-0559

D
SAFKttAKK. THK ISSI K.ASCF. AGF.SCY INC.

i 316 ON READER SERVICE CARO

WE WILL NOT. BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and C.O.D's

accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call

(800)592-5935 or

(805)543- 1037

TAPE WORLD
jj 1-800-245-6000 ~

maxell UDyseo
mn sv-.ssoo . . 21

«

HMO. . . 5V.DS00 . . 3l»
fttl r.ssoo . . . 34 »s

n>2 . .. . I" WOO . . . M.M

BASF
5' . SS00 1I.M

SV'.DSOO 33 »S

VERBATIM
SV.SS0O . .

.

y.-.osoo

104 ID . . SV'.SSOO . . M.H
104/20 . . V .".DSDD . . 3LH
im/u . r.ssoo . . . ».»
17W/I0 r-.osoo . . . M.«s

SCOTCH

23n
JUS

SV'.SSOO 21 tS

SV'.DSOO M.SS

r.ssoo 3MS
rjsoo »7.»

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE!
Prices per cast of 10. Shipping 3.7S ant sin order

Pre-paid. COO, or credit card. COO add l.SS

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HOURS.

Abo, TDK and Maiell audio and tideo cassettes.

220 SPRING ST. BUTLER, PA 16001

412 283-8621 MF 8:30-5:00



PERSONALIZED
DISKETTE DISPLAY

PUT A PERSONAL TOUCH
ON YOUR FAVOR DISKETTE

• Display your memorable or tavor 5'."diskette

• We can also engrave your personal or humor
messages on tha display lor $0 40 per letter
with 40 letters maximum For example.
• On tnsdokefle is myhrst computer program
• Run thrs program when you think ol me
e I am the expert ol Program- 1-2-3
•THINK

—.Inc. InTexaa
Suite 246. 713-9SM7W
10700 Richmond OutsldeTexee
Houston, Taxes 77042 800-223-4939

CIRCLE 317 ON READER SERVICE CARD
=!l

Scotch' Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes lo keep your valu-
able data sale Dependable Scotch diskettes
are lesled and guaranteed error-Ire* The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

invited

fACIfIC EXCHANGCS
100 Foolhill Blvil
Sjn I uis Obispo. CA
11401 In Ol till
laooi iti-nii or

"1543-1037.

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

20 PROGRAMS
on 2 cassette tapes

for 16K
TS10O0.
TS1500.
& ZX81
only
$19.95.

•for TS2068, C-64. VIC-20. ATARI.
TI99/4A. CoCo & MC 10 only $29.95
Save money, learn about the exciting world of home
computing and have fun doing it with the new
HOME-PAC*
The HOME PAC" with 21 page user manual
covers educational, graphics, recreational, home
finance and utility applications.

Great tool for learning to program in BASIC
Programs are listable and manual includes section
on modification tips.

1 1 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 1

Please add $2 00 shipping and handling to order.

Simplex Software. Dept CC2
62 Crettview Drive

Willingboro. NJ 06048
MC. VISA & Checks Accepted

Orders & Inquiries State Computer Type
Dealer Inquiries Invited

CIRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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you own a Kaypro 2, 4 or 10,

and you use it all the time. Vet
you know you can do more
with it and set the software to
work harder for you. The users
manual has helped you, but
a guide directing you to the
functions you bought the
Kaypro for is what you really

need Look no futher, THE
KAYPRO: AN APPLICATIONS
GUIDE is here!

This book is not a programming
guide, nor is it a technical ref-

erence manual. It is a definitive

guide on how you can maxi-
mize your unit's productivity.
Among the topics discussed
are:

O Using CP/M to its best
advantage

O How MS/DOS can enhance
your machine

O How to utilize Perfect
Writer

,M
to its fullest and

how to cut editing time in

half

O Using Perfect Speller™ with a word processor
O How Perfect Filer'" can be used in a variety of list manage-

ment and database applications
O Siting with WordStar'* and a comparison of WordStar and

Perfect Writer

O Hooking up the Kaypro to a printer, and a configuration table
for twenty of the most popular printers.

And specific case studies and uses for writers, academicians
teachers, physicians, lawyers, small businessmen and
organizations.

If you own a Kaypro 2, 4 or 10, you need THE KAYPRO: AN
APPLICATIONS GUIDE. Order your copy today! Only $12.95!

Available in your local bookstore and computer store.

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL-FREE 9 am- 5 pm EST.:
'-800-631-8112 (In NJ only: 301-540-0445)

CREATIVE~C^MPUTINGrPRESS
Dept. MB6B.39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me

.

-copies of THE KAYPRO AN APPLICATIONS GUIDE at*l° 95 plus J8 00 postage and handling (»5 00 outside USA) each # 70-4

SeTE?*
EBCl°*'d $ 'Residents of CA, Nj and NY State add applicable

Charge My: fj American Express fj MasterCard fj Visa

Card No E,,^
Mr/Mrs/Ms.

Address

City/State/Zip.

Please send free catalog
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ComingAttractions
October

Integrated software packages is the sub-

ject of our 16-page special section. Not

only do we tell you what to look for in an

integrated package, but we rate all the

available packages on how well they

perform all of their promised functions.

A little preview: the differences are

staggering— and some just don't measure

up.

Also in October, we take an in-depth

look at educational software for both school

and home. New products, objective reviews, .,

thoughtful articles, and regular columns i

round out the issue.

November
You have been waiting for this for ten

years: the incredible tenth anniversary

issue of Creative Computing. Here is the

history and future of personal computing

told by the people who made history and

who will make the future. An all-star cast

of 50 movers and shakers tells you the

story from the inside. People like Scott

Adams, Rodnay Zaks, Adam Osborne,

Peter McWilliams, Carl Helmers, Don
Estridge, George Morrow, Clive Sinclair,

Seymour Papert, Gordon Bell, John

Kemeny, Bill Godbout, and 38 others.

If you are not a subscriber, send in

your card today. This one is sure to be a

sellout the day it hits the newsstands.

December
As we barrel forward, this is the month

we pause for a second and look back at

1984 and forward to 1985. We will publish

our selections for the ten best computers

on the market in ten size/price categories,

and we will also make our predictions on

what will be coming out in 1985.

Our special section will focus on word

processing packages—what to look for

and getting the most out of a package. Be

with us then!

228 ^ September 1984 « Creative Computing
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INFORMATION!
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED!
LATEST DATA!

Here's your chance to learn

more about any number of

products and services de-

scribed or advertised in this

month's Creative Computing.
FREE OF CHARGE!

Directions on reverse side.
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Free! Quick!
No Obligation!

Let us forward your request for further

information you'd like to receive on any
number of products or services men-
tioned or advertised in this month's issue

of Creative Computing. No charge or

obligation! And as easy as 1-2-3!

1 Clearly print/type your name /com-
plete address on one of the attached

reply cards.

2 Circle the number(s) on that card
which correspond to the number(s)

you'll find at the bottom of the ad(s)/arti-

cle(s) about which you'd like to learn

more. (You'll also find these key numbers
on advertised products in this month's
Advertiser's Index.)

3 Stamp and mail the card. The sooner
it's sent, the quicker you'll get the lit-

erature you're after.

This is an ideal time to subscribe to Cre-
ative Computing—the #1 magazine of

computer applications and software—
and save 20%. One year, 12 issues, is just

$19.97. (It's usually $24.97.) Just check
the box at the bottom of the reply
card... and make certain we have your
complete present address.



creative computing
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and /or

plan to buy in the next 12 months.

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

Apple A L

Atari B M
Commodore/ PET C N
Digital Equipment DEC O
Heath Zenith E P
IBM F O
Radio Shack / Tandy TRS-80 G R

Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair 1 T

Other (specify) J U
None K V

3 For what, if any. business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own?

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 1G5 166 167 168

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468

476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only

Void after November
119 120 121 122 123

144 145 146 147 148

169 170 171 172 173

194 195 196 197 198

219 220 221 222 223
244 245 246 247 248
269 270 271 272 273
294 295 296 297 298
319 320 321 322 323
344 345 346 347 348
369 370 371 372 373
394 395 396 397 398
419 420 421 422 423
444 445 446 447 448
469 470 471 472 473
494 495 496 497 498

30. 1984

124 125
149 150
174 175

199 200
224 225
249 250
274 275
299 300
324 325
349 350
374 375
399 400
424 425
449 450
474 475
499 500

one card per person

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE # (_

TITLE

APT

CITY STATE _ZIP
CC9843(Zip code must be included to insure delivery

)

4 Please send me 12 Issues of Crmatlvm Computing tor $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)

creative coiwpatiRg
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and/or
plan to buy in the next 12 months.

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

^

Apple A L

Atari B M
Commodore /PET C N
Digital Equipment / DEC D O
Heath/ Zenith E P
IBM F O
Radio Shack / Tandy TRS-80 Q R
Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair 1 T

Other (specify) J U
None K V

3 For what, if any, business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own?

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168

176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193

201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218

226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243

251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268

276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293

301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318

326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343

351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368

376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393

401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443

451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468

476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only

Void after November
119 120 121 122 123

144 145 146 147 148

169 170 171 172 173
194 195 196 197 198

219 220 221 222 223
244 245 246 247 248
269 270 271 272 273
294 295 296 297 298
319 320 321 322 323
344 345 346 347 348
369 370 371 372 373
394 395 396 397 398
419 420 421 422 423
444 445 446 447 448
469 470 471 472 473
494 495 496 497 498

30. 1984

124 125

149 150
174 175

199 200
224 225
249 250
274 275
299 300
324 325
349 350
374 375
399 400
424 425
449 450
474 475
499 500

one card per person

NAME PHONE * (-

_TITLE

APT

COMPANY_

ADDRESS

CITY
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery ) CC9842

4 Please send me 12 Issues of Crmatlvm Computing tor $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)

STATE ZIP

creative coiwpatiRg
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and /or

plan to buy in the next 12 months.

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

Apple A L

Atari B M
Commodore/PET C N
Digital Equipment DEC O
Heath /Zenith E P
IBM F O
Radio Shack / Tandy TRS-80 G R
Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair 1 T

Other (specify) J U
None K V

3 For what, if any. business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own7

101 102

126 127

151 152
1 76 1 77
201 202
226 227
251 252
276 277
301 302
326 327
351 352
376 377
401 402
426 427
451 452
476 477

103 104

128 129

153 154

1 78 1 79
203 204
228 229
253 254
278 279
303 304
328 329
353 354
378 379
403 404
428 429
453 454
478 479

105 106
130 131

155 156
180 181

205 206
230 231

255 256
280 281

305 306
330 331

355 356
380 381

405 406
430 431
455 456
480 481

107 108

132 133
157 158
182 183
207 208
232 233
257 258
282 283
307 308
332 333
357 358
382 383
407 408
432 433
457 458
482 483

109 110

134 135
159 160
184 185
209 210
234 235
259 260
284 285
309 310
334 335
359 360
384 385
409 410
434 435
459 460
484 485

111 112
136 137
161 162
186 187
211 212
236 237
261 262
286 287
311 312
336 337
361 362
386 387
411 412
436 437
461 462
486 487

113 114

138 139
163 164

188 189
213 214
238 239
263 264
288 289
313 314
338 339
363 364
388 389
413 414
438 439
463 464
488 489

115 116
140 141

165 166
190 191

215 216
240 241
265 266
290 291

31S 316
340 341
365 366
390 391
415 416
440 441

465 466
490 491

117 118
142 143
167 168
192 193
217 218
242 243
267 268
292 293
317 318
342 343
367 368
392 393
417 418
442 443
467 468
492 493

Void after November
119 120 121 122 123

144 145 146 147 148

169 170 171 172 173
194 195 196 197 198
219 220 221 222 223
244 245 246 247 248
269 270 271 272 273
294 295 296 297 298
319 320 321 322 323
344 345 346 347 348
369 370 371 372 373
394 395 396 397 398
419 420 421 422 423
444 445 446 447 448
469 470 471 472 473
494 495 496 497 498

30. 1984

124 125

149 ISO
174 175

199 200
224 225
249 250
274 275
299 300
324 325
349 350
374 375
399 400
424 425
449 450
474 475
499 500
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4 Please send me 12 issues of Creative Computing tor $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)
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COMMITTEDTO
OUR COMMITMENT IS YOUR GUARANTEE
OF SOFTWARE THAT CHALLENGES,
ENTERTAINS, AND INTRIGUES!

INTRODUCING

WINDO-
WIZARDRY

The WIZARDRYPhenomenon
__ Continues!

TM

Now, better than ever, the Wizardry ad-
venture continues with LEGACY OF
LLYLGAMYN. Cast spells, work your
way through a 3-D maze and enjoy the
thrill of Wizardry with our newest soft-
ware innovation—WINDO-WIZARDRY™
Its Lisa-like windows help you play fast-
er and more efficiently than ever before!
All the information you'll ever need is at
your fingertips' command. SOFTALK's
Review Editor, Roe Adams, calls LOL
"...an excellent game! It's a land-
mark in graphics advancement.''
LEGACY OF LLYLGAMYN is a new
world of excitement!

"The Best Yet! 33

Margot Comstock Tommervik.
Editor, SOFTALK

SOFTWARE HVC.
xppi. ,. . r^,.t.,«, MMmrt o! App.. computer ,nc SIR-TECH SOFTWARE INC.. 6 MAIN STREET, OGDENSBURG, NY 13669. (315) 393-6633

ALL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE AT YOUR FAVORITE RETAILER

CIRCLE 194 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Build yourown IBMPC compatible

and save hundreds of dollars.

i •

Heath proudly announces
the NEW HS-151 Desktop and
HS-161 Portable computers.

One of the world s largest software

libraries has IBM's name on It.

Now you can run that software on
Heath s new IBM PC compatible
computers, available in easy-to-

build kits.

Can you build one of these comput-
ers? 85% of our first-time customers
ask the same question. And the

answer is 100% yes. You can.

In fact, you should build one. You'll

save a lot of money while learning

about computers in general and the

Heath PC's in particular

Build confidence and your new
computer, one step at a time. Two
main circuit boards come to you
pre-assembled and factory*-tested.

So that you can build the three other

boards, we include a test soldering

board plus helpful soldering instruc-

tions to make sure you get it right.

Our instruction manuals are easy to

understand, thorough and packed
with cogent illustrations. And once
it's built, the computer guides you

through a full range of included disk-

based diagnostics.

Expert advice is only a phone call

away, should you need it. You II

reach a trained consultant whose
specialty is talking sense, not jargon.

We'll do whatever's necessary to

make our pledge come true: We
Won't Let You Fail.' Our entire

business depends on that

simple promise.

Experience a little won-
der and a lot of pride. Save

money, too. by building the high-

est quality personal computer. The

Heath PC's have 128K RAM stan-

dard (expandable to 640K). a pro-

fessional keyboard, dual 360K disk

drives and optional Winchester.

These machines are truly complete.

Both are color capable and

MS'-DOS is included.

Check out the Heath PC computers

today. IBM compatibility means
they'll run the most popular soft-

ware. And, with the money saved by

building a kit. think of all the periph-

erals and software you can buy 1

HS-151 Desktop
PC with stan-

dard floppy

disk drive

or optional
hard disk.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE
CARD. Get more information on the

most rewarding personal comput-

ers. The HS-151 Desktop PC and

HS-161 Portable PC.

"MS is a registered trademark of

Microsoft Corporation

For computing on the go...

the HS-161 Portable.

The HS-161 has the same features as

the HS-151. Amber Monitor included.

Convenient keyboard folds up. two

disk drives fold down.

w

*c<

— Heathkit
omp-
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